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Preface 
This study originates in the surprise about the scarcity of modem historiography 
of late sixteenth and early seventeenth-century Mexican history. As with many 
historians and social scientists my interest sprang from the question how a society 
evolves, which for me is to say, how the several 'sectors' of society interrelate. 
In the case of early Mexican history the question was how two different cultures 
influenced each other. 
Naturally, questions of such a general nature can not be answered in one 
study; in the course of the investigations and the elaboration of the material it has 
become ever more clear to me, as before to many others, that one element of 
society is not determining for the whole of society nor that the evolution society 
follows one steady course. Therefore, I think that historical and social science 
research would gain much if society and its evolution would be considered and 
studied more as an whole than is usually the case. This is what I have attempted 
to do and I hope my efforts will contribute make this insight clear. 
It is not easy to point at the exact starting point of this study, it lay some-
where at the final period of my study of History in Leiden, where my interest in 
Latin America was inspired by Dr. Adriaan van Oss, and after his sudden death 
in 1984 by Professor Slicher van Bath. With him I kept close contact throughout 
the writing of this book, and his influence is visible in many places. 
The project itself was made possible by research grants in 1987-1988, 1989 
and 1990-1991 of the Netherlands Organisation for the Advancement of Pure 
Research (NWO) and the Netherlands Foundation for the Advancement of 
Tropical Research (WOTRO). The Unger van Brero Fund financed a correction 
of the translation, which was carried out by Drs. Marie-Anne van der Veer. In 
the course of the research I received a lot of support of CEDLA, which gave me 
the institutional backing, without which the project would have been a lot more 
difficult to accomplish. 
Mtro. Ricardo Rendón and Dr. Bernardo García Martinez were my cordial 
hosts during my stays in Mexico. 
Parts of the text were read by the members of the discussion group OLA. I 
had discussed many of the ideas expressed in this book with Dr. Arij Ou wen eel. 
As in many cases, those who contributed most to the efforts put into a project 
like this are mentioned last. My parents supported me without relenting. They 
even visited me while I was doing archival work in Mexico and my father read 
all of the manuscript, usually even the first, very rough version. Last of all I 
dedicate this book to Nellie, for all help, support and trust. 
Algunos dirán [...] que los indios too 
simples y humildes, que DO reina malicia 
ni soberbia en ello·, y que no tienen 
codicia; otros al contrario que están muy 
ricos y que son vagabundo« y que no 
quieren sembrar. No crea a los unos ni a 
los otros, sino trátese con ellos como con 
cualquiera otra nación sin hacer reg tas 
especiales, teniendo respecto a los medios 
de terceros, porque pocos hay en citas 
partes se muevan sin algún interés, ora 
sea de bienes temporalee o espirituales, o 
pasión o ambición, ora sea vicio o virtud. 
Pocas veces he visto tratarse las materas 
con libertad evangélica, y donde nacen 
muchas murmuraciones y proposiciones 
que si se entendiesen en particular no 
serla causa de tanto desasosiego como 
algunas veces se sigue. 
Don Antonio de Mendoza, first viceroy 
of New Spain, ca. 1550 
For Nellie 
Introduction 
The traditional way of looking at the social developments of the first century after 
the conquest is strongly marked by the idea that Indian society had to give way to 
Spanish social and economic pressure, especially as far as landownership was 
concerned. In this way, the evolution of society in the early colonial period was 
determining for relations between Spaniards and Indians later on. However, recent 
research has made it clear that in the eighteenth century the Indians usually had 
enough land to subsist; therefore we may raise the question whether they lost most 
and best of their land in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In this light it is 
important to reconsider this formative period of colonial society, not only 
considering the recent literature, but also and principally by consulting published 
sources and the rich, unpublished archival material. This is the aim of this study.1 
Mexican society had an agrarian nature, both before and after the Spanish 
invasion. It goes without saying that rights to land were of great importance to both 
prehispanic and colonial society. However, in his book on the agrarian history of 
Western Europe, the historian Slicher van Bath explains that there are several types 
of agrarian societies which have different characteristics. Therefore, the statement 
that a society is agrarian, can have no more than a very general significance and 
although the rights to land are indeed of great importance to the social organization, 
they by no means exclusively determine its structure. Both the current theories on 
the organization of the Indian societies and the traditional interpretation of the 
changes after the conquest by the Spaniards are based on the distribution of 
landownership. Without meaning to doubt the importance of the claims on land, in 
my opinion a treatment of the social organization on the basis of ownership rights 
is problematic. If we consider the concept of ownership, it will become evident to 
what extent this holds good.2 
Ownership is pre-eminently a legal concept, which in modern western relations 
expresses the right to dispose of a good or an object. The concept of ownership is 
derived from Roman Law, and as such it had much influence throughout the Middle 
Ages. Nonetheless, it is not possible, though not unusual, to use this interpretation 
in the context of the past without considerable restrictions. In European -especially 
German- historiography, the question of the distribution of landownership has led 
to a debate of over a century. Some decades ago, it was settled with the conclusion 
that neither legal ownership nor even the distribution of ownership rights could be 
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considered to have determined medieval social relations. In medieval agrarian 
society there were often many people and institutions that could claim a right to 
land, especially to its fruits. In some cases, the rights to usufruct and yields were 
fragmented between peasants, clergy and various lords in such a way that the actual 
owner, often the Church or a lord, hardly enjoyed any income from his property at 
all. In such a case, ownership was neither absolute nor exclusive, and was 
consequently far removed from our modem concepts. Rights to the land and its 
fruits were too multiple and too complex, and the social relations of this agrarian 
society could certainly not be understood on the basis of simple ownership relations 
only.' 
Such was the situation in Europe. Prehispanic Mexico, of course, did not know 
Roman Law; the concept of ownership was introduced by the Spaniards. This was 
a strange concept for the Indians. If the distribution of claims to ownership was not 
decisive in the European medieval situation, it can hardly be expected to have been 
so in the context of the prehispanic society. Recently an increasing number of 
authors have argued that on the basis of the sixteenth-century Spanish and Indian 
sources, it is not possible to demonstrate that the distribution of landownership was 
the basis of Indian society/ 
A similar objection can be made to the concept of state, which is used without 
further qualifications for both the prehispanic and the colonial period. In his 
monograph, Pietschmann treats the painstaking introduction of the Spanish idea of 
a territorial state in Spanish America and its evolution. This introduction signified 
an important change for the Indian world. If we are to understand this, we should 
not succumb to the usual misconception that the social constellation of Indian society 
before the arrival of the Spaniards could be couched in the concept of the territorial 
nation state, in the modern sense of the word. If we want to understand Mexican 
Indian society of the sixteenth century and the changes that took place in it, we 
ought to look for other assumptions.5 
In designing an interpretative framework for post-conquest Mexican history, 
comparisons are best taken from European historiography. There are two reasons 
for doing so. In the first place, Mexican society was under the rule of a European 
power from the time of the conquest. It is not a new assumption that knowledge of 
the European background, especially the Spanish one, may throw light on the 
development of colonial society in Mexico and especially on the changes the 
Spaniards introduced. In the second place, European historiography has a long 
tradition and, consequently, much is known of European history. Of course, a 
particular society should always be seen as an entity of its own, with its own 
autonomy, own specific features and characteristics. Comparing non-European 
societies with the European situation, there is the immanent danger of a projection 
of concepts or explanations taken from a specific European context. It could be 
alleged that these dangers are best evaded by a comparison of the sixteenth-century 
situation with that of the rural areas of modem Mexico, a method called 'upstream-
ing' in anthropology. However, a comparison with pre-industriai European history 
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prevents a reprojection to colonial times of modernistic elements that have not been 
introduced until long after Mexican independence was achieved in the nineteenth 
century. Moreover, a comparison with the present would soon obscure which 
elements of the colonial society were imported from Europe. 
Unfortunately, Latin American and European historians have little knowledge 
of each other's results. Here, I shall particularly be concerned with the importance 
of European historiography for the Latin American, especially Mexican history. To 
a large extent, Mexican historical writing has its roots in the European tradition, but, 
especially during the last decades, it has become a scientific tradition with its own 
dynamics. This is sometimes influenced by, but certainly never dependent on, the 
developments in the Old World. European historical writing is neither homogeneous 
nor coherent as a result of the many different traditions that have played a part in 
it. It is enlightening to consider the differences within European historiography, even 
though this is not the place to treat them at any length. 
In modem European historiography the tradition of the French Annales has long 
been of dominant importance. This 'French dominance' was preceded by a German 
one. German historiographical tradition emphasized the political and institutional 
aspects rather than the social and economic processes. The Annales School, with 
Braudel as its greatest representative, reacted against these emphases. Broadly 
stated, Braudel argued that it was the structure of society that determined the course 
of developments instead of political occurrences. For those who occupied themselves 
with the functioning of society, institutional history was directed too much towards 
the external form, expressing too little the internal processes and the social and 
economic forces. In the practice of European historical writing, the two traditions 
were never strictly separated. Social and economic history always leaned strongly 
on a foundation of political and institutional history.' 
Historical writing on colonial Mexico began to flourish at the same time when 
the Annales-tradition dominated European historiography, and was greatly influenced 
by it. As a result, much attention was paid to social and economic history, and a lot 
of important work was done in the field of serial history. The economic functioning 
of haciendas was also studied relatively extensively. The social history of Latin 
America has always had strong ties with anthropology. The field of ethno-history 
is consequently seen as a mix of anthropology and history, and every now and then 
there is a call for further integration of the two scientific fields. Recently, European 
historiography has also known an upsurge in the interest in anthropology. The 
objective seems to be the study of the internal functioning of peasant societies and 
of peasants values and standards. Whereas previously the community was seen as 
a whole and looked upon from the outside, the new historiography principally 
directed itself to the internal processes of the community. In this respect, there is a 
clear parallel between European and Mexican historiography, even though influences 
are not very strong at the moment. 
Because of its roots in the Annales tradition, Mexican history lacks to a large 
part the institutional and political background which European history has got as a 
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result of the German tradition. Notwithstanding some initiatives, there has been no 
political history of the colonial era so far. More research has been conducted into 
institutional history, although in this field there are still important lacunae as well. 
Often, the development of the Indian communities has been regarded as a derivation 
of the economic and social situation, without taking the both political and 
institutional background into consideration. This is regrettable, as at least one 
significant example can show. Until recently, it was acknowledged that the Crown 
decreed laws for the protection of the Indians, but it was assumed that these laws 
had been neglected in the colonial practice. However, in his study of the functioning 
of the Indian section of the supreme court of Mexico -the Juzgado General de Indios 
of the Audiencia of New Spain-, Borah argued that the Indians defended their rights 
skilfully and that the court decided many times in favour of the Indians. In 1985, the 
historian Stem remarked that "legal tactics mushroomed into a major strategic of 
Indian life".1 
In the light of these developments, the institutional aspects of Mexican history 
deserve more attention than they have received until now. In the first place, the 
Spanish state exercised much of its influence through institutions. Especially for the 
authorities in Spain, formal regulations were the only way of pursuing a political 
line with some effectiveness in the long term. Both Spaniards and Indians had to 
accept the rights, as expressed in the Law, as their point of departure, if they 
wanted to get support from the authorities. The Spaniards introduced important 
institutional changes, which they thought indispensable for a proper functioning of 
society or of the legal system. These changes often sprang from the Spanish written 
and unwritten legal traditions. As a matter of course, Spanish regulations were 
principally directed at the fiscal, stately and public matters. Being the new 
authorities, the Spaniards had to ensure that public order was organized according 
to Spanish concepts and also that fiscal income benefitted the Crown. On the whole, 
they did not change Indian customs and laws to an important degree. This does not 
mean that the Spanish regulations did not often imply a radical change for the 
Indians, and their everyday lives, because the changes in public order did affect 
them. However, it is by no means clear yet, how the legal position of the Indians, 
the pueblos de indios or the Indians' property of land evolved. In due course, 
Spanish Law and institutions became the realities to which they had to adapt 
themselves in everyday life. Those who appeared in court had to write down their 
petitions and declarations in accordance with the formal regulations. Even though 
many of the legal concepts of the Spaniards were initially strange to the Indians, 
they had to adjust to them. In this regard, sixteenth-century Mexico did not 
essentially differ from Europe. The historian Sabean remarked on early modem 
Germany that:' 
"the logic of the state's intervention may well have proceeded from fiscal 
concerns, but from the point of view of villagers, many arrangements and 
procedures became internalized and were regarded as essential services to be 
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expected from the state. A particular [...] regulation may have violated the old 
custom of a particular village, but once in place for a generation or so would 
become part of the observed rule structure [...]. Individual villagers used state-
supplied institutions to assert their rights, develop strategies of aggrandizement, 
or maintain defensive alliances*. 
In studying the political and institutional aspects of colonial Mexican history, 
it is best to follow the German tradition. In Germany itself these ideas have always 
remained important, but they have recently also been adopted by a number of North-
American historians. In their attempt to understand the internal functioning of the 
village communities, they realized that this could not be done by just studying the 
socio-economic aspects, but that often the political and formal-institutional elements 
were of great importance.' 
One of the most salient features of the German historiography has always been 
the idea that in early modem times, political power did not just come from the state, 
but that there were many other sources of power, political but also social and 
economic. To a large extent, the sources of power were closely related to the 
agrarian conditions of society. This is not just the case in the European, but also in 
the prehispanic Mexican situation. 
The introduction of the institutions of the Spanish state after the conquest 
brought about many changes in indigenous society. Indian society became part of the 
Spanish Empire and had to fit in the political patterns of the Spanish state. This 
implied a profound reform of the prerogatives of the Indian nobility in the political, 
social and economic spheres. Of course they also had an effect on the position of the 
common Indians and their relation to the nobility. Nobles and commoners were 
frequently opposed, and their disputes often endeddin lawsuits. Due to the 
institutional changes both the relations between the Spaniards and the Indians, and 
the relations within the Indian world had to be profoundly revised. 
All this does not mean that the social and economic development was of no 
importance. It goes without saying that the enormous decrease in the number of 
Indians, mainly due to epidemics, had a far-reaching influence on the evolution of 
the society of New Spain. In effect, institutional and demographic and related socio-
economic developments exerted a combined influence on society and caused a social 
transformation in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Once this 
transformation had got its momentum, neither the Indians nor the Spaniards could 
keep control of it. 
Periodisa tion 
From the view of representativeness, the valley of Puebla is one of the most 
justifiable choices. As I remarked above, together with the valleys of Mexico and 
Toluca, it forms the Central-Mexican highland, the whole of which was called 
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Anáhuac in colonial times. The area is situated in the Sierra Madre, on the neo-
volcanic axis which crosses Mexico from east to west. The three valleys are all at 
a height of some 2000 meters. They are separated by volcanoes. The Nevado de 
Toluca and the adjoining ridge separate the valleys of Mexico and Toluca; the 
IxtaccihuatI (5286m) and Popocatepetl (5442m) are the border between the valleys 
of Puebla and Mexico. They are the second and third largest volcanoes in the 
country. The highest volcano of Mexico, the Citlaltepetl of Pico de Orizaba (5650m) 
is located a little east of the valley of Puebla. To the north the valley of Puebla is 
bordered by the fourth volcano of Mexico, the Malinche or Matlalcueye (4461m). 
In the east, south and west, the central valleys of Anáhuac are surrounded by lower, 
mountainous areas, the so-called faldas. In the north they border on a semi-arid area 
(Map 1). 
In comparison to the valleys of Mexico (60x120km) and Puebla (75x100km), 
the valley of Toluca (50x80km) was much smaller. In the period under consideration 
the valley of Puebla had an average of 37 percent of the total number of inhabitants 
of the valleys, versus 42 percent in the valley of Mexico and only 21 in the valley 
of Toluca.10 The valleys of Mexico and Puebla differed little in size of population. 
Being the setting of the capital of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, the valley of Mexico was 
politically and economically the most important one of the Central Highland. This 
also made it a rather exceptional area. This was emphasized even more by the fact 
that the valley had been completely under the power of the Aztecs in the period 
before the conquest. The valley of Puebla had been much more heterogeneous in 
prehispanic times. The colonial provinces of Tochimilco and Tepeaca had been part 
of the Aztec Empire, but Tlaxcala, Huejotzingo and Cholula had never been subject 
to Aztec rule. In addition, these political entities had continuously been in a state of 
war with each other, while the valley of Mexico had entirely come under the 'pax 
azteca', a unique situation in prehispanic Mexico. Soon after the Spanish invasion, 
in 1531, the city of Puebla was founded in an uninhabited part of the valley. This 
was similar to the situation in other areas, for example in the case of Antequera in 
the valley of Oaxaca and Valladolid in Michoacan, and just like these Puebla was 
to become the centre of its economic region. An element of concentrated, urbanized 
Spanish influence thus was introduced into a previously completely Indian socio-
economic environment. In this respect, the valley of Mexico was a somewhat more 
complicated case, because the Spanish influence in the capital was more or less a 
continuation of the prehispanic period when Aztec rule had been based in 
Tenochtitlan. Even though the valley of Puebla had its own distinctive characteris-
tics, all in all, its size, its number of inhabitants and its diversity make it an obvious 
candidate for a regional study, which has the pretention that it can be used for 
generalization exceeding the region itself. 
The historiographie situation makes the valley attractive as well. In 1952, 
Gibson already wrote a study on the history of sixteenth-century Tlaxcala. Another 
big step forward, was the interdisciplinary research project in the valley of Puebla 
by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, which called the valley the area of Puebla-
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Tlaxcala. This project has resulted in a number of studies, which deal with topics 
that will be discussed here as well. Prem treated the changing relations of 
landownership in the province of Huejotzingo in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, Nickel and Ewald studied a number of haciendas, predominantly from the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and Trautmann wrote a monograph on the 
historical geography of Tlaxcala. A research group, consisting predominantly of 
anthropologists, under the leadership of initially Kirchhoff and later Carrasco and 
Reyes Garcia, has investigated the prehispanic social relations in the area." 
A good opportunity for comparison are available for the valley of Mexico for 
which the work of Gibson has been the standard since 1964 and the valley of 
Toluca, which has received rather intensive attention from, amongst others, Wood, 
Lockhart and Jarquin during the last decades. In addition there is a very useful 
recent study by García Martinez about the Sierra Norte de Puebla, which borders 
on the valley of Puebla.11 
An important question of my research has been when colonial society took shape. 
It has often been assumed that most changes took place in the period directly 
following the conquest, which is to say the years 1521-1570. Even though the loss 
of sovereignty must have been a great shock for the Indians, this assumption is not 
entirely justified. Initially, the contacts between Spaniards and Indians were too 
fresh, and the number of Spaniards was too small for them to be able to exert an 
active influence on the ordering of society. The Crown in Spain was taken by 
surprise by the sudden necessity of ruling over an enormous empire and a large 
number of strange new subjects, without being able to fall back upon experience or 
ready administrative models. Only after the power of the king and the Spanish state 
had been properly established, it could start with a systematic institutionalization of 
the conquest. 
In addition, in the first decades after the conquest, the Crown's struggle for 
power with locally organized pressure groups of Spaniards, especially Cortés and 
the encomenderos, demanded a lot of attention and made it necessary for the Crown 
to manoeuvre carefully. The Leyes Nuevas of 1542-'43 were a turning point in the 
developments, albeit that in many instances they were only a codification of many 
developments. With regard to the Leyes, the literature has predominantly been 
focused on the most salient features, the effects on the encomenderos and the 
abolition of Indian slavery. The effects on the indigenous population have not been 
studied much until now. This is unfortunate, because the Leyes Nuevas initiated a 
lot of changes in the Indian world, of which the reform of the indigenous tribute 
system was the most important. 
This was a very complex operation, the implementation of which took about a 
quarter of a century. In about 1570, the effects of the tribute reforms made 
themselves fully felt and contributed much to the beginning of may be characterized 
as a social transformation. 1570 is therefore the starting date of this study. 
Traditionally, this year is also seen as the end of what is called the conquest society. 
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The archival material on which this study is based, is mainly from the decades after 
1570. However, this starting date is by no means absolute; in order to be able to 
explain the nature and the dimensions of the transformation, I shall have to pay 
relatively much attention to the prehispanic period and to the conquest society. 
The end of the period of this study is 1640. This date is somewhat more 
arbitrary than 1570. Even though Hoberman in her recent monograph on the elite 
of Mexico City, takes 1660 as the end of her book and Lockhart sees a turning point 
at around 1650, there is one event that gives us reason for taking 1640 as a final 
date: in 1643 the Spanish and Indian ownership rights to land were recorded in a so-
called composición, which is a sign that the new relations of the colonial society 
were now consolidated." 
Another reason to study this period in Mexican history is closely connected with 
the socio-economic developments pointed out above. Prehispanic society consisted 
of a number of separate and contending political entities, which also were largely 
isolated in an economic sense. As the historians Sucher van Bath and Van Oss have 
pointed out, in the eighteenth century there were four economic regions in Mexico. 
In their typology the regions have a characteristic structure which rather closely 
follow the description of an economic region of the nineteenth century German 
economist von Thünen: they had cores, intermediate zones and peripherica! zones. 
The four economic regions were Central Mexico, South Mexico, Western Mexico 
and Northern Mexico. Three of them were situated in areas that had a large 
population in prehispanic times. Just like Michoacan to the West and Oaxaca to the 
South of Mexico, the central Mexican highlands of Anáhuac -consisting of the 
valleys of Mexico, Puebla and Toluca and the surrounding areas- constituted a 
densely populated area within a largely uninhabited Mexico. The fourth region, 
around Guadalajara, was the only one to have developed completely after the 
conquest. Both in prehispanic and colonial times the central valleys of Anáhuac were 
by far the most important centre of population. 
In colonial Mexico the valleys of Anáhuac were to become the central areas of 
the colonial Central Mexican economic region. In the caseof the Central region the 
valley of Toluca completely belonged to the intermediate zone, while the valleys of 
Mexico and Puebla had their cores in the cities of Puebla and Mexico. The historian 
Ouweneel has remarked that the/aWa-areas were always the peripheries. Because 
the economic regions developed in areas which already had an important indigenous 
population at the time of the Spanish conquest, this meant that the existing socio-
economic situation underwent profound changes, which took place for a large part 
in the period under study.14 
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Summary of contents 
The treatment of a subject such as the transformation of society is impossible 
without a characterization of the original situation. In chapter 1, "Cem Anáhuacr. The 
World of the Indians", I shall present a picture of indigenous society in the valley 
of Puebla before the arrival of the Spaniards. My research departs from the demands 
which agrarian society imposed on the Indians. This chapter is written from the 
awareness that the social constellation at the time of the Spanish invasion, was the 
product of a political, economic, social, cultural and ecological evolution of 3500 
years of agrarian development. All the interrelations and influences had resulted in 
a very multifarious society. It is obvious that it is impossible to treat all intricacies 
within the confinements of one chapter. In chapter 1, I particularly aim at showing 
the diversity and complexity of this indigenous society and will deal with some basic 
principles which exerted a large influence on the social evolution of the early 
colonial era. 
Chapter 2, "The Shaken Foundation" has as its subject the various influences 
which undermined society as the Indians had known it. As I have indicated above, 
in the first few decades after the conquest there were a number of important changes 
in society, but generally speaking the indigenous world was not disrupted, and the 
Spanish and the Indian worlds remained largely separated. As a result of a 
constellation of political, institutional, demographic and economic factors, the social 
relations began to break down. From the middle decades of the sixteenth century the 
uneasy equilibrium of the conquest society was irrevocably disturbed and a social 
crisis rapidly developed. 
Towards the end of the period of the conquest society a number of Spanish and 
Indian groups with often contradictory influences may be distinguished, which had 
to come to terms with the social transformation after 1570. They all responded to 
the crisis in their own manner. In chapters 3 to 6, attention is paid to the way in 
which the problems were gradually solved. The solution to these problems led to a 
merging of the previously separate Indian and Spanish worlds into one new, 
colonial, agrarian society, which was neither Spanish nor Indian, but in which 
Spanish and Indian influences together created a Mexican society. 
Although it was a highly complex evolution, in which the various developments 
cannot been seen apart from each other, I have chosen for a thematic approach. In 
this I shall take the existing literature as a point of departure, whenever possible, 
and re-examine its assumptions on the basis of fundamental archival research. In 
view of the importance of the institutional changes and their influence on the amount 
and nature of the documents in the archives, I have chosen to treat the themes as it 
were 'going in from the outside'. The Spaniards had recently arrived in Mexico; 
they had to win a place in society for themselves. The Indians had always been part 
of the agrarian society in the valley of Puebla. Even though society rapidly changed, 
the changes took place against the background of agrarian continuity. Therefore, an 
approach of 'going in from the outside' means that I shall first pay attention to the 
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questions which concern the relationship between Spaniards and Indians, and 
afterwards make an attempt at 'penetrating' more deeply into the Indian society. 
When Spanish agriculture was introduced in Mexico, huge problems about land 
arose between Spaniards and Indians. In view of recent research on especially the 
eighteenth century, it is not possible to maintain that the Indians had to give up most 
of their land to the Spaniards. Nonetheless, in the sixteenth century there were many 
conflicts about land between Spaniards and Indians. In chapter 3, "A New Division 
of Land", I shall argue that these problems can only be understood against the 
background of the ecological demands of the Spanish and Indian agricultural systems 
in the valley of Puebla, in combination with the institutional changes. A settlement 
of these problems was the principal condition for the solution of the disputes 
between Spaniards and Indians. The Spanish Crown realized the importance of a 
solution of the question and played an active part in it. 
The contacts between Indians and Spaniards were regular and of great 
importance for the functioning of society. This is treated in chapter 4, "The Practice 
of Regional Economy and Administration: The Repartimiento de Trabajo and the 
Repartimiento de Comercios". Based on the development of the two forms of 
repartimiento, I shall here discuss the way in which Spanish and Indian influences 
contributed to a settlement of the daily relations between the two groups of the 
population and to the formation of a regional society. 
The clergy, in the valley of Puebla especially the members of the Franciscan 
order, were closer to the Indians than any other group of Spaniards, if only because 
their economic position pre-eminently depended on the Indians. Besides, the 
Franciscan friars also occupied an important place within Spanish political circles. 
In the first decades of the colonial era, the Franciscans had visions of a Paradise on 
Earth, in which the Indians would be the Chosen People with the Franciscans as 
their spiritual guides. From the middle of the sixteenth century they were under 
severe pressure to give up their pastoral care of the doctrinas to the local bishop, 
to which they were ultimately forced in 1640. In chapter 5, "The Lost Paradise of 
the Franciscans, " I shall pay attention to the changing position of the Franciscans 
in the fragile and shifting political balance between the Indian and the Spanish 
worlds. The argument of this chapter is, that with the disappearance of the two 
separated worlds as a consequence of the inception of a colonial society, the position 
of the Franciscans became increasingly untenable, first in the Spanish political 
realm, but later also in their doctrinas. The changes in the position of the 
Franciscans had influence on the appreciation of Indian Christianity, which in the 
eyes of many Spaniards was seen as the product of the friars. Therefore, in the 
second part of the chapter it will be discussed in what way the Church contributed 
to the evolution of local Indian society. 
In its treatment of the Christianity of the Indians, chapter 5 preludes to chapter 
6, titled "Shifting Powers in the Pueblos". This discusses in what way the pueblos 
de indios, as such introduced by the Spanish state, became institutions in which the 
various Indian groups acquired a new position. I shall argue that the indigenous 
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nobility often managed to use the institutional means which the pueblos offered, for 
reshaping their old positions, notwithstanding the severe crisis of legitimacy in which 
many nobles found themselves in the late sixteenth century. 
In a "Conclusion" the thrust and the argument of this study will be summarized. 
Chapter 1 
Сет Anáhuac: 
The World of the Indians 
The altepetl was the most important cultural, social and political entity of 
prehispanic indigenous society; it was a central concept in socio-political philos-
ophy. The Náhuatl word altepetl means 'water and mountain', or 'mountain 
surrounded by water'. The famous sixteenth-century Franciscan Fray Bernardino 
de Sahagún, who wrote an extensive General History of the Things of New Spain 
(Historia General de las Cosas de la Nueva España) with the help of high-placed 
Indian informants from Tlatelolco, recorded the following on the altepetl. The 
informants directly associated the meaning of altepetl with the one of river, 
'atoyatl'. They said:1 
"Its name comes from 'a//' (water) and 'totoca' (it runs); as if to say 'running 
water'. The people here in New Spain, the people of old, said: «These rivers 
come -they flow- there from Tlalocan [the underworld]; they are the property 
of, they issue from the goddess named Chalchiuhctli icue» [who was the god-
dess of Tlalocan]. And they said that the mountains were magic places with 
their surfaces covered with soil and rock; that they were just like ollas 
(vessels) or houses; they were filled with water which was (in) there. If 
necessary, the mountains would dissolve at times, flooding the whole world. 
And hence, the people called their settlements altepetl. They said, «this 
mountain of water, with this river springing from its womb. For it is from 
there that Chalchiuictlicue sends it -offers it [...]»". 
Thus, the altepetl was a metaphor for 'a place where people can live' and as 
such, embodied or symbolized much of the Indian standards and values. Water 
and mountain were the two complementary elements which made life possible for 
the Indians. The temple -placed on a pyramid which was called coatepetl or 
snake mountain- stood as a man-made mountain at the symbolic centre of the 
altepetl and symbolized the tamed forces of nature.' In the temple, the cosmic 
order was symbolized by a multitude of intricate numerical divisions, as Van 
Zantwijk has shown. To take one obvious example, the four sides of the pyra-
mids symbolize the four directions of the wind.5 
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Man was supposed to do something in return for the favours he received from 
the gods. Like the gods, who offered their own blood, water, for the fertilization 
of the mountain, which in itself was just a barren rock, the inhabitants of the 
altepetl had to offer human blood, as if it were fertilizing water, to feed the 
hungry earth and support the gods. In the same way, the gods offered their heart, 
the sun, every day and man, in return, had to sacrifice human hearts. This is the 
background to the many human sacrifices on the pyramids. 
The inhabitants of an altepetl were led by its most important god. In the 
legendary traditions of the Aztecs, which they claimed to be dating from the time 
when they were still nomads -Chichimecs-, the god Tezcatlipoca was said to have 
promised the equally legendary Mexican king Huitzilopochtli -who was later to 
become an important Mexican god- that he would make the Mexicans win all 
their wars if they became his servants:4 
"He [Tezcatlipoca] will have it as his duty, the work, 
his command in the war 
in every quarter 
in all towns 
there he will serve, he will make them your macehualtin, 
wherever they will go 
who are your children, 
your grandchildren, your great grandchildren, 
your younger brothers, 
your little corncobs, 
all your descendants". 
Everyone had his place on earth and within the cosmic order. An astrologer 
determined the day sign (tonalli) of newborn children. The tonalli determined the 
child's fate, on the basis of which it was decided what would become of him. 
Everyone had his duty (in Náhuatl: tequitl; in Spanish: cargo) within the cosmic 
order. There was a fundamental difference in position between nobles, pipiltin, 
and commoners, macehualtin. The earthly task of the nobles consisted in leading 
a noble life, piltequitl, and in ruling, tlahtotequitl. The macehualtin''s duty con-
sisted in obedience and servility to the lords during the wars, both in their 
occupations and on the land.1 
Every man was a servant, macehualli, of the gods and as such, liable to give 
them tribute. As has been explained above, tribute consisted of blood sacrifices 
made on the pyramids or on the battlefields. In exchange, the gods granted man 
the opportunity to live in an altepetl. The ruler, tlahtoani, was a substitute of the 
gods. When the Aztec tlahtoani ascended the throne, he would pray to Tezcat-
lipoca: "Verily, now, how hath thy [macehualli], the stupid one, N., looked to 
thee- he who briefly, for yet a little while, will bear afflictions for thee on thy 
reed mat, thy reed seat [=throne]"." Tezcatlipoca, "the lord of the near, lord of 
the nigh", "commissioned [the new ruler], for it is his charge, [his] duty, [his] 
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obligation to make public to the altepetl the spirit, the words of your ruler 
[god]".' 
It was pointed out to the new ruler, that he had undertaken an arduous task; 
he had 'undertaken to shoulder a bundle of people, to carry a load of people. 
For thou wilt find tiring the common folk, for great is the burden which thou hast 
undertaken [...]". The ruler was expected to give 'shelter and protection' to his 
macehualtin: 'Rulers are esteemed like cypresses, like silk cotton trees. Beneath 
them, there is the seeking of shade, beneath them is the seeking of shadows'. 
"The good ruler is a protector; one who carries [his subjects] in his arms, who 
unites them, who brings them together. He rules, takes responsibilities, carries 
burdens. He carries his subjects in his mantle; he bears them in his arms. He go-
verns, he is obeyed [...]". It was the duty of every lord to be to his macehualtin 
"like their ramparts, their refuge [...] he provided a rampart, for whatever might 
befall the macehualtin would first befall the ruler or the nobleman".' 
In this chapter, I shall treat some aspects of life in the altepetl, which for the 
Indians symbolized the world. Of course, the prehispanic Indians realized that 
their life was determined by many elements (nature, the gods, the ruler), but for 
them these were symbolized in the altepetl. Many of their notions were connected 
with agriculture, which, after all, was the main occupation of most people. When 
dealing with a society of people that depended on agriculture to such a large 
degree, it is necessary to pay attention to ecological circumstances first, in order 
to understand the ecological constraints and possibilities. 
Ecology and economy 
The food supply of the indigenous population largely depended on maize, which 
was cultivated on so-called milpas together with a number of other crops. Milpas 
were fields of a rather modest size, on which maize beans and vegetables grew 
on different vertical levels. The maize stalks served as climbing aids for the 
beans. Below the maize plants, vegetables, such as squash, were cultivated, as 
well as all sorts of chilies and tomatoes. The system of miVpa-cultivation did not 
exhaust the soil and made the rotation of crops or the use of fallow superfluous. 
After the Spanish Invasion, the milpa system remained in use, and in large parts 
of Mexico it is still used today. Compared with wheat, Europe's most important 
crop, maize yielded ten to twenty times as much.' 
The possibilities for agriculture were closely related to the natural environ-
ment. Like the entire Central Mexican highlands, the valley of Puebla offered 
reasonable farming conditions, but its possibilities were limited. In Mexico, 
climate is determined by altitude rather than latitude as is the case in Europe. 
Tierra caliente -hot land- is all land up to 600 m of altitude, tierra templada -
moderate land- is situated between 600 and 2,800 m, and above this altitude the 
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land is called tierrafría -cold land-. The valley of Puebla is situated at an altitude 
of 2,000-2,600 m. In Mexico, the entire valley is classified as tierra templada, 
and only the upper slopes of the volcanoes are tierra fría. This may be so, 
remarked the Spanish official who wrote a description of sixteenth-century 
Tepeaca, but 'concerning climate [it is to be remarked], that at any time of year 
in the sun it is summer and in the shade it is winter":' The central highlands 
were surrounded by tierra caliente: to the east, the land sloped down to Veracruz 
on the Gulf of Mexico. To the south-west, the valley descended into the lower 
valleys of Atlixco and to the south-east into the valley of Tehuacan. 
At an average temperature of 14°C, the climate was moderate, although night 
frost often occurred at the change of seasons at the end of October and the begin-
ning of November and in January and February. According to the sixteenth-
century author Muñoz Camargo, who had had a Spanish education:" 
'From October till the end of February -[from] when the sun descends to the 
antarctic until it has reached the equator again- there is great cold, ice and 
snow. It is not so bad that one would not be able to inhabit the [Tlaxcaltec] 
land [or] to live and to move on it, but this does apply for higher regions,whe-
re it snows quite a lot. But we are treating the inhabitable parts, [where] it is 
sometimes cold, but moderately and bearably so. However, there is one 
exception in the extreme, which is in November and December, when those 
who are in the sun bum themselves, and those who go into the shade almost 
freeze and can hardly bear the cold [...]'. 
All important crops that were cultivated in Mexico were very sensitive to frost. 
The greatest danger of frost occurred at a height of 2,800 m and above, which 
made the cultivation of maize very precarious there. 
Precipitation was a second crucial factor for agriculture. Mexico had only two 
seasons: the dry season and the rainy one. The dry season lasted from October 
until May. At the end of February and the beginning of March there were some 
showers, but it remained dry throughout the other months of the dry season. The 
rainy season lasted from the end of May till October. While the rainy season 
started off slowly, during these months, it would sometimes be pouring down on 
end for days, with a yearly average precipitation of about 800 mm, which was 
not spectacular. Moreover, the rainy season was not very reliable, and amounts 
of rain greatly varied per year. Most rain (1,000-2,000 mm) fell on the upper 
slopes of the Malinche, and on the slopes of the Popocatepetl and Ixtaccflniatl. 
The east and north of the valley had little rain, with a yearly average of ca. 600 
mm. Even dryer was the area east of the Malinche, where the yearly average did 
not rise above 400 mm." According to Muñoz Camargo, the problem was 
aggravated by the condition of the soil there. He remarked on the town of 
Nopalucan situated there, that 'although it sometimes rains therefor days on end, 
it is stone dry when the rain stops, as if it had not rained at all [...] because of 
the sandy soil'." 
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The hydraulic situation in Anáhuac widely varied, because of the large 
differences in season. During the heavy showers of the summer months, floods 
were no exception and roads were often washed away or turned into impassable 
mud tracks. In wintertime, the land gradually dried out. During the short period 
of intermittent showers of early spring, nature would revive a little, but the actual 
growing season would not begin until the rainy season had started.14 
There were few permanent rivers. Only the Atoyac and Zahuapan, situated at 
the lower parts of the valley, received sufficient water to prevent them from 
falling dry. There were no other permanent river, but just arroyos, which 
contained water in the rainy season, only. The water would stream down from 
the slopes and gather in the valley. This flood of rainwater was less problematic 
in the valley of Puebla than in the valleys of Mexico or Toluca. The basin of 
Mexico had no natural drainage and in prehispanic times large lakes had formed 
here. These lakes were rather shallow and marshy and extended quickly in times 
of rains. The valley of Puebla had a better drainage, because it sloped down into 
the valleys of Tehuacan and Atlixco; nonetheless, in the rainy season, large 
marshes were also formed on the lower banks of the rivers Atoyac and Zahua-
pan. According to the agronomist Wilken, the main problem for agriculture in 
the low parts of the valley was, and still is, the high level of ground water." As a 
result, not only the high slopes of the volcanoes and the arid areas in the east and 
north-east were hardly suitable for agrarian purposes, but agriculture took great 
efforts on the low riverbanks, too. 
In these low parts, land frequently flooded in the rainy season, which was also 
the growing season. Consequently, the plants ran the risk of drowning if they 
were not protected. In order to secure the crop, it was necessary to raise the 
land. To that end, a field was marked out by channels. The earth from the 
ditches was dumped onto the fields. In this way, a ridge and a drainage system 
were created at the same time. These so-called camellones were similar to the 
chinampas, the artificial islands in the lakes of the valley of Mexico, which con-
sisted of alternate layers of reed mats and mud from the bottom of the lake and 
were divided by channels. Of course, both the chinampas and the camellones 
were quite labour-intensive agricultural systems. This was not just true of their 
construction, but also of their maintenance, as the channels had to be cleaned 
regularly to prevent them from silting up. Another problem was that the ridges of 
land ran the risk of becoming salty.16 Apart from the risk of flooding, the banks 
of the river had the disadvantage of being overgrown with stiff scrub. As a result 
of the ecological problems on the upper slopes and on the low riverbanks, the 
most obvious solution was to cultivate maize and other crops on the lower parts 
of the slopes. 
The topsoil of the volcanoes was a very thin layer. Afi/pa-cultivation did 
preserve it, but as the natural covering of the soil had disappeared with clearing 
the land for cultivation, this stabilization was easily disrupted. If a field was left 
fallow, the topsoil was washed away with the heavy summer rains, and too 
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intensive cultivation drained the soil, causing erosion." Eroded agricultural land 
soon changed into white boulder clay, called tepetate, which was then no longer 
of agricultural use. To prevent erosion on the slopes, milpa cultivation was 
practised on slightly sloping terraces. In the course of time, the rural population 
constructed these and fortified them by planting a large sort of agave, called metl 
in the Indian Náhuatl language. During the time of the Spaniards, it became 
known by its Antillian name of maguey. The advantage of the cultivation on 
terraces was that the water did not wash down the fields, but could instead be led 
through channels overland and be retained by dikes. As the milpas were situated 
on the slopes, the water was drained by piercing the dikes." 
Indian agricultural implements were usually uncomplicated, as the indigenous 
population employed neither iron nor the wheel, thus excluding the use of wind 
or waterpower. The most important agricultural tool was a digging stick with a 
sharpened end, which was hardened by burning. However, these huictli, or coas 
as they became known in the Spanish period, were well suited for the thin 
topsoil. Other agricultural tools and also arms, were made of wood and stone, as 
well. 
More intensive agriculture had been developed in some places around the 
regional centres where food was needed most. In the valley of Puebla, in the 
altepetl of Cholula and Tlaxcala, gardening was practised on the camellones on 
the marshy banks of the rivers Atoyac and Zahuapan. There were gardens on 
chinampas in the valley of Mexico. Only a small part of the agricultural produc-
tion was obtained in this way. The anthropologist Sanders and his team, who 
have thoroughly investigated the ecological and agricultural developments in the 
valley of Mexico from the earliest times onwards, have estimated the extension of 
chinampas at 12,000 hectares against 30,000 hectares of de temporal-cu\ti\bleá 
land at the time just prior to the arrival of the Spaniards, although much more 
maize was produced on the chinampas. In the present state of Tlaxcala, garden-
ing on camellones only occupies 2.5 percent of the total agricultural lands in the 
1970s and 1980s, and we may wonder whether a much larger part of the area of 
cultivated land would have been dedicated to agriculture on camelllones in 
prehispanic times." Because of this, de temporal (rainy season) milpa cultivation 
on the terraces created on the lower slopes, was much more important than 
gardening, even though the irrigated fields yielded much more. 
Unlike the inhabitants of the Old World or the Andes, the Indians of Mexico had 
no domestic animals of importance, such as cattle, donkeys, sheep, goats or even 
lama. Consequently, they had no need for pasture. The Indians' diet was largely 
vegetable. Animal protein was provided by the only domesticated animals, dogs 
and turkeys, complemented by game and fish. The Spanish official who wrote the 
Relación de Cholula in the 1580s, remarked with some disgust on the habit of 
eating dogs, that the animals were eaten 'when they are still pups and fat [and] 
they say it is good meat'." The Indians hunted birds, rabbits, deer, and snakes in 
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the woods and ravines. The lakes in the valley of Mexico provided fish and fowl. 
Apart from this, the Indians used to eat some, to us unusual, animals, such as 
locusts and some sorts of cold-blooded aquatic animals like larvae and frogs." 
On the slopes of the volcanoes, the Indians cut firewood and gathered many 
sorts of roots and fruits. However, the Indians' daily food mainly consisted of 
maize and beans. Maize was processed into food in many ways. The most 
common way of eating maize was the flat maize bread which was baked on a 
stone baking slab (comal). The maize dough was prepared by cooking the kernels 
with lime, followed by grinding them on a special grinding stone called metate. 
The Spaniards called the bread tortillas. They were eaten with a filling of mainly 
beans, vegetables and a sauce of herbs, spices, especially chilies, of which there 
were many different varieties.22 
Above, I have already mentioned the use of magueyes for the fortification of 
the terraces, but the plants were also used for many other purposes. The dried, 
fibrous leaves were used as fuel, roofing-material and were processed into rough 
textiles, cord, and sandals, whereas the sharp ends were used as needles. Most 
important, however, was probably the juice that was collected from the plants. 
This could only be done once at the end of the maguey's life, after a maturing 
period of several years." The ovary was removed from the maguey's heart as 
soon as it began to shape. For some time, a sweet juice would well from the 
wound, which was called aguamiel in the Spanish period. Then the juice was left 
to ferment. Within a few days it changed into a slightly alcoholic drink, called 
octli or pulque. The end product was called white pulque when it was left as it 
was, and yellow pulque when it was cooked with a special kind of root. The 
white sort was less intoxicating than the yellow one. Pulque was the alcoholic 
drink of prehispanic Mexico. Magueyes were not only planted on the edges of 
terraces as fortifications, but also on special fields (magueyales) which had rows 
of magueyes of all different ages to secure a continuous supply of pulque. 
Besides magueyes, there were other plants used for purposes other than food. 
Although coarse textiles were made of maguey leaves, it was more common to 
wear cotton clothes. That is, as far as clothing was worn at all, because the 
Indians' clothing was usually quite simple. Cotton mantles, however, were an 
important item to designate rank. Cotton did not grow in the valley of Puebla, 
but had to be imported from the drier and wetter areas in the south. The nopal 
cactuses, that were growing in the wild all over the dry areas, were planted in 
the entire valley from Tlaxcala and Huejotzingo to Tecamachalco. In this case, 
the edible leaves and fruits (tunas) were not very important, as they could also be 
gathered in the wild. The main purpose for cultivating nopales were the cochineal 
insects living on the leaves. They were 'picked' after they had become mature, 
and were then dried in the sun. The dried insects were ground and used as raw 
material for red paint. The production of cochineal was a difficult, intricate and 
time-consuming activity, requiring specialized skills. 
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Above, I have restricted myself to an outline of the ecological foundation of 
the prehispanic social system. A second important, non-ecologically determined 
restriction on the arrangement of society was the absence of money. In the trade 
of luxury products, which was conducted over long distances, easily transportable 
gold dust, silver or quetzal feathers were used as means of exchange, but these 
products were too valuable for everyday trade. Cocoa-beans were used as a 
means of exchange until well in the colonial period, but they were of too little 
value to serve as proper money. Cotton cloaks had more value, but they actually 
occupied an intermediate position between means of exchange and commodity, 
especially as cloaks also served to designate rank among the Indians. The Spanish 
writer of the Relación de Tepeaca remarked that the use of cloaks as a means of 
exchange was a locally-grown custom, which was not checked by the rulers. 
Moreover, cotton could not be easily transported in large quantities, when 
depending on carriers (tameme). Consequently, trade remained confined to either 
the local barter of daily products or the long-distance trade of luxury products. 
Exceptions were commodities, such as salt and raw cotton, which were not 
indigenous to the valley of Puebla, but had to be imported from other areas, 
mainly from the south.14 
Settlement patterns 
The Indian places of settlement depended on the possibilities for agriculture. 
Settlements could always be found near water; the arid areas east of Tepeaca, the 
northern parts of the present state of Tlaxcala and the area east of the Malinche 
were largely uninhabited. The low banks of the rivers were too wet and the 
danger of inundation was too great. After the Spanish conquest and the following 
pacification, these banks were colonized in part. Muñoz Camargo describes how, 
one day in May of the year during which he wrote his report (1581 or 1582), the 
river Zahuapan burst its banks and washed away five hundred houses. As it was 
still early in the evening, the inhabitants could rescue themselves. The same 
writer noticed that on top of all this, down in the valley, the ground was more 
susceptible to frost." On the high slopes it was too cold for agriculture, so the 
Indians lived on the lower and less steep slopes of the volcanoes and the hills of 
the valley. 
The valley of Puebla had no population centre that matched Tenochtitlan in the 
valley of Mexico. On the eve of the Spanish conquest, this centre may have had 
as many as 300,000 inhabitants. There were only a few cities in the modern 
sense of the word before the Spaniards arrived. In the valley of Puebla only 
Cholula seems to have been a real city. Tlaxcala, Tepeaca and Huejotzingo, 
which were also to become provincial towns in colonial times, were religious and 
administrative centres. As compact towns they were Spanish creations. Puebla 
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and Atlixco were not founded by the Spaniards on uninhabited land until late in 
the sixteenth century. Muñoz Camargo wrote:* 
'One has to keep in mind that [...] an Indian's house has its fields and orchard 
of fruit trees and magueyes, which they call mettes, maize plantings and 
cochineal nopales [surrounding them], as a result of which such settlements 
occupy much space, although not to such a degree that it is not easy to see 
which of them is a ward, hamlet or village, as there are least a few scat-
tered villages and [some even] very close together, where you may recognize 
large and medium-sized villages'. 
Viceroy Monterrey (1595-1603), however, saw less variation. He wrote that the 
Indians generally lived 'disorderly scattered over the countryside in separate 
houses, or in hamlets and wards like the farmsteads and little villages in the 
mountains of Castile'." 
Temples were built on central spots in the altepetl and the area was divided 
among them. They were surrounded by the palaces of the rulers and some houses 
of the subjects. As for the pattern of settlement, we can state that both for 
cosmological and strategic purposes, the temples and palaces were situated high 
on the mountain slopes and on the hilltops, which made them difficult to appro-
ach. The population density around these centres was higher than elsewhere in 
the principalities. Many people living there were no peasants, but mostly artisans 
or merchants, who depended on the rulers and nobles for a living. 
The temples were made of stone, plastered in many colours and richly decor-
ated with ornaments. Possibly, the palaces were made of stone, too, but most 
common houses were rather humble. They were mostly built of adobe and then 
called jacales, or made of maize straw fixed to wooden frames, in which case 
they were called chinamitl. They were thatched with little slats and zacate, which 
is a kind of rough grass.2' According to the Relación de Tepeaca, the doorways 
of the houses were turned away from the street as much as possible, and screened 
with maize reed, as the Indians 'did not like being seen in their homes'.1' The 
Tlaxcaltecs did not use proper doors either, but preferred 'moveable reed mats 
[...] on which a few bells of copper or gold, or other metah, [or of] seashells 
were attached which sounded or made noise [...] when the door was moved, 
opened or closed'."At the rear of the yard, wooden shacks (zencales) or adobe 
troughs (cuescomates) were placed, which served as stores for maize." 
The unequal distribution of the population over the valley of Puebla was not only 
caused by the natural environment, but also by the migrations and wars through-
out the centuries prior to the arrival of the Spaniards. There had been permanent 
habitation in the valley of Puebla for some 5,000 years before the Spaniards 
arrived. Demography history, however, was anything but static. There had been 
continuous migrations of peoples, wars, conquests and subjections. As a result, at 
the time of the Spanish invasion, the valley was inhabited by a variety of people, 
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who predominantly differed from one another in their use of different languages. 
According to the Náhuatl historical traditions from the twelfth to the fourteenth 
centuries, the Nahuatl-speaking, so-called Chichimec, tribes had migrated into the 
valley and conquered it. They did not form a homogeneous society. It is more 
likely that the groups adopted the language of the conquerors or the other way 
round, with the result that at the time of the coming of the Spaniards the central 
parts of the valley were inhabited almost exclusively by Nahuatl-speaking groups. 
At the beginning of the sixteenth century, Náhuatl was the most common 
language on the central highlands and, being the language of the powerful 
Aztecs, it served as a lingua franca in the whole of Mexico. In the remoter parts 
of the valley of Puebla, however, lived other groups of people which spoke 
different languages. In the east and north-east, this was predominantly Otomf and 
in the south, Chocho or Popoluca. Non-Nahuatl-speaking people were regarded 
with contempt by Nahuatl-speaking people. In more than one sixteenth-century 
source, we come across disparaging remarks on Otomies. For example, Muñoz 
Camargo wrote that while the Otomies were valiant warriors and skilled in 
hunting and agriculture, they 'were only born to work, and for nothing ehe [...] 
They had a very bad disposition, [were filthy] and asfar as human order is con-
cerned, they were great barbarians, who were hard to convert [...]'. As many as 
ten or fifteen lived together in one house, and due to jealousy, they regularly beat 
each other to death. Concluding, Muñoz Camargo states that they were 'slow 
witted, [had] few qualities and even less talents'.11 
The discord among the Indian peoples found expression in the division of the 
land in principalities, which were called altepetl in Náhuatl and later on señorío 
in Spanish. At the time of the conquest, the valley of Puebla was subdivided into 
eight altepetl: Tlaxcala, Huejotzingo, Totomehuacan, Cuauhtinchan/AiDOZOC, 
Tecalco (later to be called Tecali), Tecamachalco, Quecholac (later: Quechula) 
and Tepeyacac (later: Tepeaca). According to the historical traditions of Cuautin-
chan, the last five altepetl had been part of the vast altepetl of Cuauhtinchan until 
the fifteenth century, when it fell apart as a result of internal strife." A similar 
development had occurred in the altepetl of Huejotzingo. Its southern half did not 
come under Huejotzinca rule until the fifteenth century. It had previously been 
part of the territory of the altepetl of Quauhquechollan (later to be called Hua-
quechula), but after repeated wars with Huejotzingo, the Quauhquecholca had 
been dispelled to the south and the population of the surrounding areas of the 
former Quauhquechollan had largely been driven out. This shows that the subdi-
vision of the valley into altepetl was not a static situation." 
Most of the altepetl of the valley of Puebla had -forcibly or voluntarily- allied 
with the Aztec empire. They were in a continuous state of war with non-allied 
altepetl, Tlaxcala and Huejotzingo. Between the altepetl of Tlaxcala, Huejotzingo 
and Cholula, and between Cholula and Cuauhtinchan, the swampy banks of the 
Atoyac constituted a natural barrier. Because of their low situation, the 
riverbanks were very vulnerable to attacks. Apart from this, they were only of a 
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very limited use from an agricultural point of view. The sixteenth-century 
Franciscan Motolinia wrote about the banks of the Atoyac:" 
"In former times, a large part of these lowlands remained unimproved on 
account of the wars. In all sections, the valley has large towns and these, 
before the Spaniards came, were always at war with one another. Here were 
the fields where they gathered to give battle and where they fought. It was the 
general custom in all these towns and provinces that on the boundaries of each 
section they left a large portion of the land uncultivated and, instead of tilling 
it, used it as a battlefield. If perchance the field was sometimes sown, which 
was rarely the case, those who sowed it never derived enjoyment therefrom, 
because the enemies devastated and destroyed the crops". 
The subdivision into altepetl makes it clear that the spatial restrictions which the 
natural environment imposed on the indigenous population, were enforced by 
military and political factors. This accounts for the fact that the altepetl only 
occupied rather small areas in prehispanic times. Settlements were confined to the 
central areas of the principalities. The dry northern and eastern regions, the 
higher slopes of the volcanoes and the low banks of the rivers largely remained 
uninhabited. This pattern of scattered centres of habitation was not restricted to 
the valley of Puebla, but occurred throughout the whole of prehispanic Mexico, 
with the exception of the valley of Mexico. There was such a high population 
density here, and the Aztecs and their predecessors had managed to pacify the 
area to such a degree in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, that there were no 
more buffer zones between the various altepetl. These were situated on the 
generally narrow banks of the lakes in a continuous zone of habitation, although 
in previous times all altepetl had been separated by some two kilometres of unin-
habited area.3* 
The Indian way of living was for an important part determined by natural 
ecological restrictions. Man could only influence these up to a very limited 
extent. It is important to realize the consequences of these ecological constraints: 
the lack of major domestic animals made it impossible to use animal working 
power. The application of mechanical power in the form of wind or waterpower 
was not under consideration, because the Indians did not use the wheel, notwith-
standing the archaeological evidence of toy carts. All labour had to be performed 
by man. The only exception was transportation on the great lakes in the valley of 
Mexico, which took place in canoes. Opposed to the constraints was the high 
yield of maize. Consequently, far from all labour was needed for subsistence 
agriculture. Comparatively many people could dedicate at least part of their time 
to commerce, craft, and religion. As a result, the Indians produced a variety of 
craft products, which they traded on local markets or tiánguez. While there was a 
rather elaborate local market system, in prehispanic times, Indian society had not 
developed a labour market in which labour could be contracted on a free basis; 
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consequently, labour had to be acquired in another way. Because of the import-
ance of manpower, the way in which this control was organized was vital to the 
social structure of prehispanic Mexico. This implies that the division of authority 
in society was very important. Authority over groups of people was, after all, the 
foundation of economic, political as well as social power. 
Arrangements of authority 
In the last two decades, the concept of the Asiatic mode of production has 
become the point of departure for the description and analysis of prehispanic 
Mexican landownership. The pivot in the concept of the Asiatic mode of produc-
tion is the control by the ruling classes of the means of production, in Mexico 
mainly land and labour. Control was exerted through social structure (claass 
division) and political institutions (state, tribute, landownership), by which the 
ruling classes extracted the economic surplus consisting of labour and products. 
According to the idea of the Asiatic mode of production, the commoners were 
exploited by a ruling upper class, that used the arrangement of society as an 
instrument. Transposed to prehispanic Mexico this meant that, for this purpose, 
the already existing organization of commoners in calpulli was used. Although 
not all authors explicitly support this concept, they all seem to have based their 
work on it. 
In the literature, a distinction is made between pillalli, private lands of Indian 
nobles, which were attached to offices or which were obtained by grant, and 
calpullalli, lands which were corporately owned by the calpulli; the calpulli are 
seen as the 'fundamental social organizations' of Mesoamerica, in which the 
macehualtin were corporately united. Per region, there was a considerable 
difference in names given to the various forms of landownership. 
In this view the commoners were divided into two groups. On the one hand, 
there were the commoners who depended on the nobles (called terrazgueros and 
mayeques) and on the other hand, there were the calpuleque (members of a 
calpulli). This distinction was connected with the kind of land they were work-
ing. Terrazgueros or mayeques worked the lands of nobles (pillalli) or the land 
given in reward by the tlahtoani to those who had made themselves useful, or 
who occupied a position. Calpuleque worked the common lands of the calpulli 
(calpullalli). There is no consensus on the difference in social status between the 
two groups. In the literature, the differences between regions have been pointed 
out time after time. This already starts in the treatise by Alonso de Zorita (1580), 
one of the most important sources used for the investigations of prehispanic 
landownership. Zorita's account was based on many years of experience as an 
oidor, i.e. judge and administrator in the Audiencias of Mexico and Guatemala. 
The Audiencias were the supreme courts in the American colonies which also had 
administrative authority." 
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This short characterization gives an impression of the assumptions of the 
various authors, but suggests more unity than there actually is. In the first place, 
if one studies the literature, it is impossible to get a clear picture of the various 
forms of landownership, because of the many different names and forms of 
ownership that appear in the sources. There is just as little clarity on the legal 
status of landownership. Writing on the landholdings of the indigenous nobility, 
Haskett remarked that they were not yet private possessions." The historian 
Borah wrote on the Indian view of landownership:" 
"For the Indians, land was essentially a means of production, held by the 
community or clan and allocated to support certain offices or functions. 
Tenure was fundamentally conditional and subject always to the requirement 
of use. Indian conceptions of the nature of landholding most closely approxi-
mated those of the feudal linkage of land to service or office. It is unlikely 
that aboriginal Indian society had any conception of the owning of land in the 
sense of Roman Law, that a man could be the master of land which was his to 
allow to remain idle, destroy, or till as he chose, subject only to the right of 
the sovereign to tax or to take for public use on due compensation". 
In the sources, the question of the landownership of the calpulli is only described 
by Zorita and many modem interpretations are actually based on his text. A lot 
of source material from the sixteenth century has been lost, yet many indigenous 
and Spanish accounts have remained. Therefore, it is remarkable that landow-
nership is only treated extensively by Zorita. The absence of the question from 
other sources makes us suspect that it was a less crucial matter than is assumed 
nowadays. Summarizing the evidence on landownership in the valley of Mexico, 
the anthropologist Hicks wrote that Zorita's information has been based on 
information by the Franciscan Fray Francisco de las Navas whose investigations 
were predominantly carried out in the valley of Puebla, especially in the area of 
Cuautinchan. He continued:40 
"It is most probable, therefore, that this part [i.e. the section treating the 
calpulli] of Zorita's work [...] refers to the Cuauhtinchan region and not to 
the Valley of Mexico. [In Cuauhtinchan] the term calpolli was evidently 
restricted to a type of unit [...] that held lands in common, was internally 
ranked on the basis of kinship, was headed by an elder of the lineage, and did 
not give tribute to specific nobles. This fits well with Zorita's account; but by 
the sixteenth century there appear to have been no such entities in the Valley 
of Mexico". 
It is worth examining to what extent this calpulli was important in the valley of 
Puebla. To be able to appreciate its role, we have to turn to the relations of 
hierarchy and power in the valley of Puebla first. 
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Many sixteenth-century sources pay attention to the hierarchical framework of 
indigenous society. One of the most extensive and systematic is the report of 
Zorita, which was already mentioned above. His description may serve as a 
general summary of the situation in prehispanic Mexico. 
According to Zorita, there were four sorts of lords (señores): 
tlahtoque (sing.tlahtoani); tecuhtin (sing.tecuhtli) or teteuctin (teuhctli); calpulli-
heads and pipiltin (sing.pilli). Each altepetl had three and sometimes four rulers 
(tlahtoque), whose position was hereditary. One of whom was the chosen leader 
(señor supremo). The supreme lord had no jurisdiction or authority in the terri-
tories of the other tlahtoque. 
A number of lesser lords, tecuhtin in the valley of Puebla, and teteuctin in the 
valley of Mexico, ruled a teccalli or a tecpan. Their position depended on the 
tlahtoque, who appointed them for life. It was not hereditary in principle. The 
tlahtoque tended to favour members of the ruling family whenever succession 
was at stake. The available documentation suggests, however, that there was 
regional variation concerning the hereditariness of the function. 
A third type of lords mentioned by Zorita were the pipiltin. Pilli was a 
general term for nobleman. The pipiltin were dependent on a higher noble, a 
tecuhtli or a tlahtoani. There were many names for different kinds of pipiltin, as 
they fulfilled all sorts of positions at the administrative and military level. 
The lowest indigenous leaders in the description of Zorita were the calpule-
que, the leaders of a calpulli, which Zorita regards as a community. The calpulli 
were also subordinated to the tecuhtli. The leadership of the calpulli was hered-
itary, but the community had to confirm the new leader after he had succeeded.41 
A broad stratum of common Indians was subject to these various lords. 
Zorita's description gives an impression of the many kinds of lords and 
leaders in Indian society. In fact, there were various possibilities for a lord to 
establish his lordship over an area or over people. Colonization of uninhabited 
regions was the easiest way, but on the central highlands this had hardly or not 
been possible for a long time before the Spaniards arrived, as the inhabitable land 
had largely been occupied already or had at least come under the influence of an 
existing áltepetl. The different ways to establish dominance and lordship can be 
illustrated by the large hierarchical framework of the Aztec empire. 
Van Zantwijk convincingly argues that the Mexica -who later became known 
as Aztecs- had not immigrated from the far north of Mexico, as their own 
tradition would have it, but from the northern part of the valley of Mexico itself. 
Initially the Mexica were a rather insignificant group of mercenaries. In the 
course of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries they managed to gradually 
increase their power. Although growth of their power was not without setbacks, 
the Mexica became the most important allies of the Tepanecs, at the time the 
most powerful group in the valley of Mexico. 
At the beginning of the fifteenth century, the Mexica and the Tepanecs 
conquered most of the altepetl in the southern part of the valley of Mexico. After 
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troubles in the Tepanec-Mexica alliance in 1428, the Mexica revolted against the 
Tepanecs, whom they defeated. In their revolt, they were supported by the 
altepetl of Tlacopan and Texcoco. The three victorious altepetl allied in the Aztec 
Triple Alliance, in which Tenochtitlan got the lead. In the course of the fifteenth 
century, the Triple Alliance conquered an area that ranged from beyond the 
valley of Toluca in the west to the coastal areas in the east -with the exception of 
Tlaxcala and Huejotzingo- and from north of the valley of Mexico to beyond the 
valley of Oaxaca in the south.43 
In the rise of the Aztec power, there were different ways in which they 
established their dominance. An alliance formed a political co-operation between 
two altepetl on a more or less equal basis. At the time of the Spanish Invasion, 
the Mexica were allied to Tlacopan and Texcoco in the Aztec Triple Alliance. 
This was not an alliance of equals, however, because the Mexica clearly domi-
nated. The Aztec emperor was a Mexica king and the kings of the other two 
altepetl were subordinate to him. Each one of the three allies made his contribu-
tion to the joint army in times of war. They received their share in the gains of 
their conquests or in the rulership over a conquered area, in accordance with 
their efforts. The relations within the alliance changed in the course of time. For 
example, Tenochtitlan gradually got the upper hand of its twin city of Tlatalolco, 
which was situated on a neighbouring isle. In 1473, the king of Tenochtitlan sent 
an expedition army to Tlatelolco, which he thought pursued too independent a 
course, and brought it under direct Tenochca rule.43 
Voluntary submission to the Aztec emperor went one step further than 
alliance. Those who submitted themselves, could maintain that it was an alliance, 
in which they did not have to give up their own rulership. This was, for 
example, the case in Tepeyacac and in Ocopetlayuca (later called Tochimilco), 
which was situated on the upper slopes of the Popocatepetl. In the sixteenth 
century, the Tepeyacactlaca, -i.e. the people of Tepeyacac- declared that they 
"did not recognize the superiority of Moctezuma, the ruler of Mexico [at the time 
of the conquest] but considered him a friend and ally in the wars that those of 
Mexico were waging against those of the neighbouring [altepetl] of Tlaxcala and 
Huejotzingo with whom they had continuous wars'." The Aztecs, however, had 
stationed a garrison in Tepeyacac and levied tribute on the altepetl. We may 
assume that the Mexica actually saw this area as subjected to them. Ocopet-
layuca, on the other hand, did not pay any tribute to the Aztecs and its task 
within the empire was just to guard the pass between the Popocatepetl and the 
Ixtaccmuatl. Consequently, the position of Ocopetlayuca was that of a more equal 
ally of the Aztecs than Tepeyacac. 
A more strict form of submission was established when an altepetl was 
conquered during a war and the ruler of the defeated party had to surrender. The 
Aztecs usually let the incumbent ruler stay on and merely imposed a tribute. 
Thus, the ruler of the defeated altepetl came to depend on the Aztec emperor. To 
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prevent revolts, it was made clear that after an insurrection, tribute would be 
increased considerably, and this threat was actually enforced. 
Another possibility was to dispel the incumbent ruler with or without his follo-
wers. The altepetl was then placed under the direct lordship of one of the Aztec 
allies. An Aztec magistrate was put in the place of the dispelled ruler, which 
gave the Aztec lord direct power over the altepetl and all revenues of the former 
ruler then fell to him. However, this also meant that an intensive direct lordship 
had to be exerted over the conquered altepetl and that extensive control as in 
other places would not suffice. This form of control was only applied to altepetl 
which occupied a military or economic position that was crucial to the Aztecs." 
The Aztec empire consisted of a hierarchic pyramid of altepetl, which were 
more or less directly subjected to Aztec rule. Most of these had retained an 
important part of their independence and only a small number had been placed 
under a more direct control. This distinction is also visible within the smaller 
units of the altepetl in the valley of Puebla. 
The kingdom of Cholula took a separate position among the altepetl of Central 
Mexico. It was particularly important as a religious- and trade centre. According 
to the Spanish official who wrote a description of Cholula in the 1580s, in 
prehispanic times, it used to be 'a metropolis, which [was] venerated [by the 
Indians] as much as Rome in Christianity and Mecca with the Moors'.46 Being the 
centre of an important cult, it was able to maintain a large degree of independen-
ce, even though it was subject to Aztec authority. The altepetl was led by the two 
high priests, the Aquiach or Quiach, who was the eagle priest and the Tlalquiach, 
the jaguar priest. The area of Cholula had been divided in six principalities, each 
of which consequently dominated part of the altepetl of Cholula. Besides priests, 
merchants, that is non-nobles, were very important and could even become 
tecuhtli. However, this only occurred in Cholula and perhaps Tenochtitlan. 
Unfortunately, too little is known about the situation in Cholula to be able to 
present a more profound treatment.47 
In the altepetl of Tepeyacac, the situation was different. As has been men-
tioned above, the rulers of the altepetl were subject to the authority of the Aztec 
emperor, but within their altepetl, they had a position which was independent 
from him. At the time of the Spanish invasion, the rule over the altepetl of 
Tepeyacac had been divided among three lords, who were called Don Luis de 
Guzman, Don Hernando de la Cruz en Don Juan Tlaylotlac after the conquest. 
Apart from this, there were three subordinated altepetl, Tecalco, Tecamachalco 
and Quecholac, whose position in relation to Tepeyacac was similar to the 
relation between the lords of Tepeyacac and the Aztec emperor. The subordina-
tion of Acatzingo to Tepeyacac made the situation even more complicated. 
Although Acatzingo had some degree of autonomy, it did not constitute a 
separate altepetl." 
In earlier times -from the twelfth to the fourteenth century- all these altepetl 
had been part of the larger kingdom of Cuauhtinchan, which according to its own 
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traditions had once been founded from Cholula. In the fifteenth century, this 
kingdom had fallen apart as a result of internal dissensions. From then onwards, 
Cuauhtinchan had constituted a separate altepetl which had also depended on the 
Aztecs. At the end of the fifteenth and the beginning of the sixteenth centuries, 
the situation in the area of Tepeyacac was still quite turbulent. As early as in 
1467, Axayacatl, the ruling Aztec emperor at the time, had had to settle a border 
conflict between Cuauhtinchan and Tepeyacac.49 In the sixteenth century, the 
altepetl of both Tecamachalco and Quecholac had only been in existence for a 
short time. Shortly after the conquest, the principality of tlahtoani Aquecaluca 
had fallen apart into two separate altepetl which had different lords. Thus, we see 
that even within one altepetl of this area, the leading lords were part of a three-
tiered hierarchy. From numerous sixteenth-century sources it appears, that apart 
from this, in Tepeyacac as well as in the subordinate altepetl, there was a 
division of power between several important and less important noble houses." 
An illustration of the principle of organization can be found in Huejotzingo, 
where in the course of a lawsuit in 1560, the so-called Matrícula de Huexotzinco 
was drawn up. This was a pictorial writing in the indigenous tradition, containing 
a census of the colonial province of Huejotzingo of the time, which extended 
from the actual areas of Texmelucan in the north to Atlixco in the south. At the 
time the Matrícula was drawn up, the province was divided in four Spanish 
cabeceras the centres of which -San Juan Huexotzinco, Santiago Xaltepetlaya, 
Santa María Almoyahuacan and San Pablo Ocotepec- in the town of Huejotzingo. 
In the time before the conquest, the altepetl of Huejotzingo had been under the 
authority of only two tlahtoque. They had been involved in a conflict with the 
nobles of the two principalities. The disputes were not settled until colonial times, 
which then led to the establishment of the cabeceras. As the lords of the later 
cabeceras were already important in the altepetl in prehispanic times, and as the 
Spaniards took over all supreme power after the Invasion, the creation of four 
cabeceras involved no fundamental change for the relations within the altepetl" 
There were several possibilities of hierarchic stratification between the lords. 
The sixteenth-century Tlaxcaltec historian Muñoz Camargo, gives a fairly clear 
picture of the situation in Tlaxcala. Muñoz Camargo's description of the Tlax-
caltec situation is rather schematic. Possibly its clarity is artificial, inspired by his 
desire to draw a clear picture for Spanish readers and expressing the view of the 
Tlaxcaltec elite. In practice, division of authority was more complex, and less 
centralized. However, if we realize its limitation, the description is very illustra-
tive, precisely because of its simplification. 
The author describes how Chichimec tribes took the altepetl of Tlaxcala from 
the resident population, the Otomies. When these had been expelled to far-off 
regions and the entire area came securely in Chichimec hands, in due course, 
they founded four principalities, each of which took up part of the area. As 
mentioned above, these were situated in the northern part of the area, on the 
upper slopes of the Malinche and its bordering mountains. Three of them, 
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Ocotelulco, Quiahuiztlan and Tepeticpac, were situated on the mountain of 
Tepeticpac. Muñoz Camargo explains that in Náhuatl, Tepeticpac means 'on the 
top of the mountain', a natural fortress. The centre of the fourth principality -
Tizatlan- lay at some distance, on another, equally inaccessible, ridge. The rulers 
of these four principalities were the tlahtoque and the most prominent lords of 
Tlaxcala. However, they were not the only ones, according to Muñoz Camargo, 
because they gave rise to many other noble houses, by giving areas to the Chich-
imec nobles who had helped them in war as 'generals, captains and other 
officers'. Some of these noble houses which Muñoz Camargo -using a Spanish 
and a Náhuatl term together- called tecuhtli mayorazgos, got independent posi-
tions, while others, the pílcales, which is to say 'bound houses (casas solariegos) 
of the prominent', remained directly dependent on the 'great houses' of the 
tlahtoque. They all had to recognize the lordship of the tlahtoani, who had given 
them power. Following the same principle, these lower leaders distributed land 
and usufruct rights among their subjects.12 
The description of the prehispanic division of power in the Aztec empire in 
general, and more specifically in the various altepetl in the valley of Puebla, 
gives an idea of the complexity of the hierarchic structure of society as a result of 
the historical development which varied from place to place. At the same time, 
Zorita's more generalized distinction of different kinds of lords appears to be an 
essentially correct sketch of the system, according to which positions of power 
were ordered. The position of the calpuleque has been left aside up to now, 
because the calpulli were organizations of Indian commoners within the altepetl. 
Authority and tribute 
Subordination and authority took shape in the levy and supply of tribute. Tribute 
was an exaction in the form of goods or services, implying a recognition of a 
higher lord. Again, this is most clearly illustrated by the example of the Aztec 
empire. The Mexica had founded the supply of their city of Tenochtitlan on the 
supply of tribute. This system, which had already existed in a less developed 
form before the rise of the Mexica, was consolidated in the second half of the 
fifteenth century. The Aztecs especially exacted tribute in food from the areas 
immediately surrounding the lakes. Tribute from remoter areas consisted of more 
easily transportable, usually costly luxury products. As Tenochtitlan was that 
dependent on the altepetl around the lakes for its food supply, the altepetl had 
been thoroughly pacified by the Aztecs. In the empire, travelling calpixque were 
responsible for the collection of tribute. These dreaded tribute collectors were led 
by thirty-eight high calpixque, the hueicalpixque. The entire tribute system was 
commanded by one high-ranking noble, the petlalcalcatl." 
The direct connection between lordship and tribute was indicated by the 
declaration which, according to Muñoz Camargo, the Tlaxcaltecs made, when 
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they learned of the conditions which the Aztecs wanted to impose on them in 
exchange for a peace treaty. Muñoz Camargo who, being a Tlaxcaltec, was 
hostile to Tenochtitlan, wrote that the Tlaxcaltecs sent a messenger {embajador) 
to the Aztec emperor to inquire about the conditions, because they were tired of 
the lasting wars with the Aztecs and their allies, and because they had gradually 
become isolated. The Aztec emperor answered that he 'was the only lord of the 
entire world, and all who were born were his vassals', and had to recognize him 
as their lord. The Tlaxcaltec had to submit to him and to pay him tribute, just 
like the inhabitants of the other areas under his rule. If not, he would subject 
them. The Tlaxcaltec messenger answered:14 
'Most powerful lords, Tlaxcala does not owe vassalage to you, nor have they 
[i.e. the Tlaxcaltecs], from the beginning of history recognized any overlord 
or ruler of the world with neither tribute nor tax, because they have always 
conserved its [i.e. Tlaxcala's] freedom. And as they [i.e. the Tlaxcaltecs] are 
not used to this, they shall not want to obey you, because they would rather 
die than to consent to such a thing. Rather we [the delegation] understand that 
what you ask from them, they will seek to ask from you, [and] they will shed 
more blood over this than they shed in the war of Poyauhtlan, which your 
ancestors fought with the Chichi mees of Poyauhtlan, who were the ones from 
whom the Tlaxcaltecs descend. Thus, we shall return with the answer you 
have given us'. 
Within the smaller areas of the altepetl, tribute also played a key role. Here, 
the relations between rulers and dependent nobles mattered less than those 
between nobles and commoners. In the hierarchical relations between higher and 
lesser nobles, the ties between persons mattered most: the supreme lord delegated 
power to a lower lord, who had to pay tribute in exchange, with which he also 
recognized the higher power. 
In my opinion, within the altepetl, the principles of the relation between 
nobles and commoners were comparable with those between lords. Here, the 
relation between the nobles of Tecamachalco and Quechula is illuminating. As 
has been mentioned above, these two colonial pueblos had been under one 
tlahtoani before the conquest, whose principality had been divided in the colonial 
era. The exact division of territorial rights between them was not entirely clear in 
the sixteenth century. The Spanish official who wrote the Relación de Tepeaca 
remarked:" 
'Many of the [subject] hamlets of these two pueblos of Tecamachalco and 
Cachula [or Quechula] belong to both the mentioned pueblos by more or less 
half, because the areas of these two pueblos are undivided and common of 
both these pueblos. They [actually] have two churches and each pueblo recog-
nizes its inhabitants [vecinos] and levies tribute from them and makes them 
attend to the other public works to which they are obliged; and this division is 
very clear among them as they never have a difference of opinion and the 
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cause of this unity is that in times of their heathendom these two pueblos were 
of one lord who was called Aquecaluca and they were [only] divided after the 
Spaniards came'. 
Once again, Muñoz Camargo gives a clear picture of the principle. He continues 
his above cited account on the relation between the different kinds of lords as 
follows:16 
'Any tecuhtle who founded a teccalli, which is an independent house ('casa de 
mayorazgo'), or a pilcalli, which is a dependent house ('casa solariega') took 
all the lands that fell to him because of the division [by the tlahtoani], with 
mountains (montes), springs, rivers or lakes. For the main house [he took] the 
largest and best fields or terrain, and then, he divided the remains among his 
soldiers, friends and kin alike, and all of these were obliged to recognize the 
higher house, and to come to it with acknowledgements of bundles of fire-
wood and game and flowers and bouquets for the maintenance of the main 
house. And he who is [tecuhtli], is obliged to maintain them and to consider 
them kindly as the friends and kinsmen of the house. And, thus, they are 
called teixhuihuas, which is to say the grandchildren, of that particular house. 
And in these divisions of land they also divided [land] among serfs [terrazgue-
ros] and founded settlements on it, and these were vassals who, as such, paid 
them [i.e. the tecuhtin] tributes of the things they cultivated and gathered and 
in this way they [i.e. the tecuhtin] came to be caciques and lords of many 
people and vassals who recognized them and paid vassalage; with these vassals 
they founded important towns and settlements with which they sustained them-
selves. And they governed their repúblicas in a good way and [in good] 
harmony, according to their barbarous and rustic talents'. 
This quotation of the Tlaxcaltec author implies that in prehispanic times all land 
was in the hands of the nobles. Once again, we have to realize that Muñoz 
Camargo was trying to forward the interests of the Tlaxcalan elite for Spanish 
readers, but his assertion is not an isolated remark. In an attempt to keep their 
old prerogatives, the nobles of Huejotzingo declared in a petition to the king in 
1SS4, that they had held all land from time immemorial (de tiempo inmemorial 
hemos tenido las heredades todas). They claimed the macehualtin of Huejotzingo 
had never held any land before, but had worked the lands of the nobles for their 
own benefit and in exchange they had supplied the nobles with firewood, water, 
turkeys, chilies and everything else needed for their sustenance.17 
As for the area around Tepeaca, a group of investigators led by Carrasco and 
Reyes Garcia, concluded that in prehispanic times, all land had been in the hands 
of caciques and principales. In a document of 1SS3 from the municipal archives 
of Cuautinchan, a witness declared on the subject 'The first thing I say and 
declare, is that here in Cuautinchan, in Tecalco, in Tepeyacac, in Tecamachalco 
and in Quecholac the calpultin do not possess land [...] Only the tlatoque own 
lands on which they serve as tlatoque'." 
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From these examples, we may conclude that in post-conquest years indigenous 
ownership of land in the valley of Puebla, one of the most densely populated and 
important areas of Mexico, was disputed and that in many areas nobles claimed 
to have the exclusive right to landownership. However, the necessity to forward 
the question of landownership was a peculiarity springing from the need to trans-
late old indigenous rights and prerogatives into Spanish terminology and as such 
the preoccupation with ownership was a colonial development. This is quite 
obvious in the case of the indigenous nobles, who claimed land and tribute, but 
was also true for many Spanish authors. 
Spanish reports on the Indian society treat often the division of the authority. 
Usually, the authors' interests reflected in their descriptions. Some were hostile 
towards the Indian social structure, as it impeded them from getting power, as in 
the case of the party of encomenderos, or from reforming society, as in the case 
of royal agents such as visitador Valderrama. On the other hand, there were the 
friars of the mendicant orders who wanted to protect the Indian social order, 
since this suited them best. All these parties meant to influence the viceregal 
lawyers of the Audiencia. These tried to comprehend and change the Indian 
world, but often they collided with the Indian views." Zorita was one of these 
lawyers. By his experience of some ten years as an oidor, by the intensive 
contacts with his informants and by his interest, he had come to understand a 
great deal of the indigenous system. He was mainly influenced by experienced 
Franciscans, as he himself asserts in the first pages of his treatise.'0 His represen-
tation has clearly been marked by this influence. 
Despite all their information on indigenous society, neither Zorita nor the 
Franciscans were able to set aside their own way of thinking or their own 
concepts of landownership. Moreover, it was with sorrow that they all looked 
upon the loss of the indigenous society in the second half of the sixteenth centu-
ry. The idyllic haze with which the Franciscan descriptions of the indigenous 
world had already been shrouded due to the apostolic context of the conversion, 
was only strengthened by these conditions. The calpulli were compared with the 
Old Tribes of Israel, and in the Franciscans' views, they led a nearly paradisiacal 
existence under the severe but just guidance of their natural lords. The communal 
supervision of their lands took place in absolute harmony. The religious cruelties 
and the intensive use of labour services -in Europe a sign of slavery- were the 
only major dissonants in the communities. But these were the products of the 
ignorance of paganism into which the essentially good souls of the Indians had 
strayed. By the light of Christianity and the guiding hand of the friars they could 
be led away from these errors, and thus reach paradise on earth. In some places 
the Franciscans persuaded Indian nobles to abolish or moderate personal services 
and grant written land titles to the macehualtin." 
They were impeded in their reforms by Spanish colonists and governmental 
politics, about which they complained bitterly. Zorita joined the Franciscan 
position in his treatise, and elaborated on the destruction of the old indigenous 
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order and the consequent harm to society. In my opinion, we should see his 
assertions on the communally owned lands of the calpulli as a romantic distortion 
of reality. He expressed reality more accurately, when he described the situation 
of the may eque. They lived on someone else's lands, he wrote, but "[...] 
considered and called this land their own, because they had the useful dominion 
thereof, and the owners the direct domination".° The same was true of the 
calpulli-iands. 
Without questioning the great problems of the material and the great regional 
varieties in the prehispanic social system, I think the structure of prehispanic 
society cannot be understood, if we take the division of landownership as its only 
point of departure. 
Rights and obligations in life: teucyotl, tlatocayotl and tequitl 
The prehispanic lords needed a number of executives, who were dependent on 
them, to form an army and to govern on behalf of them. They had to remunerate 
their faithful in kind, because they lacked means of exchange. Whenever more 
services were demanded and the rewards increased, the remuneration in kind 
turned out to be insufficient. Instead, the lords gave usufruct of land, with which 
the vassals were able to support themselves while serving their lord. The same 
sort of relationship appeared lower down the social scale: the right to work land 
was given in exchange for working the lands of the lord. It appears that land 
itself was no guarantee for wealth: above all, the right to have land worked, was 
preponderant. In other words, not the control of land by ownership, but the 
control of people and a work force was crucial to this society. This system was 
determined by personal bonds between lords and vassals. A person's place in 
society depended on birth. 
The lords had domains in which they held authority over the people attached 
to them. As a reward, a lord could assign a number of subjects to particularly 
meritorious vassals. The people assigned to a dependent lord could live in one 
area, but this was not necessary. In the long run, such an assignment might 
become a new domain, by becoming hereditary and thus independent of the lord. 
Yet, the ties between lords and vassals were not necessarily dissolved when a 
domain became independent, which was by no means the lord's intention, since it 
affected his authority. Society in prehispanic Mexico developed under the 
influence of the political and military upheavals of the time and, all the time, old 
domains disappeared and new ones came into being. 
The idea of mutuality was the basis of this system. The lord had rights, but 
also duties. The subjects had duties, but also rights. The position of the lords is 
clear. So are the duties of the subjects, but their rights are less evident. A subject 
had the right to a plot of land of sufficient size to support himself and his family. 
He had the right to be protected from attacks on his lands and from looting by 
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foreign powers. As an economic right, we can possibly count the provision of 
sustenance in difficult times, like assistance in case of illness or poverty. 
The bonds between higher and lesser lords were maintained and strengthened 
by the exchange of gifts. The size of gifts was a sign of the wealth and power of 
the giver. Whenever a lord failed to fulfil his duties as a protector, he either 
offered himself as a vassal to a higher lord -often a former rival- or he was 
subjected and deposed by an assailant. In Nahua social philosophy, the position 
of human beings was prescribed by and linked with a general world view, based 
on the inequality and hierarchy of society. Social and political philosophy was 
closely linked with religion and therefore it was normative; as such, it was less 
an expression of society and existing social relations, than of the way they ought 
tobe. 
The position of the lords had a jurisdictional, military and spiritual side. 
Tlahtoque only got their position after elaborate initiation rituals, which have 
been described by Zorita for the valley of Puebla. During the initiation, they had 
to prove that they were worthy of the rank of tlahtoani by showing perseverance 
and a stoic, humble attitude. Following the initiation, their duties were summar-
ized in a short speech by the high priest, which was most illustrative of the three 
aspects of the position of the leader. Accorddingto Zorita the speech ran as 
follows:61 
"My Lord: consider the honor your vassals have done you. Now that you are 
confirmed as a ruler you must take care of them and regard them as your 
sons; you must see to it that they be not offended and that the greater do not 
mistreat the lesser. You see that the lords of your country, your vassals, are 
all here with their people. You are their father and mother, and as such you 
must protect and defend them and treat them justly; for the eyes of all are 
upon you, and you are the one who must govern them and keep order among 
them. You must be very diligent in affairs of war. You must watch over and 
punish the wicked, lords as well as commoners, and correct and reform the 
disobedient. You must give special care to the services of God and his 
temples, so that there will be no lack of what is needed for the sacrifices. 
Thus all your affairs will flourish and God will watch over you". 
In Náhuatl, this complex of obligations, rights and duties of a tlahtoani, but also 
of tecuhtin and all other lords, were comprised in the two terms teucyotl and 
tlatocayotl (lordship, rulership), often appearing together in the sources." 
The most important right of the teucyotl and tlahtocayotl was that noblemen, 
pipiltin, of whatever rank did not pay tribute but were entitled to tribute on 
account of their status as noblemen. However, they fulfilled services to their 
overlord. These services could, for example, consist in being a judge, a tribute 
collector (calpixqui), or an officer in the army. The priests occupied a special 
place, as they had a direct responsibility towards the gods. Up to a certain 
extend, they depended on the rulers, but sometimes they could be a 
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counterweight to lordly powers. They did not fulfil services for the lords, nor did 
they pay any tributes. The degree to which they could be autonomous, depended 
on their influence on the ruler and the people. It also depended on the political 
circumstances, which varied per area and on the attitude adopted by both rulers 
and priests. 
The macehualtin were supposed to fulfil a task in life - their tequitl. Each of 
them had to pay tribute to his lord. The tribute of the macehualtin, like the 
tribute man paid to the gods, consisted of a part of the things that had been given 
to them in life. By means of sacrifices, man enabled the gods to exert their ruler-
ship or tlahtocayotl, and by paying tribute, the macehualtin enabled their lord to 
exert his teucyotl and tlatocayotl. The lord gave his macehualtin the possibility to 
support themselves by giving them land in usufruct and a right to a share in the 
products of the altepetl, of which water (att) and firewood (growing on the 
mountain - tepett) were most important. The macehualtin gave part of the fruits 
of their labour as tribute: hens, firewood, chilies, cacao and personal service. 
The latter consisted of one or two weeks per year of service in the lord's house, 
for which they had to supply water and firewood. The wives of the macehualtin 
also had a task in the supply of tribute and services. Their specific contribution to 
the tribute consisted in the spinning of cotton. During the weeks of house 
services, they prepared the food. The tribute was assessed per -what the Span-
iards were to call- suerte, land that had been assigned to the macehualli. A suerte 
was a standard unit which varied per area, depending on the fertility of the land 
and the natural circumstances." 
The way in which the macehualtin had to behave in life, according to Indian 
norms, is explained to us in an indigenous moral speech, or huehuetlatolli. The 
Franciscan Torquemada, who was writing at the beginning of the seventeenth 
century, recorded the following speech of a peasant father to his son:6* 
'Work you have in this altepetl of yours day and night; [...] you will not sleep 
quietly, because you are a peasant, and you live in service; live like this: keep 
your sandals, your staff and your digging stick [huictli] and all the rest that 
belongs to your office in order, because being a peasant you need them, to go 
to your work in which the gods have put you. And this is your fate, and 
fortune, and nothing more or of more vanity. You are bom to serve another, 
to lift mud and to make adobe, besides the cultivation that you do in the 
fields; do not sorrow, because with this life and work you serve the altepetl 
and the lord; and with this work you will get what you and your wife and 
children need; undertake what belongs to your office, work and sow and har-
vest, and eat of your work'. 
In this quote, the duties of a macehualli have been summarized in a nutshell. It 
was his duty to serve his lord and to work, so that he would be able to support 
his family, because, as the father continues:67 
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'If you are unruly in the altepetl, you will not be able to live and you will 
become detached from everyone [...]. You will do much evil and damage to 
your wife and children. And you will find neither a house, nor a place where 
they will want to give you shelter, sooner great indignation and disgust will 
befall you and much bad luck will follow you. You will have no property and 
it will be your [own] fault. You will live in misery and poverty, as a result of 
your disobedience [...]'. 
Artisans supplied less products from the Xlandbut instead contributed from their 
occupations. Carpenters and masons supplied extra services to their lords. 
Merchants had to give products of their trade and an extra tribute in cacao. 
Whoever wanted to become a merchant had to ask his lord's permission, and was 
exempted from the ordinary macehualli-status. Because of this, the merchants 
were a privileged group. Mostly, they worked directly for the lord, just like 
some artisans, such as silver workers and weavers of feather cloaks. 
Consequently, 'artisans of all trades paid their tribute of [the trade] they knew 
and with which they occupied themselves [...]'." As an example, the obligations 
of the macehuabin to the four most important lords of sixteenth-century Tepeaca 
have been included in table 1.1." One can see that in all four cases, tribute 
burdens were roughly equal, but that the exact content of the duties changed per 
lord. Once again, the personal character of the \ord-macehualli agreement is 
apparent. The obligations of the vassals of one lord are equal -probably to 
prevent conflicts between two macehualtin of one lord-, but the obligations of the 
macehualtin of different lords varied.10 Apart from the personal services, there 
were also general labour services, called coatequitl, which were demanded in 
times of need or war and, for example, in case temples had be built. All mace-
hualtin of an altepetl were supposed to take part in the coatequitl. There was no 
fundamental distinction between the supply of goods and the supply of labour 
services in the levy of tribute.71 
The collection of tribute and the division of labour services were carried out 
by calpulli. It appears from documents that the calpulli were mainly an instru-
ment for the organization of the tribute collection. Such an interpretation is sup-
ported by the exclusion of widows and elderly people from the calpulli-orgamz-
ation in the Matrícula de Huexotzinco. They were exempted from tribute obliga-
tions. This also explains the use of the name of calpulli for various social groups, 
as Carrasco has noted. Calpulli were subdivided into groups of twenty and larger 
ones of one hundred men (=households). The duty of the leaders of groups 
within the calpulli was to collect tribute goods and divide labour obligations. The 
calpulli were led by tribute collectors, who were called centecpanpixqui, in case 
they led twenty households, and macuiltecpanpixqui, if they led one hundred 
households. Thus, the macuiltecpanpixque were the leaders of five calpulli. They 
could be pipiltin but that was not necessary. The title for those who divided the 
labour duties was tequitlato. It is not clear, whether these were different people 
from the centecpanpixque. From the protocols of lawsuits, one gets the impres-
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Table 1.1: Tribute obligations in Tepeaca 
Name of 
Cacique 
Number of 
macekuales 
OonenJ services 
Peasants (rente­
ros) 
І.Ымшг services 
^Additional 
supplies 
3. Obliati on» of 
wive· of mace-
htalcs 
M E M » 
Carpenter· 
Wat (peíale) na-
ken 
Potten 
Church singen 
(canteros) 
Perfumen (aeay-
ete makers) 
Bosket matten 
Sandal maken 
Pakten 
Feather Cloak 
maken 
Don Dionisio de 
Mendoza 
160 bouse· of Btaeehuales 
(indios renteros) 
AH me тасекшЛе* bad to 
repair me house of Don 
Dionisio de Mendos whene­
ver neceamry 
each * rentero' cultivated a 
plot of 6 ж 100 brazas for 
Dionisio de Mendoza 
4 times/year (Oiristma·, Bat­
ter, Сотри· Christi and San 
Francisco) a turkey hen, and 
100 cacao beam 
Ibe wive· of the 'renteros' 
•pan 40 reek (capullos) of 
cotton per year each 
4 masons 4 time· a year 50 
cacao beans and cultivation 
of a plot of 2 χ 100 brazas 
2 carpente« 4 times/year 100 
cacao beans each 
2 petate maken 4 times/ year 
3 petates (mats) 
1 aeayete maker 4 times/year 
100 acayetes 
4 sandal maken 4 times/year 
Эраігв 
Gabriel de los 
Angeles 
Number unknown 
each 'rentero' cultivated a 
plot of 6 χ 100 ¿razor for 
Gabriel de loa Angeles 
4 times/year a turkey hen 
and 100 cacao beans 
the wive· of the 'renieras* 
•pan 40 capullos of cotton 
per year each 
3 petate maken 4 times/y* 
ear A petates 
3 potten 3 ümes/ycar 4 
pots 
4 pbte maken 4 times/ye-
ar 20 plates 
4 basket maken 4 ti-
mes/year 12 baskets 
Don Melchior 
Rodriguez 
2009 houses of macehuaks 
each 'macehuat cultivated a 
plot of 6 χ 100 brazas for 
don Melchior Rodriguez 
4 times/year 5 turkey beni 
and 400 cacao beans 
the wives of the 'renteros' 
span 40 capullos of cotton 
per year each 
9 carpenten 2 times/year 9 
digging sticks (coas) and 40 
slicks to cultivate land 
2 petate maleen 4 times/year 
3 mats (esteras) 
4 potten 4 times/year 20 
platea 
5 aeayete maken 4 times/ye­
ar 100 acayetes 
The Indians who made bas­
kets 4 times/year 10 baskets 
5 sandal maken 4 times/year 
Зраіп 
Doña Francisca de 
la Cruz 
520 maeehuaUs 
All the macehwÀes bad to 
repair the house of Doua 
Francisca de h Cruz whe-
never necessary 
each 'indio* cultivated a 
plot of 6 χ 100 brazas for 
doña Francisca de la Cruz 
half of the wive· of the 
maeehuaUs span 40 capul-
los of cotton; the other half 
had to weave mantels of the 
spun cotton 
20 masons 4 times/year 50 
cacao beans 
\ A petate maken 4 tim-
es/year 1 pelate 
7 potten 4 times/year 19 
plates 
12 canteros 4 times/year 50 
cacao beans 
15 aeayete maken 4 times 
/year 100 acayetes 
2 basket maken 4 ti-
mes/year 10 baskets 
sandal maken (which are 
•hoes of the land) 4 times 
/year 1 pair 
20 pamten 4 times/year 
100 cacao beans 
5 indios who made feather 
cloakx every year 1 foot-
length 
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sion that the calpulU-leaders represented their people in litigations. It is not clear 
whether they were chosen by the members of the calpulli or appointed by the 
lords. In colonial times, in any case, there were heads of calpulli for whom land 
was worked, and who were consequently entitled to tribute. Their prehispanic 
remuneration by the lords they represented, may also have been an exemption 
from liability to tribute. They had extensive records of the macehualtin entrusted 
to them. Sometimes, they had maps of the plots assigned to the macehualtin, too. 
On these maps, the plots reserved for the lord and the temples were represented. 
The calpulli-ieadcTS took care of the tribute collection of both the supreme and 
private lords' macehualtin. In the Matrícula, the macehualtin of private lords 
have been designated with a red spot above their heads. The division into calpulli 
was not static. According to the Matrícula, in Huejotzingo, contrary to other 
calpules -or according to the accompanying Spanish text, the barrios-, the barrio 
(elsewhere called calpul) of Aculhuacan had 138 macehualtin, 124 of whom the 
Spanish commentator called terrazgueros of private persons (de personas 
particulares). This difference was a result of the recent settlement in Huejotzingo 
(por ser advenedizos) of the macehualtin, who had submitted to the lord of the 
barrio. They had already been absorbed by the tribute system, but had not yet 
formed a separate calpul.11 
According to the Tlaxcalan list of nobles of Ocotelolco which was drawn up in 
the 1550s, there were 37 teccalli dependent on Maxixcatzin, the tlahtoani of 
Ocotelolco. Apart from that, there were a number of houses of lower standing, 
the pilcalli, the yaotequihuacalli and the huehuecalli. Per noble house, the names 
of the nobles belonging to it have been given; in the list it was indicated after the 
name of each noble, how many dependent nobles (teixhueihuan) and macehualtin 
(tlalmaitl) he had. As there are not enough data, it is impossible to say which 
teixhueihuan and tlalmaitl fell under the authority of which noble. However, it is 
remarkable that there were considerable differences in the number of teixhueihu-
an and tlalmaitl per noble. For example, Don Francisco Otozcuauhtzin had 328 
teixhueihuan and 12 tlalmaitl, Don Domingo de Angula had 815 teixhueihuan and 
24 tlalmaitl and Don Juan Maxixcatzin himself had 322 teixhueihuan and 327 
tlalmaitl. Moreover, he had 216 merchants (pochteca) under his authority, a 
number of whom were possibly teixhueihuan. There is no fundamental difference 
in the numbers per type of noble house.73 From other sources, it is also known 
that the number of macehualtin who were subject to the rule or tlahtocayotl and 
teucyotl of the nobles, could greatly vary. 
Summarizing, we can state that the Indian lords had a noble house -teccalli, 
pilcalli- with dependent nobles, who could be the lords of a house themselves. 
The lords had macehualtin who supported them and who belonged to their house. 
The lord exerted his teucyotl over all of his dependents. Each noble and mace-
hualli could expect his lord to take care of him. The lord could fulfil this 
expectation by allocating land to his macehualtin. The dependent nobles were 
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regarded as members of his household or were assigned macehualtin of their 
own. 
A European model 
The social situation in prehispanic Mexico has striking parallels to medieval 
Europe. First and foremost, both societies were agricultural. In the second place, 
there was a turbulent political and military situation, which limited possibilities 
for trade. Thirdly, political powers of the tlahtoque and lords strongly depended 
on locally and regionally determined alliances. Speaking of the European Middle 
Ages, society is usually immediately characterized as 'feudal'. However, feudal-
ism was a complex phenomenon, with many regional variations, to which the 
term was not applied until the seventeenth century. It is important to be aware of 
the variety in social alliances in the European situation, in order to be able to 
compare the medieval situation with prehispanic Mexico. Some examples may 
serve to illustrate this variety.1' 
In medieval Europe, not all lords were rich or held extensive manors. The 
manorial system, which many social scientist consider to be the essence of 
'feudal' society, had its centre between Rhine and Loire. Elsewhere, it was often 
introduced to a lesser degree or in a much later period. Consequently, there was 
a lot of regional variety. The following two examples give an impression of this 
variety. In de region of De Veluwe, in the eastern part of the Netherlands, the 
manorial system only flourished for a short period, from the ninth to the twelfth 
century, and it was followed by a long period of 'degeneration and decay'. In the 
thirteenth century, there appeared manors that did no longer serve as the centre 
of management and exploitation of manorial ownership, and consequently were 
not much more than large farmsteads. At the end of the thirteenth and the 
beginning of the fourteenth centuries, there were manors without function and 
serfs without manorial ties. There was a large variety in the number of serfs per 
lord. By far the largest number -966- belonged to the count of Gelre. The 
provost of Deventer and the count of Kleve followed him with, respectively, 
thirty and twenty-seven serfs. The other twenty-seven lords had an average of 
four serfs, and a number of them only had one. The serfs of a manor did not 
necessarily live on a domain, but were often scattered over the countryside." 
The medievalist Wickham has shown that the 'feudalisation' of some North-
Italian valleys, which resulted in the concentration of land under the influence of 
a few monasteries, was a product of the power relations within those local 
societies. The former owners of the land came to depend on the monasteries, but 
consolidated their position in local society, especially towards rival groups, as 
they now came under the protection of the monasteries.76 
The other example is ninth-century Brittany, which had a variety of ties and 
bonds between people:" 
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'[There] seems to have been social distinctions between vassals, vassalage 
without fiefs, a hint of use of vassalage for administrative as well as military 
purposes, and by contrast properties held for rent, as a result of negotiated 
contract, with an obligation of personal loyalty ('fidelity') but not of service. 
There was certainly no 'union' of benefice and vassalage and not the slightest 
suggestion of holding property for military service. The classic picture does 
not fit". 
The relations between people in medieval Europe were not based on equality; 
it was more a matter of a variety of rights, duties and agreements between 
people. In European, especially German, historiography, the ties between a lord 
and his subject were designated by the term Herrschaft (lordship). Nowadays, 
this word has got a negative ring as a result of developments in social and politi-
cal philosophy from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century, as it gradually got the 
connotation of oppression. The fate of the word 'feudalism' was a similar one. 
Feudalism and Herrschaft came to stand for the dominance and oppression of 
commoners by the lords and overlords of the ancien régime. If we take earlier 
connotations of the word Herrschaft into consideration, this was by no means the 
case.7* 
In the first place, it should be remarked that Herrschaft in its older sense 
expressed no abstract, but always a concrete idea. In an attempt to prevent 
"conceptual and terminological problems', Robisheaux writes in his book on 
early modem Germany:" 
"One should not confuse the [lords] personalized and concrete relationships of 
authority in [a] territory with the more abstract and impersonal structures of 
domination in a modern state. The German term Herrschaft can convey more 
precisely the meaning of these relationships. Herrschaft always referred to 
specific relationships of power, all of them rooted in law and entailing 
personal relationships with reciprocal obligations. One can understand the term 
abstractly, of course, but [in medieval and early modem times] the term was 
always understood concretely, that is inseparable from the exercise of specific 
types of power over villagers: Herrschaft over the land {Grundherrschaft), 
serfs (Leibherrschaft), or the courts (Gerichtsherrschaft), to name only a few 
examples. With each of these authorities came the right to extract certain 
surpluses (rents, dues, labor services, and so forth) or the right to command 
obedience and loyalty from those under a jurisdiction. But lords had always to 
provide protection (Schutz und Schirm) in exchange for these rights, or their 
authority could be called into question". 
However, it may be observed that the power that was supposed to give Schutz 
und Schirm could just as well act violently and arbitrarily towards its subjects. 
On the other hand, the promise of faith was not always complied with on the side 
of the subjects. The Herrschaft agreement of mutual faith was thus an ideal of the 
vertical ties from person to person, which not only implied the fulfilment of 
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mutual rights and duties, but also the legitimacy and rightfulness of the lord. The 
lords of Aragon expressed this conditionality of the monarch's rule in their oath 
of allegiance to the king: "We who are as good as you and together are more 
powerful than you, make you king and lord, provided that you observe our fueros 
[i.e.privileges] and liberties, and if not, not".m 
In feudal society there was never a state in the modem sense of the word, as 
'the ties of Herrschaft of the nobility apparently had an independent source, at 
least in principle, [and] did not derive from a central authority, which is to say 
that every or none authority in the middle ages was 'stately'; in any case not only 
royal authority'." Actually, the centrifugal tendencies of changing alliances were 
the most important threat to the power of the medieval European kings, as their 
kingdoms tended to fall apart when regional nobility gained strength and tied 
themselves to rivalling kings. The political and military situation constantly 
changed as a result of wars and varying alliances. All positions of power were 
supported by social and economic relations which were (largely) the outcome of 
some 3,500 years of agrarian development. Consequently, all social positions and 
power relations were highly complex and varied regionally, according to local 
historical development. Nowadays, historians are aware that 'the old Herrschaft 
structure, which is so often regarded as the typification of feudalism' was not just 
a product of 'conquest, violence and injustice', but just as much of voluntary ties 
and alliances." 
As stressed before, feudal Europe was anything but uniform. In late medieval 
times, within the ranges of influence of the lords, cities and village communities 
developed, which constituted autonomous corporations. The communities had 
never been totally absent, but after the thirteenth century, as population had 
increased, ever more peasants had united in communities of interest, like those 
who regulated the use of common fields (Dutch: markgenootschappen). Yet, 
these were not independent of the lords' Herrschaft, because the community 
members took part in the exertion of Herrschaft, as they fulfilled offices in their 
communities in commission of the lord. Frequently, the 'communitary, [...] 
corporative elements in the village, city and countryside [...] are opposed as 
antipole to Herrschaft, while in reality in older times both were intimately inter-
twined, the one could not be imagined without the other"." The dependence on 
the lord lay in his power to appoint local officials. Robisheaux writes on early 
modern times, that "villagers shared in the fruits of their own domination. Power 
was widely and diffusely spread within the village, its exercise very often tentative 
and conditional. For villagers knew where the power lay in their communities, 
and they understood how to lay their hands on a share of it".u For the powerful 
overlords, kings, princes and counts, consenting to the delegation of some of 
their power to these communities was a way of restricting the power of all sorts 
of local lords and thus of increasing their own grip on the territory. Both the 
communities and the overlords had an interest in strengthening the position of the 
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corporative organizations. In the long run, it саше to be more important to which 
community people belonged, than under whose Herrschaft they fell." 
Communities were particularly important in Spain, where they had been 
crucial in the repopulation of the countryside after the Reconquista on the Moors. 
Spain had by no means been as fully feudalised as, for example, the area between 
Rhine and Loire and in the early sixteenth century, the comunidades even had a 
far reaching form of self-government." 
Because of the importance of personal ties, the feudal system has been called 
a Personenverband (system based on personal ties). In the personal relations of 
Herrschaft, the position of the lords served a jurisdictional, military, and 
religious purpose. The jurisdictional position of the lord enabled him to extract 
revenues from legal procedures, fines and from acting as a judge. It was a 
guarantee to his subjects that the internal order was maintained and that their 
rights were more or less observed. The military position gave the lord prestige 
and important means to maintain and even extend his authority, as well as the 
possibility to raise revenues by looting and plundering after a military campaign. 
For his subjects, the military side of the position of the lord meant they were 
protected against attacks from the outside. The religious position gave the lord 
prestige and a certain link to the supernatural. Many of the lords were thought to 
possess supernatural powers. In this respect, however, the lords had to share 
their powers with priests. The religious side of their position made it easier for 
the lords to legitimize their power. For the subjects it meant a direct link with the 
supernatural, which was a prerequisite for survival in an uncertain world. It is 
impossible to say which of the three aspects of the position of the lord predomi­
nated. 
In a sociological sense, the term Herrschaft has been used by Max Weber and 
his followers. Weber distinguishes three 'reine Typerí ('proper types') in which 
Herrschaft could be legitimized: the modem Herrschaft resting on the rational 
belief in the legality of the established order; the traditional Herrschaft rooted in 
the belief in the sacredness of the current tradition and the charismatic Herrschaft 
of which the basis is the sacredness, the heroism or the exemplary conduct of one 
person.*1 From a sociological point of view, these types bave proved most useful, 
but the historian Brunner has pointed out that, being a sociologist, Weber was 
predominantly directed at the present. He wanted to explain why rationality had 
risen in the West." The legitimacy of traditional Herrschaft was to him contrary 
to the other rational, bureaucratic Herrschaft, and, therefore, irrational. Brunner 
emphasizes that this view has been determined by too modern assumptions, as far 
as the old term Herrschaft is concerned, which after all was always understood in 
a concrete sense with all its inseparable virtues of wisdom and justice. A society 
only appears 'traditional' from a certain distance in time or space, as is the case 
with a past social order or a different culture:*' 
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'These differentiations can only be made after the breakthrough to the 'modem 
world'. In it the phenomenon of Herrschaft has experienced a fundamental 
change. Only from the beginning of the nineteenth century the problem of 
legitimacy appears, there is being spoken of the tradition, of the 'historically 
constituted', the superseded [...] Older centuries never knew 'tradition' or 
'history' as the only foundation for legitimation. [People then] lived in an 
order which seemed 'old' to them, because in their conviction it was good, 
right, and therefore had been as valid in history as it was in the present'. 
In this view, justice and legitimacy both have a natural and divine origin -
hence, divine and natural law- and were superior to both lord and subject. 
Herrschaft ultimately had a religious background: 'Herrschaft in its full sense 
mediated the subjects towards a superior power'.*' Consequently, a lord got his 
rights from the supernatural, to which he owed fealty. With its religious connota-
tions, Herrschaft strongly corresponded to the idea of a 'God given order.' In 
this world view, everyone had his place and had to know his place. Who fulfilled 
his duties towards the supernatural and his fellow human beings, could count on 
protection and the guarantee of his place. Who did not fulfil his duties forfeited 
his rights. This applied to both the subject and the lord. Because of the strongly 
personalized view on social position, there was a multiplicity of rights, privileges 
and statuses, resulting in an intricate society. 
There was a long European tradition, starting with Aristotle and had been 
carried on by such distinguished and influential philosophers and theologists as 
Saint Augustine and Thomas Aquinas and virtually every other medieval writer, 
in which society was compared to an organism, or more specifically, a body. 
This organistic idea comprised the image of both the vertical and the horizontal 
ties in society. The king or lord was the head or the heart and the members of 
the body were the different social groups. As with any organism, one part could 
not exist without the other, and the organism was only alive with all its elements 
working together in harmony." 
In medieval writings, the term community generally included both the lord and 
his subjects. There were several kinds of human communities, which since 
Aristotle had been schematically divided into three types. These types were the 
three ways of ruling according to reason, law and wisdom (prudentia). There was 
a distinction between one's life, one's household and society or republic. The 
republic, however, was a less abstract and legally defined concept than in its 
original, classic Roman sense." Although the 'political', lawful rule of the 
republic was considered to correspond to the highest degree of reason and 
wisdom, it was not essentially different from the wisdom that was needed to rule 
oneself or one's household. Using a modem terminology, we might say that all 
power was thought to be patrimonial. As has been expressed above, this did not 
exclude, but on the contrary necessarily included, the horizontal organization of 
human life. Thus, in the European world view, the inequality and difference 
between people was God given, but they were all equal before God and they 
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were brothers in the House of God. The historian Southern remarks that, 
although a lower noble's place in hierarchy was determined by the bonds of 
vassalage by which he was subjected to lords, his knighthood made him a 
brother-in-arms of the king." 
Another English historian, John Bossy, points out, that in this line of thought, 
there were two normative and ritual ways of approaching human relations in 
medieval Europe: on the one hand, there was the parent-child approach which 
symbolized the vertical ties in society -like those between lords and subjects- and 
implied matching rights and duties. On the other hand, there was the brotherhood 
approach which symbolized the horizontal ties between people with the implica-
tion of matching rights and duties. The normative idea of brotherhood in Europe 
was expressed in the religious orders and to a lesser degree in the civil commun-
ities and corporations, which in principle had a character of corporation instead 
of Herrschaft, although the communities were not separated from lordly ties." 
The house 
This strongly personalized way of theorization on society, implies that in medi-
eval Europe many terms had a meaning different from the modem one. There 
was no strict theoretical division between politics, ethics and economics. 'Polit-
ical' or 'policy' originally referred to the way in which a republic -in the sense of 
a political body- had to be ruled, that is according to the highest degree of reason 
and lawfulness; by extension, 'political' came to mean orderly. Thus, political 
life meant lawful, orderly life, and notwithstanding the many developments of 
political theory in the fifteenth century, it was still used in this way by Spaniards 
in sixteenth-century Mexico. We can see more reflections of this medieval 'para-
digm' in early Mexico. The well-known sixteenth-century Spanish debate on the 
'humanity' of the Indians concentrated on the Aristotelian criteria of a human life 
'according to reason', appearing, as mentioned above, this was shown by the 
prudentia with which man rules himself, his household) and society. Fray 
Bartolomé de las Casas, the famous defender of the Indians, dedicated many 
pages of his apology on the Indians to demonstrate that they lived according to 
reason and followed the 'Aristotelian scheme of the three lands of prudence [...]. 
They sustained and governed themselves, or they had the government of themsel-
ves, in what is called monastical [rule], [which is] almost government of one, and 
in the domestic or paternal or economic [rule], in which the understanding and 
use of reason is concerned, and [...] they had and sustained themselves, before 
we Spaniards came, in that [i.e. the government] of the city or the political'." 
Economics thus encompassed all care of the house, not just its economic 
activities, as it has come to mean nowadays.'* The household in this sense mainly 
referred to the peasant household, which predominantly aimed at sustaining itself. 
As such, it depended on the unpaid, but not free, labour of the peasant family. 
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This implied that the leader of this household was not only an economic leader, 
but also had to be able to dispose of the people living in the household. 
In a nice analogy, Brunner characterizes this peasant household as a 'simple 
centrally planned economy', in which the leader of the household decided on the 
use of the means of production, the purchase and consumption of goods and laid 
these decisions down in an economic plan. However, this implicated that this 
leader of the household was more than an economic leader in the modem sense. 
The Austrian historian Brunner expresses his position as follows:97 
'He must be a 'householder', lord of the house, caretaker [...] who disposes 
of the people, means of production and consumption goods [in his house], 
who manages production, the labour effort and consumption at the same time. 
The peasant household was unthinkable without the unpaid labour of the 
family members; it existed necessarily in the social construct of the 'total 
house'. It always was a household in the old sense of the word.which not only 
concerned the economic, but in which housekeeping also included the human 
relations'. 
Even though in many cases a household included more people than just a 
family, it was natural to use the figure of the father, that everyone was familiar 
with, for explaining the rights and duties of this head of the household. As has 
been mentioned above, there was no fundamental division between the rule of a 
household, and that of the larger entity of the republic. Consequently, in moral 
treatises the position of a ruler or lord was often compared to that of a father. 
The comparison was even extended to the supernatural, as God was called the 
Father of man. 
In the Indian social order, a large part of social theory centred on the position 
of the lord. The house played a very important role here, which, as in Europe, 
was reflected in the world view. As I have emphasized above, in both societies, 
the lord's power was bound to the person of the lord and the rights he had 
inherited from his ancestors. Obviously, the position of a dynasty changed over 
time; the starting point being a simple peasants household. The households of 
many lesser lords were probably hard to distinguish from those of richer com-
moners. As the wealth and power of the household grew, its basic functions 
remained the same. Even though in the course of time the personal position of 
the lord received ever more public aspects, this was not reflected in social 
theory, where the ruler was compared to a father and his position as the caretaker 
of a household was emphasized. According to the informants of Sahagún priest 
spoke to the nobles of Tenochtitlan about the newly ascended tlahtoanif* 
"Who dost thou think thou art that he dealeth personally with thee, with thy 
altepetl even though thou art a responsibility, a burden? [...] And now it is 
true that truly thou troublest his heart over the city. It is true that he is thy 
real mother, thy real father. Thy mother is not thy mother; thy father is not 
thy father. Truly this is thy mother, this is thy father". 
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These words were supposed to be true of all the nobles who exerted teucyotl 
and tiatocayotl within their domain. The description which in Sahagtin's work is 
given of the good lord is almost the same as the description of the good father. 
This responsibility for a house recurs down the social scale. The farmer instills in 
his son the responsibility for the welfare of his house. On the other hand, in a 
similar speech, the young woman is reminded by her mother of obeying her 
husband, although she shares the responsibility for the household. If the future 
husband will appear to be too stupid to take proper care of his house, the mother 
tells her daughter, she will have to undertake the responsibility for the house and 
family herself." 
Considering all this, in my opinion, the concept of Herrschaft is also useful in 
the approach of prehispanic society. For, even though, of course, there is no 
exact parallel with the European Middle Ages, as all historical comparison falls 
short in one way or another, in the whole normative treatment of lordship and its 
context, the Náhuatl teucyotl and tlahtocayotl seem to be rather close equivalents 
of the German word Herrschaft. The complex and heterogeneous Indian system 
of concrete personal obligations and relations of Herrschaft may be characterized 
as a Personenverband.m 
Conclusion 
The Indians lived in a Personenverband, in which the concrete personalized rela-
tions between lords and subjects were of central importance. The possibility to 
have land worked and, hence, hold influence over land and control over people 
was far more important than divisions of landownership. The division of rights to 
land was most complex and the various claims overlapped; there was no exclus-
ive and absolute right of landownership. The rights to land were always con-
nected with rights to tribute, jurisdiction and religious and military leadership. 
According to the ethics of Herrschaft, these rights were counterbalanced by the 
duty to protect the subjects. The relations of the Personenverband could be very 
complicated. Each individual had his own place in the web of social relations. As 
human power could never be absolute, the power of the lord ultimately had to be 
sanctioned by the supernatural. The gods exerted their lordship over man, like 
the lord exerted his lordship over his subjects. These relations were also fixed 
and determined by fate. Society was pervaded by this connection between the 
earthly and the supernatural and made the Indians of Central Mexico realize that 
they lived in a world that was strongly determined by hierarchic ties. This 
consciousness was reinforced by the 'moral philosophy', as Sahagún called the 
whole of huehuetlatolli or wise speeches. 
Whatever corporate tendencies there may have been in Mexican society, they 
never became 'official', as this moral philosophy strongly reflected the interests 
of the tlahtoque and the elite at large. In this philosophy, only the vertical ties 
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between people are mentioned. When Sahagún's informants treated the family, 
they elaborately talked about the relations of parents and grandparents to their 
children, but not of brotherhood. The metaphor of the father figure recurs in 
their descriptions, but a metaphor of brotherhood is not used. This is a striking 
difference from medieval European social theory as outlined above. We may 
wonder why a corporative idea is virtually absent in Mexican philosophy. Of 
course, we have to realize that this was a theoretical way of looking at society, 
which was not meant as a description, but rather as a standard of behaviour. In 
this light, it is not surprising that the lords' concerns to consolidate their power 
were strongly present, because their position depended entirely on the obedience 
of their subjects. 
In both prehispanic Mexico and medieval Europe, those with important 
religious positions were the most important social theorists. However, there was 
one important difference as in principle, if not always in practice, the Church 
occupied a position that stood apart from the temporal powers and, as such, had 
room to develop and express some ideas on society that benefited its independent 
power, but did not always support kings and other lords."" In contrast with this, 
in Mexico, the connection between priests and the powers of the world was much 
more direct, as the religious were not an independent body, but depended strong-
ly on the tlahtoque. Therefore it can be assumed, that Mexican social theory also 
reflected more directly the interests of the lords than in Europe. Yet, although in 
Mexican moral philosophy all social positions were placed in the light of lord-
subject relations, this does not exclude the possibility that in practice the calpulli 
-or similar local social organizations- were not just instruments for the tribute 
collection, but actually had internal coherence, based on mutual services and 
neighbourly assistance or a certain ethnic identity. Here, the figure of a local 
leader, mostly a tribute collector, may have played an important role. In colonial 
times at least, there were a number of communities which under the leadership of 
such local leaders soon developed an identity of their own. 
Prehispanic Indian social relations differed from the contemporary situation in 
Spain. This was true of the common Spaniards, but even more so of the Crown 
and its advisors who had spent centuries in fighting the particularism of the 
privileges of the lords and the cities. The aim of the Spanish Crown was to 
concentrate administrative power in its own hands as much as possible, using all 
means at its disposal, whether they were military, political or cultural. These 
differing Indian and Spanish traditions could not co-exist in the newly conquered 
areas. Hence, the first century following the conquest, was characterized by the 
conflicts and the interactions between the Spanish and Indian traditions. 
Chapter 2 
The Shaken Foundation 
After the conquest the world the Indians had known vanished. However, although 
the Spaniards did of course impose their rule, initially they did not try to intro-
duce profound changes into the existing society. In the period just after the 
invasion a conquest society came into being, in which Spaniards and Indians 
coexisted and the indigenous social order was not immediately disrupted. After a 
few decades, however, this conquest society was undermined by a number of 
factors, which initiated the social transformation in which the Indian and Spanish 
worlds would merge. In this chapter, I shall describe these factors. Furthermore, 
attention will be paid to the social groups that existed at the end of the conquest 
society, of which the changing position during the course of the social trans-
formation of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries will be analysed in 
the rest of this study. 
In 1519, Hernán Cortés and his small army set foot on Mexican shore near 
modem Veracruz, burning his ships behind him. This was the start of the Spanish 
invasion. Two years later, the Spaniards controlled the whole of Central Mexico. 
However, military victory was only the beginning: the organization of the ad-
ministration of the new territories required at least as much effort. In a formal 
declaration to the tlahtoque, Cortes made it instantly clear that they were now 
subordinated to him. Henceforth, supremacy lay in his hands, even though Cortés 
stressed that, being a capitán general, he was just acting in the name of the king 
of Spain. This way of subjection and submission was nothing new to the Mexican 
tlahtoque. Obviously, Spanish rule was to bring profound changes for the 
Indians, but many of these only took effect at a later stage. This had two reasons: 
in the first place it took the Spanish authorities some time to decide which policy 
to follow v« à vis the Indian world and in the second place it was not simple to 
supplant the social relations that came into being immediately after the conquest 
with a system as desired by the authorities in Spain.' 
This conquest society developed rapidly after the invasion. When the military 
victory had been consolidated, Cortes proceeded to distribute the Indians among 
the most prominent of his men in so-called encomiendas. This was a continuation 
of a custom that had been developed in the Spanish Reconquista and had earlier 
been transferred to the Antilles. Simpson wrote:1 
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"As developed in the Antilles, the encomienda was [...] the delegation of the 
royal power to collect the tribute from and to use the personal services of the 
Kings vassals [i.e. the Indians]. The encomendero undertook to look after the 
welfare of his charges and to educate them in proper [Spanish] norms of 
conduct, as well as to discharge the usual feudal obligation of bearing arms 
in the King's defence". 
The Spanish Crown was opposed to the granting of encomiendas, because in 
the Antilles the encomenderos had already shown that they could become 
dangerously autonomous. Theoretically, they were subject to the Crown, but in 
practice they were very independent. They not only had authority over consider-
able groups of Indians, but the encomiendas also provided them with an auton-
omous source of income. The threat of the encomenderos increased when they 
petitioned to have the encomiendas made hereditary. The granting of encomien-
das was well under way in Mexico when in 1523, a royal order came into force 
that the newly acquired territory was not to be divided in encomiendas:* 
"Because it is a just and reasonable thing that the natives of the said land 
serve us [i.e. the king] and give us tribute in acknowledgement of our 
sovereignty and of the service that they owe to us as our subjects and 
vassals. [And because] we have been informed that among themselves they 
used to give a certain tribute to their tecles and prominent lords". 
Cortés promptly replied, that a repartimiento of encomiendas was the only way to 
govern the country. He proposed to reserve a number of 'provinces or pueblos, 
which appear to be the most profitable and of most quality' for royal income.4 
According to Cortes, the rest of the tribute yields were too small to be of much 
use to the king; moreover, most tributes were in kind. The greatest opponent of 
Cortés was Rodrigo de Albornoz, the royal contador, who wrote to the Crown 
that the encomiendas would certainly be very profitable to the king, because the 
Indians 'in these parts are very reasonable and orderly and they are used to pay 
tribute to Moctezuma and to their lords, just like the peasants in Spain'.1 The 
letters of Cortés and Albornoz were the start of a long series of advices to the 
Crown about the collection of tribute, the use of Indian labour services and, in 
general, on the way of governing the colony. All groups of Spaniards who were 
involved in the reorganization of the Mexican territories, took part in the debate 
on the proper approach and time, and again the Crown asked for new advices. 
The Franciscan Motolinfa observed that the king was like a blind man, because 
he could not see anything of what was happening so far away and could merely 
trust his ability of listening well to reliable sources. At a meeting in 1526 in 
which most of the parties concerned participated, it was provisionally decided 
that the repartimiento of encomiendas would be maintained. A number of altepetl 
were reserved for the Crown, like Tenochtitlan and Texcoco in the valley of 
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Mexico and Tlaxcala in the valley of Puebla, as well as all the places that had 
been or were to be populated by Spaniards.' 
The Spanish Crown was most dissatisfied with the situation and was intent on 
the submission of the encomenderos. Even though the Crown constantly aimed at 
centralizing its power, its policy was crossed by a number of other objectives. 
From the outset, the authorities in Spain stressed the necessity of protecting the 
Indians and reducing their tribute obligations. The propagation of the Christian 
faith among the heathens was to be given priority. Soon it proved impossible to 
reconcile these aims in practice, and the first decades of Spanish rule were 
characterized by a stream of often contradictory measures, in which the centralist 
tendency predominated. The centralist measures were codified in the Leyes 
Nuevas (New Laws) of 1542-1543, which were consequently both a consolidation 
of the preceding policies, and also served as a new point of departure for future 
policy. In the literature on this period, most attention has been paid to the 
abolition of Indian slavery and the reduction of the power of the encomenderos. 
With the Leyes Nuevas, the encomenderos retained the right to revenues from the 
encomiendas, but jurisdiction over the encomienda Indians was irrevocably 
consolidated in royal hands, since provinces were formed under corregidores and 
alcaides mayores. In due course, the encomiendas ceased to exist, because 
hereditariness was restricted to two generations and new encomiendas were no 
longer granted. In the American colonies, the laws caused much turmoil among 
the Spaniards who saw their privileges curtailed. In several places they revolted. 
In addition to the changes in the Spanish part of New Spain's society, the 
Leyes were also to have a profound effect on indigenous society. They thus 
initiated a radical reform of the conquest society which had come into being in 
the early years after the Spanish invasion.7 
The first changes 
Even before the Leyes Nuevas were promulgated, a lot had changed in the 
government of the Indians. The most distinct and not unimportant change was, 
that after the conquest, most references to Indian society were couched Spanish 
terminology. Frequently, the Spaniards did not simply translate indigenous 
words, but, either consciously or unconsciously, influenced the conceptually in 
the vocabulary by the use of Spanish terms. The general term used for any Indian 
noble, regardless of his rank, was principal (dignitary, prominent). In this case 
hidalgo, the closest Spanish equivalent to the Náhuatl word pilli, was not used, 
because of its immanent legal claims. After the conquest the highest Indian lords 
were of course deprived of their sovereignty, as far as any had been left under 
Aztec rule. An indigenous supreme lord, in Spanish señor universal or señor 
supremo, no longer existed and all Indians were declared subjects to and vassals 
of the king. Initially, tlahtoque and tecuhtin were called señores naturales 
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(natural lords) but this use was soon abandoned, because the Indian nobles could 
derive from this designation legal claims under Spanish Law.' Viceroy Don 
Antonio de Mendoza proposed to create a separate noble order for prominent 
Indian nobles, but this idea found no mercy in the eyes of the authorities in 
Spain. As all Indians now fell under royal authority, the Spaniards no longer 
distinguished between tlahtoque and important but lesser lords like tecuhtin. They 
treated all important nobles equally and designated them as caciques. Even 
though the caciques were not admitted to a noble order, they were the only 
Indians who were entitled to use the Spanish honorific Don. The lands and other 
patrimonial rights of a cacique were in Spanish summed up by the term cacicaz-
go, equivalent to the Spanish mayorazgo, which designated an entailed estate of 
the eldest son (mayor).* 
The Náhuatl word macehualtin was usually preserved in the hispamzed word 
macehuales, but in due course, the general terms indio and natural became more 
and more current during the Spanish period, although macehual never completely 
disappeared. There was a slightly different meaning to all these words: macehual 
was mostly used to describe an Indian commoner of the prehispanic period, in 
order to distinguish him from caciques and principales. Indio was used to 
indicate an Indian in the most general sense of the word, although in the course 
of time, indios were legally defined as those belonging to the república de indios, 
the republic of Indians (see below). Natural meant that someone had been born in 
a certain area or town, and as such was fully equivalent to the English 'native'. 
In this sense, the word was also used for Spaniards to indicate their domicile, in 
order to make clear that someone was an inhabitant (vecino, with Indians also 
tributario), or a resident (morador) of a certain town or area, but had been born 
(natural) elsewhere. An example of the terminology is provided by Don Tomás 
de Rojas, who would have been a tecuhtli and possibly even a tlahtoani of 
Cuautinchan in prehispanic times. In a document, he was once called "Don 
Tomás de Rojas indio, cacique y principal, natural del pueblo de Cuautinchan"."' 
Spaniards translated lord-subject relations into Spanish equivalents. A 
macehualli could be called indio rentero, or sotoriego in relation to his lord, 
although terrazguero was most common throughout the colonial era. From the 
time of the important tribute reform, that started in the 1550s, Indian commoners 
were often called tributarios in the documents. Throughout the colonial period, a 
tributario was a legal term for an Indian who was liable for tribute. 
The altepetl were called señoríos (lordships) by the Spaniards. An enco-
mienda usually comprised the indios of one señorío. Another possibility was to 
assign half of the proceeds of their tributes to an encomendero, and the other half 
either to another encomendero or to the king. In this way, the encomendero, or -
in areas that were not assigned to an encomienda- the representative of the king 
(generally an alcalde mayor or corregidor), could assume the supreme adminis-
trative position, and hence, in fact, the position of the former tlahtoani. How-
ever, from the start, the king managed to preserve most prerogatives of authority 
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for himself, so that the encomiendas never truly became domains in the European 
sense. Frequently, the encomenderos did not reside in their encomienda terri-
tories, but only received the tribute revenues which were collected for them by 
calpixque (often hispanized to calpisques), as had been the case with the former 
Indian lords. When the Spaniards recorded many tribute obligations in the middle 
of the sixteenth century, it appeared that the encomenderos received the same 
tributes as the tlahtoque formerly had. 
In this way, we should also look upon the granting of encomiendas to the 
heirs of the most prominent Aztec nobility by Cortés, because this grant by the 
Spanish conqueror was actually a recognition of their old rights. An example is 
the grant of 1526 and 1527 to the daughters of Moctezuma 'because by law it 
belong[ed] to them as their patrimony and rights'." Doña María received the 
señorío of Ecatepec and three estancias (outlying hamlets) going with it. Her 
sister Doña Isabel received the señorío of Tlacopan (Tacuba) and its inhabitants. 
This señorío consisted of the principal town and seven estancias, with a total of 
1240 tributary families or houses (casas).'1 
The administration of the newly conquered territories was not confined to the 
granting of Indians to encomenderos. The conquest was justified by the idea of 
propagating the Christian religion across the world, just like the motivation of the 
Reconquista had been to regain the lands that had been lost for Christianity to the 
Moors. In this matter, the interests of the Church and the Spanish Crown 
coincided; the 'Spanish' kings Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabella of Castile were 
even called the Catholic Kings. With the promulgation of the papal bull " Univer-
salis Ecclesiae" in 1508, the king received important prerogatives over the 
Church in his territories, provided that he would take care of the conversion of 
the indigenous American population. These ecclesiastical privileges were called 
the patronato real. In Europe the regular clergy (those bound by a religious order 
or regula), were not allowed either to fulfil parochial tasks, or to administer most 
of the sacraments. However, under the regulations of the patronato real, the king 
put the mendicant orders, being the Franciscans, the Dominicans and the 
Augustines, in charge of the missionary task. They had autonomy within their 
orders, and had served in Europe as travelling preachers living from alms from 
ancient times onwards. Therefore, they were better prepared for the missionary 
work, which demanded a lot of their improvising abilities, than the secular clergy 
(those working in the World or seculum) who were part of a strict hierarchy and 
lacked the flexibility of the mendicants. Moreover, the use of mendicants enabled 
the king to safeguard a greater independence from the Pope, as the friars were 
not subjected to his direct control. 
In 1524, the first three Franciscans arrived in Mexico; two of them soon 
died, the third -the famous Flemish lay friar Pedro de Gante- diligently began the 
immense task of conversing millions of Indian souls. In the following years, with 
each fleet from Spain, new delegations of Franciscans came to assist him in his 
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efforts, of which the 'apostolic' twelve of 1524 have become the most famous 
ones. In 1526 and 1533, the Franciscans were followed by Dominican and 
Augustinian friars, respectively. Other orders, among which the Jesuits were 
most prominent, did not arrive until much later in the sixteenth century; they did 
not take part in the missionary activity. Soon, a secular hierarchy was installed in 
Mexico as well, but hardly any secular priests participated in the conversion of 
the Indians." 
Each order enjoyed a large degree of independence, which is evident from 
the rather large intervals in time between the first arrivals of the orders and their 
followers. In the missionary activity among the Indians, this autonomy was 
maintained. Without any coordination whatsoever, the orders plunged into a 
competition for securing the most promising territories. A number of historians 
has occupied itself with the course of the conversion of the Indians.14 Ricard's 
comparison -derived from sixteenth-century authors- of the mission with a 
'Spiritual Conquest', as a consolidation of the military conquest, has found much 
support and, indeed, the conversion looked like a military campaign. At first, it 
was directed at strategic parts, generally the centres of the altepetl and the 
tlahtoque, as the friars held the view that if the rulers had been won, the rest of 
the population would follow. In this, according to Van Oss, 'expansive phase' the 
missionaries penetrated into the country as far as possibly. This phase was 
completed in fifteen years. It was followed by an 'intensification' phase, during 
which the new religion was consolidated. Van Oss argued, that the mendicant 
orders allowed themselves to be guided above all by demographic considerations, 
which means that at first, they directed their activities at those areas where the 
Indian-population density was highest. This is hardly surprising, considering that 
a handful of friars had set itself the task of converting millions of Indians." 
The Franciscans themselves were also convinced of the greatness of their 
work. They regarded themselves as the apostles of the New World, an idea that 
was strengthened by the fact that in 1524 one of the earliest delegations had 
consisted of twelve men. Brading writes that:" 
"It would be an unpardonable injustice not to emphasize the exemplary 
dedication of so many of the first evangelists in the Indies, with the Francis-
cans in Mexico taking the lead in preaching the gospel as much by example 
as through instruction. Their provincial, Martin de Valencia, was an ascetic 
more liable to scourge his own mortified flesh than to whip dissident 
Indians". 
Notwithstanding this just qualification, when reading the Franciscan chronicles 
and testimonies, we may observe that the authors were sometimes rather pleased 
with the achievements of their order.17 However, we should consider that this 
somewhat self-satisfied tone was inspired by the order's necessity to assure itself 
of the ongoing support of the Crown, in view of the pressure of the attacks on 
the Franciscans by the rivalling orders and the secular branch of the Church. 
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Because of the troubled relations between the mendicant orders, they stayed out 
of each other's territories as much as possible. In 1556, they even agreed upon 
an official policy to that end. 
The Franciscans were the first ecclesiastics to arrive in Mexico and the 
whole country lay open to their missionary efforts. First, they directed them-
selves at the areas with the highest population densities: the valleys of Mexico 
and Puebla on the central highlands, and Michoacan in Western Mexico. In the 
valley of Mexico they were soon followed by representatives of the other 
mendicant orders. In the valley of Puebla, however, the Franciscans kept their 
missionary monopoly among the Indians for a long time. The other orders also 
concentrated on specific areas. The Dominicans went to the south to the popula-
tion centres in Oaxaca and Chiapas, and the Augustines had to content themselves 
with the area of the actual state of Hidalgo, which came nearest to a fourth 
largest population centre, but where far less people lived than in the areas that 
had been claimed by the Franciscans and the Dominicans. Otherwise, the 
Augustines and all other orders that arrived after them, had to squeeze their 
missionary posts in between the territories of others." 
Missionaries in the altepetl 
The mission centres formed by the mendicants in the Spiritual conquest were 
called doctrinas. In accordance with their 'tactic of conversion', a doctrina often 
coincided with an altepetl. As I have already mentioned, the friars had initially 
concentrated their efforts on the caciques, assuming that as soon as they had been 
converted, their subjects would follow as a matter of course. Van Oss wrote 
that:" 
"most caciques surely understood that sooner or later they would have to 
reach an accommodation with the Spanish if they were to conserve their 
communities intact. We may imagine that the friars took advantage of this 
implied threat, and insinuated themselves by playing on the caciques' 
vulnerability". 
The Franciscans got the 'best territories' of New Spain, as the colony was 
now called, and in the sixteenth century they were the most powerful in religious 
matters. 
As soon as a temporary missionary post had been established, the friars 
would convert or expel the indigenous priests, whom they regarded as servants of 
the devil, and they would not hesitate, if necessary, to eliminate them. They had 
the indigenous temples broken down, demolished and replaced with churches and 
monasteries. The Christian buildings arose on the remains of the old sanctuaries 
and were built from the same stones. This conversion tactic was nothing new: it 
had proved its usefulness in the Christianization of Europe, where many churches 
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bad replaced sanctuaries, as well. In the same way as the churches replaced 
pagan buildings, the regular clergy literally replaced the former priests.30 In this 
process, the friars showed respect for the position of the caciques. Van Oss 
writes:" 
"The initial conversion to Christianity as practised by Guatemala's [and 
Mexico's] friar-missionaries thus depended as much on shrewd human 
calculation -tying the fate of the cacique to the cause of religious colon-
ization, and by extension to the acceptance of Spanish rule- as on Christian 
doctrine. The introduction of Christianity and the colonial system of ad-
ministration proceeded relatively peacefully by these means, respecting the 
social hierarchy, and perhaps even strengthening it. Through the agency of 
the religious orders even the most remote highland communities were thus 
marched one by one into the church and, therefore, into the Spanish empire". 
The doctrinas were the centres from where surrounding places were visited. 
Even when, at a later stage, improvised churches were replaced by more perma-
nent constructions, these would in general still remain the principal towns or 
cabeceras of what then had become provinces. As the cabeceras were usually 
founded in places where the tlahtoque lived and where the main temple was 
situated, there was a clear continuity with prehispanic times in this respect. The 
friars did not construct big churches or monasteries in the villages and hamlets 
surrounding the cabeceras, which were under the influence of the altepetfs ruler. 
Here, at most, chapels were constructed.21 
The social position of the Franciscans and the other mendicants was closely 
associated with the fate of the Indian society and especially that of the caciques. 
The friars depended on the Indians for their subsistence. This was in accordance 
with their mendicant ethic, which laid down that the friars should only live on 
what the people were willing to give them. In Europe, the mendicants were 
supposed to live from alms and, according to Motolinia and Mendieta, the first 
Franciscan missionaries in Mexico were also very poor. As was to be expected, 
the friars' way of living became less adventurous after they had settled. Van Oss 
remarks that this shift was reflected in the description of the lives of the Guate-
maltec missionaries: "If the first missionaries had distinguished themselves as 
daring and militant soldiers of Christ, the role of the doctrineros was more 
domestic: they had to be builders and architects, consolidators and constructors 
of the Christian republic",." From many documents it appears that the doctrineros 
received personal services and tributes in kind from the Indians. We may assume 
that they not only took over the position of the indigenous priests in a religious 
sense, but were also supplied with tribute products by the Indians, who had 
formerly maintained their own priests. In line with the indigenous tradition, the 
caciques assigned to the friars the tribute proceeds of groups of macehuales 
within their señoríos™ 
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During the first decades, the encomenderos had become the new rulers over 
the Indians. As such, they received tributes and were adopted into the Indian 
system of Herrschaft, even though their authority was almost immediately 
curtailed by the Crown. This takeover of the position of the indigenous rulers 
was something the Indians could have expected in the light of earlier conquests 
and submissions. Yet, the encomenderos did not become an integral part of 
Indian society. They usually did not live within the territories of their encomien-
das and had no direct command over the Indians 'commissioned' to them. 
Consequently, their position within the Indian world remained just formal and the 
encomenderos hardly ever came into direct contact with their Indians. This does 
not mean that the indigenous population accepted their position just like that: 
whenever the encomenderos imposed too heavy or unjust a tribute or labour 
obligations, the Indians would protest to the colonial authorities or resist the 
measures in another way." 
Similar to the way the encomenderos had assumed the position of rulers, the 
clergy became the new mediators in matters of the supernatural. As such, they 
rather easily fitted into the indigenous Herrschaft and tribute system. Due to this, 
and because of the mendicants' missionary victories, they soon became the 
Spaniards who were most closely involved with the Indians. They participated in 
both Indian and Spanish society. This close relation to the Indians made the 
Franciscans their most important spokesmen, apart from the Dominican bishop 
Las Casas. The Franciscan writers strongly identified with the Indians, especially 
the caciques. They regarded the common Indians as children in need of their 
fatherly protection. Provided that they would remain in charge -a condition that 
was guaranteed by the Spanish rule- they were willing to share this task with the 
caciques, whom they regarded as señores naturales and thus destined for 
Herrschaft and, hence, fatherly and leading tasks. The friars were fascinated and 
often even elated by the way the Indians exerted their señorío. The only blemish 
on the Indian reputation was heathendom and the friars had come to save them 
from it. 
In this way, the rural friars came to hold a very strong position. Due to their 
influence on the Indians, they were a very important social group, which also 
enjoyed a lot of influence in political and social matters. Political support from 
the Franciscans was indispensable for the Spanish authorities, especially in the 
valley of Puebla.* According to the sixteenth-century Franciscan chronicler 
Mendieta, the close relation between the Franciscans and the Indians enabled the 
friars to prevent a revolt. Mendieta says that he got his information from the 
well-known missionary and chronicler Motolinia, whom he had known well and 
who always spoke the truth. Mendieta goes on saying that during the first period 
following the conquest, only a handful of Spaniards remained in Mexico. They 
felt more and more uncomfortable, as they knew themselves surrounded by 
millions of Indians who had been subjected to violence and bore the Spaniards ill 
feelings. These locked themselves up with spears, lances and cannons {espadas. 
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lanzas y artillería), and only the Franciscans continued to live among the Indians. 
In the meantime, the Indians, who had formerly continuously waged war, 
conspired and planned an armed insurrection, and only the alertness and informa-
tion of the Franciscans could prevent these vicious plans.27 
Spanish groups and interests 
A few decades after the conquest, there were various Spanish groups in New 
Spain with in many ways contradictory interests. The encomenderos and the 
missionaries were interested in by and large maintaining the situation that had 
come into existence directly after the conquest, since their own position had come 
to depend strongly on it. The encomenderos and those claiming to be entitled to 
that position, especially wanted to consolidate the encomiendas, and preferably 
effectuate a general distribution of the transatlantic territories into encomiendas, a 
so-called repartimiento general. It was important for them that the indigenous 
society and particularly the tribute system remained intact, as their position was 
based on this foundation. However, they were not interested in maintaining the 
position of the caciques, because strong caciques weakened their position, since 
they undermined the argument that a repartimiento general was indispensable for 
a solid government of the colony. 
Unlike the encomenderos, the mendicants had a strong interest in maintaining 
the old indigenous order, as they strongly depended on the caciques. They also 
realized that profound changes in the indigenous social fabric would not only hurt 
the caciques, but also themselves. Thus, the Indian cause soon became the cause 
of the missionaries; the indigenous nobility and the friars closed ranks. 
Opposed to these two interest groups were the Spaniards, who would benefit 
most from a change in the situation as it had come into being during the conquest 
period and directly afterwards. First, there was the Crown, which held the view 
that all encomiendas should be abolished as soon as possible and all Indians be 
brought under the direct rule of the king, as the authorities in Spain had wished 
from the beginning. Moreover, tribute should principally benefit the Crown 
instead of the encomenderos or caciques. On the other hand, the king regarded it 
his responsibility to take care of the well-being of his subjects. The old European 
ideal of Herrschaft still played a part in these matters, notwithstanding the 
changing, 'more modem' political views that also existed in sixteenth-century 
Spain. The king continuously stressed that the Indians were to be converted to 
Christianity, which he regarded as his duty, and that tribute ought to be 'modera-
ted'. 
The secular clergy also favoured a change in the relations of the conquest 
society. It argued that the conversion of the Indians had been carried out 
deficiently and that the Indians, like the New Christians in Spain (Jewish and 
Moorish converts), returned to their paganism. It is hardly surprising that in the 
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eyes of the seculars the regulars were not the most appropriate group to correct 
the Indians, because of their close association with the Indians and their lack of 
discipline. The secular clergy was also largely the advocate of a growing number 
of Spaniards in the Spanish population centres, that had no hope of ever getting 
an encomienda. Initially, this group could hardly make its voice heard and could 
only hope to gain respect in case the current situation would change. If we take 
into consideration these varied interests, it is hardly surprising that the king 
received widely varying answers to his requests for advice about the way in 
which his new territories should be governed.2* 
The Crown decided to assume a pragmatic attitude and to adopt of all 
parties, those suggestions which sounded most reasonable, in order to avoid ad-
ministrative obstacles. The transatlantic situation was hard to judge for the king 
and his advisors, and therefore difficult to govern. In 1540, the Franciscan 
Motolinia even asked for a crown prince to be sent to Mexico, who should 
establish a kingdom of his own there." Of course, this did not happen, but far-
reaching authorities were bestowed upon the representatives of the king in the 
transatlantic territories. Initially, a collegiate council, the Audiencia, was founded 
-in New Spain in 1527-, much like the collegiate councils in Spain's European 
territories, but it did not have enough authority to keep an adequate administra-
tion. Therefore, the first viceroy, Don Antonio de Mendoza was sent to New 
Spain in 1535. He was invested with royal dignity and prerogatives. Viceroy 
Mendoza proved an able and wise man. The two most acute problems he was 
confronted with, were the way in which the colony should be governed and how 
the Indian world had to be fitted into the new order. As I have mentioned above, 
the Leyes Nuevas were an important step in the direction of a new organization of 
the administration." 
The laws not only increased the Crown's grip on the Spanish part of the 
colony, but also had a profound influence on the Indian administration. Of 
course, the measures against the encomiendas affected the Indians, but from the 
laws also resulted a number of measures that were more specifically directed at 
the Indian world. The execution of the policy was left to the Spanish authorities 
in the colonies." 
Institutional revolution and social consequences 
During viceroy Mendoza's term of office, two changes were introduced with the 
establishment of provinces and the foundation of pueblos de indios, which deeply 
influenced society as it had become during the first decades after the conquest. In 
both cases, the Leyes Nuevas were the consolidation and codification of an 
important institutional change, which had already been prepared by royal 
ordinances and the policy of the viceregal administration. In its attempts to curtail 
the encomenderos, the Crown had created so-called corregimientos from the 
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1530s onwards. The corregimientos were administrated by a royal official, the 
corregidor, whose task consisted in taking care of the royal privileges, and to 
protect the Indians from ill treatment. In practice this meant enforcing the law, 
taking care of civil administration and see to it that the encomenderos did not 
abuse their position. In the course of time, the Indians who were not subject to 
an encomienda but directly to the king, were placed under an alcaide mayor. The 
alcalde mayor was another royal official, always a Spaniard, whose office 
initially implied a somewhat higher authority than that of a corregidor, but soon 
the positions of both officials became practically alike and a change in names had 
no major consequences. When an encomienda was abolished, the corresponding 
corregidor was subsequently often replaced by an alcalde mayor. .* 
As mentioned above, the Leyes Nuevas implied a substantial weakening of 
the encomenderos. The promulgation of the laws caused so much unrest among 
the Spanish population, that viceroy Mendoza did not want to implement them 
too energetically. However, the encomiendas were gradually abolished. The 
position of the encomenderos had always remained limited in the valley of 
Puebla, and from the start, the Crown's policy had been aimed at reducing it. 
With the introduction of the Leyes Nuevas, the encomenderos only retained a 
right to tribute, but lost whatever other authority they still enjoyed. At the end of 
the century, the power of the encomenderos had almost completely disappeared 
and in the seventeenth century their numbers further decreased. As a result of the 
lack of documents, it is hard to get insight into their actual position. In the 
archives I have come across just one document that gives an impression of the 
financial position of one of them. It is difficult to form an opinion of the repre-
sentativeness of this single example, but at least it shows that not all encomen-
deros were wealthy. 
Don Francisco de Artiaga was the son and minor heir of Don Diego Pérez de 
Artiaga, in life encomendero of half of the pueblo of Cuautinchan. From 1582 to 
1600, Don Francisco de Artiaga received each year a fixed amount of maize 
from the encomienda he had inherited. At first, this was 330 fanegas (18,150 
litres), but when the number of tributarios had been re-assessed, the amount was 
reduced to 228 fanegas (12,540 litres). This amount of maize was worth a few 
hundred pesos, depending on the current price in the city of Puebla, where it was 
sold. He was obliged to contribute 100 fanegas (5,500 litres) and 200 pesos of 
the proceedings to the Franciscan monastery in Amozoc, in agreement with the 
obligations of the encomenderos to take care of the spiritual care of the Indians 
that had been 'entrusted' (encomendado) to them. All in all, the child cannot have 
retained more than 200 pesos a year of the earnings from his encomienda, less 
than the annual salary of the administrator (mayordomo) of the hacienda of San 
Bernardino in the 1620s, which amounted to 190 pesos and a foal." 
With the Leyes Nuevas, the position of the corregidores and alcaldes mayores 
had been reinforced. These royal officials were placed at the head of newly 
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created provinces. The careful implementation of the Leyes Nuevas by the 
administration of Mendoza, made their immediate result look like a mere formal 
one. However, this was not the case. At first, the former relations of authority 
between encomenderos and corregidores remained virtually unchanged, but the 
foundation of the position of the royal officials changed. Formerly, they had been 
royal agents who enforced law and order among the people who came under the 
authority of an encomendero or the king, whereas they now became heads of a 
province.94 The provinces were the regional entities in an administrative system, 
which had gradually been established on a territorial basis in the sixteenth 
century. In an advice to the king in 1533, ten years before the Leyes Nuevas, the 
Council of the Indies, the royal governing body for the Americas, expressed the 
principle as follows:" 
'It is convenient that the Indians be ruled and governed in such a way that 
they receive some satisfaction from such government, so that they multiply 
and their number does not decrease as it has up to now, because they are 
ruled by and subject to persons [the Council means encomenderos] who look 
after thheirown interests more than the health of the Indians or a good rule 
over them. And in this way, it seems that the jurisdiction [authority] over the 
entire country ought to reside with his majesty now and that those who exert 
it in civil and criminal matters be appointed by his [the king's] hand or that 
of his governor and that his jurisdiction be distributed over provinces'. 
For that purpose the alcaidías mayores and corregimientos should consist of 
clear-cut territorial dimensions, because the entire country had to be divided and 
there should not be any areas of which it was not evident under whose authority 
(jurisdiction) they came. Henceforth, the alcalde mayor or corregidor of a 
province had all Spaniards directly under his care and had the supervision of the 
Indians in his territory. 
The point of departure in the administrative organisation of society was the 
legal distinction between Spaniards and Indians, which had been created under 
the influence of the ideas of the regular clergy in particular. Spaniards belonged 
to what was called the república de españoles, while the Indians belonged to the 
república de indios. Administration of the two groups was separate in principle, 
although the alcalde mayor had jurisdiction over both Spaniards and Indians in 
his province. Initially, it was the intention that Indians and Spaniards should live 
separately, but in actual practice this measure appeared not to be realistic. 
The advice of the Council of the Indies, cited above, also mentioned the 
Indian participation in the administration and the position of the caciques'* 
'[...] It seems [to us] that the caciques, by whom the Indians used to be 
reigned, should not be entirely deprived of the superiority that they had over 
them [the Indians], [but] rather that they should be permitted to be able to 
compel the Indians to work their [i.e. the Indians'] holdings and not to live 
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idly, and they ought to be given some jurisdiction and governing power over 
the said Indians, because if their caciques are being informed and instructed 
about what they are to do, they will certainly rule well [...]'. 
As a result, the caciques retained the government of the Indians, but the altepetl 
was transformed into one or several so-called pueblos de indios within the new 
administration founded on a territorial basis. Apart from being lower ranked 
administratively, the pueblos de indios usually comprised smaller areas than a 
province, and most alcaldías mayores contained several pueblos. In principle, 
however, it was possible for an alcaldía mayor to enclose the territory of a single 
former altepetl, now pueblo de indios. In such a case, the jurisdiction of an 
alcalde mayor was still more extensive than that of the pueblo, because the 
caciques or Indian officials in the pueblos held no authority whatsoever over the 
Spaniards in the area and only a restricted jurisdiction over the Indians in their 
pueblo. 
With the measures resulting from the Leyes Nuevas, all inhabitants of New 
Spain -and the other American territories- were permanently placed under royal 
authority. Following the administrative order which already existed or was 
brought into force everywhere in western Europe at the time, the administration 
was divided into territorial units.57 
The institutional changes had an important influence on the society of New 
Spain. From 1S45, the borders of the provinces were demarcated. The valley of 
Puebla was divided into the provinces of Tlaxcala, Puebla de los Angeles, 
Cholula, Tepeaca and Huejotzingo. The borders between the provinces had been 
determined by Spanish officials in consultation with the caciques. The demarca-
tion of the no-man's-lands on the banks of the river Atoyac, presented no 
problems: between Tlaxcala and Tlaxcala and Huejotzingo the river became the 
border. The border between Huejotzingo and Tlaxcala lay in a largely unin-
habited area and remained of little importance. Consequently, it was only 
sketchily recorded (Map 2)." 
Elsewhere, demarcation caused more problems. The status of the alcaldía 
mayor of Atlixco remained obscure for a long time, an indication that the reform 
could not be carried out in all areas at once. Moreover, the example shows how 
complex the changes could be in some cases. The province of Atlixco, as it 
eventually came to be, comprised, among others, the territory which came under 
the influence of the former señorío of Calpan, a matter which had been disputed 
between the caciques of Cholula, Huejotzingo and Calpan itself for a long time. 
By virtue of prehispanic conquests, the area surrounding Huaquechula belonged 
to Huejotzingo, but in the second half of the sixteenth century it was separated 
from Huejotzingo by a corridor that consisted of the territory of Calpan and the 
area around Acapetlahuacan. In the Acapetlahuacan area lay a fertile agricultural 
region, which came under the influence of the city of Puebla. In the early 1530s, 
it had been given to the inhabitants of Puebla by the caciques of Huejotzingo. 
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This act was connected with the foundation of the city of Puebla itself. In order 
to be able to establish it, the Spaniards had been obliged to reach an agreement 
with the surrounding señoríos. The foundation had been led by the Franciscan 
Motolinia; we may assume that the Franciscans used their influence to convince 
the caciques of the need to donate no-man's-land for a good cause. The donation 
of agricultural land was in line with the Crown's objective of making Puebla de 
los Angeles a city of self-sufficient Spanish farmers. As such, it was a social 
experiment that was inspired and organized to a large degree by the Franciscans 
in the valley of Puebla, who were the advocators of a separation of the Spanish 
and the Indian world, because they expected little good from Spanish influence on 
the Indians. The objective of the experiment was to see whether the Spaniards 
were able to subsist without the tribute and labour of the Indians. After a few 
years, the experiment proved a failure, but the Atlixco area remained under 
Puebla's influence for half a century, until the town (villa) of Atlixco was 
established in 1579-1580. At that time, both the anger and protests of the city's 
administrators could do little to influence the decision of the Crown." 
It is hardly surprising that the caciques of Huejotzingo were enraged about 
their loss of influence over both Calpan and the Atlixco area. Consequently, there 
were a number of conflicts about the southern border of Huejotzingo. From 1538 
to 1552, both Huejotzingo and the neighbouring pueblo of Tochimilco, claimed 
water rights from one of the small streams on the northern slopes of the Popoca-
tepetl. In 1551, Huejotzingo was in conflict with Spaniards about the use of 
firewood on the monte and with Calpan and Huaquechula about claims to land.40 
, It is remarkable that in these three conflicts all traditional rights of Herrschaft 
(water, monte and land) were disputed, with the exception of services. We may 
assume that in all three cases the actual issue at stake was the Herrschaft, which 
was disputed and made concrete by way of a claim to each one of the rights. 
The Huejotzinca were not the only group that regretted the donation of the 
Atlixco land to the city of Puebla. In 1551, the caciques of Cholula protested to 
the alcalde mayor of Puebla, because the land that the Huejotzinca had donated to 
Puebla, also comprised some Cholultec land. The Cholultecs demanded satisfac-
tion from the city of Puebla itself, because some Cholultec macehuales had been 
driven from their land by Poblanos (citizens of Puebla) and their houses had been 
burnt.41 
Using one specific argument in order to attain a higher objective, was a 
tactic often employed by the Indians. The new division of the territory was also 
used to settle old conflicts, especially those concerning borders. A lengthy 
process between Tepeaca and Cuautinchan -lasting throughout 1546-1547-
concerned the rightfulness of a border between the two pueblos. The disputed 
border had been demarcated by a judge of the Aztec emperor Axayacatl after an 
armed conflict in 1467. In the course of the process, a large number of witnesses 
from both provinces and their large neighbourhood were heard. In the final phase 
of the lawsuit, Cuautinchan feared to lose, as at that time, Tepeaca was in 
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possession of the land. In a last attempt to decide the case in its favour, Cuautin-
chan accused Tepeaca of having bribed the Indian witnesses with mantles and 
cacao. After some time, Tepeaca challenged Cuautinchan's witnesses, because it 
said they were prejudiced and enemies (enemigos) of Tepeaca. In the end, the 
case was decided in favour of Tepeaca.49 
As I have shown above, the demarcation of provinces could lead to severe 
difficulties between the Indians and Spaniards. Nevertheless, the establishment of 
provinces had less influence on the Indian world as a whole than the establish-
ment of the pueblos de indios had. This was a second step in the introduction of 
an administration founded on a territorial basis. 
The creation of the pueblos de indios 
The creation of the pueblos de indios was a complicated operation, which was 
inseparably linked to the reform of the tribute system. In this case, the Leyes 
Nuevas were no more the start of the reforms than in the case of the division in 
provinces. For example, already in 1530 the king ordered that some administra-
tive functions should be created among the Indians, in order to have them ''begin 
to understand our way of living, both in their governance and in the orderly way 
of living (policía) and the affairs of the common wealth (república)'.45 Initially, 
this ordinance found little response and was therefore repeated in 1552. With the 
administrative reforms, resulting in the Leyes Nuevas, it became more and more 
urgent for the Spanish authorities to obtain insight in and control of the adminis-
trative functioning of the Indian world. Until the 1540s, it had enjoyed con-
siderable autonomy, but the Spanish Crown was of the opinion that this autonomy 
should not get out of hand, since, in due course, the Indians were to become part 
of the territorially-based administration under the king. Above all, the authorities 
in both Spain and Mexico wanted a survey of the way in which tributes were 
actually collected and distributed among the Indians, in order to be able to 
control it. Within the new administrative and tributary system of the Spaniards, 
there was no room for the myriad of rights and duties of the old altepetl." 
In prehispanic Central Mexico no political structure had existed that could be 
compared to the colonial pueblo de indios, even though in most cases, the pueblo 
was clearly the inheritor of an altepetl. It is important to note here, that in due 
course, in New Spain -and even in the whole of Spanish America- an administra-
tive structure was introduced that was uniform, at least in its external and formal 
aspects. The pueblo was the unit in which the Indian self-governance took place. 
As a matter of course, the viceregal administration followed the missionaries' 
division in cabeceras and visitas in its reform of the altepetl. This parochial 
structure became the point of departure for the organization of the pueblos. The 
centre was situated in the cabecera; the visitas, called sujetos in this context, 
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were administratively subordinate to it. As an administrative unit, the pueblo de 
indios consisted of a cabecera with its sujetos." 
Especially after the Leyes Nuevas had been promulgated, viceroy Mendoza 
systematically introduced an administrative structure modelled after the corporate 
bodies of Spain. With this, the altepetl changed into pueblos de indios. A 
hierarchy of Indian officials was created within the pueblos. The gobernador de 
indios was the highest official; he was the head of a so-called cabildo, consisting 
of alcaldes, regidores and alguaciles, who governed the internal affairs of the 
pueblo. Another important position in the pueblos was that of fiscal, the church-
warden. All these positions had to be filled by Indian nobles. According to the 
law, thehigh-ranking officials had to be elected by all the Indians of the pueblo, 
but in practice the electors only consisted of the principales, the nobles of the 
pueblo." 
The Spanish authorities had several objectives in mind by introducing the 
pueblos as a unit in an administration on a territorial basis. As mentioned above, 
one of the most important objectives was to effectuate the increase in tribute 
income, which the Crown had desired ever since the early days of the colony. 
Sixteenth-century Spanish officials remarked that this desire was in contradiction 
with the decrease of the tribute burden of the Indians, also advocated by the king. 
This contradiction was easier solved in theory than it was in reality.47 For a long 
time, the Crown had been of the opinion that, apart from the tribute received by 
the encomenderos, the existing indigenous tribute system basically yielded too 
little, because all Indian nobles were exempted from tribute payment to the king 
and enjoyed the right to tribute themselves. Due to this, a significant share of the 
yield went to the indigenous nobility, who in the eyes of the Crown had lost all 
claims on it with the conquest. In this respect, they were in a position compar-
able to that of the lords of Spain, whom the Crown tried to deprive of their 
feudal levies and services. But this was mere theory and practice was quite 
different. 
One practical problem in increasing the tribute yields of the king, was the 
fact that practically all tributes were in kind. The central government had no use 
for all the tribute goods and insisted on their conversion into money.4* However, 
when the tribute was converted in ISSO, the supply system of the city of Mexico 
fell apart, as the Aztecs had founded it on tribute supplies in kind. Quite 
alarmed, the Crown decided to compromise: henceforth, the Indians only had to 
supply goods originating in the tribute-supplying pueblos themselves. However, 
this solution by no means solved all problems. Mantles were a common tribute 
item on the central highlands. As they were usually made of cotton which was 
imported from other areas, the Indians saw the new regulations as an excuse to 
stop supplying mantles. This illustrates that a reform of the tribute system was a 
most complicated matter, and by no means as simple as the authorities in Spain 
had imagined." 
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Sometimes Mendoza got tired with the experiments that accompanied the 
introduction of the new administration. In ISSO, he wrote to his successor Don 
Luis de Velasco:" 
'Truly, if I had to do everything the [Spaniards here] advise me, these terri-
tories would have been turned upside down twenty times already [...]. In 
Indian affairs there have been so many changes, that I have said several 
times that we are bound to make them crazy with so many experiments. 
Twenty years have passed since I came to these territories and all this time I 
have spent watching and trying to understand them, and I would swear that I 
am more upstart and Xconfusediow in the administration of them than I was 
in the beginning, because now problems appear that I had neither seen nor 
understood before'. 
To get a firmer grip on the tribute question, the Crown instructed its viceroy 
Mendoza to register which tributes the Indians supplied to their caciques and 
principales. At the same time, he had to see to it that the burden of levies 
enforced by the caciques was moderated, because, according to official reports to 
Spain, these were outrageous. However, viceroy Mendoza hesitated to intervene 
drastically in the tribute system. In an elaborate report to the king on the state of 
affairs in New Spain, he wrote that intervention in the local ways of levying 
tribute was only useful in situations where there already existed a conflict among 
the Indians of one pueblo. Spanish meddling would otherwise only cause prob-
lems." 
The Crown was not satisfied with Mendoza's careful adaptations, and 
constantly pressed her representatives in New Spain to implement more radical 
reforms. The ultimate objective was, that all Indians would henceforth supply 
tribute to the king. As had already become clear to all those concerned, this 
objective could only be attained by gradual change. The Mexican historian 
Miranda, who has extensively studied the sixteenth-century changes in the tribute 
system, perceives three phases in the process of change: from the time of the 
conquest to circa 1550, from circa 1550 to 1577 and from 1577 onwards.11 
As I have outlined above, in the first phase, until 1550, there were only 
rather marginal adjustments of the indigenous tribute plus some experiments. The 
second phase was a much more radical period. It started with the formal separ-
ation of tribute and labour services in 1549. As I have discussed in chapter 1, 
labour services were an integral part of the indigenous tribute system. Because 
the encomenderos fitted in this system, they received both goods and services 
from the Indians in their encomienda. The Spanish Crown regarded the unpaid 
services as a kind of slavery and had urged for their abolition even before the 
Leyes Nuevas. Notwithstanding the reports of the authorities in Mexico, which 
stated that abolition would induce severe trouble, the labour services to the 
encomenderos were abolished in the ordinance of 1549. For the time being, 
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however, tribute in kind was maintained, although for the first time a formal 
separation was made between tribute and labour services.' 
In addition to an indigenous administration so-called cajas de comunidad 
were introduced into the altepetl, now called pueblos de indios. All tribute 
income had to be put into it. The indigenous officials, the gobernador, alcaldes 
and regidores, in time, lost the right to direct tribute income which was related to 
their offices. These rights were replaced by salaries that were paid from the 
tribute income of the pueblo (sobras de tributos). This second phase was painful 
and radical and lasted for more than a quarter of a century. Not until in 1576 a 
number of important, institutional changes and, as important but largely uncon-
trolled, social and economic changes had come into being, could the Crown attain 
its objective. In that year, the Audiencia promulgated an ordinance that each 
Indian would have to pay a fixed annual tribute to the king. Henceforth, the 
tribute was a tax of one peso and half a fanega of maize (1 fanega = ca. 55 
litres) per tribute-paying Indian (tributario). After 1576, the annual tribute for the 
Crown was consolidated.14 This second phase in the change of the tribute system 
was only attained with great difficulty. 
Congregations: the first programme 
In my opinion, the so-called congregations of the period 1550-1564 were one of 
the most important instruments in the execution of the reforms. The missionaries 
urged the authorities to concentrate the Indians, who were living disorderly and 
inconveniently scattered all over the land, in settlements based on a Spanish 
model. They wrote to the king, saying that measures to congregate them, would 
have a salutary effect on the spiritual care of the indigenous population. As a 
result, not only the 'empire of Jesus Christ' would be served, but, as they wisely 
added, the authority of the king would also benefit." Viceroy Don Luis de 
Velasco, who ruled from 1550 to 1564, was instructed by the king to co-operate 
with the friars in congregating the Indians into proper villages. This congregation 
policy focused on the cabeceras. These were generally moved from their poorly 
accessible, but strategically favourable, sites on the mountain slopes, to the more 
approachable plains. In the literature it has repeatedly been pointed out that in 
this respect, the congregations had a 'military goal' and were a means to intro-
duce a 'pax hispánica''. In my opinion, however, the most important objective 
was to attain more general political goals for the Crown. As I have argued above, 
the Spanish policy was intended to establish an administrative system which was 
based on territorial divisions. As such, the congregations were a result of the 
Leyes Nuevas, and connected with measures like the tribute reforms and the 
repression of the encomiendas.16 
Before the actual period of the congregations started in 1550, the city of 
Tlaxcala had already been created from three or four centres of the prehispanic 
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altepetl. These were moved from the slopes of the volcano Meliache to the valley 
of the river Zahuapan. In the rainy season, the city regularly inundated, because 
of its situation on the low banks of the river. The same problem occurred in the 
city of Puebla de los Angeles, which the Spaniards had founded in 1531 on the 
strip of no-man's-land on the banks of the river Atoyac between the altepetl of 
Tlaxcala, Cholula and Tepeaca. As a result, the authorities were attentive to the 
risk of flooding in the congregations of the ISSOs. Most cabeceras, such as 
Huejotzingo, could be moved without any risk of inundation. There was no need 
to move Tecali and Cuautinchan, as they were situated on accessible sites. 
Tepeaca was moved from the top of a mountain to a lower spot in the mountains, 
but not as far as the valley of the river Atoyac. There were plans to move 
Tecamachalco, but the authorities abandoned the idea, because the only alterna-
tive was to shift the cabecera to the banks of the Atoyac, which would create an 
unacceptable risk of flooding.37 
There were many congregations in the valley of Puebla, but at this time there 
were also congregations elsewhere in New Spain. In Michoacán, the indigenous 
settlements around lake Patzcuaro were included in a congregation, and also in 
the valley of Oaxaca, the Spanish authorities moved cabeceras from the hilltops 
to more accessible locations. The valley of Mexico with its population concen-
trated around the lakes, was largely exempted from the congregations, with the 
exception of the area around Tlalnepantla which was situated at some distance 
from the lakes.3* 
Most of the Indian reactions to the congregations have not survived; more 
detailed information is only available from Acatzingo and Tlaxcala. In Acatzingo 
seven barrios were consolidated into one town. As a result of the resettlement 
and the expansion of the town, houses were built in an area which was under the 
Tepeacan range of influence. After consulting the local Franciscan friar, the 
authorities compensated the Tepeacan caciques involved. 
The Indian cabildo of Tlaxcala was concerned about the economic conse-
quences for the Indian commoners, when, coming from the barrios, they would 
be congregated into the newly founded city. It reluctantly accepted a decision to 
this effect, but suggested to start with the resettlement of the richer, and thus 
economically less vulnerable, macehuales, to see what effect this move would 
have on them." This proved to be no foolish advice. In the early 1560s, viceroy 
Velasco decided to call a halt to the congregations, because they had turned out 
to be a much greater burden on the Indians than he had assumed at first. He had 
already been warned by his predecessor Don Antonio de Mendoza, who wrote 
that congregations would prove to be less beneficial on the administrative and 
ecclesiastical level, than many Spaniards thought. Moreover, they would inflict 
great harm upon the Indians." 
In this first period of congregations, only the population living in the centre 
of the altepetl was congregated into cabeceras, while most sujetos remained 
where they were. If the congregations of the 1550s and 1560s had been no more 
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than attempts to concentrate the Indian population into well-ordered settlements, 
their success was very limited. Nonetheless, they had been a powerful instrument 
in the introduction of a new administrative and tribute system. In this respect, the 
objective of the congregations had been to assign all Indians to the administrative 
authority of a pueblo de indios, which is to say the new territorial unit, rather 
than to that of a cacique, or the old personal ties. Therefore, taking an analogy 
from European history, we may characterize this change in socio-political 
structure as a replacement of the old indigenous Personenverband by a Spanish 
Territorialverband" 
With the introduction of both Spanish provinces and pueblos de indios, the 
administrative reorganization of society in New Spain had progressed a great 
deal. This does not mean that all problems connected with the introduction of this 
Territorialverband had been solved now. For decades, the tribute reforms were 
still to cause unrest in the pueblos de indios: Indian commoners would protest to 
nobles who still demanded tribute for themselves in addition to the tribute paid to 
the king. Moreover, there were nobles who had lost their old tribute rights, and 
who would employ any legal and, sometimes, illegal means to retain their old 
position and way of living. The disturbed relations within the pueblos de indios 
were of great importance to the formation of society in New Spain; they will be 
discussed extensively below. Nonetheless, to understand these changes properly, 
we first have to turn to the demographic and related socio-economic develop-
ments. These further increased the pressure on New Spain's social relations, 
which were already tense as a result of the introduction of the administration 
based on a Territorialverband, and which also created many of the conditions that 
were important in the changing society. 
Demographic development 
The depopulation of Latin America in the first century after the conquest, has 
been much debated, and the number of studies on the decrease in the number of 
Indians is large. Data on the period prior to 1570 are scarce and not very 
reliable, hence estimates of the number of Indians vary considerably. The 
estimates by Cook and Borah have been most influential for Mexico. They 
registered a total of 25 million Indians in Mexico just before the arrival of the 
Spaniards. Notwithstanding the debate, these figures by Cook and Borah have 
found wide acceptance, not so much due to the result of their sound calculations, 
as to the lack of data from the time prior to 1570. Their results have more or less 
been uncontested for the period after 1570, which interests us here. More 
information is available on that period, and the various studies on the develop-
ment of the population after 1570 do not vary too much. However, this period 
does not supply any sources explicitly compiled for demographic purposes, 
either. The most accurate data on the number of Indians have been based on the 
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fiscal and ecclesiastical reports of the number of Indian tribute payers or tributa-
rios." 
The number of tributarios was important for both Spaniards and Indians, 
because it determined the amount of the imposed tribute. Even before the arrival 
of the Spaniards, the Indians had elaborate tribute registers, and this tradition was 
continued after the conquest. In the registers, the Indian rulers, and in colonial 
times the local administrators, recorded how many tributarios, widows, disabled, 
elderly people and so forth, were dependent on them. Only a few of these lists 
have survived, but it is evident from the sources that all rulers, and later pueblo 
administrations, had such lists. This is not surprising in view of the interest 
which the Indian nobility, the later caciques, had always had in keeping an 
adequate administration and collection of tribute. 
Tribute lists were only related to the number of Indians who were liable for 
tribute. The total population number may be derived from this by multiplying the 
number of tributarios with the average family size. Since there are no adequate 
sources available about the period under discussion, it is extremely difficult to 
determine the average family size. However, this is not important when measur-
ing the fluctuation in the size of the population, because the definition of who 
was or was not a tributario, did not change in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries." 
Be that as it may, the sources on the number of tributarios are certainly not 
without any problems, either. The tribute which the various pueblos de indios had 
to pay, had been fixed on the basis of the number of tributarios. In order to 
reduce the risk of fraud, the Spanish authorities always demanded access to the 
tribute registers, for the sake of fixing the tribute sum and other official pur-
poses. Furthermore, the data were often submitted to a personal inspection by a 
Spanish official. This did not rule out fraud, but by and large we may assume 
that the Indian administrators, though stating the lowest possible numbers of 
tribute payers, did not violate the law. 
The data used both here and in other studies, have not only been taken from 
official reports, but, to a large extent, also from sources compiled by the 
Franciscans for other purposes. They were meant to be a description of their 
province (1570), or a report to the Crown, on the basis of which the authorities 
determined how many Franciscans were needed for an adequate spiritual care in 
the pueblos (Moderación de doctrinas from 1588 and 1623). As we may recall, 
the Crown provided for their support by paying the Franciscans out of the tribute 
revenues. Hence, we may assume that the Franciscans would state the highest 
possible number, for example by including the tributarios who were working for 
Spaniards, and for whom the employer paid tribute, but who were under their 
spiritual care. After all, high numbers of tributarios were a reason for appointing 
more friars in the doctrinas." 
Summarizing, it may be said that deducing population numbers and fluctu-
ations from the numbers of tributarios, is the only way for obtaining reasonably 
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correct figures, since they are based on actual counts rather than mere estimates. 
However, they do not show the full picture. Generally speaking, they only show 
the tributarios that came under the authority of the pueblos. This was sufficient 
for fixing the tribute sum, but for historians it should be a reason to be careful 
when using these sources for demographic purposes. 
To indicate the importance of the decline in the Indian population during the 
late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, I have included tables 2.1 and 2.2. 
Table 2.1 shows the development of the numbers of tributarios in the provinces 
of the valley of Puebla, and table 2.2 shows the index numbers of the develop-
ment. Graph 2.a is based on these data. The numbers of tributarios have been 
represented by a block. Each one of the five-year periods of which data are 
known (1570, 1588, 1600, 1623, 1643), has been shaded differently. The tribute 
counts lead to the predominant, hardly surprising, conclusion, that the Indian 
population had sharply dropped in 1640, in comparison with 1570. The graph 
shows a real implosion. The low point in the development occurred between 1620 
and 1630. In general, numbers had slightly risen in 1643, compared to the data 
of 1623; the situation was most favourable in the alcaldía mayor of Puebla. The 
exceptions to this rule are Cholula and Tochimilco, where the number of tributa-
rios continued to drop. In the case of the marginal province of Tochimilco, high 
on the slopes of the Popocatepetl, it is likely that a migration to more central 
areas took place. In Cholula, the continuous decline in the number of tributarios 
may be explained by the migration to nearby Puebla. This city took over the role 
of Cholula as a centre of commerce, as a result of an increasingly growing 
number of Spaniards and the economic stimulation politics by the Crown. 
In my opinion, migration also occurred in the other areas of the valley. At 
first sight, this may not seem very logical since the population in all provinces of 
the valley dropped to the same extent. This is, however, a weak point in the 
source material used. I have explained above that the data come from the tribute 
registers that were kept in the pueblos de indios, and that the number of tributa-
rios can therefore only inform us of the number of Indians living within the 
pueblos. From the early colonial years onwards, there had been complaints about 
the large number of people wandering about the country. These people were 
Spaniards, mestizos and mulattoes. In the literature, much attention has been paid 
to these Spaniards, mestizos and mulattoes, who are supposed to have given the 
Indians in the rural areas a hard time, with their thirst for wealth and undisci-
plined behaviour." 
On the other hand, many authors have pointed out that many Indians 
migrated as well, as they withdrew from the congregations, in order to return to 
their former settlements. In the society of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
Indian migration became a serious problem. When the city of Puebla was 
established in 1531, the Indians were allowed to settle there without being liable 
for tribute, provided they would be willing to execute paid labour for the 
Spaniardds.The Crown even saw itself repeatedly obliged to revoke ordinances 
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Table 2.1: Number of tributarios in the valley of Puebla, 1570-1640 
Places/Years 1570 1588 1600 1623 1630/9 1640/9 
A.Atlixco 
B.Cholula 
C.HueiotzinEO 
D.Tecali 
E.Teoeaca 
F.Tlaxcala 
G.Tochimilco 
H.PuebU Our) 
9612 
12000 
6270 
6000 
25300 
40000 
3000 
4570 
4908.5 
8114 
5543 
3412 
17067 
24000 
1206 
3760 
5230 
3282 
11500 
16000 
3275 
2500 
3644 
2167 
1518 
6632.5 
10099 12692 
474 
2622 
2873 
2259 
2287 
7766 
342 
3143 
Total 106752 68010.5 34341.5 
Table 2 J : Indices of the number of tributarios in the valley of Puebla, 1570-1640 
Places/Years 1570 1588 1600 1623 1630/9 1640/9 
A.Atlixco 
B.Cholula 
C.Hueiotzineo 
D.Tecali 
E.Tepeaca 
F.Tlaxcala 
G.Tochimilco 
H.Puebla 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
51.1 
67.6 
57.0 
68.3 
60.0 
40.2 
82.3 
54.4 
54.7 
45.5 
40.0 
71.7 
26.0 
30.4 
35.2 
25.3 
26.2 
25.2 
15.8 
57.4 
30.7 
23.9 
36.0 
38.1 
30.7 
11.4 
68.8 
Total 100 46.0 32.2 
Italic numbers are estimates. Underlined names of provinces indicate that the figures for 
those provinces consist of data for several cabeceras. 
Sources: Biblioteca Nacional de México-Archivo Franciscano-Caja 89-exp.l376; 
Archivo General de la Nación (México)-Tierras-Vol.27-flv; "Memoriales del obispo de 
Tlaxcala, Fray Alonso de la Mota y Escobar," Anales del Instituto Nacional de 
Antropología e Historia, I (1939-1940) (Mexico City, 1945), 192-304; "Relación 
particular y descripción de loda la provincia del Santo Evangelio...," in J.García 
Icazbalteca, Nueva colección de documentos para la historia de México. Siglos XVI y 
XVII, (Mexico City, 1892), Vol. Π, 1-28; Gabriel de Rojas, "Descripción de Cholula," 
Relaciones Geogricas del Siglo XVI: Tlaxcala, 2 Tomos., René Acuña, ed., (Mexico 
City, 1984-1985), 123-148; Moderación de doctrinas de la Real Corona, administradas 
por las órdenes mendicantes (1623) F.V.Scholes and E.B.Adams, eds (Mexico City, 
1959); P.Gerhard, A Cuide to the Historical Geography of New Spain (Cambridge, 
1972); W.Trautmann, Der Kolonialzeitliche Wandel der Kulturlandschaft in Tlaxcala. 
Ein Beitrag zur historischen Landeskunde Mexikos unter besonderer Berücksichtigung 
wirtschafts- und sozialgeographischer Aspekte (Paderborn, 1983), 404-405 
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which allowed the Indians to go wherever they wanted. In the city of Mexico, 
viceroy Luis de Velasco promulgated an ordinance, aimed at banishing 'vagabon-
dism' of whatever kind:" 
'In this city of Mexico there are many vagabond Indians, both of those born 
here and of those from other parts, who appear in and come to this city, who 
do not have work nor want to serve anyone and wander about idly and [who] 
commit some excesses to which idleness gives them occasion. And because it 
is convenient to the common wealth of the republic that the foresaid stops 
and other inconveniences that might come to pass [as well], and in order that 
such Indians put themselves with masters, there should be a father for them, 
who would take care to put them with masters'. 
Following this ordinance, two Indian officials were appointed for this purpose. 
The Spanish cities were not the only official bodies to express concern over the 
roaming Indians: the Spaniard López de Velasco, who wrote a description of 
Spanish America in 1570, noted that many Indians came to Tlaxcala from 
neighbouring provinces, because the Tlaxcaltecs had been exempted from tribute 
payments to the Crown, as a result of their assistance in the conquest." 
The lack of sources makes it impossible to determine the accurate quantitat-
ive size of the Indian migration and it is even hard to give some idea of its size. 
Nonetheless, there are some sources that allow a little insight. In the documents 
belonging to the Matrícula de Huexotzinco, which was a census of tributarios in 
Huejotzingo, the caciques of the town complained that many of their subjects had 
migrated to Tlaxcala. In the light of the personal ties between lord and vassal, 
these migrants who withdrew from the power of their cacique, were referred to 
by the term huidos, 'fled'. In 1560, five percent of the macehuales in the 
Matrícula were huidos, compared to a census of two years before. Yet, Indians 
were not only leaving Huejotzingo. There were also groups of macehuales in 
Huejotzingo referred to as 'just arrived'. Huidos are not only mentioned in the 
tribute lists of Huejotzingo, but also nearly always in the records on gañanes, the 
permanent Indian workers on haciendas. As both the data from the haciendas and 
the Matrícula are isolated data, it is not possible to estimate the number of these 
indios vagamundos, as they were called in official documents. On grounds not 
further specified, the historian Miranda estimates their number to have increased 
to as much as forty percent of the total tributary population in the second half of 
the seventeenth century. The Indians migrating from the pueblos de indios where 
they were tributarios, fell outside any form of official record, so that their 
number will remain unknown forever." 
Upon closer examination, however, the sources used above to determine the 
number of tributarios, show a little of this 'invisible part' of the population. In 
the case of Cholula and Huejotzingo, there are counts for 1623 and 1626. In both 
provinces the number of tributarios was twice as high in 1623 as in 1626. The 
data for 1623 have been taken from the Moderación de Doctrinas, which, as I 
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have explained above, was used to determine the number of Franciscans needed 
for proper spiritual care. The figures of 1626 are connected with the determina-
tion of the tribute sums for the provinces. There is no way one can prove the 
correctness of the figures in this comparison, but they do mate it very likely that, 
at least in the early part of the seventeenth century, there was a considerable 
number of Indians either in Spanish service, living in the Spanish cities, or 
wandering about is the rural areas. 
The Indian administrators of Cholula stated in 1589 that in this province 
there had been:™ 
'For more than seven years many Indians who have fled from other parts, 
who are only absent from their places of birth in order not to pay the tributes 
they owe to his majesty [...]. [And because they] have not been recorded in 
tribute lists until now and have not been registered anywhere they [i.e. the 
Indian administrators] asked to decree that they [i.e. the migrants] should be 
obliged to pay tribute just like the other Indians of the said city [of Cholula]'. 
The problem of the indios vagamundos was not confined to the central parts of 
New Spain. Similar reports came from the newly established city of Oaxaca, 
several hundreds of kilometres to the south of Mexico City, which gives an 
indication of the distances covered by the migrating part of the indigenous 
population:7' 
'Every day several Indians from Tlaxcala, Guaxocingo [Huejotzingo], 
Teguantepec and other parts come to settle in the said pueblo of Guajaca 
[Oaxaca] and have their houses, wives children and lands in it. And [...] 
even though they benefit from them [i.e. their lands and houses], they do not 
want to pay the tribute they owe, which harms the pueblo'. 
The distances which the migrants travelled were often remarkable, as is clear 
from the example above. The so-called asientos de trabajo, the notarial records 
containing labour agreements between Spaniards and Indians, allow us to go into 
some detail. On Map 3, I have indicated from what parts of the country the 344 
Indians came, who made labour contracts with Spaniards in Cholula between 
1590 and 1599. The Spanish employers were mainly owners of textile plants 
(obrajeros) and to a lesser degree farmers (fobradores, now usually called hacen-
dados). As can be expected, the majority of the Indians came from the province 
of Cholula itself (50.1 percent). Among the areas outside of Cholula, the neigh-
bouring provinces of Tlaxcala (21.9 percent), Puebla and Huejotzingo (both 8.9 
percent) and Tepeaca (5.3 percent) were the most important ones. Other areas in 
the valley (23 peercent) and the valley of Mexico also supplied many migrant 
labourers (15.4 percent). The most striking aspect is, however, that there were 
also Indians who came from much farther away (16.6 percent), all the way from 
Yucatan, Tehuacan and Guatemala in the south and Michoacan in the west. 
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Summarizing, we may state that contrary to what has generally been assumed, 
the indigenous population was not static but rather very mobile. In this respect, 
the Indians resembled the European rural population of the time.71 
The reasons for migration were the flight for epidemics, the heavy tribute 
burdens and the labour services, and the increase in possibilities outside the home 
towns in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Studying migration 
has made it clear, that a significant part of the population in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries is beyond our scope. These people fell outside the category 
of tributarios within the jurisdiction of a pueblo de indios, and only ended up in 
the sources by accident. Further detailed -and painstaking- investigations of the 
available sources, could possibly bring to light more and more coherent data on 
the scale of the migration in the early colonial era.71 
Apart from the individual migration, relocation of groups of the indigenous 
population also occurred, for which migration may not be the appropriate word, 
even though they were of demographic importance. The most important examples 
were the congregations of the population. As indicated above, there were two 
periods of congregations. A first one took place in the years 1550-1564, under 
the authority of viceroy Don Luis de Velasco. It has already been discussed 
above. The second period of congregations, the only ones with a proper pro-
gramme, lasted from 1598 to 1607. It was a more ambitious undertaking than the 
previous ones of half a century before. In the central parts of the valley of Puebla 
and also in those of Mexico and Toluca, the congregations concerned relatively 
few Indians, so that their demographic consequences were limited. This does not 
mean that they were not important, but their importance lay in the way of a 
further arrangement and institutionalization of the Spanish-Indian relations, as 
will be elaborated in chapter 3." 
The Crown also moved Indians for other reasons than to accomplish the 
congregations. The Tlaxcaltecs, the former allies of the Spaniards, were regularly 
used to colonize the largely uninhabited northern borderlands of New Spain. With 
the decrease in population, resistance to these replacements was growing, and in 
the course of the sixteenth century they became increasingly rare.79 
The most important impulse for colonization originated with the Indians 
rather than the Spaniards. Indian colonization became possible when the old 
buffer zones between the different altepetl had disappeared. After the Leyes 
Nuevas of the 1540s, the borders between the altepetl were changed into province 
borders. The caciques considered it their right to exert Herrschaft on these 
former no-man's-lands, which had now come under the sphere of influence of 
their altepetl, or rather pueblo de indios. An example is the province of Huejot-
zingo, of which viceroy Mendoza wrote to his successor Don Luis de Velasco, 
that the nobles distributed all wastelands among themselves:76 
'When Fray Antonio de Ciudad Rodrigo was guardian of Guaxocingo [Hue-
jotzingo], the Indian nobles {indios principales) of that pueblo divided almost 
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all vacant lands among themselves. I, having just arrived [and] being anxious 
to do something for the Indians, without further consideration approved and 
confirmed this division. [But now] I have understood that this was most 
harmful to the republic. Your Lordship [i.e. Don Luis de Velasco] has to 
look upon it and, even though it is most inconvenient with these people to 
return to past matters, this matter is of the kind that cannot bear to be left as 
it is'. 
The division of the no-man's-land among the Indian nobles, may also have 
occurred in the surrounding provinces. These areas remained vacant, but some 
attempts at colonization were undertaken from the over-populated province of 
Tlaxcala. The procedure of colonization was by the prehispanic tradition: a 
cacique would give land to a small group of Indians under the leadership of a 
low-ranking noble. In this way, some parts of the banks of the rivers Atoyac and 
Zahuapan were colonized, but also an area east of the volcano Malinche which 
had formerly been uninhabited. Here, Huamantla and Nopalucan were founded. 
In both cases, the colonists had to continue paying tribute to the caciques under 
whose sphere of influence they fell. They may have been exempted from tribute 
for the first few years, in order to enable them to settle and prepare the land for 
cultivation. This kind of exemption was at least common in a later period when 
Spaniards started renting wastes. 
There was also colonization in other provinces. In Cholula, the banks of the 
Atoyac were colonized as well, especially in the area around Tultzingo, albeit on 
a much smaller scale than in neighbouring Tlaxcala. Perhaps the congregation of 
Huejotzingo from the higher slopes of the volcano Ixtaccihuatl to the banks of the 
river Atoyac, initiated by the Indians, should be regarded as part of the process 
of colonization of lower-situated areas, too. There are fewer data on the prov-
inces situated to the east of the city of Puebla, of which it is only known that 
Santo Tomás, a sujeto of Tepeaca, was founded in the 1540s.77 Indigenous 
colonization ceased to continue as the population density dropped due to depopu-
lation. Moreover, the caciques soon noticed that, even though colonization meant 
an extension of their influence over newly incorporated areas and a growth of 
their wealth, it was difficult to maintain and impose their traditional Herrschaft 
on the Indian colonists, especially as the tribute reforms changed the relations 
between the Indian lords and macehuales. Above all, however, the Indians 
increasingly had to reckon with the Spanish presence in the valley of Puebla. The 
number of Spaniards has not been well documented. It is not surprising though, 
that in less than a century, between 1S70 and 1662, their number appears to have 
grown from a few hundred to about five thousand Spanish vecinos -family heads-
in the entire valley of Puebla. The latter mostly settled in the few urban centres, 
of which the cities of Puebla, Tlaxcala, Cholula, Huejotzingo and Tepeaca in the 
valley of Puebla and the town of Atlixco in the valley of Atlixco, were the most 
important ones. During this period they never accounted for more than fifteen or 
twenty percent of the entire population, yet the rate of Spaniards compared to 
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that of Indians doubled. Most of them lived in the cities and seldom came into 
contact with Indians in the countryside, even though there always were Spaniards 
occupying themselves with business outside the urban areas." 
In the New Spain of the second half of the sixteenth and the first half of the 
seventeenth centuries, there was the remarkable phenomenon of both a dramati-
cally decreasing Indian population and, in addition, a large number of Indians 
withdrawing from the influence of the pueblos de indios, while on the other hand 
the number of Spaniards increased. The demographic changes showed a shifting 
balance of population numbers towards the urban areas. Together with the 
institutional changes of the middle of the sixteenth century, the demographic 
changes put an increasing pressure on rural society and especially the pueblos de 
indios. Traditional ways of supplying food began to fall short and in the middle 
decades of the sixteenth century the social relations of the conquest society could 
not remain intact. 
A new order, new problems 
The introduction of Spanish rule brought important changes for the Indian 
population of Central Mexico. The upper ranks of the Indian nobility lost their 
supremacy to the Spanish Crown. The most radical change was caused by the 
new administrative division based on a Territorialverband. It sprang from the 
Crown's wish to get a firmer grip on its new territories. This wish was frequent-
ly expressed during the first decade of Spanish rule and found its final expression 
in the Leyes Nuevas of 1542-1543. The Territorialverband got its Mexican form 
through the demarcation of the provincial borders and the foundation within each 
province of one or more pueblos de indios; these were the elaborations, on a 
regional level, of the fundamental division of the state into two 'republics', a 
Spanish and an Indian one, which basically were the projection of a state divided 
into estates. The new provincial division coincided by and large with the former 
independent altepetl. The provinces became the most important regional units and 
they were placed under corregidores and later under alcaldes mayores. All 
Spaniards in a province fell under the jurisdiction of these regional magistrates. 
The Leyes Nuevas did not just affect the power of the encomenderos, who 
had been the first Spanish authorities for the Indians, but were also directed at 
the autonomy of the indigenous caciques. The latter were especially affected by 
the reforms of the 1550s, as they lost most of their rights to tribute. The tribute 
was transformed into a tax based on the number of tributarios and was levied per 
pueblo de indios. The ecclesiastical system of cabeceras and sujetos -already 
established by the missionaries-, was used during the congregations to form the 
pueblos de indios. These were placed under Indian leadership, and became the 
most important local administrative instrument. As a result of the new tribute 
system, in the congregations of the 1550s the Spaniards authorities assigned all 
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Indians to pueblos de indios. With this measure, all inhabitants had been formally 
divided according to the administrative division of the Territorialverband. The 
hierarchic lines may be summarized as follows: the king was the undisputed 
head. He was advised by the Council of the Indies. Far away from the colonies, 
the government in Spain could only outline the political framework. In the colony 
of New Spain, the viceroy was the head of the administration. He was assisted in 
this task by an Audiencia. The inhabitants of Mexico -as was the case in the other 
Spanish colonies- were all subjected to his authority, at least as far as temporal 
matters were concerned. The country was divided in provinces, alcaldías 
mayores. An alcalde mayor had jurisdiction over all inhabitants of his province, 
both Spaniards and Indians. However, there was a legal difference between the 
position of Spaniards and Indians, because they were members of different 
repúblicas. The Spaniards were put directly under the authority of the alcalde 
mayor, whereas the Indians in first instance fell under the jurisdiction of a pueblo 
de indios. These official divisions are summarised in figure 2.1. 
Officially, Spaniards and Indians were supposed to live separately, but in 
practice this rule proved to be ineffective. These different legal positions also 
involved different rights and duties. Two examples may illustrate this. To take 
the most obvious, Spaniards and Indians had different fiscal duties: Indians paid 
tributes, but were largely exempted from the Spanish sales tax (alcabala). The 
second example is more complicated, but an expression of the same principle. 
The Indians were regarded as legal minors and 'miserables' of the king, who 
needed his protection and a continuous guidance and education in religious 
matters by the clergy and Spanish officials. Besides these two basic estates, there 
were groups, which were not at all, or only partly, subjected to these jurisdic-
tions, like the clergy, and later the children of parents of mixed racial back-
grounds, of whom the mestizos were the most important group. 
The fiscal system was structured in accordance with this territorial organiz-
ation. For the república de indios this meant that, officially, no Indian noble had 
a right to tribute any longer, and that only the caciques and their eldest sons were 
exempted from tribute rights. All those formerly entitled to tribute, should now 
be paid from the tributes that were centrally collected per pueblo de indios. 
As the Indian population decreased and more and more Indians migrated from the 
pueblos de indios, less and less food was produced in the rural areas. The 
migrating Indians no longer produced food, but still had to be fed. The growing 
Spanish population in the cities also needed more food than ever. In the demogra-
phic development there was a contradictory tendency, of which the economic 
results reinforced one other: as the supply of food decreased, the demand in-
creased. 
The decrease in the supply was strengthened by the effects of the reform of 
the tribute system after 1550. This reform had two sides: in the first place, 
between 1548 and 1570, the tribute of the pueblos de indios was gradually 
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changed into a fixed tribute sum in money plus a limited amount of maize per 
head. As this was a gradual change, adaptation to the new tribute system could 
be gradual as well. The abrupt abolition of the Indian personal services in 1549 
was far more radical. This largely paralysed the supply system of Mexico-
Tenochtitlan which depended on Indian carriers. As I have mentioned in chapter 
1, this supply was based on tribute supplies from the altepetl, of which transpor-
tation was an integral part. Viceroy Luis de Velasco did not know how to cope 
with the severe decrease in the supplies to the capital. In 1SS3 he wrote:79 
"The Spaniards are very resentful because the New Laws touch them all. The 
Council [of the Indies] has declared that it is personal service for the Indians 
to bring royal and private tributes to this city. Since the greater part of such 
tribute is in foodstuffs [...] there is much want in the city [of Mexico], and I 
find no means of provisioning it, because, if the Indians do not do it, no 
disposition which I or the Spaniards will make will suffice to provide the city 
even with bread and water and fodder for the horses, which are the strength 
of the country [...]. There are usually 200,000 mouths [to feed in Mexico 
City]. Consider, your Majesty, how they are to be fed, for there are not 
among them a thousand farmers, and the city is surrounded by a lagoon, 
unless [food] be brought in from without [...]. The provisioning of this city 
with wheat and maize -as well as all the other cities in the country- cannot be 
done unless it be done with Indians [...]. As personal services are removed, 
the necessity becomes as great as that of a city besieged". 
The most pressing situation existed in the city of Mexico, but the effects of the 
measure were also felt in other cities with a growing population of Spaniards and 
Indians. The cities, and to a lesser degree the mining centres, were the only 
places with a considerable population that did not produce food, but had to buy it 
on a market that was supplied from the outside. As a result, a serious scarcity 
was imminent, which could not be solved easily. Notwithstanding all these 
problems, the Crown in Spain categorically refused to reinstate the personal 
services, because it regarded it as a kind of slavery, which was contrary to the 
royal duty of protecting the Indians. 
The problem also had another dimension. As a result of the depopulation of 
the pueblos de indios and the tribute reforms, the food supply of the Spanish 
population centres strongly decreased. At the same time, the number of inhabit-
ants of these centres increased and with it the demand for food, especially wheat. 
Even though from early colonial times on, the authorities in New Spain had 
attempted to make the Indians cultivate wheat, Indian agriculture remained 
focused on maize. This had several practical reasons. The Indian milpa system 
was quite different from the agricultural system the Spaniards had introduced 
from Europe. The milpas were susceptible to erosion and, consequently, not well 
suited for tilling with ploughs and extensive wheat cultivation. Moreover, wheat 
did not fit in the mixed cultivation of crops that was practised on the milpas and 
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would have greatly disturbed it. The clayey soil of the riverbanks was more 
suitable for the cultivation of wheat, but cultivating these wastelands was a rather 
arduous task. On top of all these agricultural problems, the Indians were used to 
maize products. If enterprising Indians had been wanting to start cultivating 
wheat despite all objections, they would not have been able to take the wheat to 
the urban markets, because there was no infrastructure. All in all, the structural 
problems for the Indians to start cultivating the Spanish staple crop, were almost 
insuperable in early colonial times. Thus, it is not at all surprising that in 1550, 
some three decades after the conquest, viceroy Mendoza complained that, 
notwithstanding all his efforts to stimulate the Indians, the Spaniards still were 
the only ones who cultivated wheat." Even in the following decades, the situation 
only changed very slowly. As explained above, in the second half of the sixteenth 
century, the urban population grew and the countryside depopulated. The effects 
as far as food supply was concerned, became particularly pressing after the 
dramatic cocoliztli epidemic which took a heavy toll of the Indians in New Spain. 
The late 1560s and early 1570s, the enforced tribute reforms became stricter all 
the time, with all concomitant effects on the food supply. All these developments 
resulted in a growing urban demand for food and an increasingly favourable 
climate for Spaniards who were willing to try their luck in agriculture." 
Many of the Spanish colonists had few economic occupations or possibilities. 
Their hopes of an encomienda had disappeared after the containment of the 
encomenderos by the Leyes Nuevas. As a result, they started to cultivate wheat 
even though production increased at too slow a pace in the eyes of the author-
ities. At first, the cultivation of the European crops remained confined to the 
direct surroundings of the Spanish population centres. In 1561, the oidor (mem-
ber of the Audiencia) Ceynos declared that Tenochtitlan which formerly had only 
had a small fringe of agricultural land, was now surrounded by:*2 
'Pastures, gardens and estates of our people [i.e. Spaniards]. In a circle of 
two miles around this city, Don Antonio de Mendoza in his time and Don 
Luis de Velasco in his, granted land to our people in order to sow wheat on 
lands that were found not to be tilled by the Indians, which [now] yield 50 or 
60,000 fanegas [...]. If this were not the case, one would not be able to live 
here [in Mexico-Tenochtitlan], as there would be no means to subsist on'. 
The city of Puebla de los Angeles was founded in 1531 for the very purpose 
of constituting a community of Spanish fanners. To this end, its citizens were 
granted land in the valley of Atlixco. The farms in the valley of Atlixco were to 
supply the necessary goods for the city of Puebla. The plots of land granted to its 
vecinos, however, were small and not suited for wheat cultivation on a large 
scale. Even when the demand for food started to increase in the middle of the 
sixteenth century, wheat haciendas were not immediately founded. Except for the 
immediate vicinity of the cities, few Spanish agricultural enterprises developed. 
Before the great changes of the last decades of the sixteenth century it was 
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sufficient that a Spanish system of transportation came into being to take over the 
role of the carriers and to transport food from the pueblos de indios to the still 
small urban markets. Spaniards with a sense of enterprise started breeding 
horses, cattle and mules along the major roads and around the cities. Amelior-
ation of the road system was given priority. Previously it had only been used by 
human carriers, but now it had to be largely adapted to transportation with carts. 
This process was not entirely without problems. Usually, Indians in a certain area 
were ordered to build and maintain bridges, to improve roads and so on." In 
Mixtepec, to the south of the valley of Puebla, the Indians were ordered to stop 
digging game traps in the road, because these were so well hidden, that horsemen 
had fallen into them several times already, which had proved fatal to the horses." 
The valley of Puebla was crossed by two important roads: the main road 
{camino real) from Mexico City to Veracruz on the Atlantic coast, and the road 
to Oaxaca in the south through Puebla and Tehuacan. The road to the south dated 
from prehispanic times, when it had connected Cholula with Oaxaca. The camino 
real from Mexico to Veracruz, however, was a new element in the geography of 
the valley. In prehispanic times there had been a road from Tenochtitlan to the 
Atlantic coast, but it had been of little importance, because there had been no 
important concentrations of population there, and the Indians of the central 
highlands had had no connections over sea like the Spaniards. Besides, the road 
had passed through the Sierra Norte de Puebla, where carriers could regularly be 
refreshed without being threatened by hostile attacks. Both the barren territory 
north of the altepetl of Huejotzingo and Tlaxcala and the Llanos de Ozumba, had 
been absolutely unfit for indigenous transportation, because there had been no 
road stops, the area had been too dry for carriers and it had bordered on the 
territory of the altepetl of Tlaxcala and Huejotzingo, the enemies of Tenochti-
tlan." 
This changed after the invasion. Veracruz was the only Mexican harbour for 
fleets to and from Spain during the entire colonial period. Consequently, a proper 
connection between the cities of Mexico and Puebla and Veracruz was indispens-
able. It was natural to construct a road through the northern parts of the prov-
inces of Huejotzingo and Tlaxcala, because the area was flat and provided the 
shortest connection with the valley of Mexico. When the central valleys had been 
pacified, hostile attacks were no longer a threat to provisioning the road, as there 
was enough room for both extensive stock breeding and resting places for the 
animals. Therefore, in about ISSO, many livestock haciendas came into being in 
the northern areas of Huejotzingo and Tlaxcala on the periphery of the valley of 
Puebla, in the Llanos de Ozumba and in Texcoco in the valley of Mexico. Here 
horses, cattle and mules were bred." 
Along the roads through the valley of Puebla proper, the Spaniards also 
started livestock haciendas, but this had another reason. During the sixteenth 
century, many textile factories (obrajes) were founded in places like Puebla, 
Tlaxcala and Tepeaca. These predominantly produced woollen fabrics and were 
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supplied by the small livestock haciendas in the valley. Neither the Spanish 
authorities nor the Indians were very pleased with the breeding of sheep on the 
riverbanks in TIaxcala and in the more populous parts of Tepeaca. At first, the 
sheep were badly guarded and often found their way into Indian milpas where 
they served themselves of the maize and badly damaged the crop. The cattle that 
was kept too close to Indian settlements also harmed the crops. Because of this, 
the authorities took measures to contain the breeding of cattle by banning it to the 
extensive uninhabited areas north of the densely populated central highlands. 
From then on, livestock haciendas only remained in the dry and barren areas 
north of TIaxcala and Huejotzingo, directly along the camino real. The cattle that 
remained in the valley after about 1560, were used for ploughing and as draught 
animals. 
From about 1570, a number of wheat-producing centres rapidly developed, 
especially in the valley of Puebla. In the Atlixco-area the small farms of the early 
days proved to be not profitable enough, particularly after the ban on the 
cultivation of cash crops such as vines and silk. Towards the end of the sixteenth 
century, there was a distinct concentration of Spanish landownership in Atlixco, 
and the inefficient small plots were replaced by larger wheat haciendas, or 
labores as they were usually called. A second wheat area of importance came 
into being in the plains of San Pablo, east of Tepeaca. These two centres were 
geographically connected by an almost continuous strip of labores which were 
founded in the late sixteenth century on the banks of the rivers Atoyac and 
Zahuapan. At the turn of the century, the valley of Puebla had become a very 
important centre of wheat production, which supplied both the city of Puebla and 
the greater part of the camino real to Veracruz and the fleets to Spain. In 
addition, the Spanish garrison in Havana on the island of Cuba, was supplied 
with grain from Atlixco during the entire colonial era. In this way, Atlixco took 
over the role of Andalucía, where, according to the historian Vassberg, agricul-
ture flourished from about 1540 to 1570, due to the growth of the Atlantic 
markets. After this period, the Spanish producers lost a significant part of these 
markets, as the overseas territories became increasingly more autonomous." 
As a result of these developments, more and more Spaniards in the valley of 
Puebla became involved in agriculture towards the end of the century. The 
formation of Spanish landownership was a painful episode in the history of New 
Spain. Whereas until about 1570, the Indians had been the only ones at work in 
agriculture, the participation of the Spaniards caused a rivalry among the two 
population groups in the countryside, which further complicated the already 
existing problems. The Indian nobility started to resist the growth of the number 
of Spanish labores, while an increasing number of Spaniards tried to set up 
agricultural enterprises. As tensions increased in the countryside, it became clear 
that the agricultural problems had to be solved, if society was to continue to 
function. After several decades, a solution could be reached, but the authorities 
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had to put in many efforts. This solution inevitably led to changes in the structure 
of both the economy and of society at large. 

Chapter 3 
A New Division of Land 
The formation of Spanish agricultural enterprises during the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries is a much-discussed episode in Mexican history. Even 
though a lot has changed in the view on Spanish haciendas in late colonial times, 
up until now, little research has been conducted into the actual formation of the 
labores (now mostly indicated by the more general term haciendas) during the 
early colonial period, the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Therefore, the 
picture is still based on older literature which states that the evolution of rural 
Mexican society consisted of a number of developments which succeeded each 
other according to a social logic. Although interpretations vary somewhat, most 
authors assume that Spanish landownership came into being at the expense of the 
Indians. They suggest a causal connection between such late sixteenth and early 
seventeenth centuries' phenomena as the mercedes -traditionally regarded 
exclusively of grants of land by the Spanish authorities-, the second programme 
of congregations at the turn of the century, sales of land on the part of the 
Indians and the formation of haciendas. The overall result has been expressed 
most characteristically by the Mexican historian Florescano:1 
"The appropriation of the best lands by the Spaniards, and sometimes their 
mere presence, obliged the Indians to install themselves in regions of retreat 
[...]. Thus, the irrigated lands and the main valleys (Mexico, Toluca, Puebla) 
were incorporated little by little into the new agriculture while the Indians 
withdrew to the mountainous and least accessible regions". 
In this view, there were three main ways for the Spaniards to obtain Indian land: 
through outright force, through (sometimes forced) sales, and through mercedes. 
Gibson describes how a hacendado who wanted a merced, conspired with 
officials against the indigenous population. The Spaniard claimed that the land he 
wanted was not used by the Indians. Wastelands were royal property under 
Spanish law, so the authorities could grant someone a merced, if the claimant 
could prove that the land lay waste. According to Gibson, it was generally 
pointless for the Indian towns to protest.1 From this point of view, the congrega-
tions of the turn of the century were used to remove the Indians from their settle-
ments on fertile land to villages that were situated on much poorer soil, in order 
to vacate land for Spanish agriculture. 
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The connections assumed in the formation of labores, imply that cause and 
effect would have succeeded each other in time. To get a firmer grip on the 
chronology of the phenomena in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth cen-
turies, I have quantified as many of the data as possible. The general trend in the 
formation of haciendas in the valley of Puebla may be observed in an analysis of 
the quantified data on grants of mercedes and sales of land in the provinces of 
Cholula, Huejotzingo, Tepeaca and Tlaxcala. In the case of congregations, 
quantification is useless, as they were not a spontaneous phenomenon, but the 
result of planned actions by the authorities, all taking place during a single 
period. 
Graph 3.a shows the number of sales of land in the various provinces, and in 
graph 3.b, the number of mercedes is shown. It appears that the granting of 
mercedes did not occur simultaneously with the sales of land. Mercedes were 
granted until 1615, long after the Indians had stopped selling land to the Span-
iards at the beginning of the seventeenth Century.3 In the case of Cholula, only 
data on the period between 1590 and 1599 have survived, which makes a 
comparison difficult. There were many sales of land in Cholula then. In the late 
1570s and the early 1580s, there were years when quite a number of sales of land 
occurred in both Tlaxcala and Huejotzingo. These peaks may be attributed to the 
effects of the great epidemics in the years 1576-1580. In Tlaxcala, as in the 
neighbouring provinces, most sales of land occurred during the last years of the 
sixteenth century. The number of sales in Tlaxcala was still rather high after 
1600, but at that time there were mainly sales among Spaniards. After 1600, 
Indians only occasionally sold land. The data on Huejotzingo and Tepeaca 
reinforce this view, although in Tepeaca the sales continued over a longer period 
of time. Considerably fewer sales of land have been recorded for the province of 
Tepeaca than for the other provinces. In general, the Indians living there would 
sell land sized several caballerías (one caballería being ca.43 ha.), whereas in 
Cholula, Tlaxcala and Huejotzingo, the Indians usually sold tracts of land of less 
than one caballería. 
Most sales were recorded in the last few years of the sixteenth century; this 
was shortly prior to the second period of congregations, which, after all, 
occurred from 1604-1606. As a result, a causal connection between these 
congregations and sales of land is not supported by the data, and depopulation 
only seems to have had an indirect effect on the sales of land. Indeed, mercedes 
were not directly related to any of the other phenomena: they have been granted 
during the entire period, with an evident peak well into the seventeenth century. 
Thus, many mercedes do not appear to be connected with sales of land in a 
straightforward way. The continuous growth in the Spanish production of wheat 
in the second half of the sixteenth century can also be seen in another source, the 
data on tithe, even though the data are at times rather deficient.4 This is not only 
true of the Puebla-controlled valley of Atlixco, where Spanish agriculture 
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developed early, but also of the valley of San Pablo in the province of Tepeaca. 
The large amount of wheat produced by Spaniards, is also mentioned in the 
relación geográfica of Tepeaca (1580). We would expect Spaniards to have 
consolidated their important and productive wheat haciendas by means of a 
merced at an early stage. Mercedes were granted during the entire period, but 
this does not confirm the rapid consolidation of landholdings in wheat-producing 
areas. The large number of mercedes in the seventeenth century seems not to 
bear any relation to the consolidation of landholdings. This seventeenth-century 
peak did follow the period of congregations, but the lapse of time was too long to 
allow for a direct causal relationship to exist. From the archival material, it is 
clear that from 1570 to 1590 there were many lawsuits about land between 
Indians and Spaniards, whereas the number dropped significantly after the rum of 
the century. 
Summarizing, we may state that the various developments in the period 
1570-1620, did neither coincide nor show any coherent relationship. Even though 
I have not been able to quantify the data on the Indians renting out land to 
Spaniards, it is striking, in this context, that after 1595 the Indians almost 
stopped doing this, whereas it seems to have been quite normal before that time.3 
This reconsideration of the phenomena which were traditionally seen as 
directly related to the formation of haciendas, makes it clear that the relations 
were not simple and straightforward. This does not mean that these socio-
economic developments had nothing to do with the formation of labores. It 
cannot be denied that the increasing activities of the Spaniards in the countryside, 
and particularly their occupation of agricultural lands, caused a profound crisis in 
the society of the valley of Puebla. 
Ecological complementarity versus socio-juridical dilemma 
The analysis as outlined above, largely ignores the role of the authorities in the 
period between 1570 and 1620. Still, it is evident that they played an important 
part in all this. The congregations were a political instrument, which cost a lot of 
material and immaterial effort. The mercedes were granted by the viceregal 
authorities, who also supervised the procedure leading to the grant. The many 
conflicts between Spaniards and Indians took up a lot of the time and energy of 
both the Audiencia and of the local officials. Above all, the authorities were 
extremely worried by the unrest in the rural areas and were willing to put in a lot 
of effort to restore order. 
The central dilemma of the Crown was how to realize a number of contradic-
tory objectives. On the one hand, it wanted to promote Spanish agriculture to the 
extent that the latter could meet the demand of the increasingly growing urban 
food market. On the other hand, it felt obliged to protect the pueblos de indios 
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and to guarantee the Indians a proper subsistence. The solution to this dilemma 
became especially urgent in the second half of the 1580s, when the contradictory 
interests of Spaniards and Indians had already led to many conflicts and the 
formation of Spanish agriculture stagnated. 
For a clear understanding of the rural crisis, we have to distinguish between 
two different aspects. The first one is the ecological side, which, of course, 
established many of the conditions for the development of Spanish agriculture. 
Notwithstanding its importance, ecology was no obstacle for the development of 
Spanish agriculture. The difficulties were mainly caused by the socio-political 
side of the formation of Spanish labores. In fact, the contrasting Spanish and 
Indian social and legal systems gave rise to many of the difficulties in the rural 
areas. 
In contrast to the livestock haciendas which the Spaniards had founded before 
1570, the land used for the cultivation of wheat, and consequently for the 
founding of labores, was largely situated in the areas that were densely populated 
by Indians. This did not mean that the Spaniards actually drove the Indians off 
their land. In prehispanic times, the Indians had hardly ever used the lowly-
situated land of the valleys; these were actually often the no-man's-lands between 
the altepetl. With the introduction of the pueblos de indios as local units in the 
territorially-based administration, the rather vague borders of the altepetl had 
been replaced by well-defined pueblo borders, leaving no no-man's-land. The 
Indian nobles had no clear idea of what to do with the newly granted areas and, 
consequently, these usually remained uncultivated lands on the peripheries of the 
pueblos.* 
In fact, these lands were often used as pastures, since the 'irrigation land' 
inundated every now and then, both exposing the crops to flooding and of 
catching illnesses, and making the soil become brackish. These dangers are 
illustrated by the example of the eighteenth-century Jesuit hacienda of Xaltipan on 
the banks of the river Zahuapan in Tlaxcala, which the Company had to convert 
from agriculture to pasture, because time and again, the wheat was ruined by 
chahuistle, a kind of grain rust, caused by excessive humidity. Another example 
is the cultivation of the valley of Atlixco, that was not without problems either. 
Shortly after the farmers of the area had started its exploitation, they had to come 
to an agreement with the Indians of nearby Calpan about digging drainage canals 
for them.7 
Notwithstanding the problems with the low-lying lands, the Spanish farmers 
were in a better position than the Indians. They did not have to fear attacks from 
hostile neighbours, because the entire area had been pacified after the conquest. 
But there were also some ecological and technological advantages. Compared to 
maize, wheat was more resistant to the night frost, which particularly afflicted 
the flat and low-lying parts of the Central-Mexican valleys. The Spaniards 
repeatedly expressed their surprise at the fact that the low riverbanks, which in 
their view were very suitable for irrigation, were not used for agriculture by the 
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Indians. Spaniards and their ploughs and draught animals could till the tough, wet 
and rather densely grown soils of the low-lying riverbanks better than the 
Indians, who only had wooden digging sticks at their disposal. Wheat was 
broadly sown on vast and flat fields, while maize was cultivated in rows on the 
milpas, in combination with other crops. In short, the Spanish agricultural system 
was much more suitable for the low-lying lands of the valleys than the Indian 
system, because it could better adjust to its stiff demands of cultivation and 
maintenance. On the other hand, as argued above, the Indian agricultural system 
was pre-eminently suitable for milpa cultivation on the vulnerable lands of the 
lower slopes.' 
The cultivation of wheat by the Spaniards only developed properly after some 
time. 'By nature' the Spanish and Indian systems of agriculture were thus 
oriented towards different ecological areas. Because of this, it was possible that 
Spaniards and Indians engaged in ecologically complementary agricultural 
activities. Notwithstanding the ecological complementarity of Spanish and Indian 
agricultural systems, Spanish landownership could not freely expand into the 
wastelands, because a socio-political barrier hampered hacienda formation until 
the late sixteenth century. On the subject of landrights, Spanish law differed con-
siderably from Indian custom. New Spain was an agrarian society; so, obviously, 
land was an important item, not just for the production of food, but also for the 
acquisition of wealth and status. The social systems of both Spaniards and Indians 
were, consequently, closely intertwined with rights over land. In the last decades 
of the sixteenth century, it became more and more obvious that the Indian and 
Spanish views on rights to land were irreconcilable. It was not just a matter of 
conflicting interests between Spaniards and Indians, but the legal basis on which 
the claims of both parties was based, was different. They were not easily brought 
into line as they originated in the different Indian and Spanish socio-juridical 
complexes which I have characterized above as Personenverband and Territorial-
verband. The Crown soon realized that solving these problems was crucial to the 
well-being of New Spain. The dilemma was largely of a legal nature, and, conse-
quently, had to be predominantly solved by legal instruments. To understand the 
dilemma, we have to look at the difference in Spanish and Indian views. 
The Indian caciques, who held power over the pueblos, said that their rights to 
land also extended to the sparsely populated and uncultivated areas now falling 
within the jurisdiction of their newly created pueblo. Consequently, the caciques 
wanted the Spaniards, who settled on this land, to pay tribute. The Spaniards, 
however, were of the opinion that they were in their right whenever they took 
possession of wasteland and cultivated it. According to Spanish tradition, they 
had the right to do so and they often refused to pay rent to the caciques. This 
was a complex legaalmatter, as the Crown had ordered that the indigenous laws 
would remain valid as long as they did not conflict with 'divine' or 'natural' law 
and did not undermine Spanish authority. For the Spaniards it was difficult to 
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acknowledge indigenous views, whereas the Indians understood little of the 
Spanish opinions. It is obvious that this confusing situation gave rise to many 
conflicts when the Spaniards started to found labores in the central parts of the 
valleys of the central highlands. 
As I have explained in chapter 1, the indigenous view of rights to land 
concentrated on the influence over territories. A lord had rights to a certain area, 
but his rights were not absolute. Whenever he was a vassal to a higher-ranked 
lord, he was liable for tribute, but the higher-ranked lord could never claim more 
than these tribute rights. On the other hand, macehuales who lived on the land, 
were under the obligation of paying tribute, but in return they were entitled to 
usefruct of the land. As I have stressed above a European, modem, absolute and 
exclusive definition of landownership did not apply to this distribution of rights, 
as it ignores the essence of the indigenous views on rights to land. 
Sixteenth-century Spaniards, on the other hand, had a view on landownership 
that was much closer to the modem idea, although there were still some import-
ant differences. According to the Spanish view, all land which did not explicitly 
belong to someone, belonged to the king. As a result, all uninhabited and uncul-
tivated or vacant lands, tierras baldías, were royal property, tierras realengas. 
However, there was a number of other important Spanish traditions which made 
the sixteenth-century view differ from the modem one. To a large extent, these 
traditions had come into existence during the Reconquista, when a vast and 
largely empty land had to be repopulated. In this period, it had become a custom 
that anyone could take possession of uncultivated land and work it or use it as 
graze land. In occupying and cultivating this land, the person in question received 
the defacto right of ownership. This custom was called presura and was of great 
importance for the ownership relations in the Spanish countryside in the sixteenth 
century and long afterwards.' 
The importance of the community, or comunidad, had also increased during 
the Reconquista in Spain. A comunidad was entitled to pastures (ejidos), agricul-
tural lands and access to other necessary natural resources, like water and 
wasteland, or monte. Different from ρ reni spani с Mexico, the late medieval and 
sixteenth-century comunidades in Spain often owned important tracts of land. The 
land was property of the común (all members of the comunidad), which granted 
the tax-paying inhabitants the usufruct of a plot, and the right of access to 
pastures and to monte. This grant was in principle not linked with the private 
properties of a person, as it resulted from the membership of the común. These 
traditions were of such importance in Spain, that the historian Vassberg, who 
studied them at length, wondered what their fate would be in the American 
colonies.1" 
In their approach of the rights to land in America, the Spaniards based them-
selves on these traditions. By law, all Mexican comunidades were granted the 
right to ejidos, monte and sufficient land for its members. Legally, it made no 
difference whether the comunidades were Spanish (mostly cities) or Indian 
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(pueblos de indios) settlements. The law did not imply that all land should be 
immediately demarcated for the various comunidades, but it did firmly establish 
the principle that a comunidad -either Spanish or Indian- could and even should 
own land; throughout the colonial period, this principle was to exert an influence 
which can hardly be overestimated." 
Apart from this law, there were other measures that evolved from the Spanish 
tradition. Therefore it is expedient to give some more details about the various 
land titles. In the first place, there were the so-called mercedes de tierra. 
Legally, a merced was nothing more than a royal grant of rights or privileges 
bestowed on a person. Actually, all mercedes that were granted by the viceroy of 
Mexico, had to be confirmed by the king in Spain, because it a concerned a 
Crown grant; in view of the long communication lines and the lack of expertise 
in Spain in dealing with the overseas territories, the king never claimed this right. 
The person favoured could be anyone: a Spaniard, an Indian and also legal 
bodies such as a Spanish city or a pueblo de indios. Land on which a merced was 
issued did not necessarily have to be tierra baldía, or wasteland, since people 
who had had cultivated land for some time, could also apply for a merced. 
Initially, however, mercedes were usually issued to Spaniards on tierras baldías. 
There were several standard sizes of land, depending on its use. For the breeding 
of stock, sitios for cattle {ganado mayor, ca. 1756 ha) or small stock {ganado 
menor, ca.439 ha) could be granted. The mercedes for sitios were usually 
circular, because they concerned land for the extensive breeding of stock and not 
all land was used either all at the same time or continuously. For agricultural 
purposes, caballerías (ca.43 ha) were granted. Caballerías could have any form, 
because in this case, the entire lot was used. 
According to Spanish tradition, a merced was no conditio sine qua non for the 
legitimate foundation of an agricultural enterprise, as the presura was legitimate 
as well. A merced was only granted, provided that the land concerned was 
actually used. From the beginning, mercedes de tierra were instruments for the 
recognition of rights to land on any basis. This did not entirely coincide with the 
royal wish to control the tierras realengas, but in Spanish custom (uso y costum-
bre) the principle of presura was so strong that the Crown could not prevent it. 
In due course, the mercedes became a means to show rights to land, and with it, 
of consolidating defacto landownership. 
Before a merced was granted, one had to prove that the land on which there 
was an option, was used by the applicant himself and by no one else, especially 
not by Indians. A standard procedure had to be followed here, in which all 
possibly interested parties, among whom all neighbouring usufructuaries, were 
consulted. In this so-called citación, anyone could dispute the merced, if he could 
give a plausible reason that he had rights to the land or that granting the merced 
would be in conflict with his interests. When this procedure had been carried out, 
the representative of the Crown -usually the alcalde mayor or his deputy- would 
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take the applicant by the hand and lead him along the borders of his new prop-
erty. By way of taking possession, the applicant then had to throw away some 
stones from the land, pull some weeds and conduct some other symbolic acts. If 
the procedure was not carried out as prescribed, the merced could be challenged 
by the duped party. Whenever this party managed to prove that it had older rights 
to the land, the merced was rendered null and void. 
Apart from the merced there was also the amparo, an important legal instru-
ment. The amparo did not include the grant or transfer of rights to a person, but 
the protection of demonstrable rights, which had officially been recognized 
before, but were either being actually violated or threatened to be so in the near 
future. Amparos were a powerful instrument in protecting the rights of Indian 
individuals and pueblos, but they could also benefit Spaniards. Yet, the amparo 
was mainly used in favour of the Indians, and as such, it was at least as import-
ant a legal instrument as the merced. Land that was protected by an amparo was 
regarded as the confirmed property of the person or pueblo who had received it. 
No one could alter this, unless he was able to show that the amparo had been 
granted unjustly. From the beginning, the Indians had known of the amparos' 
existence and how to obtain them and they did not hesitate to apply for one. 
Using these legal instruments, which originated from the Spanish tradition, the 
authorities had to deal with the conflicts that occurred between the Spaniards and 
Indians in the rural areas of the late sixteenth century. In order to solve the crisis 
which developed in the 1580s and to prevent turmoil, it was obvious that the 
authorities first had to register Spanish and Indian claims to land, and then bring 
them into line, so that both parties could refer to similar rights in case of a 
conflict. But this was not easily accomplished." 
Whatever confidence the Indian nobles had ever had in the Spanish authorities in 
the early colonial period, they had lost with the tribute reforms and the settlement 
of Spanish labradores, because they considered these to have injured their 
patrimony." The Indians did anything to preserve their land. Some pueblos, 
directed by its caciques, went as far as to take possession of a piece of land the 
night before it was to be inspected by a commissioned magistrate, and built an 
entire settlement on it. Other caciques claimed that the land had been cultivated 
by the Indians of their pueblo in former days, but had been deserted after the 
epidemics. Their opponents, however, showed up with witnesses who testified 
that the land had never been cultivated by Indians, and an inspection on the spot 
by the magistrate (vista de ojos) made it clear that this was indeed land that had 
never been cultivated. This gave the Indians the reputation of taking matters 
immediately to court, if they were not satisfied with a decision and, besides, of 
being great liars and frauds. Even the Franciscan Torquemada, who was kindly 
disposed towards the Indians, had to admit that the Indians often lied. However, 
he was of the opinion that in prehispanic times they had never failed to tell the 
truth, and owed their new behaviour solely to the bad example set by the Spaniards." 
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In principle, the Indians did not object to Spanish agriculture as such, but just 
to the cultivation of land without compensation. It was not unusual for the 
caciques to rent land to Spaniards. Renting was comparable to the indigenous 
system of supplying tribute in exchange for the right to work land, and even 
among Indian nobles it was not uncommon to 'rent' land. However, there were 
Spaniards who, even though they had formerly rented land from a cacique, came 
to the conclusion that the land was actually tierra baldía and therefore stopped 
paying rent. This idea was strengthened by the fact that Spaniards in the same 
area were granted tierras baldías by the Spanish courts. Sale of land was much 
less attractive to the caciques than renting, as a sale implied that all claims to the 
land were permanently renounced. Moreover, the sale of land, which was part of 
their patrimony, did not in any way fit in with the old Indian way of thinking 
about land and managing it. 
This situation was brought the authorities to despair. In each case a Spanish 
judge would grant land to a Spaniard, even when his decision that lands were 
tierras baldías had been preceded by careful and elaborate inspections, Indians 
would reclaim the land 
after some time and were often prepared to engage in costly lawsuits. In the 
beginning of the seventeenth century, viceroy Monterrey complained that he 
himself had seen that the land along the road from Mexico City to Acapulco -the 
most important harbour on the Pacific coast- was completely empty and vacant. 
When the Spaniards started exploiting it, however, the Indians of the city of 
Mexico protested and claimed that it was theirs. He ironically added that he 
expected that when the Spaniards would occupy the territory of Florida, there 
would probably be once again Indians from Mexico City challenging the rights to 
land of the Spaniards las if the lands were next to their houses and they would be 
able to find friars to help them and they would search witnesses among the 
Indians, or they would even order them [to testify] without any other intention 
than to take [the lands] from the Spaniards'." The only remedy left to the 
authorities in order to solve the enormous problems, was to redefine the indig-
enous rights to land after Spanish concepts. 
Several times, the Crown tried to register the actual distribution of landed 
property. The first documented investigation of this distribution took place in the 
1580s in the province of Tepeaca. Oidor Pedro Farfán was commissioned to this 
area, due to the many processes between the Indians of Tepeaca:" 
'[...] And so that they [i.e.the Indians] are recompensed and protected, it is 
convenient and necessary that an oidor of our Audiencia goes to the said city 
of Tepeaca and the pueblos of Acatzingo [and] Tecamachalco and the plains of 
San Pablo and the other parts and places where the said lands are situated on 
which there are the said lawsuits, and [he is to] proceed with them [i.e. the 
lawsuits] as they are [and] do justice to the parties involved [...]. We order 
that the original lawsuits be handed to you and that you continue in their 
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spirit, and in other lawsuits which are not available in the original or which 
come and occur before you about the said lands, you shall indicate in which 
way the parties concerned are to put forward their rights and prove what they 
think convenient; and when you have heard them on their rights, you shall 
also decide about the said things in such a way, that if the said indians have 
been aggravated by the lands that they have sold and rented to the said Span-
iards, or if these [Spaniards] have taken them from them on their own author-
ity or acquired them by right of sale or merced to their harm, they are to be 
restored and [the lands] are to be returned to them and the damages that their 
[i.e. the Spaniards'] livestock have done to their fields are to be paid. And if 
some of the lands that the Spaniards have acquired of these Indian through sale 
or rent are realengos, or if the said Spaniards occupy more land that they have 
received by title from our viceroys [...], you shall make particular report of 
this to our viceroy of New Spain, so that he will determine what is to be done. 
You shall give order that such people shall not cultivate what is realengo, to 
which they do not have sufficient title and that they shall observe all necessary 
measurements and consultancies'. 
In the course of this investigation, the caciques formulated their rights in the old 
terminology of rights to both land and macehuales and not in the Spanish way of 
meticulously demarcated tracts. They seldom indicated the size of their lands, 
because they declared that it had never before been measured. To Spanish 
standards, these specifications were too vague and could not be transformed into 
manageable legal terms. Thus, the conflicts remained. Even though the records of 
this investigation on the Indian rights to land were actually used at a later stage in 
colonial time to demonstrate the rights of a cacique to a cacicazgo (i.e. the 
properties and rights belonging to a certain cacique-ship), and thus had legal 
power, the testimonies of the Indians were not the decisive factor in the matter of 
the division of landownership. Possibly, the fact that now the rights of individual 
caciques had been recorded, but not the rights of pueblos as a whole, may have 
played a part here. Above, I have argued that all land lay under the influence of 
caciques and hence the pueblos as a community owned no property. In Spain, 
however, communities (comunidades) were very important landowners and 
Spanish lawyers in New Spain attached much importance to the pueblos as well. 
By recording the rights of the caciques, only part of the indigenous rights to land 
had beennrecorded, in the Spanish view. 
In the 1590s, the Crown finally got the situation in the countryside under control, 
as a result of a complex of causes. In the first place, there was the permanent 
pressure from Spaniards, who wanted to acquire land in the more populated 
areas. Secondly, the combined effects of depopulation and tribute reforms made 
themselves more and more felt within the pueblos de indios and the earnings of 
the caciques and principales had greatly diminished as a result of them. Especial-
ly the epidemics which swept the country in 1576-1580 dealt a sever blow. But at 
the same time, the authorities introduced a number of measures to allow a more 
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effective policy. In 1591, the Crown issued a measure that was aimed at 
legalising ex post facto all non-official landrights of -particularly- the Spaniards: 
'We have thought it useful to decree that those who possess (agricultural] lands 
and pastures in this New Spain without just and legitimate title, shall compose 
with his Majesty and with his viceroy in his royal name what is just'." 
The way chosen by the Crown for carrying out this composición, was that the 
granting of mercedes as a legal title to land, now became compulsory. According 
to the decree (cédula), the mercedes were now regarded as the new recognition 
of rights to land. At the same time, the Crown saw the programme of mercedes 
as a source of additional income. It hoped to find funds for the protection of the 
fleets from Spain to America which were a much-loved target for privateers. In 
this respect, the success of the composición, as that of later composiciones, 
proved to be very limited." The mercedes were especially granted to Spaniards, 
but similar measures were directed more specifically at the Indians. In 1590-
1591, many caciques received an official amparo of the land they possessed. It is 
not clear whether this restored the caciques' trust, or whether they were under 
such tremendous economic strain, or whether there was too much Spanish 
pressure for buying land, but from the beginning of the 1590s, they started 
selling large amounts of land to the rural Spaniards. On Map 4 the areas have 
been indicated, where the Indian nobles sold land to Spaniards. In light of the 
ecological conditions of both Spanish and Indian agriculture, it is not surprising 
that the plots lay mainly on the banks of the rivers Atoyac and Zahuapan and in 
marginal areas on the periphery of the valley. Only little land was sold in the 
densely-populated zones of the altepetl, where the Indians farmed themselves. 
The Indians were not driven off these unproductive lands, because they had never 
occupied them. It is more likely that the often impoverished indigenous nobles 
saw a way of turning pieces of land, which were useless to them, into a profit. 
The documents of the sales of land generally give some indication of the 
uselessness of the plot for the indigenous owner. A standard sentence is: "/ have 
no use of the land at all, because it lays waste and I have a lot of other land to 
work"." Sometimes the documents are more precise. In a Cholultec sale of land, 
it is stated that the reason for sale was, that the owner did not profit from the 
land in any way, because it was inundated. In many documents concerning sales 
of land in Cholula, the lands are said to be situated in the marshes (ciénega) or 
even the deep marshes (ciénega honda). Of the ciénega it is said that it was 
impossible to work the land as a result of the water. As I have argued above, the 
swampiness of the lands sold to the Spaniards was sometimes a problem to them, 
as well.30 
In the central parts of the valley, the sales of land continued until about 
1602-1603. Even though after that, caciques would still sell land in less populous 
areas of the province of Tepeaca, henceforth, Spaniards mainly sold land among 
each other. The end of this period of sales of land coincided with the beginning 
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of the period of movement of settlement within the framework of the second 
programme of congregations, which lasted until 1607. When the congregation 
programme was completed in 1607, and the large numbers of sales of land from 
Indians to Spaniards had come to an end, part of the composición was already 
outdated, due to the mercedes that had been granted in the 1590s. In 1611, 
archbishop Fray Garcia Guerra, at the time ad interim viceroy of New Spain, 
noticed that the land market had not settled down yet:31 
'Experience teaches us that there are many people who have an amount of 
sowing and pasture land without the [appropriate] justifications [i.e. land titles] 
and consequently ask from us to grant them a merced on the surplus of land 
[in addition to already granted mercedes]'. 
Therefore, the composición had to be continued, so that at last the division of 
landownership would be clear:*2 
'I decree that within six months following the day that this decree has been 
issued, each and every person, of whatever quality or position, who holds and 
possesses sowing or pasture land without rightful or legitimate title, will 
appear before me to compose (componerse) with His Majesty what is just and 
to acquire sufficient titles of it [i.e.the land], as laid down in the royal order'. 
The period of six months proved to be insufficient, since the ordinance was 
followed by a second wave of mercedes, which lasted until 1615 and should be 
regarded as the second part of the composición that had started in 1591. The 
difference was, however, that this time, not just Spaniards but also many pueblos 
applied for mercedes. This was a result of the second congregations programme. 
Before we turn our attention to this programme and its role in the efforts to solve 
the rural crisis of the late sixteenth century, we have to take a closer look at the 
actual formation of labores in the light of the sales of land of the 1590s. 
The formation of labores 
Some examples may clarify the process of the formation of labores. As we have 
seen above, Spaniards from all of the provinces in the valley of Puebla, bought 
Indian land in the 1590s. Until the rum of the century, it were mostly Indians 
who sold land. The Spaniards were in need of land, and after having waited for a 
long time, a large amount of land suddenly became available to them in the 1590s 
when the Indians started selling land. Everyone bought as much as he could, and 
we can almost speak of a run on land. Spaniards joined several lots together, 
creating larger estates, and often applied for a merced afterwards to consolidate 
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their holdings. The mercedes stipulated that the land should be cultivated within 
three years or the merced would be withdrawn. 
Some Spaniards were not really attracted to a fanner's life, and would 
therefore resell their land. There were also Spaniards and Indians who tried to 
make fast and easy money through speculation. For instance, in 1602, the 
Tlaxcaltec Indian Diego Izcoatzin sold the nine dispersed lots he had bought from 
other Indians, to Spaniards. In the province of Cholula, Hernando de León, inter-
preter of the authorities, sold much of the land that he had bought from a large 
number of Indians. Generally speaking, however, many Spanish sellers of land 
were more interested in improving their estates. To this end, they would sell land 
which was useless to them on the land market and buy more useful plots instead. 
Thus, we often come across the same names in one province. For example, the 
most active persons on the Tlaxcaltec land market were Alonso de Nava, Diego 
López Cano, Francisco Méndez de Palacio, Juan de Carillo and Lope de Sala-
zar." 
Even within one province, not all labores were consolidated simultaneously. In 
1600, Francisco Martín de Cuenca, labrador in Atlangatepec, TIaxcala, had a 
complete hacienda de labor (wheat hacienda) as he called it. He had put it 
together out of nineteen different lots {suertes, pedazos, heredades), which he 
had bought from, in particular, the Spaniards Juan de Soria and Juan Camacho, 
who had acquired the land from Indians. His labor lay in the areas (pagos) of 
Santa Clara Atlangatepec, San Francisco Zocoquiloyoca and Santa Clara Ozum-
ba. Most of his land was situated in the marsh of Santa Clara. In 1601, in the 
southern part of the province of TIaxcala, Manuel Sánchez Vermejo and his wife 
sold a hacienda de tierra y labor in the area of Santa Ana and Santa Cecilia to 
Juan Guerrero. It consisted of 21 separate tracts which had been purchased from 
the Indians. In that same year, a group of people consisting of Hernán García, 
Melchior de los Reyes and his wife, his son Diego de Montilla and his daughter 
and her husband Bernardo de Ávila, sold a hacienda in Santa María Nativitas to 
Hernán de Yañez from the city of Puebla. It consisted of ten lots and contained 
some houses.14 
In this same period of time, there were also many haciendas which had not yet 
been consolidated. In 1602, Alonso de Cárdenas and his wife sold a heredad de 
pan llevar (wheat farm) in the pago of Xalatlaco to Francisco Méndez. The 
heredad consisted of sixteen lots, which Cárdenas and his wife had bought them-
selves, partly from various Indians and partly from Spaniards. Some weeks later, 
Lope de Salazar sold six pieces of land in the same pago to Diego López Cano. 
On that same day, Diego López bought a heredad de pan llevar from Francisco 
Méndez de Plasencia and his wife. They had composed it out of purchases from 
Lope de Salazar and Alonso Cárdenas only a few weeks before. In Atlangatepec 
(TIaxcala), the division of landownership had not stabilized either. In 1601, 
Alonso Rodríguez sold two plots in the pago of Cetoluca to Juan López Orronez. 
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Alonso Rodríguez had bought the land from the cacique Don Diego de los 
Angeles." 
A few years later, the average size of the estates had increased, but still not all 
of the Spanish rural estates had been consolidated. In 1607, Francisco de 
Espinola sold seven lots in different pagos to Miguel Ximénez. In that same year, 
Diego Muñoz Camargo sold a scattered collection of six plots in the pagos 
Tenjac and Quatequetlan to Blas Hernández de Santa María. The ten lots in the 
pagos Santa María Magdalena Yautelopan and Magdalena Jaltican, which 
Francisco de Herrera sold to Diego Diaz in 1608, were no complete hacienda, 
either. In the remoter areas of Tlaxcala, haciendas were mostly founded on the 
basis of a merced. Notwithstanding this, at times, sales of land here were the 
basis for Spanish landownership, too, as in the case of Nuestra Señora del 
Rosario, which later was to become a /w/^ue-hacienda in the uninhabited north of 
Tlaxcala. Its creation started when Bartolomé López de Morales purchased a 
piece of land from the Indian Juan del Castillo* 
This pattern of landsales was not confined to Tlaxcala, as already appeared 
from the quantitative data presented above. In Cholula, the formation of labores 
was comparable to that of neighbouring Tlaxcala, even though the sales of land, 
which were on a large scale, seem to have started a little later, with less land 
available. Between 1598 and 1604, the Spaniard Diego de Coca Rendon com-
posed the Cholultec hacienda Santa María Zacatepec from purchases of land from 
several Indians and the Spaniard Francisco López de Castro. In 1604, he sold his 
labor to Diego Fránquez, who applied for a medida (demarcation) of his land, 
which was contested by Juan Catalán, labrador in neighbouring Huejotzingo. He 
alleged that the border between Cholula and Huejotzingo, which had been 
demarcated with palmtrees and maguey cactuses some fifty years before, had 
been moved by Diego de Coca and Cholultec Indians. However, Juan Catalán 
was unable to produce better titles of land than Diego Fránquez and lost the case 
before the corregidor of Cholula, who led the investigations. In 1605, the 
hacienda was sold to Francisco de Chavez for the amount of 4097 pesos, inclu-
ding buildings and stock. At that time, the hacienda comprised 13 caballerías 
(559 hectares), a large part of which was situated in the marshlands between the 
provinces of Cholula and Huejotzingo." 
The hacienda de labor San Juan Buenavista, also in Cholula, was founded in a 
similar way. In 1711 -the time of the composición from which the data have been 
taken- it comprised 26 caballerías. At that time, it was composed of 44 lots 
which Pedro Alvarez Botello and Francisco had bought from both Indians and 
Spaniards between 1594 and 1613. The majority of the sales took place in 1598. 
In 1711, the hacienda Buenavista consisted of the original hacienda of that name 
and of the rancho Cacalotepec, which had changed hands seventeen times in the 
seventeenth century.3* The rancho San Antonio Tenamastla (Cholula) comprised 
eight caballerías in 1711. The foundation of the rancho was based on nine sales 
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from Indians to Hernando de León and a merced for water in 1598. In 1610, 
some mercedes were granted on the land of the hacienda, as it was called at the 
time. Francisco Rodriguez contributed most to the formation of the estate. A sale 
in 1614 was followed by another eight in the seventeenth century. The final case 
from Cholula is the hacienda San Diego Chipilo, which comprised ten caballerías 
in 1711. It was founded in the period from 1596 to 1600, by way of thirty sales 
of land from Indians to Hernando de Leon. Apparently, Hernando de Leon sold 
it again at the very beginning of the seventeenth century, because he was not one 
of the Spaniards who received a merced on parts of the land in 1603, 1612 (both 
3 caballerías) and 1617 (4 caballerías). In the seventeenth century, the estate was 
sold three times.19 
In the alcaldía mayor of Tepeaca, Indians would more often sell larger plots 
of some caballerías to Spaniards than they would in the other provinces in the 
valley of Puebla. Here, many wheat haciendas had been founded earlier, as the 
plains of San Pablo had been one of the first areas to attract Spanish farmers. In 
1606, the labrador Diego de Paz received a merced on tierra baldía in the pago 
of Amozoc, in the presence of the Indian cabildo of the town, consisting of a 
gobernador and some alcaldes. It had been investigated beforehand whether the 
Indians were not cultivating the land now or had cultivated it before the congre-
gations. This same procedure was followed in the case of Juan de Carrillo, when 
he wanted to sow his land, notwithstanding the fact that he already held a merced 
for a piece of land surrounding his inn (sitio de venta) which was probably used 
for grazing mules of passing mule trains. The inspection was carried out by the 
alcalde mayor of Tepeaca, Juan de Heredia, by order of viceroy Montesclaros." 
According to the German sociologist Nickel, haciendas in the remote plains of 
Ozumba, to the east of Tepeaca, were founded by means of mercedes in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. There was plenty of land in Ozumba and the 
haciendas kept the original circular forms of the merced for an estancia de 
ganado menor (sheep ranch) until the end of the sixteenth century. In more 
populous areas, the form of such grants was usually changed under pressure of 
the formation of haciendas in the area.31 
Even though the Jesuits were a most exceptional group in colonial society, the 
process as described above is confirmed by the formation of the Jesuit haciendas 
in the valley of Puebla, which has been analysed by Ewald. Their hacienda Los 
Reyes in Santa María Nativitas (Tlaxcala) was composed by a number of 
Spaniards who bought land from Indians in the period between 1588 and 1604. It 
was extended by some additional purchases in 1610, 1612, 1615 and 1616. 
Operations on the hacienda were hampered by its marshy situation throughout the 
colonial period. The hacienda Amalucan near Amozoc (Tepeaca) was founded 
between 1583 and 1596. The estate was extended and consolidated while it was 
sold and resold by Spaniards in the seventeenth century until it was donated to 
the Jesuits in 1620. The hacienda San Pablo in the plains of that same name 
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between Tepeaca and Tecamachalco, was composed by Jesuits from several 
Spanish donations, which took place until 1618." 
After the first years of the seventeenth century, hardly any land remained 
vacant in the marshy central areas. The authorities offered the labradores an 
opportunity to consolidate the accumulated plots into a hacienda by means of a 
survey (medición) of the land and a merced. The mercedes were thus a means for 
the authorities to finally record the division of landownership in the Spanish, 
legal way (composición). To settle this division was particularly important in 
areas where conflicts were likely to develop. Hence, the majority of mercedes 
were granted in the densely-populated agricultural region in the centre of the 
economic complex. Fewer mercedes were granted in marginal areas. After the 
composición, the labradores bought little land from the Indians. The few sales 
that still took place, usually concerned haciendas or parts of haciendas, which 
often changed hands among Spaniards." 
In his monograph Milpa y Hacienda Prem has analysed the geographic 
distribution of mercedes, granted per decade in the former altepetl of Huejotzin-
go. From his analysis, it appears that the first mercedes were granted around the 
camino real passing through the north of Huejotzingo. Initially, only pastures 
(estancias) were granted. In the valley of Atlixco, many mercedes were granted 
in the 1570s. In my opinion, this should be seen as a measure by the Crown to 
deprive the town of Puebla of its control over the area, and to place it under the 
jurisdiction of the Crown, in exactly the same fashion as these matters were 
being dealt with in Spain at that time. In the course of the 1580s and after, ever 
fewer pastures were granted, and attention was directed towards the agricultural 
land in the central areas of Huejotzingo, especially the land on the banks of the 
Atoyac. After 1615, the composición was completed and only mercedes of 
marginal pastures (montes) high on the slopes of the volcanoes Ixtaccihuatl and 
Popocatepetl were granted." 
The data for Huejotzingo have been confirmed by those from the other 
provinces in the valley of Puebla. The development in the granting of mercedes, 
reflects the economic development of what was to become the Central-Mexican 
economic complex. Until 1570, especially sheep and mule ranches were estab-
lished, meant to provision the camino real especially in the uninhabited parts of 
the provinces of Huejotzingo and Tlaxcala. The production of wheat also 
developed quickly, although initially only in the valley of Atlixco and to a lesser 
degree in the valley of San Pablo near Tepeaca. From the 1580s, the number of 
haciendas greatly increased. The haciendas were first established in the river 
valleys between the densely-populated mountain slopes. Haciendas were formed 
from the separate plots which the labradores had bought from the Indian nobles. 
Subsequently, the property of land was consolidated by a merced. From 1590 
onwards, only agricultural land was granted in mercedes; many former estancias 
switched to the cultivation of wheat. By ca.1615, all land in the central areas had 
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been divided, and the division of landownership between Spaniards and Indians 
had been established for a long time. The nearer an area was situated to the city 
of Puebla, the core of the evolving economic complex, the more important it was 
for a labrador -or an Indian village- to have mercedes with which rights of 
possession could be demonstrated. 
The contradictory interests of Spaniards and Indians did not always mean that the 
two groups were opposed to one another. Especially in matters of sales of land, 
Spaniards and Indians cooperated at times. This is shown in the example of the 
prices of land. In 1590, a decree was issued, stating that in transactions of land 
surpassing a total value of thirty pesos, the intended sale had to be announced in 
the marketplace (pregón) for a period of thirty days. The Indian sellers as well as 
the Spanish buyers benefited from circumventing this elaborate and costly decree, 
because the town crier had to be paid by all parties concerned. Consequently, 
many of the prices paid for the plots by the Spaniards, were remarkably uniform. 
Prices are known for 627 (59 percent) of the 1062 cases of sales of land from the 
provinces Tlaxcala, Huejotzingo, Cholula and Tepeaca, collected in the course of 
my research. Nearly half of the sales yielded a price between twenty and thirty 
pesos, regardless of the size of the plot that was up for sale. Under twenty pesos 
were paid for very small plots; very large pieces of land yielded over forty 
pesos. This disproportionate division of prices is due to a reaction to this measure 
introduced by the authorities. It is usually impossible to retrieve the prices that 
were actually paid. 
In a few cases, however, the prices do appear in documents. This occurred, 
for example, in the case of a sale in Cholula, where the labrador Diego de Coca 
Rendón appealed on behalf of the Indian woman María Martha against the price 
which had been paid for her land. He declared that the contract stated that 
twenty-eight pesos had been paid for the land, but in reality it had been fifty-
eight pesos. All the same, María Martha had lost badly by the sale. Diego de 
Coca succeeded in having the contract rendered null and void, and a new 
procedure was started, and this time the pregones laid down by the Crown were 
obeyed. A further indication of private sales is, that when the elaborate procedure 
with pregones was followed, the Indians would receive prices well over thirty 
pesos for their land." 
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Congregations: the second programme 
Besides the amparos for the caciques and the mercedes for the Spaniards, the 
congregations at the tum of the century, were also an instrument which should 
establish the division of landownership between Spaniards and Indians. Thus, the 
congregations and the programme of mercedes both formed complementary parts 
of a large composición. In the mercedes, Spanish landownership was recorded; in 
the course of the congregations, Indian rights to land were often newly recorded 
and expressed in Spanish terms. A more detailed description of the period of 
congregations shows how they fit in the political objectives of the viceregal 
authorities. 
Although the actual second congregations programme did not officially start 
until 1598, it had a long history. In Mexico and Spain, the congregations which 
had been carried out in Peru under viceroy Toledo, had a good reputation, even 
though in the eyes of modem historians, their success was by no means over-
whelming. The authorities were of the opinion that Mexico was to follow the 
example set by Peru. In 1588, the alcalde mayor of Tlaxcala was commissioned 
to carry out a congregation in that province. There is no other documentation on 
this congregation than just the instruction, but apparently it was very successful.1* 
From 1590 onwards, Don Luis de Velasco the younger, who was viceroy at 
the time, had a number of congregations carried out. He was one of the most 
energetic promoters of the programme. His preference for congregations can 
partly be explained by the fact that his father, during his term of office (1550-
1564), had also carried out congregations, but had been obliged to stop them 
prematurely. The programme of the late sixteenth century first started at the 
beginning of the 1590s, when viceroy Don Luis de Velasco the younger carried 
out some congregations on his own initiative. However, he had little means to 
pay for this policy and got no further than a few well-meant attempts. A more 
structured approach was not possible until 1598, when the Crown actively started 
to support the programme, and part of the tributes were reserved as a fund for 
the congregations. The new viceroy, the Count of Monterrey, assumed the 
general direction the congregations. In 1604, after the close of his term of 
office, he wrote an extensive report on the course of the entire congregations 
programme up until that moment. In this report, we recognize the three phases of 
this second programme of congregations which Cline distinguishes in his article 
on the congregations. In 1598-1599 there was a survey, followed by a phase of 
planning from 1600 to 1603. From 1603, the plans were executed. Cline wrote, 
that from 1607, the Indians were officially allowed to return to their previous 
settlements, but this was after Monterrey's term of office." 
In his report, the viceroy complained that it was much more difficult to carry 
out the congregations in Central Mexico than in remoter areas. In effect, much 
larger and less problematic congregations took place in Michoacan, Oaxaca and 
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the Sierra Norte de Puebla than around the cities of Mexico and Puebla de los 
Angeles. According to the viceroy, the problems in the central highlands were 
due to the resistance of the friars of the mendicant orders against the congrega-
tions. Elsewhere, they saw ecclesiastical advantage in concentrating the Indian 
population and therefore cooperated. However, in the central highlands the friars 
had no problems with the accessibility of the Indians and therefore they had little 
reason to promote congregations there. According to Monterrey, the congrega-
tions were also obstructed by the Indians around Mexico City and Puebla. They 
were more hispanized (más ladino) than elsewhere, and hence more inclined to 
opposition, if they thought that they might profit from it. Most congregations in 
the valley of Puebla were of a modest scale and were confined to the concentra-
tion of, at the most, a few dozens of Indians in barrios. The resettlement was 
executed in close cooperation with local Indian leaders.4" 
The reports on the congregations in the valley of Puebla and the litigations 
connected with them, enable us to consider the implementation of the viceregal 
politics in some detail. It appears that every time a congregation would cause any 
problems, the plaintiff took the case to court at once; many of these lawsuits have 
survived. There were Spanish as well as Indian complaints. Sometimes, both 
Spaniards and Indians tried to use the congregations to their own advantage. Of 
most congregations no reports or legal documents have survived. There are no 
data on the congregations in the western part of the valley of Puebla, the prov-
inces of Atlixco, Cholula and Huejotzingo. The cabeceras of Tochimilco and 
Huaquechula, both situated high on the slopes of the volcano Popocatepetl and 
sparsely inhabited, are the only exceptions here. 
In the province of Tlaxcala, the congregation just affected some small settle-
ments which had been founded on the strips of former no-man's-land in the 
1530s and 1540s. In the larger part of the alcaldía mayor of Tepeaca, congrega-
tions also remained confined to a limited number of Indians. The most extensive 
congregations were founded in the remoter area of the valley of Puebla: in the 
district of Tecali and in Santo Tomás, a sujeto of Tepeaca. In both cases reports 
were written. Even though the congregations sometimes greatly affected the lives 
of the Indians, the Indians only resisted to them if it concerned large-scale ones.41 
The congregations did not really start until the viceroy had appointed a 
number of commissioned judges (jueces de comisión) who had to investigate 
which pueblos de indios were to be congregated and in which place the concen-
tration was to take place. They were commissioned to describe elaborately the 
area under their care. They had to account for their proposals for congregation. 
For Tlaxcala and Tecali there are even detailed instructions.42 
In the spring and summer of 1599, Don Juan Maldonado de Montejo, juez 
comisario of the province of Tepeaca, accompanied by a clerk and an interpreter, 
took his first measures. In both Tecali and Santo Tomás he followed the same 
procedure. He summoned the officials of the pueblo on a Sunday after Mass and 
instructed them to draw a map of the cabecera and all sujetos subordinated to it. 
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The map was checked by the padre guardián, the priest responsible for the 
doctrina -a Franciscan friar- who knew the pueblo best. On the same day, 
Maldonado started his 'visita y demarcación', a survey of all settlements on the 
basis of the map. In accordance with his instructions, he recorded the condition 
of each hamlet: how many tributarios were living there, whether there was a 
church or a chapel, and what climate prevailed." He noted what occupations the 
Indians had, and whether there was sufficient agricultural land. Furthermore, the 
judge inquired about the supply of water, the presence of sufficient pastures for 
livestock and the condition of the 'montes' which were used for the cutting of 
firewood.44 
After some days of reflection, Don Juan Maldonado decided in both cases on 
the places of congregation. In the case of Santo Tomás his decision was undis-
puted. Santo Tomás and its sujetos were situated in an area without an adequate 
supply of either water or monte. None of the settlements there was suitable as a 
centre of congregation. The church and monastery in Santo Tomás were about to 
collapse and the padre guardian had no proper housing. All consulted authorities 
-the alcalde mayor of Tepeaca and the responsible Franciscans- agreed with 
Maldonado that Santo Tomás was in a miserable condition. Everyone thought it 
best to resettle the population in the village of Santa Isabel. In Santa Isabel, there 
was sufficient land and water to take care of the inhabitants of Santo Tomás. The 
only problem was that Santa Isabel was a sujeto of Tepeaca, while only 85 of the 
325 tributarios of Santo Tomás were liable for tribute to Tepeaca. The other 240 
were tributarios of Acatzingo. If they were moved to land under the influence of 
Tepeaca, trouble was imminent, because either the caciques of Tepeaca would 
demand tribute from them, because they were now living on their land and 
Acatzingo would otherwise be offended, or the caciques of Acatzingo would 
continue demanding tribute, because the macehuales were theirs and Tepeaca 
would be offended as they were living on their land. However, a solution was 
easily found, as in Acatzingo there was room enough to harbour 240 extra 
Otomf-Indians in the Otomf barrio. It was therefore decided to move the 85 
tributarios of Tepeaca to Santa Isabel and the other 240 tributarios and their 
families to Acatzingo. On the further course of the congregation no records have 
survived.41 
The case of Tecali was more complicated. Maldonado assigned five centres, in 
which the other seventeen sujetos of Tecali were to be congregated. On the very 
day that he made his decision known, the Indian administrators submitted a 
petition to have it withdrawn. They objected to the congregations on two points: 
for a start, there was no ecclesiastical need of them, as all Indians attended mass 
observantly, and the Franciscan village-priests could provide them with all 
sacraments, if necessary. From an ecclesiastical point of view, they said, 
congregations would only be harmful, since in every sujeto there was now a 
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church or chapel with retables, paintings and gold ornaments and all attributes 
necessary for mass, which would be lost if the places were abandoned* 
In the second place, the Indian administrators argued that the congregations 
would be economically harmful to Tecali and its sujetos. The macehuales, who 
were already poor, would have to make costs to build new homes, which would 
be unbearably high for them. On top of this, they would have to leave their 
fertile land. This would result in a loss of their fruit trees, magueyes and 
nopales. Hunting would largely disappear, as it depended on dispersed settlement. 
As the Indians did not come forward with an alternative for the proposed centres 
of congregation, the Franciscan guardian of Tecali joined his proposal and 
Maldonado went ahead with it.*7 
The course of this congregation of Tecali is unknown to us until January 1605, 
when the newly appointed juez congregador, Diego de Inestrosa Vargas, had a 
preliminary meeting with Fray Pedro de Zarate, at that time padre guardián in 
Tecali, who was a declared opponent of the congregations. The submission by 
Inestrosa of a letter of recommendation from the Franciscan Provincial, did not 
prevent the guardián from lecturing him on the congregations. Fray Pedro knew 
that he could do little to stop the congregation of Tecali; nonetheless he made a 
statement to 'ease his conscience', which he had recorded by the clerk of the 
commission of congregation. He warned that forced resettlement would inflict 
great harm upon the Indians. The least the Spanish authorities could do in 
recompense for the 'affliction and immense labour' which they inflicted upon the 
Indians by the congregations and the accompanying destruction of the church, 
was to excavate the bones of the ancestors with due respect and ceremony and to 
consecrate a new cemetery. Fray Pedro had become so enraged at the policy of 
congregations, which he considered disastrous, that he had sent a copy of his 
declaration and a separate letter to the Council of the Indies in Spain. In the 
letter, he stated, once again, his opinion that the congregations would cause the 
'total destruction' of the Indians. 
Meanwhile, Inestrosa carried on. In February, he started the congregation of 
Santa María Asunción, one of the sujetos of Tecali, which had been designated 
by him as a centre. The first part of the congregation of Santa María went 
smoothly. A traza (a chessboard pattern of streets) was laid out around the 
church and the Indians of the barrios concerned were successfully involved in the 
activities connected with the congregation.4* Only during carnival -carnestolendas, 
the last three days before Ash Wednesday- practically all Indians concerned were 
celebrating in the cabecera of Santiago Tecali and did not react to the trumpet 
signal of the early morning. The number of Indians who were later found in a 
house-to-house search was too small to start work with. On top of this, they got 
drunk while waiting for the congregation committee that was looking for more 
workers. 
The real problems did not develop until the work of the committee had largely 
been completed. The traza was laid out, everyone had been granted a plot for his 
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bouse (solar) and the houses just had to be built. In the instruction to the Indians, 
Úit juez congregador had indicated that he wanted the bouses to be built of adobe 
or stone and not of maize straw or wood. The congregation committee continued 
its work in the next centre of congregation and left responsibility for all further 
activities to an Indian principal. Every month, the alguacil or escribano, who 
were part of the committee, carried out an inspection in Santa María, but the 
construction was not getting on. Only after some inspections and many exhorta-
tions, huts of maize straw were built, but the construction of stone houses had 
not even begun yet. On a tour of inspection on August 8, by no means all Indians 
of Santa María Asunción lived in the congregated village yet, nor was anyone 
busy constructing his house at that time and none of the walls had been built of 
either stone or adobe.49 Therefore, once again, the committee itself took over the 
command of the construction activities. This had some effect, because by the end 
of the year, at least most of the houses were occupied and in some places walls 
of stone were under construction. In January and February 1606, the old houses 
in the former places of settlement were destroyed to prevent the Indians from 
going back there. Obviously, the Indians were rather distressed about this, 
because most of them could not be found on the day the destruction was to take 
place. It is not known how the congregation of Santa María ended, as the last 
part of the archival record which contains the account of the congregations has 
become illegible due to moisture.™ 
Inestrosa did announce that he would continue the congregation in San Miguel, 
but I have not been able to locate the documentation of this part of the congrega-
tion." By the end of April 160S, however, the committee arrived in San 
Francisco Mixtla, another of the five centres designated for congregation in the 
district of Tecali. Here, the work was hampered from the start. Just like his 
predecessor in 1599, Inestrosa started by summoning all people concerned, 
especially the village officials, in the local church, in order to explain his plans. 
Despite his twice repeated summons, which had been communicated by an Indian 
alguacil, no one turned up. The responsible alcalde, who was brought from the 
cabecera of Tecali, apologized by saying that the Indians of Tecali were busy 
putting together a workforce for the drainage works of Mexico City, the so-called 
repartimiento de desagüe. The viceroy had ordered that absolute priority should 
be given to this repartimiento. The alcalde was the only one who could do the 
job, as the gobernador -the leading Indian village official- of Tecali was in the 
city of Mexico and the other alcalde lay ill. Inestrosa instructed him to summon 
the Indians all the same. He just wanted to make a short speech, after which the 
Indians could go on organizing a workforce. At last the information meeting was 
held, although many Indians were absent, already on their way to Mexico City, 
or preparing food for the journey. The juez congregador explained that the 
congregation was meant to make all Indians live together orderly, so they could 
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assist each other in times of trouble, be taught about the christian faith and allow 
the law to protect them effectively. 
The juez congregador ordered lists to be drawn up of the Indians living in the 
various hamlets. Those who were not going to Mexico, had to gather in front of 
the church a few days later, carrying their digging sticks and some long ropes in 
order to measure the lots for the houses. To inspire the Indians with some 
respect, Inestrosa had a whipping post erected in front of the church, so that 
every one who did not cooperate would know what was awaiting him. On the 
first day, everyone started work industriously. On the land that was designated 
for building, solares of 60x60 varas (ca.50 by SO metres) were measured out on 
the indications of the juez congregador. On that day, 52 Indians measured out 39 
solares. The next day at six in the morning, an Indian trumpet player was 
ordered by Inestrosa to give a signal for gathering. Although he was blowing his 
trumpet till eight, hardly anyone turned up. The alguacil of the village was one 
of the few that had come, and was ordered to go by all the houses to find 
workers. He returned with only eight Indians; the others were untraceable. To 
inspire both these eight and the other ones with some awe, Inestrosa had three of 
them given ten lashes with a 'disciplina'. Finally, at nine, there were seventeen 
Indians, who measured out solares until it started to rain in the afternoon. 
The morning of the next day 25 Indians came after the trumpet player had 
been blowing his instrument for two hours again. They had to remove thorn-
bushes and wild nopal cactuses from the monte behind the church, before they 
could go on measuring. And even after that, work did not progress smoothly, 
because the ropes got stuck in the remaining shrubbery. To make sure the 
workers would come back on Monday, their digging sticks were kept back at the 
end of the day. Whoever would not show up to collect his coa, would be pun-
ished. Sunday was a day off, but before Mass, with the entire population present 
as usual, the Indians were, once again, ordered to come to work. To make sure 
this happened, the Indian alguacil and the clerk of the congregation commission 
were sent out to find workers before six on Monday morning. These early 
activities bore fruit, as 58 Indians now appeared. On 10 May, the works of 
measurement had been completed and the solares were allotted. For those who 
had gone to Mexico City, solares were given to their wives, children or relatives. 
The juez congregador gave elaborate instructions for the organization of the 
solares. The instruction was inspired on the local use of so-called jacales (Indian 
house). Each jacal that was built on the allotted solares was to measure thirty by 
twelve feet. The walls of the huts were to be built of stone and adobe and 
thatched with zacate (a kind of straw) or palm leaves. Next to the houses, thirty 
feet of nopal cactuses had to be planted on the solar for the cultivation of 
cochineal, with four or five nopal leaves per foot. To build jacales, the Indians 
were divided into groups of eight workers (cuadrillas). The work had to be 
finished within a month, and those not cooperating were to be punished. In view 
of the earlier opposition to In estrosa's plans, it is not surprising that the construe-
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tion of these houses, like in Santa María, soon stagnated. This time, the juez 
congregador ran out of time and had to break off his mission and leave it 
unaccomplished. 
The authorities did not leave it at that. After having read Inestrosa's report, a 
year later -May 1606- they appointed л juez conservador, who had to see to it 
that the congregated Indians finished the houses and did not rerum to their old 
settlements. The deputy of the alcalde mayor of Tepeaca in Tecali was named to 
this office. It is not known how he fulfilled his task, as no reports have survived. 
In a general decree for the whole of New Spain in 1607, the Indians were 
officially allowed to rerum to their old homes if they wanted to. In later colonial 
times, Tecali consisted of 22 sujetos, as in the visita of 1599, so we may 
conclude that the attempts of the last congregador were no more successful than 
those of his predecessor. 
Complaints about the congregations did not just come from the Indians. In 
Tepeaca, the juez congregador lamented that the congregated Indians of San 
Salvador (east of Tepeaca) could not finish their new homes, as they had to work 
on nearby labores all the time. More often, the Spaniards were concerned that 
their Indian labourers would be involved in a congregation. To prevent this, the 
labrador Don Juan López Mellado petitioned to the Audiencia to exempt his 
labourers from congregation.31 
A few objections concern the illegal occupation of Indian land by Spaniards. 
For example, the Indians of Santa Maria Nativitas, sujeto of Tepeaca, accused 
Alvaro Ruiz of usurpating their land and planting fruit trees and magueyes. In the 
village of Amozoc, in the alcaldía mayor of Puebla, however, an Indian cacique 
tried to tum the congregation to his advantage. The local Indians, led by their 
cacique Bartolomé de Luna, charged the Spaniard Antonio Carrillo before the 
alcalde mayor with having illegally cultivated a plot on their land in Santa Clara 
Tapalayuca, sujeto of Amozoc. In the litigation it appeared, however, that the 
Indian cacique had sold the land to Carillo a few years earlier, and used the 
confusion following the congregation to try to get it back by accusing him of 
having taken it illegally. This plan failed, as Carrillo was able to show a merced 
whereas the Indians could not prove any claims to the land." 
In Amozoc, which formed a pueblo de indios together with Cuautinchan, there 
had been trouble during the entire previous decade. The pueblo was divided in a 
number of irreconcilable factions, the leading caciques of which tried to seize 
power in the village. No wonder that at the time of the congregations a lot of 
manipulation took place. The caciques of Amozoc, together with some influential 
local Spaniards, succeeded in making the juez congregador, Juan Jiménez de 
Riancho, side with them. Jiménez was easier to influence than his colleagues in 
Tecali and Tepeaca. One day in 1605, at four in the morning, he entered the 
hamlet of Santa Maria Nativitas, a sujeto of the city of Puebla -not the same 
settlement as the sujeto of Tepeaca mentioned above-, with a gang of thirty 
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armed Spaniards and set fire to it. According to the Indian leaders and a number 
of Spanish witnesses, Jiménez and his company burned all jacales, which had 
been built of wood and straw, without previous warning. It was a miracle that 
everyone could escape alive. The witnesses thought it even more shocking that 
the church was destroyed and that, without any consideration, the assailants threw 
three statues of Christ, a statue of San Pablo and San Jacinto and a large one of 
San Francisco into the street, as if the inhabitants of Santa Maria Nativitas were 
1
 infidels and Chichimecs'.* The village-leaders argued that Santa Maria had been 
founded with the consent of the viceroy, which had been laid down in official 
papers. However, Jiménez took these from them, when they were shown to him 
on that fateful morning. Afterwards, he locked up the Indians of Santa Maria in 
Amozoc until five in the afternoon, without giving them the opportunity to build 
new houses. Two Spanish witnesses declared that, in their opinion, the juez 
congregador had been manipulated by the caciques and the Spanish inhabitants of 
Amozoc -one of whom was the encomendero-, who wanted the control over the 
tribute and labour of the thirty or forty Indians from Santa Maria Nativitas. It is 
not known how the suit ended, because the alcalde mayor only heard the local 
witnesses and then sent the case for judgment to the Audiencia. 
Jiménez was an exception; in general, the jueces congregadores took their task 
seriously and fulfilled it properly. The majority of the congregations went 
smoothly. Most problems developed in the larger congregations. Above, I have 
mentioned two of the most important causes for this, according to viceroy 
Monterrey: the opposition by the local friars and by the Indians on the central 
highlands, who were much more hispanized than the indigenous population 
elsewhere. These factors indeed appear to have been important. As we have seen 
in Tecali, in 1599, the Indian officials of the pueblo submitted an elaborate 
petition to have the proposed congregation cancelled and in 1605 the local friar 
fiercely opposed them. The manipulation of the congregations by the Indians -
especially the caciques- to their own advantage appeared most clearly in the 
congregation of Amozoc. 
In my opinion, elsewhere the indigenous nobility was more willing to cooper-
ate with the Spanish authorities, because the central highlands differed consider-
ably from the remoter and more secluded areas. One of the most important 
effects of the congregations was that the collection of tributes had become easier. 
This not only served the Spanish authorities, but also the local caciques, because 
they were responsible for the collection of tribute and had rights to tribute 
themselves. On the central highlands, the Indians generally lived in easily 
accessible places, but in the remoter, more mountainous areas the population 
density was lower and the terrain was less accessible. Here, the caciques 
benefitted from large-scale congregations and were more inclined to cooperate. 
The success of the congregations depended on local leaders. This does not mean 
that the common Indians in remote areas were very pleased with the congrega-
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tions. Even there, the congregations only lasted for as long as the Indians were 
allotted better land there than they had had before, which sometimes happened.36 
In the primary sources and in the literature, a number of reasons for congrega-
tions are mentioned. In contemporary official documents, the accessibility of the 
Indians for the clergy is given as the main reason. In view of the protests of the 
regular clergy, the most important group of village-priests at the time, this reason 
was of secondary importance, especially for the authorities in New Spain. 
Considerations of this nature were possibly more important in the mountainous 
regions on the border of the highland. Above, I have discussed the simplification 
of the collection of tribute in isolated areas. This was a reason for the indigenous 
caciques to cooperate. Since the previous period of congregation in the 1550s, 
the tributes had been collected per pueblos de indios on the basis of the number 
of tributarios in the pueblo. The collection of tribute was a responsibility of the 
Indian officials, and the amount of tribute paid to the Crown did not depend on 
the accessibility of the tributarios. The Spanish authorities also benefited, but the 
fiscal advantage remained limited. The congregations had only reduced the risk 
of fraud. 
Above, I have said that, at least on the highlands where the majority of the 
Indians lived, most congregations only affected a limited number of Indians and 
resettlements were rather marginal. Although there was more movement of 
population in the remoter areas, only in a few cases a congregation served more 
structural objectives for the authorities. This was the case in the Sierra Norte de 
Puebla, where many Indians were moved from the isolated mountain slopes 
towards the new camino real in the northern part of Tlaxcala. Because of the 
attempts of structural adaptation, the Mexican historian García Martinez, who has 
studied the congregations in the Sierra at length, even calls the Spanish officials 
designers of geography (diseñadores de geografìa)" 
The rather marginal resettlement of the Indians on the central highlands, the 
area in which most haciendas were founded, makes it doubtful whether clearing 
the land for the haciendas was as important a motive for the officials as many 
have assumed. In this respect, it is significant that haciendas hardly played a part 
in the discussions and disputes about the congregations at all. There were some 
conflicts about land, which were concentrated in the area around the city of 
Puebla. In Amozoc, it was not the Spaniard who appropriated Indian land, but 
rather a cacique of the village who would attempt to deprive the Spaniard of his 
land. In the congregation of Tecali, the haciendas were of no importance whatso-
ever. In the description of the sujetos of Tecali, no haciendas are mentioned and 
in 1599, apart from the Franciscan padre guardian, there was not a Spaniard to 
be found in the entire district who could serve as a witness in the case of the 
congregation. 
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Besides the spiritual care, official reports mention two more reasons for 
congregation, to which little attention has been paid in the literature. The juez 
congregador of Tecali expressed them most clearly: if the Indians started to live 
together they could help each other and it would be easier for the law to protect 
them; they had to form true comunidades. This last point was also often been 
mentioned in other documents. In my opinion, this was the most important reason 
for congregation: the congregations at the tum of the century were a means to 
facilitate the recording of the landownership of the pueblos de indios. The 
mercedes and earlier amparos of cacique-land were complemented by the 
congregations. During the initial survey by the jueces de comisión of the pueblos 
de indios, which they had to congregate, they did not only make a visita (visit), 
but also carried out a demarcación (demarcation). From the second period of 
congregations, several amparos of caciqueAand have survived. In 1643, the 
Indians of Cuautinchan and Amozoc testified in a lawsuit on land that the juez 
congregador had granted them 40 caballerías (some 1720 ha) of land in the 
congregation. According to the American historian James Lockhart, a number of 
village annals, written in Náhuatl, from the valley of Mexico, which he has 
studied, started precisely in the period of congregations, when the jueces congre-
gadores allotted land to the pueblos in question.1* Consequently, the most 
important objective of the congregations was not to resettle the Indian population, 
but rather to establish the actual landownership. The concentration of Indians was 
a means to this end. As a result of the dispersed settlement, it was very difficult 
for the authorities to assess the landrights of Spaniards and Indians. 
Consequently, most congregations affected only small numbers of Indians, 
especially on the central highlands. Elsewhere, often more Indians were resettled, 
but the objective remained the same. 
Just like the first congregation period, those of 1590-1607 constituted a phase 
in the establishment of an administrative division of New Spain on territorial 
criteria, which had been initiated under Spanish rule. With the complex of 
measures connected with the composición of land, the new division of land 
between Spaniards and Indians had been recorded. The Indians kept their old 
miTpa-lands and also retained an important part of the rights to monte and water. 
By means of the purchase of land and through mercedes, the Spaniards arrived in 
many of the areas that had formerly been no-man's-lands between the various 
altepetl of the valley, where they founded labores. These were added to the 
livestock haciendas that they had previously founded in the vast uninhabited tracts 
of land surrounding the densely-populated areas of the valley of Puebla. The 
distribution of land as it had been established in the valley of Puebla until about 
1620, is depicted on Map 4. In 1620, after the composición had been completed, 
there was little unused land in the rural regions of the valley and all rights of 
ownership were settled from that time on. 
During the entire colonial era, the distribution of landownership between 
Indians and Spaniards remained virtually the same. This did not mean that lands, 
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especially those in Spanish hands, remained with the same family all the time. 
Historical research has shown that especially in the eighteenth century, Spanish 
land often changed ownership. With the land, the official titles to it were also 
sold. As a result, selling land changed little in the distribution of landownership 
between Spaniards and Indians. It is hardly surprising that a renewed composi-
ción in 1643 met with resistance from the Spanish landowners. In Cholula, 
Huejotzingo and Tepeaca there had been an elaborate inspection which had only 
been concluded some 25 years before and they were not at all pleased by the 
thought of a repetition, which could only cause unrest and would cost a lot of 
money. The labradores of Atlixco declared that '[...] the lands of their jurisdic-
tion do not need to be surveyed and there are no baldías nor demasías, because 
all [lands are] highly esteemed and valued'.* In order to meet the royal wish to 
get revenues from the composición, without having to go through the trouble of a 
survey, the labradores of the valley of Puebla paid a sum of redemption. 
Conclusion 
Agrarian development was one of the most decisive changes affecting the late 
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries' social transformation in the valley of 
Puebla. For many the rights to land were the basis of existence; after all, colonial 
society was an agrarian society. The formation of Spanish labores marked a 
breakthrough in the relation between Spaniards and Indians. As the demand for 
food serving a Spanish diet grew, number of labores increased, Spaniards started 
to produce food themselves and came to play a more significant part in rural 
society. 
The Spanish agricultural system required far different ecological conditions 
than the Indian one. Spanish wheat cultivation prospered best on the flat lands of 
the riverbanks in the lower parts of the valley where the soil could be ploughed 
without the risk of erosion and where irrigation was possible. The Indian milpas, 
on the other hand, were confined to the lower slopes. Apart from ecological 
considerations, the Indians usually refrained from using the riverbanks from a 
military point of view as well, since the flat lands were very vulnerable to 
attacks. Consequently, the lower parts of the valley were generally used as buffer 
zones between the altepetl. With the pacification under Spanish rule, both 
agricultural and military objections had been removed. In principle, there was an 
ecological separation between Spaniards and Indians. The Spaniards, however, 
could not simply occupy the lower parts of the valley with labores, as this 
conflicted with the Indian view on their rights to land. 
According to the traditional indigenous view, the caciques of the altepetl held 
the power of decision over all land within their sphere of influence. This right 
differed from the European right of ownership, founded in Roman Law, in the 
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sense that it was neither exclusive nor absolute. According to the Spanish custom 
of presura, however, anyone was free to cultivate wastelands, after which he was 
entitled to consider it his property in the sense of Roman Law. Two views on the 
rights to land clashed here and this gave rise to a large number of conflicts. The 
problems were hard to solve, as each party thought to be in its right. For the 
colonial courts it was almost impossible to reach a decision: Spanish law recog-
nized the legitimacy of Indian rights, but these had not been written down. 
Moreover, the claims of the Indian nobles, especially the caciques, often com-
prised vast areas of waste land and also parts which were inhabited and worked 
by macehuales. 
The authorities in Mexico City realized that a solution to this dilemma was of 
the utmost importance for both the development of Spanish agriculture, which 
was vital to the urban centres, and for the restoration of peace in the pueblos. 
Consequently, they initiated an elaborate programme that was meant to record the 
factual distribution of landownership. This programme had two parts. The 
labores of the Spaniards were recorded in mercedes; the Indian possessions were 
first recorded in an inquiry, but as this appeared to be insufficient, it was 
followed by the second programme of congregations. These attempts by the 
Spanish authorities soon bore fruit: when the Indian nobles saw that their rights 
had been recorded in Spanish documents, they felt less threatened. At the same 
time, they impoverished, due to the tribute reforms and the depopulation. They 
started to sell their unproductive lands, mainly the clayey plots on the riverbanks 
and land in the uninhabited peripheries of the provinces. There were many 
Spaniards who wanted to buy the land: in the 1590s, this led to a real scramble 
for land. The sales of land by the Indians were concentrated in the last decade of 
the sixteenth century; after the turn of the century, their number dropped 
considerably. 
The purchases by the Spaniards did not immediately result in fully fledged 
labores; these were often composed later on, by joining parcels and by a selec-
tive sale among Spanish landowners. As a result of the sale of such large 
amounts of land, the first recordings of landownership were no longer sufficient 
and in the second decade of the seventeenth century, the authorities started a 
programme to record the changes, as well. Around 1620, the division of 
landownership stabilized. By then, nearly all agricultural land in Spanish hands 
had been transformed into labores. This did not mean that the sale of land had 
come to a standstill, because Spaniards continued to buy and sell labores during 
the entire colonial era. From this time, however, it were mainly complete farms 
that were sold and no more separate fields. 
In the pueblos de indios, the situation had already stabilised with the congrega-
tions. The recording of the Indian landownership, however, had favoured the 
caciques, because they were the ones who could actually demonstrate their rights 
to land. With the recording of the division of landownership, they had received 
the right of decision of all land that had been under their traditional Herrschaß. 
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These rights comprised both the land that was used by the inhabitants of their 
pueblo and the wastelands, the monte, which were also used by the inhabitants. 
This implies that, within the pueblos, the Indians held on to the old, indigenous 
rights to land, whereas in the relation to Spaniards, the new European laws and 
customs ruled. In the course of time, the European way of thinking gradually 
entered the pueblos, but this was a very slow process, which took most of the 
colonial period." 
The formation of labores created the necessity of a radical adjustment of the 
economy in the region as a whole. Before the development of Spanish agricul-
ture, the city of Puebla de los Angeles, the centre of the region, had been 
dependant on the food production in the pueblos de indios, but after the emerg-
ence of Spanish agriculture, it soon came to depend on Spanish production. For a 
long time, this only held good for wheat, and much less for the supply of maize 
and the other goods, both agricultural and non-agricultural, that were produced in 
the pueblos de indios. Adequate supply was only possible, if transportation was 
adapted to the new demands. The transportation of products was not the only 
problem in the society of New Spain. Agriculture on the labores did not just 
depend on the availability of land, but also on an sufficient supply of labour. This 
last point was most problematic in an area in which the supply of labour was not 
regulated by the market, but by the rights and duties of Herrschaft. The Span-
iards would have preferred these structural adjustments of economy and society 
to develop naturally, but it soon became clear that, once again, intervention was 
the only way by which the authorities could prevent the developments from 
getting out of hand. 
Chapter 4 
The Practice of Regional Economy 
and Administration: the Repartimiento 
de Trabajo and the Repartimiento 
de Comercios 
The formation of haciendas and the introduction of an entirely new system of 
administration changed the socio-economic relations and also the landscape in the 
valley of Puebla in such a way, that we may characterize the entire process as a 
structural social transformation: in 1620, the valley of Puebla looked completely 
different from 1570. The changes in the relations of ownership did not take place 
in a social vacuum. The subject of the present chapter is the way in which the 
changing balance of power and the evolution of the social and economic structure 
influenced one another. Attention is mainly focused on the Spanish officials at the 
regional level: the alcaldes mayores, corregidores, their deputies and their 
interaction with other social groups. 
The transformation took shape particularly in the reactions of the various Spanish 
groups to the demographic and administrative developments and to the new oppor-
tunities which these changes implied or which they created themselves. The future 
lay open to those who adjusted with flexibility to these new possibilities and 
opportunities. Whoever could not summon this flexibility, lost his position. This was 
especially true of the encomenderos and the Franciscans, who had formerly played 
an important part in the relations between Spaniards and Indians. Their position is 
discussed elsewhere. 
The relation between Indians and Spaniards took on a wide variety of shapes in 
the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. In general the archival material 
suggests, that in the course of time they worked out a way of living together, 
notwithstanding the inevitable conflicts and tensions between the two groups. The 
Spaniards could not dominate the situation in the rural areas, because the Indians 
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defended their rights whenever necessary and the Spaniards were only a small 
minority. As I have argued in the previous chapter, the Spaniards could hardly put 
any pressure on the Indians in the formation of haciendas. Besides, there was neither 
a standing army nor a regular police force to exert pressure. Whenever a rebellion 
was to be repressed, an expedition force had to be especially formed from ill-trained 
local Spanish civilians. Although the Spaniards actually used to walk around with 
muskets (arcabuses) or swords and daggers, a single Spaniard stood no chance 
against a turmoil. The muskets could only fire one shot, after which reloading was 
a laborious and rather time-consuming task. In addition, the authorities took action 
against the possession of arms. 
The administrative reforms of the mid-sixteenth century had greatly reinforced 
the position of the bureaucracy of the Spanish state. The Leyes Nuevas strengthened 
the formal position of the regional officials, known as corregidores, alcaides 
mayores and, in Tlaxcala, governor (gobernador). As a result of the important role 
in the social life of the valley of Puebla, which their official position gave them, 
they managed to obtain a lot of power in practice, as well. They executed the 
political programmes of the authorities in Spain and the city of Mexico, yet had 
quite an autonomous position.' 
Their credibility at a local level depended on their way of running the administra-
tion. The Crown had granted them sufficient authority to enable them to give 
meaning to their position. They had been given jurisdiction in order to 'know 
according to civil and criminal justice all that goes on in their districts among 
Spaniards, among Indians and among Spaniards and Indians'.1 Officially, they had 
a term of office of no more than three years, but in practice this varied between one 
and four years. For showing their authority, they received a so-called vara de 
justicia, a staff without which they were not supposed to appear in public. As stated 
in the law, the vara de justicia was the 'insignia by which the Jueces are known [and 
by which it is known] to whom conflicting parties are to go to ask for justice, so that 
all receive justice in equal measure and everyone is heard benevolently'.1 The 
Spanish regional officials were the people who exercised the royal power within 
their districts. As such, they were the agents of the state authority, which had 
basically been organized as a rationalized bureaucratic Herrschaft in a Weberian 
sense.4 
In reality, the administrative authority, which rested on a narrow basis of tax 
income, restricted the practicality of a rationalized administration in the modern 
sense of the word. Soon, lack of funds forced the Crown to start farming out a 
number of lower offices. Initially, these predominantly concerned the offices of 
clerks, alguacilazgos (constables), in the cities, and several offices connected with 
the collection of taxes. At times, however, the sale of offices was not confined to 
administrative functions, but also extended to the sale of the monopoly on the supply 
of meat for the cities.3 In this way, the risk -and most of the profits- connected with 
the uncertain supply of meat to an always unpredictable market, was taken off the 
authorities' shoulders and put under a private person's control. The sale was a 
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guarantee that the person who had bought the monopoly or administrative post would 
make an effort to fulfil properly the duties connected with his office, as these would 
provide him with an income. Notwithstanding the sale, he was still responsible for 
his acts to the Crown. With these sales, the Crown acquired a steady source of 
income, which would have been difficult to secure in any other way. 
During the colonial era, offices with a judicial function, like those of the alcaldes 
mayores and corregidores, were officially not for sale, but when the Crown was 
short of financial means, this prohibition was frequently forgotten. Parry, Tomás y 
Valiente, Yali Román and especially Pietschmann have elaborately studied the 
evolution of the sale of offices. As the sale of offices of these regional officials was 
never legitimate, it is difficult to find out when it all started. In 1638, the viceroy 
was still being corrected by the authorities in Spain for having sold the office of 
alcalde mayor in Huauchinango in the Sierra Norte de Puebla, but towards the end 
of the seventeenth century, the sale of offices seems to have become more and more 
common. This was also the time during which Spain itself was in turmoil as a result 
of the Spanish Wars of Succession, when the Crown suffered a greater shortage of 
money than ever before and the overseas colonies were largely left to their own 
devices.' 
The regional officials were appointed by the viceroy, who also allowed his own 
preferences to play a part here. This does not mean that the appointment of officials 
in the administrative sphere was a careless matter. For example, the alcaldes 
mayores of Tepeaca were usually high-ranked nobles, often members of the distin-
guished Spanish military orders. This did not make them excellent civil servants 
according to modern standards, but to contemporary standards, they were the men 
most qualified for the offices. Consistent with prevailing views on the estates society 
(German: Standenstaat), the Crown was of the opinion that the nobility were better 
suited to fulfil these offices than commoners, as a result of their superior descent 
and nature. Moreover, nobles were not supposed to be dependent on work for a 
living, and, consequently, to fulfil an office just for the honour involved and not for 
any profit. Of course, this was theory rather than practice, as, notwithstanding their 
nobility, most officials did profit from their office. 
At the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth centuries, we can 
distinguish a growing autonomy of administration in New Spain and other Latin-
American territories. The Crown saw very well, that the autonomy of its overseas 
officials could easily lead to all sorts of abuses and therefore imposed several 
restrictions and means of control. Whoever appointed an official was not only 
responsible for his own acts, but basically also for those of his subordinates. In this 
way, a viceroy might be held responsible for the behaviour of an alcalde mayor. In 
his turn, an alcalde mayor was responsible for the behaviour of his subordinates and 
their families. Each official was supposed to behave according to the abstract 
principle of 'good government' (buen gobierno) and to put public welfare (bien 
público, república) before personal interests (particulares intereses). 
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The authorities of the various offices and administrative bodies often overlapped, 
the aim of which was to obtain a balance between the influence of the people who 
fulfilled an office and corporate organizations. Thus, for example, the viceroy had 
all power of government, but the Audiencia also had considerable authority in this 
area. In legislation, the lines between the spheres of influence of both institutions 
were kept vague on purpose. At a regional level, there was the same relation 
between the regional officials and the Spanish and Indian cabildos.'' 
Moreover, besides the regular administrators, special officials were often 
appointed to supervise one sector of society. At the highest administrative levels, 
they were the so-called visitadores generales, who received their assignment in Spain 
and were to evaluate the operations of the Audiencia, the viceroy and the provincial 
officials, as well as the functioning of the administrative system in general. Some 
illustrious visitadores generales of sixteenth-century New Spain were Diego Ramirez 
and Juan de Valderrama, who played an important part in the revision of the tribute 
system.' However, initially, special officials were quite often appointed at lower 
administrative levels as well. Thus, in the sixteenth-century valley of Puebla, there 
were jueces comisarios for the cultivation of cochineal (juez de la grana), for the 
supervision of textile factories (juez de obraje) and for labour services (juez 
repartidor or juez comisario de los alquileres). The jurisdiction of these jueces 
comisarios was limited; besides, they could often do no more than react to the 
existing situation. After the turn of the century, the king in Spain restricted the 
appointment of these regional officials, as they were too expensive and not effective 
enough. Their duties remained, though, and were taken over by the alcalde mayor.4 
It is often stated in the literature that the sale of offices and the lack of control 
by the Spanish state led to vast corruption. In the modem view of a rational 
bureaucratic Herrschaft in a Weberian sense this reproach is possibly justified, but 
in the context of the early-modem state, it is out of place and anachronistic. There 
were two forms of corruption in the Spanish-American context. The first form was 
the appointment of friends and relatives to public offices coming under the control 
of a specific official, and the second one was the use -or abuse- by officials of their 
position and the power connected with it, assuming implicitly that this automatically 
gave rise to a dishonest exercise of these positions. However, what we are prone to 
call corruption was based on a system. It falls outside the scope of this study to 
make an in-depth investigation into the first forms of alleged corruption, the 
nepotism and favouritism, but in order to understand the system behind it, it is 
necessary to make two comments on the subject. 
In the first place, granting public offices to friends and relatives, should be seen 
against the background of an organization of society based on strong family ties. The 
powerful were expected to be a patron for both relatives and friends, regardless 
whether they had economic, social or political power. When offices were sold to 
relatives, it partly prevented inflation, which was likely to occur if a saleable office 
was sold to competing bidders, who subsequently had to squeeze everything out of 
the position just to play even. In addition, if an official had to borrow money in 
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order to be able to pay for the office, there were no banks to supply it. Only in the 
case of relatives there was enough confidence that lent money would be returned.10 
Granting positions to friends and relatives had another advantage: it enabled the 
highest official involved to increase his control over the administrative territory 
falling under his influence. He knew the appointee personally and was, con-
sequently, familiar with his strong and weak points. As a result of these relations of 
blood or friendship, there was also a standard mutual responsibility. In other words, 
it was considered only natural that a friend or member of the family would not 
abuse trust nor take his own interest as a point of departure in the exercise of his 
position. Doing so, he would not only discredit himself, but also his patron. This 
principle was not only valid at a regional level, but also up at the highest levels: 
whenever the king wrote to the viceroy, besides his personal and official titles, he 
would also call him 'my relative* {deudo mio)." 
In this way, the administrative organization remained manageable in a society in 
which control of the activities of subordinates in distant places was very difficult, 
because of the limited means of communication. In a Weberian sense, we could say 
that, in practice, the administrative organization predominantly showed traits of a 
'patrimoniale Herrschaft' besides the rational bureaucratic intentions. It should be 
noted that Weber implied that all non-bureaucratic forms of administration were less 
rational. However, this is a twentieth-century projection which hampers a proper 
understanding of earlier systems of Herrschaft. Colonial rule was a form of 
administration which both adjusted to and evolved from the circumstances, and as 
such it was the most rational under the circumstances for that time. 
It would be a mistake to attribute too much influence to the rural officials and 
their representatives. They often had some thousands or even tens of thousands of 
Indians in extensive areas under their orders and had to take care of the administra-
tion of the Spaniards within their province as well. Besides, within the districts, 
communications were mostly defective and, consequently, slow. As a result, they 
could not exert a very direct control on the social life within the territory under their 
jurisdiction; a problem of all early-modem governments. This does not mean that 
they did not hold an important position in society, but just that they did not have a 
firm grip on its functioning.11 
It is obvious that these considerations only apply to the system in general. In 
practice, it depended on the individual officials whether the means of control, which 
the system offered them, indeed followed the standard rules, leading to buen 
gobierno instead of personal abuse of power or profiteering. The success of the 
Crown's intentions can be measured by the degree to which the Crown could 
implement its policy. Based on the development of labour relations, I shall argue 
below that although the officials usually pursued the Crown's policy, the Crown 
could not directly impose its will on social processes, because in the course of these 
processes, the social groups in New Spain and the existing social structure would 
modify both the policy and the processes themselves. The so-called repartimiento 
de trabajo -the distribution of labour by regional officials- is the central issue in the 
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treatment of labour relations. The degree to which officials at a regional level 
enriched themselves through corruption, will be treated in the analysis of a second 
form of repartimiento, the notorious repartimiento de comercios, which is usually 
described as a forced sale or purchase of goods by Spanish officials from the 
Indians. The general assumption is, that Indians fell victim to the illegal pursuit of 
profit by Spanish officials. In this last case, it will become clear once again that 
regional circumstances were of overriding importance for the form of the 
repartimiento de comercios. 
The establishment of the repartimiento de trabajo 
Many authors have been preoccupied with the labour relations, especially the 
repartimiento de trabajo. The repartimiento de trabajo (literally: redistribution of 
labour) was a forced employment strategy introduced by the Spanish authorities, 
which meant that the tributarios of the pueblos de indios were obliged to perform 
labour services in Spanish enterprises, either labores or mines, or in public works, 
for example in the city of Mexico. It came into being in the sixteenth century and 
is thought to have developed from the prehispanic coatequitl. This had been a 
general labour service for all macehualtin of an altepetl, which was only made use 
of in times of great need, like wartime or natural disasters, and for building 
exceptionally large projects, like temples. The repartimiento de trabajo consisted of 
labour duties of a fixed period of time -usually ranging from one to several weeks-
which rotated among the Indian population. It is seen as one of the most oppressive 
practices of colonial rule. Actually, this view already dates from the sixteenth 
century, as the repartimiento was one of the most controversial subjects in Spanish 
America. The repartimiento de trabajo, called mita in the Andes territories, had a 
different length of life in the various parts of the Spanish colonies. In Central 
Mexico, the system, with the exception of the repartimiento for the mines, lasted for 
about three quarters of a century -from ca. 1570 to 1632-, but, for example, in 
Central America it lasted for most of the colonial era. 
It has been assumed in the literature that in Central Mexico the forced services 
for agriculture became superfluous in the course of time, because the duties of the 
Indian repartimiento labourers from the pueblos de indios, were taken over by 
labourers {gañanes) who were recruited by Spanish hacienda-owners from the Indian 
communities. It has often been discussed whether or not this was accompanied by 
the rise of the so-called debt peonage, which means that the Spaniards forced such 
high advances on the Indians, that the meagre wages they earned were insufficient 
for them to redeem these advances during their employment. Both points deserve 
attention." 
In their handbook on the colonial history of Latin America, Lockhart and 
Schwartz write that the history of labour relations had two remarkable breaks: one 
between encomienda and repartimiento and the other between repartimiento and 
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peonage. The break between encomienda and repartimiento was not very distinct, 
but from the beginning, the repartimiento had been designed as an alternative for 
encomienda. The relation between repartimiento and peonage was more complex and 
rooted in the agrarian practice of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The broad 
outlines of this development have been sketched by Chevalier, Zavala and Gibson." 
In the course of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, in the rural areas -and 
indeed in the urban areas as well- a labour market came into being, in which 
demand and supply slowly reached an equilibrium. As is evident from the date of 
the abolition of the repartimiento, this growth towards an equilibrium more or kept 
less pace with the consolidation of the Spanish landownership in the second and third 
decades of the seventeenth century, which has been sketched in the previous chapter. 
Unfortunately, it is not quite possible to sketch the development of the labour market 
in quantitative detail, because no figures are available. 
It is not immediately obvious to what degree the free labour market replaced the 
forced labour services. In order to understand the relation between these two forms 
of labour supply, we must first go more deeply into the characteristics of the 
agrarian repartimiento and the way in which it took shape in the valley of Puebla. 
In the background, the policies of both Mexico City and Spain always played a role. 
These continuously aimed at abolishing the repartimiento duties of the pueblos, and 
as long as this was impossible, at reducing them as much as possible. The object 
was to establish a proper labour market in which the laws of demand and supply 
would rule, instead of the situation of the early period, which had been characterized 
by government intervention. 
The evolution of the labour relations in the period from 1570 to 1640 was most 
intricate, because it was influenced by a great number of circumstances. Of course, 
the Spaniards were dominant on the demand side of the labour market that was 
coming into being. The formation of labores and the foundation of obrajes (textile 
mills) in the major towns and cities brought about an increase in the demand for 
labour. On the supply side of the labour market there were two tendencies. On the 
one hand, supply grew, because an increasing number of Indians escaped the 
influence of their pueblos. On the other hand, however, supply dropped due to the 
depopulation as a result of epidemics. Matters were further complicated by the 
strongly controlled policies of the Spanish authorities, aimed at a regulation of 
labour relations. 
This readiness to intervene was a symptom of the dilemma concerning labour 
supply, which vexed the viceregal authorities. They realized that an adequate labour 
supply was of crucial importance to the functioning of Spanish economic activities. 
From the outset, the viceregal administration had preferred to leave this entirely to 
the free recruitment of labourers on the labour market. The remarkable growth of 
the demand for labour on the rapidly evolving Spanish haciendas was not immediate-
ly accompanied by an equal growth of labour supply. In prehispanic labour relations, 
which I have characterized as a Personenverband, there had never been a labour 
market of any size, although there had always been people who had earned a living 
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partly by performing occasional services for others. Before the tribute reforms were 
established around 1570, most labour had been tied to the personal relations of 
power which had defined prehispanic society and had continued under the 
encomienda. As I have remarked above, the Indians regarded the labour services as 
an inseparable part of tribute. Thus, it was not surprising that often the caciques 
objected strongly to the introduction of structural and official repartimiento services, 
because they saw them as further encroachments on their tribute rights. 
Because the macehuales were so closely tied to the power structure of their 
pueblos, it was not likely that they would offer themselves on the labour market, as 
this would imply that they would withdraw from their pueblos and loose their rights 
to land. As we have seen above, however, many macehuales did escape in the last 
decades of the sixteenth and the early decades of the seventeenth centuries, and, 
consequently, the supply of labour increased rapidly. Only because the labour supply 
still had to develop from scratch and because the change in mentality of the 
indigenous population was not accomplished overnight, initially the growth of the 
supply could not keep pace with the growth of the demand for labour. As 
macehuales left their pueblos and offered themselves as labourers on the labores 
towards the end of the sixteenth century, the needs of the labradores were somewhat 
reduced, but at the same time this increased the economic pressure on the pueblos 
and especially on the caciques who lost many of their subjects. 
The repartimiento caused strong feelings in late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-
century New Spain. Naturally, the labradores were in favour of a repartimiento of 
labourers to the labores and the prevailing view in official circles was that the 
maintenance of forced labour services was the only solution to the lack of labour. 
As could be expected, the most vehement protests to the labour services came from 
the Indian caciques, the regular clergy, especially the Franciscans, and officials who 
had been influenced by them, like Alonso de Zorita. The most important spokesman 
for this group was the Franciscan Mendieta, who had the Indian caciques complain 
against the new Spanish order in his Historia Eclesiástica Indiana: 'In which good 
law is it appropriate that, while we are the natural inhabitants of these lands and 
[the Spaniards] have just arrived, we are to serve them, without having done any 
wrong to them, but rather they to us\" There were even Indians of noble descent 
who now had to serve Spaniards. 
In this quote, we once again see the protest of the Indian nobles against the 
effects of the tribute reforms, as a result of which many lower-ranking nobles had 
lost their tribute rights and privileges. In the eyes of Mendieta and the other 
Franciscans, the repartimiento services were nothing more than slavery and a means 
of oppression. Wherever the Indians were treated well, they would come to the 
Spanish labores by themselves, he wrote." The picture of the repartimiento as appal-
ling exploitation and enslavement sketched by the Franciscans, deeply influenced 
later historians. 
Admittedly, there were some elements in the repartimiento which made it one of 
the most arduous duties for the indigenous population. The primary problem of the 
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agrarian repartimiento was the significant difference with the coatequitl from which 
it had evolved. The coatequitl had usually been confined to the own altepetl, and the 
macehualtin had taken part in it together with their wives. Labour had been divided 
in such a way that the women had prepared the food, while the men had performed 
the work for the altepetl. Repartimiento labour often took place at quite some 
distance from the own pueblo, so the Indians had to take food for the road. The 
tortillas they took with them did not keep long and within a few days even became 
uneatable. The labour services themselves were not so much of a burden to the 
macehuales, but mostly the fact that they still had to serve their caciques, too, in 
addition to the repartimiento. After all, these were part of the old tribute obligations 
and, obviously, the caciques were not willing to give up their old rights. Especially 
the obligation to submit those groups to the repartimiento that had previously been 
exempted from the services, the terrazgueros, the artisans and part of the lower 
nobility, crossed Indian custom to such a degree that it met with enormous 
resistance.17 
In 1S49, the personal services were detached from the tribute obligation of the 
Indians to their encomenderos. Gibson quotes the Spaniard Suárez de Peralta, who 
remarks on his youth in the city of Mexico in the middle of the sixteenth century, 
saying that before the measure of 1549 'everyone's house was filled with whatever 
the land provided, [...] but the moment that these rules took effect everything had 
to be bought, properties began to deteriorate, and people found themselves in 
need'." The scarcity of labour increased to such an extent that a solution had to be 
found right away. The Crown in Spain refused to reinstate the personal services that 
were part of the encomiendas, but agreed to force unemployed Indians to perform 
wage labour for some crucial sectors of the economy. In the instructions to viceroy 
Luis de Velasco it was voiced as follows:" 
'[...] Because the said Indians are by nature inclined to idleness, which is to their 
own great disadvantage, you are to see to it that in all provinces of this New 
Spain, the Indians who are artisans, understand their trade and practise it. Those 
who are farmers, have to till and cultivate the land and to sow maize and wheat 
on their fields, to which purpose you have to give them land without inflicting 
harm upon anyone else. And the traders have to know their trade and merchan-
dise. [...] You are to order the Indians who are not occupied in any of the trades 
mentioned above, that they hire themselves out to work on the labores in the 
countryside and in the urban works, so that they do not wander idly, because 
idleness is cause to many vices. And you are to order the clergy that they 
persuade them to act in this way, and you on your part have to do so, as well 
[...]. The oidores who go on inspection have to do likewise, so that the above 
said is done and takes shape through the hands of our authorities. [But] the 
Spaniards are not to force [the Indians] to do this, even if they are Indians of 
their own encomiendas. You shall order that the day's wages for their work be 
given to the working Indians themselves, and not to their principales or anyone 
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else. And they are to be moderately charged with work and one [i.e. the Spanish 
employers] is to know, that those who commit violations against these matters 
will be severely punished'. 
The labour services under responsibility of the Spanish officials were not entirely 
new. As Hirschberg has shown, the first precedent was created with the foundation 
of the city of Puebla de los Angeles in 1531. In the Poblano context, the labour 
services were, according to her, meant to be 'an alternative to encomienda".™ 
Under the leadership of the Franciscans, the Spanish authorities had partly exempted 
the Indians of Huejotzingo, Cholula, Calpan and Cuautinchan from payment of 
tribute, in exchange for their labour services to the city. Tlaxcala was exempted 
from tribute as a result of its alliance with the Spaniards during the conquest, but 
it was supposed to supply labourers for the foundation of Puebla. The former status 
of Cholula and Huejotzingo as private encomiendas was even rescinded to allow for 
the continuation of labour services in the period following the foundation of the city. 
In the case of the city of Puebla, rotating labour services were used, in which each 
shift was relieved after a week by the next. As such, the system showed a relation 
to the labour services to the prehispanic lords, which after all, also lasted a week. 
To what extent this rotating system of large groups of people was part of the 
indigenous coatequitl, or whether it was a Spanish innovation, remains unclear." 
After the foundation of the city of Puebla, the Poblanos continued to receive 
labour services for the construction of houses in the city and, increasingly, for their 
agrarian enterprises in the valley of Atlixco. In 1550, viceroy Mendoza decreed that 
the indigenous coatequitl should also be used for recruiting people to work on the 
haciendas surrounding the city of Mexico. In the 1550s, in both Puebla and Mexico 
the coatequitl remained in use for the supply of labour. According to Gibson, the 
coatequitl in the valley of Mexico was called llamamiento general (general summon) 
by the Spaniards. He also argued that the three tiered structure of the Aztec empire 
could still be distinguished in the structure of the official labour services in the 
valley of Mexico. Before the 1560s, this new form of labour services was rather 
informal, but in due course it was formalized in the repartimiento de trabajo.11 
The authorities thought to have found a way to make the inevitable labour 
services as little a burden for the Indians as possible. Until 1575, the repartimiento 
was hardly applied at all. Until that time, in the valley of Puebla, only religious 
constructions -especially the cathedral- in Puebla and the farms in the valley of 
Atlixco were regularly supplied with labourers. In 1575, there came an order that 
the labour duties were to be extended to the mines. However, this was only the case 
in areas where there were both mines and Indians, like the area around Teotitlan del 
Camino south of Puebla, Sultepec, southwest of Toluca, Taxco, in the present state 
of Guerrero, and Pachuca, north of Mexico City. The repartimiento was never used 
in the important, but distant silver mines of Zacatecas; there, the Spaniards remained 
dependant on (black) slaves and especially on labourers who had been hired on the 
free market." 
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After 1575, the forced labour services of the Indians also remained confined to 
the agrarian repartimiento and the construction of churches and monasteries in the 
valley of Puebla. In addition, at times there were occasional duties like the services 
for the construction of the drainage works in Mexico City, for which Indians from 
a large part of New Spain were recruited. For example, during the congregation of 
Tecali in 1606, many Indians were absent as a result of the desagüe obligations of 
the pueblo." Indians from Tlaxcala were working at the construction of the cathedral 
of Puebla in the sixteenth and a large part of the seventeenth centuries. In 1616, it 
was said that, every week, fifty labourers worked on the construction of the church. 
Still, the cathedral was not finished until 1640, when the energetic bishop Palafox 
y Mendoza speeded the construction works up. Apart from the cathedral, Indians 
were frequently released from the agrarian repartimiento to help in the construction 
or reparation of churches and monasteries." 
The structure of the agrarian repartimiento 
By far the most important form of repartimiento in the valley of Puebla was the 
agrarian repartimiento. Until about 1580 it was confined to the valley of Atlixco, but 
after that it was introduced in the plains of San Pablo in the alcaldía mayor of 
Tepeaca as well. At first repartimiento duties were the same all year, but after 1576 
it was determined that the year was divided in two periods in which different labour 
services were required. In the half year from November to April the single (sencilla) 
repartimiento applied, 'as this is the time in which not so much is needed' '," while 
from May to October double {dobla) repartimiento services were demanded. This 
was the time in which weeding and harvesting was conducted on the labores, the 
percent of the number of tributarios of a pueblo. The duties of the sencilla and the 
dobla taken together this amounted to three weeks of service per macehual per 
annum.17 
The agrarian repartimiento was under the administration of a special official, the 
juez repartidor. Though before 1580 someone had occupied himself with the 
appointed for the plains of San Pablo, the nearby agricultural centre, whose detailed 
instructions have survived. From later documents it appears that this instruction for 
the greater part remained valid for the entire period in which the agrarian 
repartimiento existed. Therefore it is worthwhile going into some detail. Information 
on the position oí juez repartidor is scant, but it is clear that this instruction for the 
juez repartidor of San Pablo was no exception. It seems to have been more or less 
the same in other areas where there was an agrarian repartimiento. The decrees as 
they applied in San Pablo apparently were first developed in the area of Tacuba, 
near the city of Mexico. The instruction of the juez repartidor of Azcapotzalco in 
the valley of Mexico (1580) has survived completely and was more or less identical 
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to the one of San Pablo. As is to be gathered from a number of documents this also 
was the case in the valley of Atlixco, and in the area of San Juan Ixtacamaxtitlan, 
more to the North, where in 1606 the labrador Andrés Quixada complained of 
frequent unwanted and costly visits by the local officials.2* 
The juez repartidor was required to actually reside in the area under his administ-
ration. He was to see to it that the Indians were only used in cultivation -especially 
wheat- and the reparation of houses, corrals and stores on the labores. He was to 
pay regular visits to all labores that received repartimiento labourers, to consider 
how many labourers the labradores needed to work the land they had sown and to 
make sure they treated the Indian labourers well. He had received jurisdiction over 
all matters concerning the repartimiento and power over both Spaniards and Indians. 
He was given authority to impose sanctions on those who refused to cooperate to the 
proper settlement of the repartimiento, no matter whether this concerned Indian 
officials who refused to supply labourers, or labradores who kept them for too long, 
treated them badly or employed them in a different way than he had indicated. On 
Saturday the labradores had to pay the wages of the Indians, to the amount of a half 
real per working day. Apart from this wage they had to pay a half real per worker 
to the juez repartidor and another half real per half year for each fanega of wheat 
sown." The shifts of labourers each worked a full week from Monday to Monday. 
They were supposed to gather in the village of San Pablo, as this was situated most 
favourably on the plains. On Monday afternoon, when the next gang arrived, the 
labourers could return home. The Indians who came from a longer distance than 
four leguas (some 16.S km) were also paid for the days of travel; they were equally 
distributed over the labradores, so that one Spaniard would not have to pay more 
than another. In 1580 the repartimiento of the plains of San Pablo were imposed on 
the Indians of Tecamachalco, Quechula and Nopaluca. Tecamachalco had to supply 
SSO labourers in the time of the dobla; Quechula 420 and Nopaluca 10. In the time 
of weeding (the escarda) -the sencilla proper had not yet been introduced-
Tecamachalco had to supply 160 labourers, Quechula 40 and Nopaluca was 
exempted." 
Not everything concerning the functioning of the juez repartidor had was 
explained in this instruction. In 1599 it was complemented, because of the frequent 
problems in the repartimiento, in which the labradores in the words of the Audiencia 
used to 'serve themselves of them [i.e. the Indians] just for their own profit and not 
for that of the republic as they ought to'." The most important problems were that 
the labradores did not pay the Indians or kept them on their labor for too long a 
period. The viceroy ordered as a remedy that on the day that the week of 
repartimiento for a gang started, the money that a labrador would come to owe for 
the week of service ahead, was to be put in a box with three keys, held by the 
repartidor and his two deputies. The Indians were to be made explained that their 
money was in the box, so that they would not have to ask for their wages when their 
week of services was finished. The box was held in custody by the juez repartidor. 
He also had to see to it that after the period of service as many Indians returned as 
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bad gone and that they were not put to work on holidays or art night. According the 
this same instruction many Indians ran away during the repartimiento, so that the 
labradores would 'suffer in both services and money'* In these cases the repartidor 
was to return the excess money for wages which the labradores had trusted to him. 
The Audiencia was also prepared to act on request by the labradores. When in 
1606 they requested a decree in which it was pronounced that in absence of the 
repartidor, one of the farmers could not be appointed as a deputy, on the rather 
obvious reason that this would lead to great trouble 'especially because he was a 
labrador and would be interested to allocate more Indians to himself than he was 
entitled to, and he would [assign] more and fewer Indians as would please him\a 
Considering the wide-spread resistance to the repartimiento and the never abating 
stream of complaints flooding the offices of the authorities in the city of Mexico and 
in Spain, it is not surprising that the authorities were soon convinced that the 
repartimiento was by no means such an ideal solution to the problem of labour 
supply as they had imagined. Many Spanish officials of the second half of the 
sixteenth century sighed that it seemed as if all that was in favour of the república 
de españoles was harmful to the Indians and the other way round.M Hence, more and 
more limitations were imposed on the repartimiento. The wage of the Indian 
labourers was raised and it was decreed that apart from their half real a day, they 
also had to be given board and lodging. The authorities constantly tried to abolish 
the repartimiento, especially under pressure of the many complaints by the clergy. 
From 1590 onwards a number of measures were taken which were to lead to 
abolishment. In that year viceroy Villamanrique tried to abolish the sencilla. On 17 
March he wrote that he had made 'a new and good regulation of the repartimiento 
of the Indians for the labradores'.M He held the opinion that for the cultivation of 
wheat it was not necessary that the Indians supplied services throughout the year, 
because, he stated, the labradores did not employ the Indians in quiet times, they 
sold the services, which then were used for other purposes. He recorded that for the 
most important agrarian works, the weeding and the harvest, only ten weeks of 
labour were needed. Therefore he reduced the total of services to two thirds of the 
old duties which had to be accomplished in ten weeks. His successor Don Luis de 
Velasco adopted the decree. However, for the time being it was impossible to 
abolish the duties of the sencilla altogether, because of the lack of labourers who 
offered themselves voluntarily for work on the labores. In the seventeenth century 
the duties still existed, even though the labour services outside the period of harvests 
were reduced to two percent instead of four percent of the tributarios of a pueblo. 
In the time of the dobla, the duties now amounted to ten percent per week, but in 
due course these obligations were further cut down. 
The abolishment of the entire agrarian repartimiento remained the ultimate goal 
the authorities were striving for. Viceroy Velasco wrote to the Council of the Indies 
that ideally the Indians would voluntarily contracted with a Spanish employer, 
without having to be compelled. The Council was by no means deaf to such 
suggestions: on the basis of its advice in 1596, in 1601 the king decided to abolish 
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the repartimiento. He issued a decree that all repartimientos were to be abolished, 
except for the mining repartimiento. He did not intend, he wrote, to deprive 'the 
said estates and estancias of the services they needed for their cultivation and care, 
but while these [had] all they needed the Indians ought neither to be oppressed nor 
to be held [on the estates] contrary to their will, as had been the case in the past'. 
The Crown had in mind that 'the Indians who were needed for work on the said 
estates and estancias would hire themselves for the necessary jobs from the 
surrounding pueblos [...]',* but among the labradores this gave rise to such impas-
sioned protests, that this measure first had to be postponed and later cancelled. In 
Atlixco and Huejotzingo the repartimiento was executed in the normal way in 1603 
and 1604. 
In addition it has to be remarked that the situation in the rural areas had not 
stabilized yet at this time. As I have argued in the preceding chapter, ownership 
relations had not been settled in the first decade of the seventeenth century. Many 
labores were still in the middle of a process of development. Viceroy Velasco's plan 
to have the Indians tie themselves with one labrador, also the season labourers, at 
this moment had no chance of success because of the rapidly changing size of the 
labores and the quickly changing owners. The danger that a labor would pass into 
other hands within a short time was not at all imaginary, and voluntary ties to a 
labrador were perforce very temporary character.37 
After a postponement of eight years in 1609 at last the prohibition of the agrarian 
repartimiento of 1601 was revoked. The Crown wrote that apparently on that 
moment it was impossible to keep the labores going without the forced labour 
services. However, these had to be cut back as much as possible, both at that time 
and in the future. If the Indians would appear to be more cooperative in the future 
and would indeed tie themselves to a labrador, the agrarian repartimiento was to be 
abolished without further delay." In the course of the seventeenth century the 
importance of the repartimiento steadily decreased. When in the 1620 the rights to 
repartimiento services were taken from the regidores (aldermen) of the city of 
Puebla, this decision had to be revoked later, but the eventual formal abolishment 
of the agrarian labour services in 1632 caused little commotion. After that the 
repartimiento did continue, however, for the mines and the desagüe of Mexico 
City." 
The agrarian repartimiento in the valley of Puebla was focused on the valley of 
Atlixco and the plains of San Pablo, the two most important agrarian areas. The way 
in which the various pueblos de indios had to take part in the repartimiento was of 
course strongly tied to the demands of farming. As I have indicated above the 
repartimiento evolved from the personal services to the vecinos of Puebla de los 
Angeles in the 1530s and 1540s. These were increasingly employed on farms of the 
valley of Atlixco, most of which belonged to the Poblanos. Many of the pueblos of 
the valley of Puebla had to contribute to the repartimiento in Puebla, as a result few 
pueblos were initially involved in the repartimiento of San Pablo, where Spaniards 
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only settled at a later time. In the instruction of the juez repartidor of San Pablo in 
1580 it was decreed that only Tecamachalco, Quechula and during the period of 
dobla also Nopaluca had to supply labourers. The other surrounding pueblos of 
Tepeaca, Acatzingo, Tecali, Cuautinchan and Amozoc were obliged to supply 
labourers to valley of Atlixco. However, with the growth of the number of labores 
in the plains of San Pablo in the 1580s and 1590s, the demand for labourers grew. 
At the same time the supply from the repartimiento soon reached its limit, because 
the repartimiento duties of the pueblos were bound to fixed quota and the authorities 
strove to decrease rather than to increase these numbers. In addition the number of 
tributarios decreased as a result of epidemics and migration, and with it the number 
of repartimiento labourers related to it. The necessity of the labradores of San Pablo 
was lessened somewhat because the pueblos of Tehuacan and Tepexi, situated some 
fifty kilometres from the plains of San Pablo to the southwest and the south 
respectively. After some time labores began developing in the area of Tehuacan as 
well, and with it a demand for labour, resulting in a decrease of the number of 
labourers from this area. 
On request of the pueblos of Acatzingo and Tepeaca in 1591 the viceregal 
authorities investigated the services these pueblos had to perform in the valley of 
Atlixco, because they alleged their men had to walk two days to get there and 
another two days to return. The investigation showed that for the labourers of the 
pueblo of Tepexi it made no difference whether they went to San Pablo or to 
Atlixco, so that it was decided that Acatzingo and Tepeaca were allowed to change 
places with Tepexi. But Tepexi had far less tributarios that Tepeaca and Acatzingo, 
so that the exchange could only be temporary. Tepeaca and Acatzingo, however, 
seized the opportunity and interpreted the measure as a alleviation of their duties. 
This was much to the disadvantage of the labradores of Atlixco, who brought the 
case before court in the Audiencia in the city of Mexico. In 1595 therefore, it was 
emphatically decreed that Acatzingo and Tepeaca were allowed to change with 
Tepexi, but that they had to keep on sending the difference between their own share 
and the one of Tepexi to the valley of Atlixco. Of course the pueblos protested 
again: Atlixco was far away and the labradores kept their labourers for too long and 
treated them badly. The Audiencia instructed the juez repartidor of Atlixco to see 
to it that the regulations were accurately followed, but it closed the case.40 
The repartimiento-duties of the pueblos of Cuautinchan and Tecali were also 
partly transferred from Atlixco to San Pablo. All taken together in the beginning of 
the seventeenth century the labradores in Atlixco got their supply of repartimiento 
labourers from the pueblos de indios of Calpan, Cholula, Huejotzingo, Huaquechula, 
Tochimilco, Cuautinchan, Acatzingo, Tepeaca, Tecali in the valley of Puebla and 
Tepexi, Chietla and Huatlatlauca that were situated more to the south. The 
repartimiento labourers from the labores on the plains of San Pablo came from the 
pueblos of Tecamachalco, Quechula, Nopaluca, Tepeaca, Acatzingo, Cuautinchan, 
Tecali and Tehuacan. Only the province of Tlaxcala remained completely exempted 
from the agrarian repartimiento (Map 5). 
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As the repartimiento labourers grew scarce and the number on labores in the 
central parts of the valley of Puebla became increased, it became ever more difficult 
for the labradores to get men from the repartimiento. Consequently, after 1590 the 
number of permanent labourers, mostly called gañanes, increased in the entire 
valley. They lived on the labores and were treated differently from the repartimiento 
workers, who were usually called tlaquehuales in the valley of Puebla from early 
times on. In the seventeenth century most labores had gañanes, indifferently whether 
they had a right to repartimiento or not. This was a result of the demands of wheat 
cultivation. Before these had found expression in the repartimiento with the division 
the authorities had made between the periods of sencilla and dobla. The dobla and 
sencilla duties of the 1580s, however, were rough divisions of half a year, based on 
a minimum of spontaneous labour supply outside the repartimiento obligations. As 
I have indicated above the duties of the repartimiento were energetically cut back 
by the authorities in Mexico City whenever this was possible. In the seventeenth 
century the duties of the dobla just occupied one or two months and focused on the 
harvest; the other jobs were mainly done by gañanes. In the course of time the 
repartimiento increasingly got the function of seasonal labour supply. 
If we take into consideration that the non-urban repartimiento in the valley of 
Puebla was exclusively granted for the production of wheat, seasonal labour was 
indeed only necessary for the harvest, as far as the irrigated wheat was concerned. 
Information is scarce, but as far as can be gathered from the documents, the labores 
exclusively employed irrigated wheat cultivation in this time.41 This implies that the 
harvest took place just before the rainy season. The grain stayed on the land as long 
as possible to ripen and to dry, but just before the rains started it had to be brought 
in as soon as possible so that it would not be spoiled. On the milpas of the Indians 
at the same time the stalks of the maize had to be bound into bundles, which had to 
be strengthened by a heap of earth, to protect the stalks from being flattened by the 
driving showers.*1 In the time just before the rainy season there was a peak in the 
agricultural operations, both on the labores and on the Indian milpas. For the rest 
the activities in the cultivation of the different crops were not synchronic. The 
argumentation of various authors that the repartimiento-àuties of the Indians 
coincided precisely with when the time when their own fields demanded most 
attention, is just valid for the period from May to June.4' However, there was a 
number of factors which made the burden easier to carry. The activities on the 
milpas stretched over a couple of months, while the repartimiento services remained 
confined to one week. The Indians had to perform services at turns, as a result of 
which they could take over the labour of each other; this had been a prehispanic use. 
On top of this the heaviest duties were those of the young, unmarried men, who had 
no responsibility for a farm or family of their own.44 
Only the Spaniards in the oldest hacienda areas had a right to repartimiento 
labourers and even then just to a minimum. Every new labrador who wanted 
labourers from the repartimiento, had to request a survey (visita) of his labor and 
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in the seventeenth century he even needed an viceregal order. From the sixteenth 
century until the abolishment of the repartimiento, there were labradores who 
applied for such an order." Apart from them a lot of labradores were deprived of 
repartimiento labourers. An example may illustrate how little room there was leeft 
in the repartimiento at the beginning of the seventeenth century. In 1603 Hernando 
de Ortega from Puebla applied for a renewed grant of labourers. Previously he got 
twelve Indians from Tepeaca and Acatzingo by way of the repartimiento of Atlixco 
for his labor in Totomehuacan, but because Tepeaca predominantly supplied services 
to San Pablo in 1603, his supply had stopped. He alleged that his labor and the 
bridge of the road to the south, which he was obliged to maintain, suffered from the 
discontinuation of the services and applied for new repartimiento labourers from 
Tecali or from Huatlatlauca. On advice of the juez repartidor, the viceregal 
authorities granted him twelve new Indians from Huatlatlauca, some fifty kilometres 
from the labor, but the next year these did not show up and the pueblo of Huatla-
tlauca notified the authorities that it did not intend to send any in the future either. 
The matter was brought before the Audiencia. The pueblo alleged that the granting 
was unjust and ought to be revoked because it inflicted too much harm on its 
Indians. In the end Huatlatlauca lost the suit and was after all obliged to continue 
sending Indians to the repartimiento. Pending the lawsuit the Audiencia preferred to 
have the services performed by the pueblos of Tecali and Cuautinchan, which were 
closer to the labor. However, these had to be taken from the services to the city of 
Puebla, because according to the regulations of the repartimiento Tecali and 
Cuautinchan could not be obliged to perform more services than they already did.4* 
In the valley of Puebla the repartimiento remained confined to the two 
agricultural areas mentioned above. Outside these, except for some special cases, 
no repartimiento labourers were granted. As a consequence the important 
agricultural areas of Huejotzingo, Tlaxcala and Cholula fell outside the reparti-
miento. But also many of the labores in the valley of San Pablo that came into being 
after 1590 remained dependant on voluntary labour. When in the first decade of the 
seventeenth century the control of the labour of the labores of the valley of San 
Pablo was intensified, several labradores attempted to stay out of the compulsory 
inspection of the responsible official, the juez comisario de alquileres. Their reason 
was that they just had gañanes and no rights to repartimiento and hence the juez 
comisario had no authority over them." 
From the end of the sixteenth century it appeared that there was some sort of 
informal repartimiento in Tlaxcala, which was entirely in the hands of the caciques 
and principales of the province. In 1591 the macehuales of the town complained 
before the Audiencia that each week they provided a repartimiento of 600 labourers. 
The macehuales who fell under this obligation were greatly harmed by them, as they 
received no wages at all." Although the Spanish authorities prohibited these 
practices, the informal repartimiento continued. In periods of a large demand for 
labour on the labores the labradores recruited groups of labourers in Tlaxcala. For 
this they needed the cooperation of the Indian officials {regidores) there, who 
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demanded ten or twelve pesos of commission. Before the Audiencia the labradores 
complained of these practices, which were indeed illegal, bearing in mind earlier 
directions against such interference of Indian nobles with the labour supply. In this 
case the Audiencia ruled against the charging of commission and decided that the 
labradores could freely contract labourers on the market. But the labradores could 
not escape their arrangement with the Indian nobles that easily. The caciques of 
Tlaxcala also knew jurisprudence and perceived that the Audiencia was fiercely 
opposed to labradores who forced Indian labourers to work for them. Shortly after 
the first decision of the Audiencia they appeared before the court to complain of the 
same labradores whom they accused of dragging Indians forcibly from their pueblos 
in order to perform labour services on the labores. The labradores in their turn were 
reprimanded by the Audiencia." Both the nobles and the labradores now had a 
verdict of the Audiencia against them. In fact the dispute remained undecided and 
both parties were served best by making peace and resuming the old agreement. 
This was an example of the caciques' masterly ability to use Spanish laws and 
regulations for the protection of their own position; the second point of interest was 
the informal regulation of labour services between labradores and pueblos de indios, 
in which the caciques played a mediating role. The necessity of this informal 
regulation on the part of the caciques and the officials in the pueblos sprang from 
their responsibility for tribute payment. This notwithstanding the fact that the Crown 
intended to make tribute a responsibility of the pueblos as a whole when it 
introduced the cajas de comunidad in the pueblos. Seasonal labour services, were 
organized by the caciques and pueblo officials to help collecting enough money in 
the caja de comunidad to pay the tribute. 
These interferences of the caciques with the labour supply dated from the 
sixteenth century. In 1587 the viceroy decreed that neither the 'gobernador, alcaldes, 
tequitlatos nor principales' of the pueblos de indios in the plains of San Pablo -and 
numerous areas in the valley of Mexico- were allowed to continue distributing 
'indios gañanes' from their groups of tlaquehuales among the labradores according 
to their own discretion, as they had been doing before. In this, the viceroy wrote, 
they did not appear to be considering the harm done to the other labradores, who 
could not work their fields at the right time as a result of the lack of labourers. The 
sanction against the Indian nobles was that they were expelled from their offices and 
dignities (oficios y cargos).10 In the seventeenth century the interference of the 
caciques with the labour supply simply continued, to the anger of the jueces 
repartidores and the labradores who were interested in a proper execution of the 
repartimiento. 
It is not surprising that the authorities in the city of Mexico stimulated the local 
contracting of labour and always supported those labradores who complained about 
being hampered by other Spaniards in their attempts to contract Indian labourers in 
the pueblos. In 1631 Martín Alonso de Aradilla was the first of a number of 
labradores who complained of the alcaldes mayores of the provinces of Tlaxcala and 
Cholula, who at that time also were the jueces repartidores in those provinces. He 
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alleged that he used to contract many indios peones 'for days or weeks' in those 
provinces for his labores in Huejotzingo. These Indians reached an agreement with 
him voluntarily and 'after their period of service they used to return home most 
satisfied' or, at other times, they went on to work on labores in Tlaxcala. According 
to Alonso de Aradilla these practices were perfectly legal for labradores who got no 
Indians from the repartimiento and he accused the alcaldes mayores who worked 
against him, of just acting out of their own interest, wishing that the services were 
paid to the alcaldes and the gobernador of the pueblos, in stead of to the Indians 
themselves." When the case of Alonso de Aradilla was supported by the Audiencia 
within one year five other labradores followed with the same complaint. The case 
of Aradilla was used as jurisprudence.0 
On the other hand after the repartimiento had been abolished there were many 
complaints that tlaquehuales were still distributed in the old way. Accusations like 
these affected the deputies of the alcaldes mayores (tenientes) but also the clergy and 
the Indians officials in the pueblos. The levies which the labradores had to pay from 
the sixteenth century to the juez repartidor also remained. It is striking that a 
number of the conflicts about the continuation of the repartimiento occurred in 
Tlaxcala, while this province had never had obligations in the agrarian repart-
imiento. This once more indicates the degree to which regulation of the local 
authorities had become part of regional custom. According to the investigations of 
Zavala, Gibson, Riley, Tutino and Ouweneel seasonal labourers were still contracted 
in the same way in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries." 
To a large degree, the developments were influenced by the Spanish authorities. 
They increased fiscal pressure twice in the period under study, in order to get more 
labour from the pueblos. They did so by forcing the officials of the pueblos to 
comply with their tribute obligations more strictly, by seizing the tribute income in 
the cajas de comunidad under control of the Indian cabildos and by restricting the 
expenditures of the cabildos. This caused large problems in the pueblos and the 
cabildos were forced to send more men to work on labores in order to obtain 
additional money. Undoubtedly, these Spanish authorities had not foreseen an 
extension of the informal labour services when they increased their fiscal pressure 
on the pueblos. But in my opinion the authorities did intend to get more labour from 
the pueblos when they put pressure on the cajas de comunidad. The first time was 
in 1598-99, when the authorities were on the verge of abolishing the agrarian repar-
timiento. Their overestimation of the effect of the measure appears from the failure 
of the abolition of 1601. The second time, the 'tribute screw' -if we may character-
ize the measure in this way- was put on, was in 1639-1640, some years after the 
ultimate abolition of the official agrarian repartimiento in 1633. At that time, the 
authorities were greatly concerned by the informal continuation of the old practices; 
they wanted a voluntary labour supply from the pueblos, in which local officials had 
no part. The fiscal measures were a powerful measure in the hands of the 
authorities, and one they applied with restriction. Usually they were quite lenient in 
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exacting tribute from the pueblos, and the requests of cabildos applying for a 
temporary reduction of the tribute were generally granted.54 
During the seventeenth century, the repartimiento labour and the informal seasonal 
labour succeeding it and the gañanía gradually became complementary forms of 
labour, which existed side by side on the labores. In this complementary labour 
regime, the gañanes performed the regular jobs throughout the year and the -formal 
or informal- repartimiento labourers were employed in the seasonal labour. Apart 
from the demands of agriculture, there were other circumstances which influenced 
the development of labour relations. In the first place, due to the pressure on the 
labour market, the demand for labour could not be supplied exclusively by the 
repartimiento. Moreover, the policies of the Crown were directed at reducing the 
Spanish dependency on the compelled labour services. When Spanish landownership 
had stabilized in the second and third decades of the seventeenth century, the impor-
tance of the local organization of labour had increased. No doubt, the authorities had 
rather hoped to see the Indian labourers go to work on labores entirely of their own 
accord, but within the social relations, which were still largely dominated by 
caciques, it was inconceivable that macehuales would go and perform seasonal 
labour on the haciendas on their own authority. 
The agrarian repartimiento was an intermediate phase in the development of 
labour relations in the valley of Puebla. In the second half of the sixteenth century, 
forced labour services were organized with the objective of meeting the pressing 
need of labour on the labores. From the very beginning, the authorities made it clear 
that this was an emergency measure, which was to be replaced as soon as possible 
by a system of free wage work based on the mechanism of the free market. Thus, 
their measures were constantly meant to increase the voluntary labour supply from 
the pueblos. As a result of the explosive growth of the number of labores and the 
large demand for labour which accompanied it on the one hand, and on the other 
hand the relapse in the growth of labour supply as a result of the depopulation 
among the Indians, a balance on the rural labour market only came about in the 
course of the seventeenth century. 
In this new regional equilibrium, not just the labradores and the Indian labourers 
mattered, as the authorities had foreseen, but the caciques also played an important 
part. They organized the supply of seasonal labour from the pueblos, to which effect 
they closed agreements with the labradores. This once again shows the influence 
which the caciques managed to keep at a regional level. 
The gañanía 
In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, the permanent labourers, or 
gañanes, on the labores were of major significance, but in an absolute sense, their 
numbers remained small throughout the period. Usually, the number of gañanes in 
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the areas of Tlaxcala, Totomehuacan and Tepeaca, was not larger than ten to twelve 
people per labor, according to my archival material. With some forty gañanes in the 
1620s, the large hacienda of San Bernardino (Tepeaca) was an exception. However, 
a number of these labourers worked on the summer pastures which the hacienda 
owned in the Mix teca, hence the number of workers actually residing on the farm 
must have been smaller." 
There were few gañanes, as a result of a number of intertwined reasons. It was 
difficult to attract labourers; this was the very reason that the labour repartimiento 
had been introduced. Therefore, gañanes were expensive. It was not so much the 
direct labour costs, because the monthly wages of two pesos of the permanent 
labourers were lower than those of the tlaquehuales from the repartimiento, who 
initially received half a real and later on a full real per day.16 The tlaquehuales did 
not get food rations; not even in the seventeenth century, despite late sixteenth-
century regulations to have this amended. The gañanes, however, got a fixed 
amount of food per week, the so-called ración, even if they were ill. They were also 
expensive, because they lived on the haciendas permanently, and had to be paid, 
whether there was work or not. Furthermore, the labradores paid the gañanes 
advances to their wages. These debts had to be paid back by means of their work 
on the labores. 
From the scarce material of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries which allows 
us to get an insight in the development of the debts, it seems that labradores were 
even supposed to pay advances to the gañanes before they entered their service. The 
notebook in which the labrador Juan López de la Vara recorded the debts and the 
services of his gañanes in 1602, shows that he paid an advance of two to four pesos 
to the Indians who entered his service, either on the market where they were 
contracted, or on his labor on their first working day. At the end of the sixteenth 
century, it was customary in Cholula to pay an advance to all different kinds of 
contract workers, accompanied by the statement that they had to pay back the debt 
from their wages during the contract period." It is obvious that in such cases the 
debts comprised, at most, the wages for the entire contract period. To the 
labradores the debts of the gañanes often meant some hundreds of pesos of 
investment and this was all the more reason to keep the number of permanent 
labourers as small as possible. 
Even though the gañanes often voluntarily asked for advances, the debts which 
thus arose, undoubtedly enabled the labradores to force the Indians to fulfil their 
labour duties. The authorities tried to take action against this exercise of force, but 
their efforts were often in vain. There were two sides to the labour relations, and 
the labradores were not the only ones to take advantage of their position, as is illus-
trated by the following example. In 1602, the Indian Andrés told the teniente of the 
alcalde mayor of Tepeaca in Quechula that the labrador Diego de Frías from 
Tepeaca wanted to take three pesos from him. The teniente issued a prohibition, but 
after a few days the labrador in his tum appeared before him to complain. 
Supported by Indian witnesses, he put forward that the Indian in question had come 
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to his house one day, in order to ask for the pesos as an advance, because he wanted 
to enter into his service." 
It was not always necessary for a labrador to attract labourers by advancing 
wages. In the administration of the hacienda San Bernardino in Tepeaca, the gañán 
Pablo de León was said to be new on the hacienda and to have no debts. The data 
which I have at my disposal, do not give an indication whether this changed in the 
course of time." Historians have long regarded the advance of wages as an 
indication that the gañanía was just as unfree a form of labour as the repartimiento 
or even the encomienda, with the implication that even though the form of labour 
changed, this made little difference to the situation of the Indians. They assumed that 
regardless of the changes, the relations between labrador and gañán continued to be 
simply of an exploitive nature. In recent times, a number of authors has emphasized 
that the debts were not really a means by which the haciendas used to attract or 
retain their gañanes. In this view, it is stressed that the gañanes voluntarily served 
on the haciendas and went away whenever they felt like it, for example when they 
were badly treated. Some authors have argued that the relation between labrador and 
gañán was characterized by a 'moral economy', in which the gañanes supplied 
services in exchange for a guarantee of their subsistence." I think this last view is 
the best expression of the labour relations, as they actually exxisteobn the labores. 
The nature of the relation between labradores and gañanes can be understood if we 
take a closer look at the development of the status of the gañanes. 
Before the Spanish cities and the first haciendas had been founded, all Indians 
belonged to an altepetl and a cacique to which they had to pay tribute. In the course 
of the sixteenth century, however, more and more macehuales escaped the influence 
of the pueblos and migrated to go and work in the cities or on the labores. When 
they moved to the cities, they were lost to their cacique, who could no longer 
demand tribute from them." This was different when they went to work on the 
haciendas as gañanes. In that case, they often remained within sight of their pueblo 
and their cacique and were still supposed to pay tribute to the pueblo. Especially, 
if they no longer took part in the social life of the pueblo and earned their money 
in service of a hacienda, it was only logical that the labrador would pay tribute for 
them to (he pueblo. Soon, this seems to have become part of the agreement between 
labrador and gañán. Of course, this somewhat vague relation between gañanes and 
their pueblos caused problems. On the one hand, for example, the caciques of 
Tehuacan complained that the gañanes were hiding behind their employer in order 
to avoid paying tribute, whereas on the other hand, in 1622, the labrador Nuñez de 
Mondragón accused the cacique of Tepeaca of having forced him to pay tribute for 
two Indians who were not from Tepeaca but from Tlaxcala and Mexico.0 
The question was even more complicated than this, because, as tributarios of the 
pueblos, the gañanes were obliged to supply labour to the repartimiento labour. This 
resulted in the somewhat strange situation that gañanes were taken away from the 
labor on which they were working, in order to go and work on another labor for 
one week. The Audiencia and the alcaldes mayores implemented these duties quite 
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energetically. In the sixteenth century, it frequently occurred that those who were 
charged with the organization of the repartimiento (tequitlatos and mandones), would 
go and fetch the Indians on nearby labores, if they refused to come of their own 
accord. In 1607, the labrador Alonso de Torre from Amozoc complained that he 
had no repartimiento labourers, so that he was left without any labourers when his 
Indians were fulfilling their repartimiento-duties elsewhere. The authorities in 
Mexico City showed no compassion and upheld the order." 
In 1631, the caciques of the Cuautinchan and Amozoc complained that two 
Indians were in the service of the nearby labor of the Jesuits, and that they also had 
other tributarios of their pueblo living on other labores. They had been taken from 
them by constables (alguaciles) of Uns juez repartidor, in order to have them serve 
in the repartimiento. The Audiencia prohibited these last practices, and ordered that 
the gañanes had to come to Cuautinchan to fulfil their duties and if they did not 
comply with it in time, they should be punished. To make quite certain, however, 
the authorities asked, at the same time, the juez repartidor to express his opinion in 
an account of the situation.*4 
These examples may suffice to show that the gañanes gradually became part of 
an inextricable tangle of claims to tribute and labour duties and rights. In the second 
decade of the seventeenth century, a settlement was reached, according to which the 
labradores paid the tribute of their gañanes directly to the treasury instead of to the 
pueblos first. In the 1620s, this regulation was also introduced elsewhere, after 
people had heard of the customs in Tepeaca. With this, the gañanes had become 
tributarios of a hacienda, rather than of a pueblo. In 1623, in several provinces in 
the valley of Puebla, the Franciscans treated tributarios already as though they 
belonged to a hacienda." 
The question of the legal status of the gañanes arose from the customs in the 
rural areas. The fact that the labradores had already been paying tribute for their 
permanent labourers, had been one of the most important reasons for the debts of 
the labourers on the haciendas. The direct payment of tribute by the gañanes or their 
employers was therefore merely a formal step, which was of little practical conse-
quence. In my view, this formal step originated in the consolidation of the relations 
between labradores and gañanes, which kept pace with the consolidation of the 
labores in the first decades of the seventeenth century. With the regulation, the 
viceregal authorities recognized for the first time the right of the labradores to force 
indebted Indians to pay their debts in services. However, this was only a legal 
difference of degree, with few practical consequences. Moreover, it was agreed for 
the time being, that debts could be paid in money, although tribute debts could not 
be redeemed in theory." In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, 
gañanes were usually in no position to redeem their sometimes substantial debts at 
once, and redemption by Spaniards, in order to attract Indians to their own 
enterprises, was explicitly forbidden. 
Zavala, Riley and Verlinden attach much value to the measure, as it was used to 
force Indians to perform agrarian services, but in my view, the measure and its 
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subsequent codification should be seen rather as an official sanctioning of common 
practices. The official recording of tributarios as belonging to haciendas, could 
greatly simplify the exceptionally intricate claims and rights of the rural areas. The 
admittance of the gañanes as tributarios to the haciendas, was also a step in the 
development of the position of the labradores in the rural areas. From the very 
beginning, it had been part of the labrador's duty as an employer, to take care of 
the welfare of the Indians. These duties had been separated from the wages he paid 
them. He had to feed them and to assist them in case of injury or illness. 
Furthermore, an employer was supposed to give financial assistance, for example 
in the case of a marriage. He also had to take care of the spiritual well-being of his 
labourers. This last obligation chiefly meant that he should not only allow them to 
go to church, but even had to see to it that they regularly attended Mass, observed 
Christian holidays and went to confession at least once a year. The servant on his 
part, had to do whatever his employer ordered him to do. These were the mutual 
obligations, usually couched in the term of 'moral economy'." 
All debts and earnings of the gañanes were recorded in a separate notebook. The 
recording consisted of writing down all expenditures, advances and food rations of 
a particular gañán and subtracting the debts from their wages. The wages were 
calculated by indicating the days an Indian had worked with marks and multiplying 
the number of marks by a day's wages. These notebooks were therefore called libros 
de rayas (literally: books of marks). The authorities introduced this system in the 
sixteenth century to facilitate the control of labour; it remained customary throughout 
the colonial period. 
As in the course of the seventeenth century the labradores often came to own 
labores for a longer period, their ties with gañanes would sometimes last as long 
and, at times, even become closer. In accordance with the spirit of the times, in the 
long run, labradores not just acted as employers, but gradually became more like 
a lord and master to the gañanes. In the seventeenth century, the labores increasing-
ly acted as a collective. This is best illustrated, by looking at the conflicts between 
rural Spaniards or between labradores and the authorities. In the sixteenth century, 
these conflicts were usually between individuals or between an individual and the 
authorities. However, from the seventeenth century, a number of conflicts has come 
down to us through the sources, in which a hacienda as a collective, i.e. the 
labrador or a mayordomo and his gañanes, resisted the law. In 1638, in the 
province of Tepeaca, the constable {alguacil) of the alcalde mayor accused Juan 
Camacho el Sordo, mayordomo of the hacienda de labor of Don Pedro Juárez de la 
Parra, and all the gañanes, blacks and mulattoes of the hacienda of having resisted 
him. The alguacil had gone to the hacienda with a decree from the alcalde mayor, 
in order to fetch two Indians who were serving on the hacienda, to lead them before 
the court of the alcalde mayor. When he arrived, he found all people that lived on 
the hacienda before him, armed and shouting, and he was unable to carry out bis 
order. Another example is provided by the accusation of the cacique Don Pedro de 
Luna against Alonso Hernández Buon and his gañanes in 1619. The gañanes bad 
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helped Alonso Hernández when, one night, he had gone out on horseback and had 
kidnapped two boys from Don Pedro's service, to have them work on his labor. In 
this case, the labrador and his gañanes also worked as a team outside of the labor." 
The mutual rights and duties of both labradores and gañanes had been by and 
large clear from the start. When the social structure of the valley of Puebla began 
to take shape, the position of labradores began to resemble that of the caciques more 
and more. The collection of the gañanes' tribute through the haciendas instead of 
the pueblos was an important step, although not of overriding importance in this 
process. It was a measure, however, which made it officially clear, that the labrador 
had the same sort of position of Herrschaft with the Indians on his labor, as the 
caciques had with their macehuales in their domains. In the course of time, this 
position was even strengthened. An important development in this process was the 
right of the gañanes to work a piece of hacienda-land for their own use, as a result 
of which the position of the gañanes even more came to resemble that of the 
tributarios in the pueblos. 
As in all relations of Herrschaft, the relation between labradores and gañanes had 
both a positive and a negative side. The positive side were the more or less balanced 
duties of the moral economy. The negative side consisted of the pressure the 
labradores could and did exert on their labourers. At times, this ended in beatings, 
confinement or forced services. As I have remarked above, these were two sides of 
the same coin; whether the overall balance was positive or negative largely depended 
on the person of the lord. This was another aspect in which the position of the 
labradores differed little from that of the caciques. From the point of view of the 
law, both caciques and labradores had the right to fetch back labourers who still 
owed them tributes or advances. Not just labradores, but also caciques, could have 
tribute debts paid in money, instead of having them all paid in kind through service. 
Thus, in 1S97, the Indian Gaspar Suchial from Tochimilco entered the service of an 
obraje in Cholula. The obrajero forwarded 31 pesos as an advance on his wages, 
so he could pay his tribute debts to the gobernador of Tochimilco, for which he was 
at the time imprisoned in the town jail of Cholula.0 
Legally, it made no difference whether the Indians had prematurely left either a 
hacienda or a pueblo de indios. In both cases, they were called runaways {huidos). 
They appear invariably on the tribute lists and on lists of gañanes. The measures of 
the authorities to discourage these escapes were ambivalent. At a regional level, 
however, neither the labradores nor the caciques ever doubted whether it was legal 
to bring back Indians who had escaped from their service. Moreover, they both even 
cooperated in cases which they considered to be legal, as is apparent from the case 
of a huido of the hacienda of San Bernardino, who was arrested in the pueblo de 
indios of Tecali, with the help of a local cacique, and brought back to the hacienda.™ 
All this does not mean, that labradores or caciques never transgressed their 
authority. There are many examples of labradores who tried to keep their labourers, 
even after they had paid their debts, or even seized labourers from other labores or 
from pueblos de indios. Caciques were also charged with fetching Indians from a 
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hacienda against their will. This is illustrated by the case of the earlier-mentioned 
Don Pedro de Luna, cacique from Acatzingo, who seized two gañanes of the 
labrador Diego Bravo de Cordoba from his labor, and burnt their houses so that 
they could not return." In these cases, the authorities, either the Audiencia or the 
alcaldes mayores, invariably took action against labradores and caciques, even 
though they were inclined to sanction forced service in cases of debt. 
In matters of rural labour relations, the viceregal authorities were in a dilemma, 
because they wanted to accomplish that Indians would serve with someone only out 
of their own free will, and to assure that the labores had enough labourers. 
Moreover, they could neither permit nor accept that indebted Indians left the labores 
or escaped from the influence of their pueblos, both of which happened. Only in the 
course of the seventeenth century, regional custom gradually was formally codified 
in laws.71 
The labour relations of the labores were not the only ones of importance in the 
valley of Puebla. Much demand for labour came from the textile industry, the 
obrajes, which were established in the Spanish cities and towns and which began to 
prosper in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. The urban economy is 
largely beyond the scope of this study; nonetheless it is important to compare the 
labour relations of the obrajes with those on the haciendas. According to Salvucci, 
there were over thirty obrajes in the city of Puebla from around 1580 until 1630; 
apart from these, there was a considerable number of them in Tlaxcala, Atlixco and 
Cholula." The obrajes had many Indian workers and the authorities often 
complained of their miserable labour conditions. In 1597, the viceroy wrote that he 
had often tried to improve them, but that it was impossible to change them all 
without ruining the entire sector, which was vital to the Spanish urban economy. 
Therefore, he could do no more than to concentrate the obrajes in some cities, in 
order to be able to better control the compliance with the regulations. After that, 
action was indeed taken against obrajes outside of the urban centres, as in the case 
of Rodrigo de Orea who had looms (telares para tejer sayales) on his hacienda in 
the plains of San Pablo and had his Indian labourers work far too hard on them.74 
Usually, the measures against the abuses on the obrajes remained without much 
effect.71 Visitation committees were repeatedly sent to the obrajes to see whether the 
workers were treated properly, but in many of the factories the owners were 
informed well in advance by informers about the arrival of the visitation committee, 
so that they had time to accommodate illegally locked-up workers in cellars and 
neighbouring buildings.7* Of course, it is unknown how large this group of illegal 
workers was, although we have to remember that not all imprisoned workers were 
locked-up illegally. For the question is complicated by the fact that the obrajes also 
partly served as an official prison, in which convicts of all kinds served their 
sentences. Most likely, they worked in a closed section of an obraje, which also had 
open sections. In the notarial acts of Cholula, there are many employees of, pre-
dominantly, obrajes, who had to earn the money to pay for the fines which had been 
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imposed on them, by working in an obraje. In such cases, the obrajero would pay 
the entire sum which the convict owed the authorities, and then this former convict 
had to serve in exchange for a fixed amount of wages, until he had earned back his 
debts. The crimes which were redeemed in this way varied from debts to Spaniards 
or caciques, to kidnapping a mulatto-woman from an obraje, stealing or even 
manslaughter.7' Most workers seem to have entered the obraje service with a 
contract on a voluntary basis and for a fixed period of time, ranging from some 
months to several years. In these cases, it was also common to advance at least part 
of the future wages, which had to be earned back later. This was possible, because 
the obrajeros also had the obligation to feed, cloth and take care of their workers 
when they were ill. In order to keep matters under control, they were obliged to 
keep record of the debts and wages of their workers, although, of course, this did 
not apply to those who were held against their will.1' 
The repartimiento de comercios 
When the role of officials is treated in the literature on eighteenth-century Mexico, 
it is automatically related to the commercial contracts which the alcaldes mayores 
had with the pueblos de indios. These chiefly consisted of the so-called repartimiento 
de comercios; a practice which had many adversaries in the higher circles of the 
colonial bureaucracy, and which is supposed to have been very harmful to the 
Indians. The repartimiento de comercios is usually seen as a forced sale of Spanish 
products to the Indians, or as a compulsory monopoly of the purchase of the goods 
which the Indians produced in their pueblos.™ In this view, the repartimiento was 
an example par excellence of colonial corruption, because the regional officials 
abused their authority at the expense of the Indians, in order to enrich themselves. 
In recent times, this view has changed and dissident opinions have been expressed 
by authors like Pietschmann, Dehouve and Ouweneel who have explained that the 
repartimiento of the eighteenth century was largely a voluntary arrangement between 
an alcalde mayor and a pueblo de indios, and which was necessary from an 
economic point of view. According to Lockhart, it did not exist in Toluca in the 
sixteenth century." The repartimiento seems to have only fully developed in the 
seventeenth century, but this has hardly been studied. In general, the repartimiento 
de comercios by regional officials, seems to have been less extensive in the seven-
teenth century than in the eighteenth century. Nonetheless, the regional officials 
were repeatedly forbidden to trade with Indians and in 1641, the well-known 
visitador Don Juan de Palafox y Mendoza, who was also bishop of Puebla, 
complained that the alcaldes mayores abused the Indians when doing business with 
them. In words that were to become a standard for anti-repartimiento spokesmen, 
he asserted that the alcaldes mayores:" 
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'Sell [the Indians] what they do not need and make them accept it by force (por 
fiterza). The Alcalde Mayor summons a Gobernador de Indios, to have him sell 
[the Indians] of his district cows, mules and other livestock for twenty pesos 
apiece, while they have cost him [i.e. the alcalde mayor] no more than six pesos; 
they do the same thing with wine, by which they inflict great harm upon the 
Indians [...] as with all other commodities'. 
On top of all this, according to Palafox, the alcaldes mayores paid no taxes on the 
goods they sold to the Indians. 
Like the repartimiento de trabajo, the repartimiento de comercios was a colonial 
phenomenon, with prehispanic antecedents; both were derived from the Herrschaft 
of the Indian nobility. Without this background, it is hard to understand both forms 
of repartimiento. As I have argued above, the coatequitl, the predecessor of the 
repartimiento de trabajo, was an expression of the power of the tlahtoani to summon 
workers, in case of an emergency or for public works, and as such, it was a right 
which the Indian rulers rarely used. It was based on the obligation of the macehuales 
to serve and was connected with tribute. The structure of the repartimiento de 
comercios was connected with another aspect of the Herrschaft of the Indian nobles: 
their leading position in economic life. In Chapter 1, I have argued that each 
macehual paid tribute to his lord from the earnings of his occupation. In the middle 
decades of the sixteenth century the tlahtoque of Tepeaca received, among other 
things, a large amount of products from artisans. This implies that a tlahtoani could 
also direct production by ordering or stimulating his macehuales to produce a certain 
product. Through tradesmen who came under his Herrschaft, he traded these 
products on the local tianguis and, in the case of luxury products, also on long-
distance markets. In addition, each macehual-v/omaa had to spin a certain amount 
of rough cotton. In the case of Tepeaca, but also in Tlaxcala and in the valley of 
Mexico, the rough cotton was imported from other parts falling under the 
supervision of the tlahtoani, who was therefore the organizer of the production of 
craft work. After the Spanish invasion, these customs somewhat disappeared when 
a more intensive trade had developed, but the caciques managed to retain 
considerable rights to tribute and to these services. 
Although the regional Spanish officials took over the political power of the 
tlahtoque, especially on the local level, they could not directly take over the position 
of the tlahtoque. They were not part of the pueblos de indios proper and they only 
had a limited term of office, as a result of which it was not easy for them to actually 
establish their power over the indigenous population. In the pueblos, the caciques 
still had most authority. Moreover, the alcaldes mayores had a number of 
subordinate officials, algualciles mayores, and especially tenientes, who were rooted 
in regional society and could exert considerable power at the local level. These 
subordinate officials played an important role in economic life. They got involved 
in all sorts of economic relations from which at a later date the repartimiento 
developed. In the late sixteenth century, the alcaldes mayores and their subordinates, 
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who had been appointed by them, were entitled to a number of Indians who would 
perform personal services (servido personal) in their houses and would supply 
zacate (a kind of rough grass) for their horses. The receipt, or appropriation, of 
goods and services from the pueblos de indios by Spanish officials is connected with 
the repartimiento trade. Some examples may enlighten this mixture of formal and 
informal obligations." 
In 1590, the Indians of Tepeaca complained of the new, Spanish alcaide mayor. 
It was a local custom to give the alcalde mayor four Indians {indios tepisques), an 
Indian woman who would prepare maize tortillas for a week {india molendera) and, 
in addition, three cargoes of zacate a day. The new alcalde mayor, however, 
'without any cause or reason' demanded ten Indians and two tortilla makers per 
week and twelve cargoes of zacate per day. From the day he had arrived, he had 
not paid for the zacate and the Indians who disobeyed his orders were severely 
punished. The Indians asked the Audiencia to reduce once again the obligations to 
four Indians and one Indian women 'as was custom1. The Audiencia sent Alonso de 
Nava, the Spanish governor of Tlaxcala, to settle the case: the alcalde mayor was 
not allowed to demand more than three cargoes of zacate, which he also had to pay. 
He had to pay back the surpluses he had received. He only had a right to four 
Indians and one woman to serve him every week, and he had to pay them daily 
wages, too." 
An interesting case is the following one from Cholula. In 1590, the Indians of the 
town supplied Don Rodrigo de Vivero, the local corregidor, with two cargoes of 
zacate, for which he paid one real each. His tenientes, the town clerk and the 
interpreter, got an equal amount of zacate, but paid no more than half a real per 
cargo. The Indians put forward that they were not obliged to deliver the zacate. 
Moreover, the lower officials regarded the supplies as merchandise (granger(a), 
which they 'soldfor four or five reales more than it had cost them'. The Indians did 
not object to the supply of two cargoes to the corregidor, which they regarded as 
a moderate thing (cosa moderada), but they were of the opinion that his subordinates 
had to content themselves with half the amount and should pay just as much as the 
corregidor. The Audiencia adopted this proposal. Hence, supplies to the various 
regional officials were allowed by the authorities in Mexico City.*4 
In Cuautinchan, the Audiencia went one step further. In 1590, the Indians of the 
pueblo asked to be exempted from the supply of zacate to the teniente, as it had 
trouble enough supplying grass to be used as fodder, to the nearby city of Puebla 
and to travellers on the camino real. The Audiencia restricted the services to the 
teniente to two cargoes a day, for which he had to pay two reales, but it would not 
abolish the services altogether." 
Because the viceregal authorities tolerated the services and supplies to the 
regional officials, they did not disappear in the seventeenth century, notwithstanding 
repeated prohibitions to this effect by the authorities in Spain." Two examples from 
1639 illustrate that the nature of the services remained the same in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. In that year, the Indians from San Felipe in the province of 
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Tlaxcala complained that the teniente of the place forced them to supply Indian 
servants and tortilla makers for his own household." 
In that same year, a teniente of Tecali demanded from the pueblo an Indian 
servant and his wife for his household, in addition to the Indians which the pueblo 
had already given him; moreover, the pueblo had to hire a cook for him for a peso 
and a half per week. Tecali had to supply seven cargoes of maize-straw and three 
hundred blocks of firewood, and all this without any payment. Moreover, he took 
twenty eggs for one real, whereas the Indians were usually paid a real for eight 
eggs, and 'a// other things necessary for the maintenance of his house for less than 
half the fair price'." Here, again, the Indians did not so much protest against the 
services themselves, but against what they considered to be unjustly heavy demands. 
As in the case of the personal services by the Indians, the Audiencia took more and 
more severe actions against the supplies to individuals. At an early date, these 
practices had been forbidden by Spain and in the middle of the seventeenth century, 
the viceregal authorities kept these orders even more firmly in hands. Thus, they 
prohibited the teniente of Tecali to demand similar services from the Indians in 
future. If he needed anything, he should purchase it on the market." 
As far as we can infer from the archival material, the late sixteenth- and early 
seventeenth-century officials below the rank of alcalde mayor, the tenientes, 
alguaciles mayores and the like, seem to have been more tightly integrated in local 
trade than the alcaldes mayores or corregidores themselves. In 1619, a repartimiento 
was organized in Huejotzingo by such a subordinate official, the alguacil mayor. In 
the lawsuit it was stated that he sold calves on credit to the Indians for exorbitant 
prices. Whoever refused to pay, was thrown in prison; whoever was unable to pay 
had to earn back his debts on one of his labores. The clerk of the town of 
Huejotzingo was his brother-in-law, so that the Indians did not dare bring charges 
against him before the corregidor, because they were threatened with tough 
measures and had to travel in secrecy to the Audiencia. In this case, the Audiencia 
ordered the corregidor to take action against his alguacil mayor. Apparently, neither 
the Audiencia nor the Indians assumed that the corregidor was involved in these 
practices.'0 
Actually, this lack of involvement on the part of the corregidor is not as 
surprising as it may seem. They were often both tradesman and labrador, and it was 
essential for their work that they enjoyed a position of some distinction. Usually, the 
alcaldes mayores could not ignore them, when lower officials had to be appointed." 
The alcaldes mayores were indeed sometimes involved in these repartimientos, as 
was the case, for example, in the pueblo of Pahuatlan, in the province of Huauchina-
ngo, where the alcalde mayor had the Indians spin rough cotton for him. Here, once 
again, the Indians protested that these levies were beyond the regular tribute, and 
now they could not even supply their normal tribute. In this case, as was the case 
with all the complaints about the repartimientos in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries which have survived, the protests always concerned the weight of the 
levies, never the levies themselves." In the context of the repartimiento de trabajo, 
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I have argued that at a regional level, the Spanish labradores started more and more 
to resemble the caciques. As they were partly the same people as the officials, who 
were subordinate to the alcaldes mayores, it is obvious that in these public 
they also used the caciques as an example: in a way, the officials ranked with the 
caciques. It is quite understandable that the badly paid officials demanded the same 
prerogatives for themselves as the caciques, above whom they had been placed and 
to whom they certainly felt far superior. The administrators were able to acquire the 
same economic position as the caciques, because the repartimiento was economically 
advantageous for both Spanish officials and Indians. The repartimiento enabled them 
to demand a position of monopoly in trade in exchange for the exercise of their 
distributive and controlling power. 
The repartimiento de comercios could concern both the purchase and the sale of 
products. In theory, the repartimiento had two functions. With the sale of their own 
products, the Indians had the advantage that they could buy products on credit. This 
was based on the lack of means of payment, as a result of the considerable increase 
in trade and transportation streams in early colonial times. This greatly hampered 
the winding up of transactions. A partial solution was found in the growing use of 
cacao-beans as small currency, rather than as a beverage, but this was insufficient. 
The lack of currency not only obstructed trade between Indians and Spaniards, but 
also hampered trade among Spaniards themselves: in the 1590s, many transactions 
among Spaniards in Cholula were paid in instalments and sometimes even in kind.93 
On the other hand, the pueblos de indios, which had to pay their tribute obligations, 
could only sell their products, if they were purchased by the alcaldes mayores or 
their agents. Consequently, payment of tribute frequently consisted of the sale of 
goods in the repartimiento. It is obvious that this was more often the case in 
remoter, mountainous areas than in the central districts like the valley of Puebla. 
Two rather elaborate examples may enlighten both the scope of the repartimiento de 
comercios under the regional officials in the seventeenth-century valley of Puebla 
and how it worked. 
The first example is the only well-documented case of a repartimiento, organized 
by an alcalde mayor in the seventeenth-century valley of Puebla, that I have come 
across in the archives. In this case, the repartimiento was organized by a teniente, 
Francisco Velio, an obrajero and tradesman from the city of Tlaxcala. The case has 
survived, because it was part of a large-scale investigation, which the bishop and 
visitador Palafox initiated against the incumbent viceroy, the Duke of Escalona and 
those he had appointed. Among these so-called criados was Don Francisco de 
Pereda Lascano, the Spanish governor of Tlaxcala, on whom the investigators 
compiled an enormous file. 
The repartimiento as it emerges from the documents on seventeenth-century 
Tlaxcala, is consistent with the picture we know from recent literature. The Spanish 
official filled the need of livestock in Tlaxcala. The animals had to be brought all 
the way from the north, and it was too expensive for interested individuals to 
organize the supply themselves. In addition, as has been remarked above, there was 
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a persistent lack of currency in the rural areas, as a result of which few people -
either Spaniards or Indians- were in a position to pay for the livestock, at once. 
Paying on credit also meant that the expensive animals could be bought sooner than 
if money was to be saved first. Calves had to be paid in two instalments, mules in 
three. Some purchasers paid in maize or other products. Francisco Velio financed 
the repartimiento; he had probably obtained his capital with his obraje. However, 
he could not act alone, but needed the consent of the Spanish governor, who 
appointed him as his teniente. This support from the regional authority gave the 
repartimiento an official touch and guaranteed legal sanctions should debtors fall 
short." 
The governor traded in livestock and wine. To that end, he had contacts in the 
port of Veracruz, where he had Poblano merchants buy wine. He owned large herds 
of goats which he had slaughtered in Ixmiquilpan in the present state of Hidalgo, 
where they had a slaughterhouse for goats. He sold the yield of meat and fat (cebo 
y manteca) in the city of Puebla. The hides were stored in a depot (bodega) near his 
house. Most of this business he had carried out with the help of Francisco Velio. In 
the course of the trial, this Francisco Velio was accused of having taken a sum of 
one thousand pesos from the caja de comunidad of Tlaxcala, in order to pay his 
debts, but this accusation could not be proven. It was rather a strange matter, 
because no one could get access to the caja without the help of at least the Indian 
gobernador, at the time, Don Antonio Téllez. Even though Don Antonio maintained 
that he had been forced to give the money, there was at least one Indian witness who 
testified that the gobernador had paid the money in order to assure himself of the 
support of the Spanish governor to ensure the approval of his re-election which was 
officially forbidden." 
Don Francisco de Pereda had sold the wine which he had brought from Veracruz 
to shop owners, innkeepers and a priest, all of whom Spaniards. These were illegal 
transactions, and these Spaniards possibly resold the wine to Indians, but in this 
respect, neither the governor nor his assistants had anything to do with the Indians. 
There were direct contacts in the repartimiento concerning livestock, consisting of 
calves, mules, horses and sheep. The Spanish governor did not only use Francisco 
Velio's assistance, who, according to his own agent Diego López Arronez, was 
responsible for the growth of the repartimiento under the governorship of Don 
Francisco. In the various pueblos, the repartimiento of sheep, and of larger 
livestock, was carried out by the tenientes of the Spanish governor. A mulatto, 
Pedro de Zurita, took care of the repartimiento of calves and mules to Spaniards 
west of the volcano Malinche, and ordered a number of his trustees to do the same 
east of the mountain* In 1619, according to an informal note by Don Francisco 
himself, his various local tenientes and agents had distributed, all together, 56 calves 
among the Indians in the various pueblos. The Indians had paid 10.5 pesos each, VA 
pesos less than the Spanish labradores paid for a calve in that repartimiento.'" The 
repartimiento did not only concern the Indians, for the majority of the repartimien-
to^ customers were labradores, and, furthermore, owners of mule trains, a priest 
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and a blacksmith; of the 1SS parties involved in the repartimiento of calves and 
mules, only five were pueblos de indios. Anyway, the pueblos did not pay more for 
the livestock; it even seems that they got the cheapest livestock, the quality of which 
was then, of course, also less good. But when soon afterwards, two of the calves of 
San Lorenzo Quapiastla, a sujeto of Huamantla, died, the Indians only had to pay 
for thirteen calves, instead of for the fifteen they had received." 
The Indians and Spaniards were supposed to purchase livestock from the reparti-
miento, because it belonged to the governor and was regarded as his privilege. The 
Indians in Huamantla told the investigating magistrate that they had been persuaded 
{persuadido) by the repartidor to buy one mule. Other villages in Huamantla had 
been obliged to buy sheep and calves. The repartimiento in Huamantla was 
altogether no gentle business, because a Spanish labrador also complained that he 
had been forced to buy twenty calves. On another hacienda, a new mayordomo had 
just arrived, who told the magistrate that there were six calves on the hacienda 
which were called lthe calves of the governor''.** A more doubtful case of a 
compulsory purchase concerned the cacique Don Bernardino Vázquez, who, at the 
time of the repartimiento, was one of the Indian officials in the cabecera of 
Tepeticpac. He complained that he had been forced to buy four hundred sheep. 
However, his complaint did not so much concern the repartimiento as such, but 
rather the state the animals were in. He claimed that they were too weak and too 
small to his liking, which makes us suspect that he had ordered the sheep in advance 
and simply was not satisfied with the product he had received. It is understandable 
that Francisco Velio pressed Don Bernardino to buy the sheep anyway, as he could 
not resell the ordered sheep anywhere else. At any rate, Don Bernardino resold the 
sheep to other Indians and had thus become part of the system of repartimiento 
himself.100 
In the repartimiento of Don Francisco de Pereda in Tlaxcala, one example of its 
possible use, consisting of the purchase of Indian tribute products by Spanish 
officials, was missing. This was not the case in other areas. According to Dehouve 
and Pastor, in the early seventeenth century, in the remote mountainous areas of the 
Mixteca and the present state of Guerrero, both situated to the south of the valley 
of Puebla, a repartimiento of merchandise had come into being.101 This may be 
illustrated by a few examples: in the pueblo of Huey tlalpa in the alcaldía mayor of 
Zacatlan in the northern part of the present state of Puebla, the clerk of the alcaldía 
mayor organized a repartimiento of cotton, which he had woven into mantles. In 
addition, he demanded eggs, turkeys and 'other commodities', which the Indian 
leaders (tequitlatos) had to collect for him. This clerk was quite unruly, not only 
because of his involvement in the illegal trade, but also because he upset the Indians 
by making them pay ten or twelve pesos for the election of their Indian officials; he 
even influenced the outcome of the elections, which had already led to vehement 
disputes at an earlier stage.10 
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Not only the local temporal officials were involved in the repartimientos, but also 
the clergy, as in the pueblos of Chile and Xopala, in the province of Zacatlan. 
There, the parish priest (cura beneficiado) demanded annually 306 feet of mantles, 
154 pesos, six turkey cocks and, in addition, the food he got on holidays. If 
something was missing, he demanded 15 pesos worth of eggs as a fine, which he 
had sold on the market. These duties were far too heavy a burden and the Indians 
protested, although they did not complain about the system of supplies as such. 
There was never a repartimiento de comercios for purchases in the valley of 
Puebla itself. To a great extent, this was the result of the geographical location of 
the valley. An important factor in the development of a repartimiento was the acces-
sibility of an area and the possibility to sell the products which had been produced 
in a particular province. The valley of Puebla was a densely-populated, easily 
accessible area, with markets in Puebla and in cabeceras like Cholula, Tepeaca and 
Tlaxcala. In these places many traders were active, who mostly earned a living out 
of the products that were produced by the indigenous population. 
One example of tribute products that were traded in another way than through the 
repartimiento de comercios was the tribute maize of Tepeaca which supplied the city 
of Puebla, though not through the repartimiento de comercios. A year's harvest of 
tribute maize was stored and then sold to a merchant from Puebla. According to 
Pastor, selling the tribute products to a Spanish merchant assured the Indians of a 
better price, than either direct sale on the market or sale in a repartimiento could 
yield. However, this depended on the location of the pueblo and, indeed, on the 
merchant. In 1591 and 1592, it was at least a risky venture for the pueblo of Tepe-
aca to do business with the merchant Pedro de Ubina from Puebla. He had the 
commission to buy that year's tribute maize of Tepeaca, but he kept the harvest in 
the stores of Tepeaca, from where it was usually collected, as long as possible. 
According to the Indians, it was his objective to let the maize rot or be eaten away, 
so that he could make them pay back at ^ exorbitant prices' the maize he had paid 
in advance but never collected. The accounts of the town of 1555 show the 
seriousness of consequences that could result from this, when 500 out of 700 
fanegas maize rotted in the stores of the town and could only be used as pig fodder. 
The Audiencia ordered the alcalde mayor of Tepeaca to see to it that in future the 
merchant, who had a commission for the tribute maize of a specific year, would 
come to collect the grain within two months after it had been stored. If he failed to 
do so, further storage was on his own risk."3 While in the valley of Puebla, the 
production or purchase of tribute maize was not subjected to the repartimiento, 
elsewhere this was usual. In the vicinity of Huamantla (Tlaxcala), for example, the 
purchase of tribute maize for the city of Puebla was prohibited by the authorities, 
because the maize was meant to supply the inns (ventas) along the camino real from 
Mexico to Veracruz.'*4 
In the valley of Puebla silver, the most important export article of New Spain, 
was not mined. However, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the area was 
an important centre of cochineal, next to silver the most precious article of trade. 
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Cochineal was a scarlet dye made of dried and ground insects. At first, the 
Spaniards were not sure what the cochineal, which they bought from the Indians, 
was actually made of. Had they been interested to learn the complicated and 
painstaking production process, the Indians would not have been willing to teach 
them, as producing and selling cochineal was a most profitable enterprise. For a 
long time, the dried insects were therefore taken for grains (grana).'" 
As was the case with the sale of maize, the individual traders and the caciques 
from the pueblos themselves, were more important than the officials."" In 1595, the 
caciques of the province of Пах cala demanded not just maize and money as a tribute 
from the common Indians, but also a ''large amount of cochineal and many other 
things.1" In sixteenth-century Tecamachalco and Tepeaca, Spanish traders were 
forbidden to buy cochineal in the houses of the Indians, because they used too much 
violence in their pursuit of what they wanted. As a consequence, the alcalde mayor 
had to see to it that cochineal was exclusively purchased on the tianguis.™ 
In the second half of the sixteenth century, the cochineal production in the valley 
of Puebla was declining. The reasons for this decrease are not clear. After the 
epidemic in Tlaxcala of 1576, the production had dropped so much that the viceroy 
felt the need to intervene; he ordered the alcalde mayor of Tlaxcala to investigate 
the problem.1" In 1581, production had gone up a little again, but at that time, the 
Indians who cultivated cochineal did not pay much attention to the work on their 
milpas, as a result of which, the production of maize in the province of Tlaxcala 
threatened to drop. The viceroy declared that the cultivation of cochineal, though 
labour-intensive, could certainly be carried out besides the milpa cultivation, because 
the periods of work did not coincide.110 Perhaps these problems occurred, because 
the Indians regarded the cultivation of the precious cochineal as a matter of prestige, 
which relieved them of the agrarian obligations of a common macehual. Anyway, 
cochineal production continued to go down, notwithstanding the considerable earn­
ings from the trade in this dye and the attempts by the authorities to tum the tide. 
In the 1590s, cochineal production was already moving more and more towards 
the Mixteca in the south, where it was concentrated in the eighteenth century. 
However, during the period under study, the valley of Puebla was the most 
important region for the cochineal production. Its decline continued to be a source 
of concern for the authorities in both Mexico City and Spain. In 1618, contrary to 
its own policy, the Council of the Indies permitted a juez visitador de la grana 
cochinilla to be appointed in order to remedy the situation. In that same year, it 
appeared to be impossible to buy the 2,000 arrobas (30,600 kg"1) of cochineal for 
the king, who had asked his viceroy in a letter to do so. With combined efforts, the 
merchants of the valleys of Mexico and Puebla managed to buy 1,105 arrobas. 
Apart from the limited supply, the main reasons for this were that the merchants had 
to comply with their contracts and had too little time to gather the amount the king 
had asked for."1 Another indication of the growing scarcity of cochineal was the 
price of an arroba, which had gone up from 50 to 60 pesos by the end of the 
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sixteenth century, and from 85 to 130 pesos in the second decade of the seventeenth 
century.'" 
Apart from their involvement in the production of cochineal, the authorities also 
tried to get a grip on the trade itself. In 1590, the alcabala (sales tax) office for 
cochineal was moved from the traditional trade centre of Cholula to the Spanish city 
of Puebla. For the traders and merchants living in Cholula, it was too much trouble 
to go to Puebla with their trade every time, where they were continuously hindered 
by unwilling taxmen and bureaucrats. Their protests against the fact that they were 
denied a living this way, fell on deaf ears with the Audiencia in Mexico City. The 
attempt to move the centre of cochineal trade to Puebla was apparently successful, 
because in 1618, the centre of trade indeed seems to have been m Puebla, rather 
than in Cholula. The Poblano traders often resold their cochineal to big merchants 
in the city of Mexico."4 
Conclusion 
The actions of the Spanish state and its representatives in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth-century valley of Puebla were closely related to the social and economic 
situation in the region. In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, a 
regional economy gradually came into being in the valley. This was not dominated 
by one group of people, but developed in a field of influence, consisting of various 
interdependent power groups. Traders, labradores and local authorities on the one 
side, and caciques, principales and even Indian commoners on the other, all in-
fluenced this evolution. Their actions were restricted by the demographic develop-
ments, the demands of agriculture and the possibilities of trade. In addition, the 
existing socio-economic patterns at a local and regional level and the relations of 
power and Herrschaft to which the Indians were accostumed, were also of impor-
tance for the changes in the social and economic structure of the region and for the 
position the Spaniards came to occupy in it. 
The authorities in Spain, in Mexico and at the regional level, could not influence 
the formation of the regional economy as much as they had hoped. The reparti-
miento de trabajo, which bad at first seemed to be a decent solution to the pressing 
problem of labour, turned out to be far from ideal in practice and caused much 
resistance. Even though the authorities were convinced of the need of abolishing the 
repartimiento de trabajo, this appeared to be very difficult. The measures that were 
taken to make abolishment possible, had little effect. When the repartimiento had 
finally been abolished officially, it continued to exist in an informal form. In the 
case of voluntary, hired labour, the authorities were so much tied to local customs 
that, in the long run, they had no other choice but to formalize it in laws. 
In the repartimiento de comercios, the regional and local officials followed the 
example of the caciques, despite the orders from their higher authorities, aiming at 
constituting a system of civil servants. At first, especially the officials below the 
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rank of alcaldes mayores and corregidores embraced aspects of the position of the 
caciques. Usually they had come to play a crucial part in local and regional society. 
Officially, they were placed over the caciques, they had many contacts with them 
and as a matter of course they adopted many of the privileges of these powerful 
local men. This did not only benefit their personal ambitions, but also their status 
in regional society, in which they held a position of authority. At a local level, the 
involvement of Spaniards in the pueblos de indios and the caciques was best 
developed in the repartimiento de comercios, in which the local and regional 
officials played a pivotal part. 
Both in the repartimiento de trabajo and the repartimiento de comercios, the local 
and regional officials and also the labradores, embraced elements of the indigenous 
caciques' position of Herrschaft. For the alcaldes mayores this did not mean that 
they no longer functioned within the colonial state, because their position and the 
responsibilities involved, did not change. The organization of the Spanish state as 
a rational, bureaucratic Herrschaft in a Weberian sense and the administrative 
division based on territorial criteria, remained valid. At the regional level, however, 
this bureaucratic Herrschaft was modified in accordance with the demands of the 
socio-economic and power relations of regional society. As a result, the execution 
of power at a regional level did not become less 'rational', in accordance with 
Weber's views, but was adjusted to the specific situation in the valley of Puebla. 
Undoubtedly, this did not agree with the Crown's intentions, because it limited the 
possibilities of administrative control of its officials. However, a limited central 
control did not imply that anyone holding a public position, did so just to enrich 
himself. What the central authorities took for abuse of power, did not necessarily 
have to be the case for those who fell under the authority of the regional officials. 
Those who misbehaved within their region, however, were harmful to the central 
authorities, because their actions could lead to disorder and loss of control. Of 
course, there were officials who abused their offices, but all in all they seem to have 
been exceptions and the Crown and the courts took complaints against its officials 
seriously and tried to remedy them. 
Not just the influence of the authorities was limited, the actions of other Spanish 
groups were also largely determined by the regional situation. Thus, traders could 
not impose their will on Indian producers: although cochineal was a profitable 
product, the production in the valley of Puebla gradually declined. In the reparti-
miento trade, local officials and traders depended on each other. Besides the tenien-
tes, traders were the creditors for the repartimiento, if, indeed, they did not occupy 
the official positions themselves. These two groups of local Spaniards organized and 
paid for the repartimiento of livestock in the valley of Puebla, but because the 
animals were sold on credit, they depended on the threat of sanction, which only the 
regional authorities, the alcaldes mayores could offer. The repartimiento de 
comercios became a vital part of economy and society in New Spain at large. In the 
late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, the repartimiento de comercios was 
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to become the most important link between the urban markets of Puebla and Mexico 
City and the pueblos de indios. 
The labradores were limited in their choice of a system of labour. The labour 
repartimiento was increasingly curtailed by the authorities in Mexico City; gañanes 
could not be contracted for seasonal labour only, and it was too expensive to 
contract them for a whole year when they only worked during the season. When in 
1632 the labour repartimiento was abolished, they remained dependent on seasonal 
labour from the pueblos de indios, and because of this, they continued to be 
dependent on those who organized the seasonal labour. These were the caciques, 
although, at times, the local Spanish authorities and even the priest could be 
intermediaries. In the course of time, however, the labradores managed to come to 
occupy a more steady position in rural society. Their relations with the gañanes 
gradually became more and more relations of Herrschaft; in this respect, the position 
of the labradores came to resemble that of the caciques. Their position had two 
sides. On the one hand, in their relation with their gañanes, they were committed 
to the moral obligations which their position as a lord and master implied. On the 
other hand, this position also justified a certain pressure on the Indians in their 
service. These positions of Herrschaft of both the labradores and the caciques 
largely determined local customs concerning the labour relations, and the right to 
enforce service. 
At first sight, it would seem that the Indians had little influence on socio-
economic developments. It has to be realized that all these socio-economic inno-
vations were a result of the growing involvement of Spaniards in the regional 
economy, which gave rise to new opportunities for them. This was far less the case 
with the Indians, especially the powerful ones, who did not have to conquer a 
position, but rather had to try and preserve one. The more succesful they were in 
retaining their position, the more influence they could exert on the future of the 
regional economy. At first, the caciques could not be expected to take the initiative. 
Yet, from the degree to which both the labradores and the regional and local 
Spanish officials came to follow the example of the caciques, one can tell how 
important their position was in the seventeenth century. This does not mean that the 
caciques did not react to the new developments or seize any opportunity that came 
their way. The measure to which the repartimiento de comercios came to play a role 
in the regional economy of the valley of Puebla, and elsewhere, depended on an 
interplay between the economic chances and possibilities of the regional and local 
officials, the Spanish traders and also the caciques in the pueblos de indios. The 
adjustments that took place in the pueblos de indios will be the subject of chapter 6. 
It is obvious that by and large the Indian commoners were affected by the socio-
economic developments. They had to do the work and follow the orders of both the 
Indian caciques and Spanish labradores. Yet, they were not just victims. In the first 
place, the macehuales fell under the 'contractual' terms of the Herrschaft. This 
means that they were not without rights, and that they were even entitled to resis-
tance whenever these rights were violated. The colonial authorities protected these 
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rights, as many authors have observed. Secondly, because both the labradores and 
the caciques depended on their labour, the macehuales had the opportunity to escape 
from the influence of one lord and go to another. In that case, they would place 
themselves under his protection and often had him take over their debts. Even 
though the Indians did not easily take this step and their lords often tried to bring 
them back, the appearance of huidos on all lists of tributarios and gañanes, makes 
it clear that this was an opportunity which many seized. 
Chapter 5 
The Lost Paradise of the Franciscans 
Much attention has been paid in the literature to the relation between the secular 
and the regular branches of the Church. On the other hand, particularly in the 
last decades, investigations have increasingly focused on the reaction of the 
Indian population to Christianity and Christianization. These two elements of 
colonial Christianity have usually been studied as if they were separate entities 
and hardly connected by social developments. The relation between the regular 
and secular branches of the Church has mainly been seen as a result of the 
political developments in Spain and in the upper echelons of colonial society. 
According to many authors, Indian Christianity soon obtained a certain auton-
omy. On behalf of the official Church, only the rather isolated local clergy could 
influence it, and even these friars were largely excluded. Yet, it takes little 
imagination to suppose that Church and society in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries were closely related and strongly influenced by each other. 
In the middle of the sixteenth century, the spiritual care of the Indians in the 
valley of Puebla was almost exclusively in the hands of the Franciscans. Even the 
Indian barrios of the Spanish towns of Puebla and Atlixco were under their care. 
The secular clergy was only in charge of the parishes in the pueblos of Nopalu-
can, Tlacotepec and San Salvador in the sparsely populated area east of Tepeaca 
and Tecamachalco. The valley of Puebla was part of the Franciscan province of 
Santo Evangelio, which comprised the doctrinas in the secular bishoprics of 
Mexico and Puebla-Tlaxcala and was administered from the city of Mexico. In 
the seventeenth century, the Franciscans had, in addition, schools in Cholula, 
Tlaxcala and Puebla and hospitals in the most important cabeceras.' 
The doctrinas functioned like parishes. As I have indicated in chapter 2, 
they consisted of a cabecera de doctrina and one or more visitas. The number of 
visitas per doctrina widely varied, depending on the size of the doctrina and the 
structure of the pueblo. In general, the Franciscans maintained the division of 
pueblos; sometimes the borders of the pueblo and the doctrina differed a little for 
practical reasons.2 
The radical social transformation, which I have described in the previous 
chapters, by no means left the position of the Franciscans untouched. In 1640, 
however, the incumbent bishop of Puebla, Don Juan de Palafox y Mendoza, 
forced them to give up their doctrinas to the seculars. This event marks the end 
of the Franciscan influence, although it had already been going downhill for a 
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long time, both in the valley of Puebla and in New Spain in a broader sense of 
the word. In this chapter, I want to examine how the power of the Franciscans 
could vanish within three quarters of a century after 1570 and how this relates to 
the development of society. An important question is, of course, to what extent 
the developments in the valley of Puebla were an exception within the context of 
New Spain. The demise of the power of the mendicant orders in general is 
undisputed in the literature and in this respect the Fransciscans were not excep-
tional and the valley does not distinguish itself from New Spain in general. I shall 
argue that there were two factors that made the evolution of the valley of Puebla 
stand out; together these account for the loss of the Franciscan doctrinas in 1640. 
The first element, and arguably the most important, was the person of bishop 
Palafox y Mendoza; this may be regarded as more or less accidental. The second 
element was more structural and concerns the attitude of the Franciscans concern-
ing the way in which the doctrinas and the local clergy could be maintained. In 
this they differed somewhat from the other mendicant orders, as a result of which 
they remained more dependent on income from the pueblos de indios. 
The Franciscans had connections with Spaniards as well as with Indians, -
the clergy were the only Spanish group which occupied a formal position in the 
pueblos- and in the sixteenth century they also influenced the upper administrative 
circles. As a result, their position itself was also dependent on developments at 
all levels of society. On the other hand, especially in the early colonial period 
their central position allowed to have an important voice in many sectors of 
society. The fate of the Franciscan friars cannot be well understood without a 
short outline of the Spanish political controversies concerning the Church, which 
I shall discuss first. The second point of attention is Christianity in the pueblos de 
indios as the Franciscans organized it, the aims that they strove after and the 
degree to which they could attain them. In this context, it is important to look at 
the Indians' attitude and their influence on the process. The central issue is, in 
what way the evolution of the position of the Franciscans in both sections of 
society contributed to the weakening of this very position and how their weaken-
ing position in one section of society influenced their position in the other one. 
The second part of this chapter is devoted to the question in which way 
Indian Christianity developed after the time of conversion. During the sixteenth 
and seventeenth century the Indians became ever more autonomous in religious 
matters, but the Church as an institution remained influential in the pueblos. On 
the other hand, many authors have pointed out that the local church, and matters 
of religion were of great importance to the functioning of the pueblos. The 
sections on the Christianity of the Indians I will try to illuminate the way in 
which the Indians could introduce their own elements into the context of the 
official Church. The appreciation of the Christianity of the Indians in Spanish 
circles underwent great changes, especially from the middle of the sixteenth 
century. In my opinion, the changing attitude was related to the political contro-
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versies in Spanish circles, and to the demise of the position of the mendicant 
orders. 
The Franciscans under fire 
Around 1550 the Franciscans were one of the most powerful groups of Spaniards 
in New Spain. The subsequent growth of the secular Church is seen as sympto-
matic for the end of the foundation period of the Church and, at the same time, 
of the end of conquest society. The power of the Franciscans was founded on the 
positions they had fulfilled in the spiritual conquest. They had carried out a major 
part of the conversion of the indigenous population, and in this respect, they had 
only been equalled by the other mendicant orders, the Dominicans and 
Augustines, who had been active in other areas. The ecclesiastical administration 
of the valleys of Mexico and Puebla, was initially in Franciscan hands. In the 
valley of Mexico, they soon had to share their power with other orders, and also 
with the secular branch of the Church, but for the time being, in the valley of 
Puebla, their position was unassailable.1 When viceroy Velasco the elder wanted 
to congregate the Indians in the 1550s, he could only realize his plans with the 
help of the friars minor. Their counsel was highly esteemed in government 
circles and no authority, not even the king himself, could easily brush aside their 
advice. 
The Franciscans and, in particular, the Franciscan chronicler Gerónimo de 
Mendieta were influential advocates of the division of the population into two 
repúblicas, the república de españoles and the república de indios.* In the 
sixteenth century, the Franciscans had visions of an Indian millennium under 
their shining leadership. They wanted the separation of Spaniards and Indians of 
the conquest era to become permanent. Each population group would get its own 
world, or república and its own governance. In this view, the Indians would fall 
under the república de indios, which would be ruled by the Indian leaders as far 
as civil matters were concerned, while spiritual matters would be taken care of 
by the Franciscans. The doctrinas were to form the basis for this order. Soon, it 
became clear that the expectations of the Franciscans were too high and that the 
friars had to accommodate themselves to the reality of relations within the 
colony. The very size of the Franciscan enterprise soon became a problem. The 
number of doctrinas, which had reached its peak in about 1560, could only 
remain unchanged for two decades. Then, the number of friars structurally fell 
short of being able to man all doctrinas adequately. The Franciscan Provincial 
repeatedly urged the Crown to send reinforcements, but his pleas fell on deaf 
ears. Therefore, in 1567, the order felt compelled to give up a number of distant 
doctrinas and to concentrate on what it considered to be its core areas. The 
provinces in the valley of Puebla were at the top of the list of priorities.3 
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The official position of the Franciscans received a severe blow when, at the 
Council of Trent (1545-1563), and later enforced in the Third Mexican Council 
of 1583 for the Mexican situation, the mendicant orders were officially prohibited 
from doing any parish work. Although the measures had a long history in Europe 
and had certainly not been devised for the colonies of Spain, they could well be 
applied to the situation in Mexico. The conversion of the Americas had been 
placed in the hands of the Franciscans and the other mendicant orders, because 
they had been more flexibly organized than the secular Church and due to their 
lesser degree of organization, they had been a lesser threat to the establishment of 
the power of the Crown. With the completion of Christianization, the advantages 
of having the mendicants preach the Faith, had disappeared. From the middle of 
the sixteenth century, when the Crown, with all its strength, tried to organize a 
decentralized administration in the overseas territories, the religious organization 
was, as a matter of course, also reordered more strictly. The necessity to do so 
became even more apparent to the Crown when the Franciscans, and to a lesser 
degree their fellow mendicants, turned out to be the most formidable opponents 
of all administrative reforms concerning the Indians. From about the 1560s, the 
Crown therefore aimed at strengthening the position of the secular Church. An 
important champion of this policy was Don Martin Enriquez, the third viceroy of 
New Spain, who complained of the vast worldly powers of the Franciscans. 
From the start, the secular Church had been more focused on the Spanish 
part of society and was more strongly tied to the cities. Because the seculars 
acted within the framework of a strictly organized and institutionalized hierarchy 
under the bishops, they were less autonomous than the mendicants who had fewer 
hierarchical lines. In the course of the sixteenth century, in contrast to the 
conquest period when all European power still had to be established, the Crown 
did not have to fear too much influence of the Pope, as he had granted the king 
of Spain the right of patronage of the American Church. As a result, the king 
was entitled to appoint bishops and prelates and, consequently, to control this 
kind of appointments. If we take these political backgrounds into consideration, it 
is hardly surprising that after 1570, the flourishing period of the Franciscans and 
the other mendicant orders was over, and that from then on they were increasing-
ly pushed on the defensive. 
Initially, the consequences of the campaign of the secular Church against the 
mendicant orders were limited. The decrees of the Third Mexican Council were 
weakened by the Crown and for the time being, the orders were allowed to stay 
on in the doctrinas and to exercise their tasks as parish priests. This decision was 
chiefly taken, because it was impossible in practice to replace the mendicants in 
the doctrinas with sufficient well-trained and competent secular priests. More-
over, the mendicant orders were still supported by important parts of the vicere-
gal government. The viceroys were generally engaged in a fierce competition for 
power with the secular prelates, above all, the Archbishop of Mexico.' 
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Notwithstanding repeated attempts, the secular Church did not succeed in 
either driving the Franciscans away from their doctrinas, or in 'secularizing' the 
parishes, as the replacement of regular clergy by secular clergy was called. This 
changed with the arrival of the energetic bishop Don Juan de Palafox y Mendoza. 
His actions were predominantly directed at the Franciscans. Of course there was 
an enormous protest from both the Franciscans themselves and also the viceroy.7 
Some authors have put forward explanations of the secularization of the 
Franciscan doctrinas in 1640. Israel argues that it was a result of a political 
struggle for power in the república de españoles between a party of peninsulares 
(Spaniards bom in Spain) and a party of criollos (Spaniards bora in the 
Americas), which, according to him, was alive throughout seventeenth-century 
Mexico.' According to Pino, the crucial factor in the secularization was the 
craving for income by the secular Church.11 
In my opinion, an important factor in the secularizations was the person of 
Palafox, who did not find his match among the bishops of seventeenth-century 
Mexico. He was a fervent absolutist and believed in regalism and the unity of 
state and Church, which is to say the hierarchic and institutionalized state. In his 
way of thinking, there was no room for independent religious orders like that of 
the Franciscans. He considered their position in the valley of Puebla to be an 
excess of power. 
Palafox was a representative of the dominant political culture, alive in 
circles at the Spanish court at the middle of the seventeenth century. At the time, 
the Spanish monarchy was facing a decline of its power, both in Spain and in its 
territories abroad. Understandably, political theorists who advocated a strengthen-
ing of the king's position were welcome in such a situation. Therefore, Palafox 
was one of the king's confidants, and the king hoped that the bishop would be 
able to impose some order in the colony which he regarded as being too indepen-
dent. However, Israel exposes that the political line of the bishop of Puebla, who 
was later to become viceroy ad interim, as well, was too radical for the delicate 
political relations of New Spain.10 He tried to force all social sectors under the 
control of the state and the Church. His actions divided the república de es-
pañoles into two fiercely opposed camps. Especially his attempts to enforce a 
stricter fiscal legislation, caused much consternation among the important 
merchants of Mexico. But perhaps his greatest political mistake was to try and 
force the Jesuits to pay tithes and to bring this group under the control of the 
secular Church. In the middle of the seventeenth century, the Jesuits were one of 
the richest and most powerful groups in New Spain, with many contacts with 
high placed Spaniards. Palafox did not have enough power to infringe upon the 
position of the Jesuits and this conflict caused his political defeat in New Spain. 
However, his assaults on the Franciscans were much more successful, because 
their position had greatly debilitated since the middle of the sixteenth century." 
To recapitulate the political situation of the period, the strength of the 
Franciscans had always been in the doctrinas and their power over large numbers 
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of Indians which was related to this. In the middle of the sixteenth century, this 
was true of all the mendicant orders. In my opinion, the reason for the exclusive 
secularization of the Franciscans in the valley of Puebla in the middle of the 
seventeenth century, is the difference in development in the relations between the 
Franciscans and the Indians and the relations between the Indians and the other 
mendicant orders as far as the financing of the doctrinas was concerned. Below, I 
shall argue that the Franciscans had become estranged from the Indians in the 
pueblos than the other orders because of their attitude in financial matters. To be 
certain, this should not be seen as the only reason for the secularization, but 
rather as the background to the political events of the seventeenth century, which 
were strongly influenced by Palafox. On the other hand, it would be a mistake to 
assume that the political developments in the Spanish part of society, and more in 
particular, in the city of Mexico, determined the regional power relations all by 
themselves. In the rural areas, both relations among Spaniards and between 
Spaniards (whether lay or ecclesiastical) and Indians influenced the position of 
certain groups in society. Therefore, we now have to look at the relations 
between the Franciscans and the Indians in the pueblos, because one of the most 
remarkable aspects of the secularization is the lack of resistance from the Indians, 
who, in other cases, were always ready to defend their interests in any area. This 
is particularly striking, if we take into consideration the extent to which the 
Indians had identified themselves with the friars in the sixteenth century. 
The position of the Franciscans within the pueblos 
In the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries the relation between the Franciscans 
and the pueblos underwent great changes. There were two important influences 
that contributed to this change. On the one hand, there was the evolution of the 
pueblos whereas on the other hand, the attitude of the Franciscans also played an 
important part. In the course of time, and especially in the first decades of the 
seventeenth century, the situation in the rural areas slowly stabilized after the 
upheavals of the last part of the sixteenth century. The overall result was that 
from 1560 -the heydays of the Franciscans- to 1640, the caciques and the pueblos 
as a whole gradually became less dependent on the Franciscans. To understand 
these developments, it is necessary to return to the evolution of society as 
discussed above. 
In chapter 2, I have explained that the organization of the doctrinas in 
cabeceras and visitas was the first Spanish form of organization that was imposed 
on the altepetl. When afterwards it was decided to introduce pueblos de indios, 
the structure of the doctrinas became the blueprint for the organization of the 
new Indian administrative units. So, to a substantial degree, the areas of Francis-
can jurisdiction coincided with those of the caciques in the former altepetl, now 
the pueblos de indios. When in 1567 the Franciscans announced that they were 
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going to leave some doctrinas because of a lack of friars, the caciques involved 
showed great distress. Flattered, the Franciscans interpreted this as a sign of 
devotion to them and to the new religion, but to a large extent, considerations of 
self-interest obviously must have played a part, as well. If the doctrinas were 
abandoned, the churches would, in fact, become visitas of neighbouring doctri-
nas. The caciques certainly understood that the neighbouring pueblos could 
regard this as a licence to submit them, too. After all, in prehispanic times, the 
temples had been the centres of the altepetl, and the pyramid was even seen as 
the heart of the altepetl (altepeyollotl). When an altepetl had been conquered, the 
temple was symbolically destroyed. Small wonder, then, that the Indians also 
applied these views to the churches." 
In the same line of thought, one should look upon the resistance of the 
Indians of Tecamachalco when the Franciscans transferred Tlacotepec and San 
Salvador, two of its sujetos far to the east, to the seculars in 1567. After the 
transfer, the sujetos could easily claim to have the right to become autonomous 
(pueblo por s() and to escape from the influence of the cabecera. The fear of 
Tecamachalco was fairly reasonable, as both Tlacotepec and San Salvador were 
among the first pueblos to separate from their cabecera." 
Above, I have argued that in the course of the sixteenth century, the pueblos 
got their own identity and started to look more and more like well-defined units 
of Indian administration. The social position of the caciques, which had been 
undermined by the tribute reforms, consolidated again in the late sixteenth and 
early seventeenth centuries. As a result of the concurrence of all these develop-
ments, the pueblos were settled firmer in the society of New Spain. Even though 
the churches still remained a most important element in the pueblos of the 
seventeenth century, the caciques' dependence on the Franciscans steadily 
diminished. 
In large measure, the social evolution as outlined above, also occurred 
outside of the valley of Puebla, and cannot be seen as an exclusive explanation 
for the secularization of the Franciscan doctrinas in 1640. However, on this point 
the Franciscans differed somewhat from the other mendicant orders on the point 
of finances. The problem was the way in which the clergy of the doctrinas was 
financed, as a result of which the Franciscans became a heavier burden on the 
pueblos than the other mendicants. 
In Europe, of old, the tithes had been the most important source of income 
for the Church -although on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, they by no 
means always benefited the parish clergy-, but in Mexico their importance was 
far less. For a long time, the Indians did not pay any tithes at all and when, at 
last, they had to start paying levies on products of Spanish origin, there were 
many protests. The church of Tlaxcala had to wage a test case with the pueblo of 
Tecamachalco, in order to have it arranged that the Indians were no longer 
completely exempted from tithes." 
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The Franciscans and the other mendicants fell outside of the episcopal 
hierarchy and had no rights whatsoever to tithes. They received an income from 
the tribute which a pueblo paid to the Crown or an encomendero, but this was 
supposed to be insufficient for their sustenance. For the rest, the Franciscans 
were dependent on alms (limosnas) from the faithful, which was, of course, 
entirely in line with their mendicant ethic. However, these alms soon assumed an 
institutionalized form, because the friars were being included in the indigenous 
tribute system; consequently, the alms were in fact tributes and the Franciscans 
were not at all miserable. In Tepeaca, the cabildo spent about thirty percent of its 
income, some 325 pesos, on the Franciscans. This included the regular expenses 
on food and clothes for the friars, but also the often considerable sums that the 
cabildo spent on visits of bishops and other prelates. 
Other pueblos did not always expend so much on the Franciscans. In 1572 
and 1573, the cabildo of Tecamachalco disbursed a much smaller part of its 
income on the local friars, 2 and 7.5 percent, respectively. Neither in the 
accounts of the pueblo of Tepeaca, nor in those of Tecamachalco, the number of 
Indians serving in the monasteries has been mentioned, merely the material costs. 
In the case of Tecamachalco, it is also questionable whether all expenses paid in 
maize have been counted. Without doubt, the Franciscans often had large 
numbers of servants, but their number seems to have varied per pueblo. As the 
financing of the friars by 'alms' was in a way a continuation of the old tribute 
system, the contributions show the same bewildering local variations as all in-
digenous tributes.'5 
Yet, the tribute from the cabildo were not the only source of income to the 
Franciscans, and, in due course, its importance tended to diminish as a result of 
both the depopulation of the pueblos and the tribute reforms. Besides the tribute, 
in the later sixteenth century another important source of income developed for 
the friars when, in the later sixteenth century, many cofradías were established in 
the pueblos. Cofradías were lay brotherships with a number of religious and 
social tasks, of which many Indians were a member. One of their most important 
tasks was to take care of the souls of their deceased 'brothers', by having masses 
said for the dead. To be able to do so, the cofradías often had considerable 
properties at their disposal. Below, I shall return to the cofradías and what they 
meant to the Indians. Their importance for the Franciscans was that they pro-
vided a more or less institutionalized source of income for the Church. 
The scarcity of archival material makes it impossible to treat the financial 
position of the Franciscans in detail. However, the archives do reveal that their 
relationship with the leading Indians in the pueblos deteriorated towards the end 
of the sixteenth century. This deterioration was also echoed in the Franciscan 
literature of the time. The Franciscan writers Motolima and Mendieta both 
proudly mentioned the affliction and distress of the Indians after the Franciscans 
had announced that they were going to abandon some of their doctrinas. Of 
course, relations between the friars and the pueblos were not always good in the 
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early colonial period. To take one example, in 1SSS one of the noble factions in 
Cuautinchan, where the caciques were involved in fierce conflicts, accused a 
local friar of being partial. Actually, as I have argued above, the affection the 
Indians demonstrated in 1S67 had strong elements of self-interest. Nonetheless, 
for whatever reason, the relations between Franciscans and leading Indians were 
often close in this period. 
In the course of the sixteenth century this good relationship rapidly deterio-
rated. In 1S9S, for example, the Indians of Tepeaca and Acatzingo complained to 
the Audiencia that the Franciscans demanded too many contributions from them, 
besides the normal costs of living, in flat contradiction with the king's decrees. In 
the seventeenth century, the pueblos often complained of the Franciscans' 
interference in labour services. These complaints particularly increased after the 
abolition of the repartimiento in 1633, when the Franciscans continued these 
labour services. These practices were so wide-spread that the viceregal authorities 
felt compelled to intervene. In the seventeenth century, the Indian complaints 
about the Franciscans were not restricted to financial matters, but the overall 
relationship between the friars and the Indians was troubled, as appears from the 
numerous complaints of Franciscan interference with pueblo administration and 
elections. 
The growing gap between the Franciscans and the caciques did not remain 
unnoticed to the Franciscans themselves. The seventeenth-century successors of 
Motolinfa and Mendieta, Torquemada and Vetancurt, had to admit that the love 
between Indians and Franciscans had considerably cooled. Even if this thought 
would occasionally have had crossed their minds, it would have been taboo to 
talk about it. Torquemada and Vetancurt attributed the increasing lack of under-
standing between caciques and Franciscans to the decline in moral standards of 
the friars as a result of the laxity and the decadence which had pervaded the 
order after the first period of conversion. Vetancurt even wrote that "the Indians ' 
early love for the friars [...had] been changed to hatred by their descendants"." 
Except for Palafox, circumstances were hardly different for the other mendicant 
orders, but they fell victim to the secularization much later. I think that the 
person of one bishop, regardless his energy, will not do as an adequate explana-
tion for such a long delay. However, there was yet another factor which distin-
guished the Franciscans from its fellow mendicant orders. The Franciscans were 
determined to hold on to their ideal of poverty, while the Dominicans and 
Augustines had already abandoned their strict vow of poverty in the sixteenth 
century and had acquired considerable landed property. But the Jesuits were not 
the only order and they were rather different from the mendicants; the Augustines 
and Dominicans had also obtained large tracts of land from the 1580s onwards. 
As early as 1562, the Dominicans had already said in writing that they 
could not live on alms alone as the Franciscans could. At first, the accumulation 
of land by the mendicant orders met with resistance from the authorities, but they 
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were presented with a fait accompli and, in due course, had to resign to the facts. 
According to the historian Taylor, in the eighteenth century, the Dominican order 
owned up to a third of all agricultural land in the valley of Oaxaca where it 
enjoyed a monopoly position similar to that of the Franciscans in the valley of 
Puebla." 
The Franciscan order did not possess any land whatsoever, but held on to its 
vow of poverty. Under the order's doctrine, the friars were not to get involved in 
financial matters at all. The monasteries in the valley of Puebla had appointed a 
specific official, the síndico, for all these matters. This was an office of honour 
for a local, wealthy Spaniard, often a tradesman or a labrador. Whenever the 
Franciscans received a bequest of land, the síndico had to sell it immediately, and 
put the money in the monastery's cash box, which he had in trust." 
This does not mean that the brothers adopted a passive attitude in financial 
matters. In 1S93, the guardian of the monastery of Santo Tomás complained to 
the cabildo of Tepeaca that the provisioning of his monastery was insufficient. 
He felt that the neighbouring pueblos Acatzingo and Tepeaca, under whose 
authority Santo Tomás fell, should contribute in the costs. The cabildo agreed at 
its following meeting." Nor did the Franciscans hesitate to take matters to the 
court of the alcalde mayor if people did not meet their obligations of payment. 
This was the case with the Indian Bernabé de Silva from Quechula who, in 1614, 
bequeathed a hacienda to the Spaniard Martin Gonzales de Lanciego, in order to 
appoint him guardian of his children. There was a censo of forty pesos on the 
hacienda, which had been reserved for masses for the souls of Bemabé's father 
and mother, to be said by the Franciscans of Quechula. When Gonzalo failed to 
pay the interest to the friars, they demanded the money due before the alcalde 
mayor, who granted it.™ 
As a result of the depopulation and the tribute reforms in the late sixteenth 
and early seventeenth centuries, the financial burden of the payments to the 
Franciscans increasingly troubled the pueblos. The cajas de comunidad and the 
new tribute income came under an ever closer control of the viceregal administra-
tion. The caciques and principales felt compelled to redefine their old tribute 
rights and many of them subsequently impoverished. In these days of great 
financial insecurity and rapid, radical changes in the pueblos, the Franciscans 
refused to change their financial position and to become less dependent on the 
Indians. They held on to their fundamental principle of leading a life of poverty 
and were thus the only order with no sources of income apart from those coming 
from the pueblos. This made them a heavier burden on the expenditures of the 
pueblos than the parish clergy elsewhere. Notwithstanding the growing import-
ance of the income from the cofradías, the Franciscans still largely depended on 
the contributions from the cabildo, which were based on the old tribute system. 
The refusal of the Franciscans to give up their traditional position in the pueblos, 
increasingly appeared to be a refusal to adapt to a changing society. It was 
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inevitable that this would cause an estrangement between the Franciscans and the 
nobility in the pueblos. 
If we take into consideration the disturbed relation between the Franciscans 
and the caciques, it is not surprising that the pueblos hardly reacted to the 
secularization of 1640. As has been saiddbefore, this was not the only factor 
contributing to the secularization, which could only take place, due to a combina-
tion of circumstances: the increasing autonomy of the pueblos, the concentration 
of Franciscan power in the pueblos in the valley of Puebla and Palafox's resol-
ution to take action against this. All in all, the secularization cannot be seen as to 
have been caused by one development. Had Palafox not acted against them, the 
Franciscans would have remained in their doctrinas in the valley of Puebla 
somewhat longer, but it was clear that the friars had failed to keep pace with the 
changing society, and that there was no future for them. Of course, the changing 
position of the friars in the doctrinas did not fail to influence the pueblos. Above, 
I have already mentioned that the pueblos became less dependent on the friars. 
Actually, we might even say that the Indians appropriated Christianity in a way 
that it became part of the identity of the pueblos. Thus, it is to Indians' Chris-
tianity that we now have to turn our attention. 
The Spanish appreciation of Indian Christianity 
Van Oss has pointed out that the Christianity which the friars brought from 
Europe was already an extremely complex religion, although it was passed on to 
the Indians in a uniform and simplified form." At first, the missionaries did not 
attempt to pass Christianity on to the Mexican society in all its complexity, but 
just tried to convey what they believed to be the essence of their faith. They 
could hardly be expected to do more in a situation in which they had set them-
selves the task of converting thousands and thousands of Indians within the 
shortest possible period of time. The Franciscans and the other mendicants held 
the view that conversion and the conveyance of the first principles of Christianity 
were most important. Meanwhile, the missionaries tried to join in the Indian way 
of living as well as possible. 
Especially the Franciscans were convinced that it was important to bring 
Christianity to the Indians in their own language, so that they would be able to 
understand it. Thus, they learned Náhuatl as soon as possible and, subsequently, 
started translating many religious texts. Gibson mentions the example of one of 
the first missionaries, the Franciscan Pedro de Gante.-21 
"[He] described the way in which he deliberately fostered [the] fusion 
[between Christianity and the rituals of the native religions]. Having 
observed the singing and dancing of the Indians in pagan worship, he 
composed a Christian song and drew new patterns for the mantles to be 
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used in a Christian dance. «In this way,» he said, «the Indians first started to 
show obedience to the Church»". 
There were several handbooks for confessions and the well-known Franciscan 
Fray Bernardino de Sahagún wrote a psalm-book, in which he used indigenous 
verse forms as a point of departure. Soon, there were also religious plays in 
Náhuatl, which responded to the Franciscan desire to indoctrinate the Indians 
with visual aids. The Indians enthusiastically participated in staging these plays. 
In translating these Christian works, with their rather specific terminology, 
the friars were soon confronted with the problem as to what extent they should 
translate the texts, and in which cases they were to hold on to the original 
terminology. In terms of language being the vehicle of thought, the Franciscans 
rejected the possibility to use the Náhuatl word teotl (god) for their own God. 
Their consideration was that they preached that the indigenous gods were 
devilish, and they wanted to prevent the Indians from getting the idea that God 
had something of the Devil about him. 
In general, this applied to all concepts which the friars regarded as the core 
of Christianity, like the saints and the sacraments. Terms like church or priest 
{teocalli, teopixqui) were far less crucial to them, and could therefore be trans-
lated. In this way, the friars consciously directed what has been called the 
Nahuatlisation of Christianity. They were convinced that in this way it would 
have the greatest effect on the Indians. They very well realized that pushing 
through an orthodox Christianity would alienate the Indians and possibly even 
repel them. In the 1530s, the Franciscan author Motolinia was convinced that this 
method had been very successful and that there were hardly any better Christians 
than the Indians of New Spain." 
As in the course of the sixteenth century, resistance to the power of the 
mendicants was growing, ever more protests were heard against the successes 
they claimed to have reached in conversion. It is remarkable that as the power of 
the mendicants declined, the Indians were increasingly accused of falling back on 
paganism or of returning to a paganism with Christian elements. In due course, 
even within the Franciscan order a movement developed, which tried to make a 
virtue of the necessity, by claiming that the deficiencies of indigenous Christian-
ity were precisely the reason to have the Franciscans keep the doctrinas." The 
Indians should be seen as children who needed a helping hand to stay on the right 
track and who were more fit to lend this hand than the Franciscans who had 
behaved fatherly towards the Indians? 
These Franciscans argued that it was necessary to have a thorough knowl-
edge of the old religious practices, if one was to understand the Indians' errors. 
If these were not known, according to, among others, Fray Bernardino de 
Sahagún, the Indians could continue their idolatry right under the noses of the 
friars, without them even knowing it. This argument made so much sense that 
Sahagún got the opportunity to start off his project of investigation into the 
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customs and traditions of the Aztecs. In the course of the sixteenth century, the 
'anti-Indian' current radicalized and managed to denounce Sahagún's approach as 
a trip to the Devil's empire, which might keep alive indigenous recollections of 
former rites. Although everyone recognized Sahagún's good intentions, he was 
only able to finish his project with intervals and with the support of some 
powerful patrons in Spain. Sahagún did not live to see his work published, as this 
did not happen until the Spanish era was over." 
In this way, the issue of the success of conversion was politicised along the 
lines of the ecclesiastical conflict between regulars and seculars. As mentioned 
above, the early colonial Mexican Church was a bundle of contradictions. 
Orthodoxy was a subject of heated disputes in Spain itself and in Europe at large, 
and the Spanish ecclesiastical establishment was alert to anything they regarded as 
non-orthodox, which meant unlike Spanish Christianity as they knew it or rather 
thought it should be. Everyone was well aware that suppressing heterodoxy was 
the principal aim of any Christian and certainly of the clergy. In discussions at 
the time, accusations of heterodoxy were just about the worst charges that could 
be brought against a group of people and in the sixteenth-century political 
disputes between the mendicants and the secular clergy, the last party of course 
raised the issue of the imperfections of Indian Christianity. The mendicants could 
hardly defend themselves to the imputations, because of course the Indians were 
not orthodox Christians in the Spanish sense." 
From the beginning, the Franciscans, and the other mendicants, did not 
regard the Indian world as being wicked only. They were delighted with the 
degree of social order or policía they saw in Indian society.27 By joining in the 
Indian way of living, they tried to intertwine Christianity with the indigenous 
traditions. They tried to use what they saw as the good and orderly sides of 
Indian society for their own ends. Thus, they used the Indian way of rule for the 
Church. Indian functionaries were appointed who were to take care of the 
churches in the pueblos. The cabildos were not only instructed to take care of the 
civil administration, but they were also to see to it that idolatry was banished. To 
ensure that everyone attended Mass on Sunday, the local leaders were to accom-
pany the Indians to church. If they did not fulfil these duties, they could be 
punished or be discharged from office. From the beginning, the Franciscans 
made sure that the Indian leaders had a personal interest in maintaining Chris-
tianity, but they did not try to eradicate all indigenous elements.1* Therefore, 
Christianity in the pueblos had merged with Indian traditions, we may discern an 
official side and a side which was determined by custom. As with many institu-
tional innovations, the Indians adopted the parts that were useful to them and 
used it to attain their own aims. 
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The framework of Christianity in the pueblos 
The church buildings themselves and their interiors were the most visible proof 
of the presence of Christianity in the pueblos de indios, and were indeed the 
places where many of the pueblo's Christian celebrations took place. Of course, 
they were only the outward signs of Christianity, but nonetheless important to the 
Indians, and often they played a centra] part in the life of the pueblos. The 
largest churches were the monasteries and monumental churches in the cabeceras 
de doctrina. However, these were not the only religious buildings in the pueblos: 
there were usually also hermitas, chapels which were devoted to a specific saint, 
and smaller churches in the visitas. In the main church of the cabecera de 
doctrina, a Mass was celebrated every Sunday and every holiday. The visitas had 
to content themselves with less. In the twenty-five visitas of Tepeaca, Mass was 
celebrated each Sunday, but in nearby Tecali they were served in terms, but each 
was at any rate attended on the name-day of its patron saint." 
Every church, big and small alike, had a patron saint, who also gave his 
name to the cabecera or sujeto in which the church was situated. The identity of 
the sujetos seems to have been connected with the visita church. This did not 
mean that a sujeto had to comprise a group of people living in one settlement. 
For example, around 1600, the sujeto (hermita y pueblo sujeto) of San Francisco 
Coa tepee, which was subordinate to the cabecera of Tecali, consisted of five 
tlaxilacalli (Mistla, Tlatlauquitepec, Caltitlan, Tlacpac and Quauhtlan), which 
were all named San Francisco.'0 It is obvious to assume that this was a continu-
ation of older, prehispanic ties of tlaxilacalli to a temple, but there is no docu-
mentation on this matter in the case of Tecali. As far as I know, the exact 
continuity of prehispanic and colonial religious organization has not been docu-
mented in any case, although it does not take a lot of imagination to assume a 
relationship of form and structure. 
The example of Tecali gives us an impression of these visita churches. In 
1599, the juez congregador recorded the condition of all 22 sujetos. Apart from 
the cabecera of Santiago Tecali, which had a monastery and a large church, only 
the settlement of San Martín Esmezuca had a church which the Spanish civil 
servant described as being of a passable construction (mediana lucida). In the 
other visitas there were no more than chapels. Some were large, but most were 
small, and the juez congregador judged the church in San Salvador Temiztlan as 
just a very small (muy pequeña) chapel. The chapel in San Buenaventura Tlacpac 
was dilapidated (mal reparada) and the one in San Lorenzo Tecaxtzingo had not 
been finished yet." 
The constructions were of stone, a combination of stone and wood, adobe or 
a combination of wood and adobe. According to the Indian administrators of 
Tecali, all these chapels also had cloisters and some rooms for visiting friars. 
The interior of the churches cannot have been very special. It was one room with 
a tamped earthen floor, with no benches and just an altar at one end. 
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Even though all visitas had a church or a chapel of their own, the inhabit-
ants usually attended Mass in the cabecera de doctrina, where also the font for 
baptismal water was situated. In this case the criteria were, whether the visitas 
were within reach of the sound of the church bell (al sonido de la campana). On 
the saint's days of the patron saints of the visitas, a delegation of the cabecera 
usually attended Mass in the visita* 
The visitas did not need a proper church, but the cabeceras did. In all 
cabeceras de doctrina the friars did not only have a church, but also a monas-
tery, some of which were very important. These monastery churches rather 
differed from the small churches and chapels of the visitas. They were huge 
buildings, a source of pride for both the Franciscans and the Indians of the 
pueblos. Many of the churches had a so-called open-air chapel (capilla abierta) 
outside of the main building, in which services could be celebrated before the 
mass of people that had gathered in the atrium of the churches." In the cases of 
the neighbouring pueblos of Huejotzingo and Calpan, small chapels had been 
built in the atrium, which were used for the four parts (parcialidades) of the 
pueblos." The atriums served as the cemeteries for the dead of the cabecera, but 
not of the entire pueblo. In the sujetos, the dead were buried in the atriums of the 
visitas. This was one of the most important reasons why in 1604, the Franciscan 
guardián of Tecali protested against the congregation of the pueblo. If the Indians 
were forced to leave their places of residence, he argued to Übe juez combario of 
the congregation, they would also be separated from their dead and ancestors, as 
a result of which they would be greatly distressed." 
The monasteries and churches of the cabeceras were often built on the spot 
of a prehispanic pyramid and temple, which they replaced. The same stones were 
used for the new buildings. As one example out of many, we mention the present 
church of Huaquechula, where there is still a stone in the lower part of one of the 
walls on which unmistakably a prehispanic warrior has been depicted. Elsewhere, 
the churches and monasteries were the centres of congregated pueblos, which had 
been built around the church and the central square in front. Together with the 
tianguis Sunday Mass was one of the few occasions on which a majority of the 
pueblo was present. Consequently, this was an appropriate moment to make 
public announcements which concerned all inhabitants. Hence, the church was 
not just the religious centre of the pueblos, but quite often also fulfilled an 
important role in social life. When there was no separate building (casas de 
cabildo) for the Indian administration of the pueblo or of a sujeto, the church 
would serve as such.* 
The construction of the monumental churches and monasteries particularly 
took place after the period in which the Indians had been converted, but prior to 
1590." This is hardly surprising, because this was the period in which the 
pueblos de indios were founded and Christianity moved from a disconnected and 
rather improvised stage to a more institutionalized and stricter form. Probably, 
most of the large constructions were preceded by a smaller emergency church. 
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An example comes from Cuautinchan, where in 1542, the Franciscan Fray 
Antonio Santo was supposed to say Mass in a construction which was covered 
with zacate straw and in which a bell was hanging from the branch of a tree.1* 
According to Kubler's investigations, the churches were designed by the 
friars and built by the Indians. We have to note, however, that the Franciscans 
could make use of the skills of the Indian carpenters and constructors. The 
Franciscans were inexperienced as building masters when they arrived in New 
Spain, but the construction of the churches usually went miraculously well. 
Nonetheless, later in the sixteenth century, more and more separate master 
builders were appointed. The churches seem to have been quite strong construc-
tions and many of them have stood the test of time. A less successful product 
was the church of the pueblo of Santo Tomás, which was subordinate to Tepeaca. 
At the time of the juez congregador's visit of inspection in 1599, it was about to 
collapse." 
Gabriel de Rojas, the author of the Relación geográfica de Cholula, was not 
very enthusiastic about the technical skills of the Franciscan master builders on 
the spot. In ca. 1580, the monastery there had been extended by a chapel which 
was to hold the many Indians that attended the services. The chapel was built on 
a large number of arches. One day, the vault above the arches was ready, but it 
was still being supported. In order to be able to celebrate an important feast, the 
props were removed from under the vault, supposing that the construction would 
be strong enough. That night, when the feast was over, the entire roof fell down 
and only the walls remained standing upright. According to Gabriel de Rojas, the 
hand of God was responsible for keeping the roof from falling at daytime, when 
there were four or five thousand people in the chapel, but he expressed his 
surprise at so much human foolishness.*" 
Elsewhere, the churches needed reconstruction after some time, which does 
not mean that faulty constructions caused the problems. For example, in 1628, 
the large monastery (convento principal) of Tlaxcala, which at the time was 
nearly a century old, suffered from rot in the wooden roof. As a result, a hole 
had developed, which had been provisionally repaired by placing a wooden hut 
(jacal) over the bad spot. This prevented the roof from falling down for a while, 
but everyone was convinced that if the roof was not replaced altogether, the 
church would collapse during the rainy season. As it was now necessary to 
repair the church, the Indians asked the Audiencia for a licence to extend it, 
because it had just 'a small capacity, and there were many Spaniards and 
Indians' who had to attend service there.41 
The interior of the cabecera churches was rather different from the modest 
hermitas and chapels in the visitas. The differences were more in the quantity 
than in the kind of objects. Moreover, one should remember that the cabeceras 
had different functions from the hermitas. In the hermitas of the visitas, services 
were only occasionally celebrated and were usually of a simple nature. In the 
churches of the cabeceras, the most important religious activities of the pueblos 
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took place; as a consequence, these bad to live up to certain expectations. 
Besides, the monasteries of the cabeceras were the Franciscans' daily residences, 
so they had to contain all that was needed in a material and spiritual sense. 
The interiors of the churches had of course mainly been determined by the 
directions of the Spanish friars. The Indians had no experience with the demands 
of Christianity and did not know which conventions and instructions they had to 
follow. The cabecera churches were important elements within the pueblos and 
by furnishing their churches 'in the proper way', the Indians of the pueblos were 
able to gain prestige. As a result, soon the churches were filled with images of 
saints, altars, retables and other altar pieces, etcetera. This involved large sums 
of money, which the administrators of the pueblos, but also wealthy Indian 
individuals were only too pleased to provide. Especially, if by gifts or efforts 
they could connect their name to a prestigious religious object like a retable, they 
spared no trouble or expense. 
The only concrete example of an Indian sponsoring a specific object in a 
church that I know of, is Doña María de la Cruz, cacica of Tepeaca, who, in her 
testament of 1602, bequeathed thirty pesos for л frontal (altar cloth) for the main 
altar in the church of Tepeaca. Much more is known about the things which the 
pueblo de indios as a whole purchased for their churches, and of the costs 
involved.42 
Each cabecera church had a main altar and some side altars, devoted to 
different saints. The main altar was adorned with a large, often richly decorated 
altar piece, the retable, which had pictures of the good works and the life of the 
patron saint of the pueblo, and usually some additional images of saints. For poor 
pueblos it was sufficient to have a painted retable, but all self-respecting pueblos 
had it gilded, if possible. The side altars were less decorated. The larger 
churches normally had some chapels, devoted to a specific saint. Here, too, were 
images of saints and there were often paintings on the walls. Many churches even 
were decorated with frescoes on all walls. The Franciscan churches bore the 
Franciscan mark, consisting of the cord of the order's habit, painted at the top of 
paintings. 
Besides the paintings, the retables and the images of the saints, the cabecera 
churches also had many possessions which were connected with worship, and 
which were normally locked away in the sacristy. There were silver chalices and 
plates for the sacramental wine and the hosts. The altars had to be covered with a 
cloth. In an ordinary service, a simple woven cloth sufficed, with occasionally an 
embroidered border or some simple decorations. For the various seasons of the 
Church, however, cloths of different colours were needed. In addition, on feast 
days, richly decorated or worked cloths of damask or brocade were used, with 
embroideries in gold and silver. There were cassocks for all occasions. The 
colour of these also varied in accordance with the season of the Church and there 
were richly worked cassocks for feasts. The clothes of the acolytes and the 
members of the choir were also stored in the churches. In Tepeaca, the cabildo 
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even bought a suit for the perrero, the man who had to chase dogs out of the 
church." 
In processions, palanquins were used, on which images of saints were 
carried around, and which preferably had golden or silver handles. On these 
occasions, the doorposts of the church were sometimes adorned with a decorated 
cloth. In the services, during the processions and at other occasions, all kinds of 
musical instruments were needed, ranging from trumpets, flutes and shawms 
{chirimías), to organs. Initially, the Spanish authorities had encouraged the 
purchase of musical instruments, but soon, restrictions had to be imposed, 
because of the great number of Indians making music during Mass. Together, 
they produced so much noise, that attention was being distracted from Mass a 
little too much; moreover the musicians were reputed for their unruly behav-
iour.44 
Finally, the large churches and monasteries also had a number of books, 
which had been purchased by the religious community. In 1628, there were 
thirty-eight books in the monastery of Atlixco, most of them of a religious 
nature: a Bible, some concordances, books of prayers and sermons, hagiogra-
phies and several comments on the Gospels and other parts of the Holy Scripture. 
The only non-religious books were a Náhuatl grammar by Fray Francisco de 
Asunción and a Náhuatl dictionary, the author of which has not been mentioned. 
Apart from a number of non-specified books, in 1SS7 the cabildo of Tepeaca 
bought four precious choir books for two hundred pesos all together and a book 
for canto llano (Gregorian chant) for ten pesos." 
Church expenditure and the rise of the cofradías 
The above illustrates that expenditure on the Franciscans was only part of the 
money the pueblos spent on the Church and on religion at large. Therefore, the 
matters of Church finance were of great importance in the pueblos. According to 
the accounts of Tepeaca that have been mentioned above, apart from the thirty 
percent of its earnings spent on the Franciscans in 1550-1559, the pueblo spent 
another twenty-three percent on the Church. These costs were partly this high as 
a result of the recent foundation of the large church of the cabecera, and the 
many items for the interior which still had to be purchased. However, about a 
third of the expenditures were for feasts which were celebrated in the town of 
Tepeaca. At the time when the accounts of Tepeaca were compiled, the cajas de 
comunidad had only recently been introduced. In a test case before the Audiencia 
and later even before the king's court, Tepeaca was presented as an example of 
the state of disorder of the cajas in the pueblos. The Fiscal blamed the high 
expenditures on the Franciscans, but they protested and alleged that the Indians 
spent such a large amount of money on the Church out of their own free will, 
and that only a small part benefited the friars, to which the Audiencia agreed. As 
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a result of the detailed report, the Fiscal of the Audiencia drew up a number of 
measures in order to regulate the expenditures of the pueblos with the principal 
aim to restrict the expenditures on the Church and to increase the tribute income 
of the king. The king agreed to the measures.46 
The result was that the pueblos could only build churches in future with the 
Audiencia''s consent and with a previous elaborate calculation of the costs 
involved. The Indians were also prohibited from spending a lot of money on 
feasts. The regulations of the Fiscal were adopted as a general measure. Espe-
cially the prohibition to build churches without previous consent of the Crown 
had considerable effect, as is clear from the large amount of sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century applications for licenses to construct a church or a chapel.41 
An example of such an application and its treatment by the Audiencia is the 
well documented Indian chapel {capilla de los naturales) of the Franciscan 
monastery in Cholula. In 1S80, the roof of the construction fell down. In 1591, 
the Cholultecs wanted to have the chapel roofed, because las it was not covered, 
one suffered harm and danger from water, wind and cold during Mass and the 
sermon'." The Audiencia established a procedure. Luis de Arciniega, master 
builder of the cathedral of Puebla had to make an estimate of the costs. The 
Audiencia consented to it that the cabildo of Cholula would use the five hundred 
pesos of income that it had received from the lease of the town's slaughterhouse. 
This was by no means sufficient and the Cholultecs had to indicate how they 
intended to cover the rest of the costs, without imposing extra levies on the 
macehuales (sin echar derramas). For the time being, the corregidor was ordered 
to sort matters out. At the same time, the Audiencia already granted the cutting 
of two thousand planks and beams (tablas y vigas) on the Malinche in the 
province of Tlaxcala.4* 
Cholula suggested to use the income of fifteen thousand pesos which it had 
in loans on its possessions (quince mil pesos de censo en posesiones de su 
comunidad) in Puebla, Atlixco and Cholula itself. This was granted, provided 
that none of these censos was sold. Meanwhile, Luis de Arciniega had consulted 
the local Franciscans and the corregidor, and everyone was convinced of the 
necessity of the operation. Arciniega thought that roofing the chapel would mean 
a lot of work, but that it would be neither very difficult nor costly. He estimated 
the total costs at some nine or ten thousand pesos, which could be paid in the 
way Cholula had suggested, plus a contribution of one thousand pesos from the 
tribute income that had been reserved for the king. The Audiencia did not issue a 
licence until these elaborate investigations were over.50 
The restrictions on the costs of feasts in the pueblos were imposed with 
more difficulty. Even before the administration of the caja de comunidad was 
investigated in 1560, the high expenditures on feasts had been a source of 
concern for the authorities, as appears from the ordinances of the cabildo of 
Cuautinchan, in which in 1559, before the lawsuit against Tepeaca, it was already 
stated that the costs of the local feasts were not to exceed the amount of fifteen 
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pesos. Only in the case of the feast of the pueblo's patron saint, the cabildo was 
allowed to spend twenty pesos." At first, the decrees had a most limited effect. 
The 1572-1573 accounts of Tecamachalco show that disbursements on the Church 
constituted twenty percent of total expenditure. Most feasts cost ten to fifteen 
pesos, but the feast of the patron saint Santa María de Asunción of 1572 cost 
eighty pesos. The alcalde mayor did accept the accounts, but warned the cabildo 
to keep down expenditures on feasts.52 
According to the tribute accounts of Tlaxcala of 1641, in principle, no feast 
whatsoever was paid out of the tribute income of the caja de comunidad any 
longer. Tlaxcala had some extra sources of income, though, especially censos and 
leases on community goods (bienes de comunidad), but these generally failed to 
provide sufficient means to pay religious celebrations with. The town used to pay 
the celebration of the feast of Corpus Cristi out of this income. In 1641 this was 
made impossible, because Tlaxcala had a tribute debt and all income of the 
pueblo had been confiscated by the juez contador who had to collect tributes. 
However, these bienes de comunidad were a vulnerable source of income, as 
they could be easily controlled by the authorities, which could confiscate it in 
case of tribute debts. In 1599 and 1640, this happened in many of the pueblos in 
the valley of Puebla. To make sure that they could celebrate the feast anyway, 
the necessary funds were 'borrowed' from the caja for once, with the consent of 
the Spanish governor of Tlaxcala. The sum concerned was not twenty pesos, but 
the considerable amount of 224.5 pesos." According to both Gibson and Ouwe-
neel, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries a substantial part of the income 
of the cajas de comunidad was spent on feasts.34 
With the establishment of sodalities (cofradías) the Indians got the opportun-
ity to hide the income of the pueblos from the view and influence of the fiscal 
authorities. The cofradías were a religious institution which had been introduced 
from Spain. In Mexico, both Spaniards and Indians were usually organized in 
these lay confraternities. The intentions of the cofradías of Mexico, which have 
recently been elaborately discussed in literature, did not differ much from those 
in Spain. In the Spanish cities, the cofradías were mainly important as a means to 
organize fellow craftsmen and, as such, they were often strongly tied to the 
guilds. In the rural areas, however, they were a coherent factor within the 
comunidades." 
First and foremost, the cofradías, in Spain, in the rest of Catholic Europe 
and also in America, aimed at honouring a specific saint or celebrating a relig-
ious feast and to encourage its devotion. The idea behind the cofradías was 
furthermore, that the members were brothers before the Church and in the eyes 
of God, and had to behave accordingly. Moreover, the confraternities fulfilled an 
important social role, albeit that this was not the same in all instances. In 
sixteenth-century Cáceres -but not in New Castile- and in France from the 
sixteenth to the eighteenth century, the cofradías usually fell outside the influence 
of the parish clergy; they only needed the priests for celebrating masses and for 
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some other ceremonies. The confraternities were often associations of flagellants 
and in the eyes of the prelates, breeding places of heterodoxy. The decrees of the 
Council of Trent aimed at keeping multiformity out of Christianity and to place 
all manifestations of religion entirely within the area of the parish clergy's 
authority. This was often an arduous task, as in many cases the parish clergy 
came from the parishes themselves and were not able to distance themselves from 
local beliefs and practices.* In comparison to large parts of Europe, the Mexican 
clergy of the rural areas were in this way much closer to the counter-reformatory 
ideal and up to the most modern standards of its time. The Franciscans in the 
valley of Puebla, as well as the other orders elsewhere, took up a very detached 
position from their parishioners and they were most critical towards the Christi-
anity the Indians practised. 
Cofradías have already been documented in the valley of Puebla for the 
period prior to 1550." In 1542, in Cuautinchan, the caciques founded the 
cofradía of Nuestra Señora de Asunción, the patron saint of Amozoc, which fell 
under the jurisdiction of Cuautinchan. In Tlaxcala, a cofradía was already 
mentioned in the 1540s. In Tecamachalco and Quechula, cofradías were founded 
in the last quarter of the sixteenth century. As in Tlaxcala, the first cofradías 
were founded to support hospitals, and possibly dedicated to Nuestra Señora de 
Concepción, as in seventeenth-century Jalisco, from which Chance and Taylor's 
examples have been taken.9* According to the Franciscan Mendieta, they were 
founded at the same time as the monasteries. In about 1570 he wrote:" 
'In order that these hospitals would have facilities for attending to the 
invalids and for the payment of normal costs, [the friars] decreed that these 
said hospitals would have some livestock farm or maize plot of their own or 
some other source of income for their subsistence'. 
In due course, however, these hospitals no longer responded to their objectives, 
because:"0 
'This institution was eagerly accepted by the principales and the leaders of 
the pueblos, just like all [institutions] which are in some way involved in 
collecting goods from the macehuales, because they expect that they will 
have to administrate and manage themselves whatever they will have to pay 
them. [...] It is certainly not surprising that they profit as much as possible 
from all this, and from all other things that they collect from the peasants, 
because they are being dispossessed and deprived of the absolute authority 
and income that they formerly had, which consisted of all that they wished 
to demand from them [i.e. the peasants], doing as they pleased. And they 
have no other estate nor any other way left to provide for a living'. 
All this resulted in such a decline of either the livestock or the fields which had 
been reserved for the hospitals, that there was little left. Mendieta wrote:" 
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'In this way, the hospitals have neither served in the past, nor serve now but 
for three lame or paralysed patients at the most, and at times, just for one, 
who serves as a pretext (cabeza de lobo) so that the principales can have 
their way'. 
Gradually, things had got out of the Franciscans' control, and the principales had 
made common course with the local administrators. Taking this into account, 
Mendieta thought it wise to abolish the hospitals and to use the buildings which 
had been constructed for them as 'meeting places for the cofrades (members) of 
the cofradía del Santissimo Sacramento or of Nuestra Señora\a 
In several places, these cofradías had been founded by Franciscans who 
wanted to impart the Indians with more Christian civilization (policía cristiana). 
In some areas, they were devoted to the Most Holy Sacrament of the Communion 
(Santissimo Sacramento) to get the Indians more involved in Holy Communion, 
and elsewhere they were devoted to 'some feast of Our Lady', to induce the 
Indians to concentrate more on the Mother of God. There were also places with 
cofradías of both devotions and on top of that of the True Cross (Vera Cruz), to 
strengthen discipline on Maundy Thursday. Mendieta had to acknowledge that 
these cofradías also met with resistance from Spaniards, who suspected that the 
Indian nobles would use them for their own advantage. Mendieta wrote that he 
knew that the 'Devil used any means to destroy whatever he could of the building 
of God', but, nevertheless, he held the view that 'the cofradías [were] most 
beneficial to the Indians of New Spain and a great help in converting them to 
good Christianity (buena cristianidady. Thus, the Franciscans should found 
cofradías in places which were still without them.43 
From the start, the cofradías contained all the elements that were to 
characterize them later on. They were lay confraternities attached to one church 
or chapel, with their own sources of income and devoted to one specific feast or 
saint. The members took care of each other and, according to Mendieta, in their 
care of the sick, they were even more important than the hospitals." Further-
more, as in Europe, the cofradías had an important task during the burials of its 
members, by keeping an night vigil by a corpse and by having Requiem Masses 
said or sung. To this effect, the cofradías had some singers in their service, who 
took the bodies to the burial." The cofradías were also expected to have Memor-
ial Masses celebrated at set intervals after the funeral, in accordance with the 
stipulations that had been laid down in the testament of the deceased, so that a 
soul would 'not stay in purgatory for too long'." 
Some specified in their testament that masses should be celebrated for their 
own souls only, whereas others also wanted masses read for a deceased husband, 
wife, children or parents. To this effect, the cofradías received sometimes small 
and at times considerable bequests, depending on the wealth of the deceased and 
the number of masses he or she thought necessary. This number varied from 
merely a few masses for their own soul to a few dozen for the entire family. 
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Doña Ana Sánchez beat everyone else when, in 1605, she bequeathed the small 
fortune of 1272 pesos to celebrate masses for the souls of herself, her deceased 
husband and his first wife." 
The cofradías did not depend on bequests of money only. In some cases, 
gifts of land or macehuales have been documented, as in the case of the founda-
tion of the cofradía of Nuestra Señora de Asunción in Cuautinchan, where four 
solares and fifteen macehuales were donated. Later on, this cofradía received 
more land from bequests by caciques. If we take into consideration that the 
cofradías of the eighteenth century have been known as wealthy organizations 
with, at times, very considerable material sources, we may suppose that they 
invested the bequests of money." 
This aspect was most attractive to the pueblos and especially to the caciques 
and principales. Above, I have already quoted Mendieta, who held the view that 
the hospitals were a fiasco, because they were used by the principales as a source 
of personal profit. The growing control of the Spanish authorities over the cajas 
de comunidad meant, that in due course, the cabildo members in the pueblos 
were more often personally held responsible for missing income or too large 
expenditures. As in all public organizations, the caciques and principales also 
played a major part within the cofradías in the pueblos. Thus, the administrators 
of the cofradías belonged to the same group of people as the leaders of the 
cabildos. By transferring land and income from the jurisdiction of the comunidad 
and, consequently, from the caja de comunidad to that of the cofradías, the 
administrators withdrew it from the influence and control of the authorities. 
Although the Franciscans did initiate the cofradías, as did the other clergy 
elsewhere, they could but raise little protest against the cofrades, right to take 
their own decisions where the affairs of the institution were concerned, as long as 
it remained within reason from a Christian point of view.6* 
The cofradías were important within the pueblos, because an entire pueblo 
or part of it, was united in a confraternity. This had several advantages over a 
dependence on the caja de comunidad. The cofradías were institutions within the 
pueblo and only responsible to its cabildo and not to the Spanish authorities. As 
the membership of a cofradía was voluntary, at least officially, the administrators 
could get away with imposing special levies on the macehuales on top of the 
regular tribute (derramas) in case of failing funds or large festivities. The cabildo 
officials did not have this authority, except when the Crown gave them per-
mission in a particular situation.70 
The cofradía only had to pay for the feasts of its own church or chapel, 
usually the church of one barrio, whereas the cajas had to cover the expenses of 
several churches and chapels. The inevitable result was that some of the churches 
were favoured above others, depending on the officials who controlled the 
cabildo and, with it, the caja de comunidad. This happened in the pueblo of 
Quechula, where a great turmoil developed in the 1570s. Here, the officials of 
one part {parcialidad) of the pueblo were in charge of the cabildo. They had used 
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the money of the caja to build a magnificent clock tower next to the church of 
the parcialidad. The Indians of the other parcialidad paid heavily, but did not 
benefit from the clock tower in any way. The cofradías made it possible to tie 
funds to specific parts of the pueblos. For example, the pueblo of Cuautinchan 
consisted of two large parts, under different caciques, the partidas of Cuautin-
chan and Amozoc, which both had a cofradía of their own. The Indians of 
Amozoc had been united in the cofradía of Nuestra Señora de Asunción and 
those of Cuautinchan in the cofradía of Santissimo Sacramento. Only caciques -
like Don Pedro de Luna (1597) or Don Joseph Sánchez (1606)- who rose above 
the interests of one partida, because they were important within the pueblo at 
large, were members of both confraternities.71 
This does not mean that the cofradías did not respond to the above-men-
tioned intention of Mendieta to further Christianity among the Indians. There is 
no reason to suppose that the cofradías failed to do so; at the same time, how-
ever, they were fitted in the social structure of the pueblo, thus combining 
Spanish and Indian purposes. The ties between a cofradía and an ecclesiastical 
community were so strong, that Dona Maria de la Cruz from Tepeaca, who 
married a Spaniard when she remarried for the second time, is the only Indian I 
have found, who bequeathed a sum of thirty pesos to the Spanish cofradía of 
Santissimo Sacramento of Tepeaca in her testament of 1602. Apparently, Doña 
Maria was supposed to have certain ties with the community of Spaniards in 
Tepeaca, because of her marriage to a Spaniard. On the other hand, in 1586, en-
comendero Don Rodrigo de Vivero, his wife Doña Melchiora and their seven 
children were admitted to the Indian cofradía of San Francisco in Tecamachalco; 
they were apparently supposed to be part of the community of Tecamachalco.71 
In the middle of the sixteenth century, there were cofradías in all pueblos in 
the valley of Puebla that were under Franciscan administration. Most of them 
were of the devotion advised by Mendieta. In the countryside there were not only 
Indian cofradías, but according to the seventeenth-century Franciscan author 
Vetancurt, Spanish confraternities were also attached to all Franciscan monas-
teries in the valley; these often had the same devotions as the Indian ones. In the 
larger cities there were Spanish cofradías as well, some of which were extremely 
wealthy and had men from the highest circles of colonial society among its 
members.7' 
In the Anales de Tecamachalco, it is stated that the Spaniards in that pueblo 
founded a cofradía of their own, because they did not want to fall under Indian 
administration. In general, it was not forbidden for Spaniards and Indians to be 
members of the same cofradía, but in practice this was rare. Contrary to Indian 
use, Spaniards sometimes paid feasts out of their own pockets. An example is 
Francisco Martín Cortés, who paid some 69 pesos to the patron-saint feast of San 
Pablo when he was mayordomo of the cofradía in the plains of San Pablo in 
1625. 
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The Indian administrators of the cofradías, mainly mayordomos, escribanos, 
and cantores, came from the ranks of the caciques and principales, but the 
Indians, with their strong sense of status, could not have conceived otherwise. It 
is not clear how these administrators below the level of cabildo were appointed. 
If the Indians followed the Spanish example, they were elected each year. The 
only data on this matter are from Tlaxcala, where, in ISSO, the cabildo decided 
that henceforth the so-called diputados of the hospital, which after all was the 
predecessor of the cofradías, the mayordomo and the escribano, had to be 
elected, just like the cabildo officials were elected. As far as can be derived from 
the somewhat confusing documents, the election was carried out by the lords of 
the cabildo, and not by the members of the cofradía, as used to be the case in 
Spain.74 
The cofradías had consciously been established by the Church, with the 
intention to increase the devotion and community spirit of the Indians. The 
institutions partly responded to this purpose, but their success among the Indians 
is accounted for by the position they fulfilled within the pueblos. Since the 
caciques and principales had been able to bring the cofradías under their control, 
these gradually came to be part of the social life within the pueblos. Sodalities 
enabled the Indians to spend funds on feasts and hide these from the view of the 
Spanish authorities, and at the same time, they imposed extra levies on the 
Indians for the festivities. To what extent the Indians accomplished their purpose 
will be clear, if we consider that at the end of the eighteenth century, the 
authorities tried to get a grip on the cofradías. They did so by means of a decree, 
by which it was forbidden to impose derramas, and, at the same time, by trying 
to declare the alcabala applicable to the properties of the cofradías. However, 
both attempts had little success." 
The ritual counterpart of the cofradías was the system of compadrazgo, in 
which on various ritual occasions the members of the pueblo received the ritual 
co-parenthood of each other's children. The basic idea was that the compadres 
would share the responsibility of a child's education and take care of a child, 
should anything happen to the parents. Because the compadres were parents 
before God, it was forbidden for a godparent and a godchild to get married. The 
compadrazgo relations were also connected with the religious community, but 
they were not institutionalized in an organization which was associated with the 
Church, like the cofradías. Compadrazgo-T&\ations were individual 'contracts', 
while cofradías were a matter of collective concern.7* 
Even though the original idea of compadrazgo relations as a kind of 'in-
surance' for the godchild was complied with, the contracts were usually between 
people with mutual interests, mostly of an economic nature. In this way, they 
were an extension of marital alliances which were of great importance throughout 
society. The compadrazgo relations of early colonial Mexico have been badly 
documented. The only concrete indications that economic interests played a part 
in compadrazgo relations are from Tlaxcala, where the cabildo made allusions to 
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them in relation with cochineal cultivators and traders that seem to suggest that 
the compadragzo relations were factor of importance in their relations of trade." 
The cofradías were part of a whole system of ritual kinship relations, which 
became as important in the pueblos de indios as in Europe. The cofradía organiz-
ation expressed the idea of community spirit and a common subordination. As 
such, the cofradías were an element of the organization Herrschaft of the 
pueblos, which was subordinate to both the caciques and to the padre, as the 
priest of the pueblo was called. The solidarity of the brothers in the Lord was 
celebrated with communal meals, which, according to the pueblo accounts of 
Tepeaca and Tlaxcala, were always part of the religious feasts in the pueblos.71 
The practice of Christianity in the pueblos 
Apart from the weekly masses, church life in the pueblos also consisted of feasts. 
Fireworks and processions would add lustre to them. They invariably ended in 
heavy drinking, which greatly dissatisfied and deeply concerned the authorities, 
who tried to stop the use of pulque with a never abating stream of ordinances and 
measures. Many have explained the Indians' alcohol consumption as a result of 
the trauma of conquest. However, the North-American historian Taylor has 
remarked that the drinking was a continuation of a prehispanic tradition.1* Even 
though Indian drinking may have been somewhat more extreme than in Europe, 
village feasts could sometimes get out of hand there, too. Tackett writes on 
village feasts in eighteenth-century France: 'the secular festivities accompanying 
the longer processions sometimes fell entirely out of hand. A holiday atmosphere 
reigned with drinking and dancing and stragglers of different sexes disappearing 
into the bush"." We need little imagination to assume that the same was the case 
in colonial Mexico, where ecclesiastical feasts were the only diversion in a 
monotonous peasant existence. 
The feasts were an important part of Christianity in the pueblos. In his Con-
fesionario Mayor the Franciscan Fray Alonso de Molina specified the four most 
important feasts of the year: Christmas, Easter, Corpus Christi and San 
Francisco. AH Indians were supposed to observe these, although in doctrinas of 
another order they probably observed the day of another patron saint. An 
important part of the feasts in the pueblos were the processions, which consisted 
of a walk around the atrium of the church with some images of saints, crosses 
and sometimes also the Holy Sacrament. The whole church and the path of the 
procession were decorated with flowers. According to a description of Torque-
mada, there were three paths, separated by arches which were also adorned with 
flowers. The procession itself followed the middle path: the crosses, the palan-
quins with the images and the priests and their assistants. The men and women 
separately of the congregation followed the two other paths." As early as the 
middle of the sixteenth century, Spaniards participated in the pueblo feasts, and 
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even in weekly Mass. Because the Indians formed by far the majority of the 
participants, the feasts had a strong indigenous character, but they were not 
exclusively Indian. The Indians of Tepeaca were even flattered by the presence of 
Spaniards at the pueblo feasts. The Spaniards just had to refrain from arrogant 
behaviour, because this would lead to conflicts with the Indians, as in Tlaxcala in 
1576." 
Processions were not confined to pueblo feasts and they did not always take 
place within the enclosure of the atrium of the pueblo church. In the case of the 
feasts of Corpus Christi and of the patron saints, the sujetos brought their images 
of saints to the church of the cabecera, to participate in a large procession 
there." At times, processions were also held to ask a saint -mostly Mary- for 
protection from crop failure, epidemics and other disasters. This frequently 
happened in the cities of Puebla and Mexico, but also, for example, in Tecama-
chalco when the vast epidemic of 1576 broke out." 
As in Europe, processions were not just an expression of the devotion of the 
pueblo as a whole, but also an important social affair. In a procession, everyone 
could show off his prestige, status and wealth, but the Indians could also derive 
these qualities from it. Therefore, everyone had to appear dressed-up, in order to 
represent his position within the pueblo society with dignity." The Indians were 
very fond of ceremonies of this kind; according to Torquemada, they were even 
ceremonial icos. In this light should been seen the importance which the Indian 
cabildo of Tlaxcala, in 1549, attached to the right attire of the cofrades of the 
cofradía of the town's hospital. For the procession of Corpus Christi -the most 
important one of the year- they needed red mantles and the cabildo was respon-
sible for it." 
The important place of religious activities in the pueblos is apparent in some 
conflicts over ceremonies which developed in the pueblos. In 1603, in the pueblo 
of Atlihuetzian (Tlaxcala), the local Franciscan friar Fray Alonso de Rivas was 
inspired by 'Lutheran1 thoughts. He refused to lead the local cofradía in pro-
cessions and in services for the Virgin Mary to whom this brotherhood was 
devoted. He held the view that the Indians should not ask favours from the 
Mother of God, because 'she was a woman of flesh and blood, like all others'. 
As a result, the Indians had not been able to perform the ceremonies which were 
necessary for a proper functioning of the cofradía for quite some time, and as I 
have argued above, this was an important part of social life in the sixteenth 
century. To remedy this lack of religious assistance, the Indians lodged a 
complaint against the Franciscan with the court of the Inquisition when it had a 
sitting in Tlaxcala in 1603. As the nie is incomplete, only the accusation is 
known, and the end of the case is, unfortunately, missing. Nonetheless, the 
attitude of the Indians is clear." 
A rather different case, which evidently was connected with a dispute 
between two villages, was the conflict between the Indians of the barrios of 
Guacalomolico and San Juan Aquiahuac of the pueblo of Cholula about the 
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celebration of the feasts of San Andrés. Before the Audiencia, both barrios 
demanded the right to dance and play during the celebrations. The Audiencia 
ordered that in that year the inhabitants of San Juan Aquiahuac could play, but 
that the corregidor of Cholula was to see to it that in future the equality (igual-
dad) between the two barrios was guarded and that the conflicts would disap-
pear." 
This last example makes it clear that processions were only part of the 
feasts in the pueblos. During the procession, by way of diversion, dances were 
performed by children, accompanied by devout music and singing. At the 
beginning of the evening, the real dances would begin in the atriums of the 
churches. According to Torquemada these dances were 'the most important 
ceremony of their feasts', which were performed 'in the ancient way'." These 
dances were subject to severe attacks from critics of the conversion of the 
Indians, precisely because they had been derived from indigenous dances. 
Confronted with this criticism, the Indians of Tlaxcala petitioned to the Audiencia 
in 1592 for 'permission to celebrate their feasts with the dances and mitotes 
[Indian dances] in the churches as they are used to. This notwithstanding the fact 
that it is forbidden, because people say that they use old rites and ceremonies.' 
The Audiencia acknowledged the reasonability of this petition, but in view of the 
accusations of the continuation of idolatry, remained careful. Therefore, the 
Audiencia agreed to the petition, provided 'these dances [were performed] in the 
presence of Franciscans who know the language and know what they are singing, 
so that every opposition disappears'. If the Indians complied with these condi-
tions, they were allowed to resume their way of celebrating the feasts.90 This 
reaction of the Audiencia indicates the tendency towards tolerance vis à vis the 
Indians, which continued to exist among many Spaniards, notwithstanding all 
criticism on Indian Christianity and the large-scale investigations into idolatry that 
took place in the seventeenth century."' Thus, Tackett's remark about eighteenth-
century France also applied to Central Mexico:92 
"Doubtless many curés were willing to tolerate the modes of religious 
expression of the villagers at least in their more innocuous manifestations. 
They were well aware of the danger of losing the confidence of their flocks 
if they tampered too much with the traditional local beliefs and practices". 
The Dominican Fray Diego Duran, who was convinced of the need to investigate 
the old 'rites and feasts', pointed at the parallels between the Indians and the 
Spanish peasants in his treatise on the idolatries of New Spain:" 
"[...] We consider that in Spain also live people who are as course and dull 
as they [i.e. the Indians] are, or a little less, as in many parts of Castile [...] 
there are people with a primitive and course nature and above all with little 
knowledge of the Faith, even less than the Indians here. Because [at least] 
here on every Sunday and feast-day, they are taught the doctrines and one 
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teaches them the law of the Gospel, whereas it happens to [the peasants] in 
many parts [of Spain] that they do not hear a sermon in their entire life. But 
notwithstanding all this, it may happen that [in Spain] one meets someone, 
who is dulled by a life on the land, who lacks sufficient judgment to be able 
to tell how big a star is, but says that it is as big as a nut, and the moon [no 
bigger] than a cheese, but who with all his coarseness would sooner have 
himself beaten to death than to doubt one of the articles of faith. If he is 
asked why God is one and trine, he answers because it is, and if he is asked 
why it are three persons and not four, he answers because it is not. And 
with these two reasons, because it is and because it is not, these people 
answer to all doubts and questions of faith. They firmly believe in what 
their parents have taught them and in what the Holy Mother Church teaches 
and believes". 
According to Duran, as far as this was concerned, there was not so much 
difference with the Indians, but the Indians needed more education because they 
lacked the foundation of the tradition.** 
The Spanish tolerance towards Indian Christianity can also be illustrated by 
the expressions of art in the pueblo churches of Central Mexico. The Indians had 
a long tradition of art in the service of religion, which has been saved a little in 
sculptures and in pictorial manuscripts. The Spaniards demolished most sculp-
tures because they were idols. The skills of the Indians partly remained. The 
administrations of the pueblos were intent on adapting the interior of their 
churches to the standards of Christianity as much as possible. Ideally, they were 
decorated by European artists like the Flemish Simon Pireyns (in Spanish Simón 
Pirines), who, in the sixteenth century, painted the retables of Tepeaca and 
Huejotzingo, amongst others. There were, however, very few European artists 
available in the sixteenth century, and most of their commissions were located in 
the Spanish churches of Puebla or Mexico." 
In most cases, the churches were decorated by Indian artists, who imitated 
the standard European style as well as they could. From the 1520s, missionaries 
like Fray Pedro de Gante and Motolinfa were delighted with the craftsmanship of 
the Indian artisans and their ability to learn European skills and techniques. When 
the Indian artists were working, they would use the skills they knew best. The 
fresco techniques which the Spaniards often used in the churches, they had 
known of old, just like the arts of sculpture and painting in polychrome. Apart 
from these, there were some ways in the application of materials, with which the 
Spaniards were not familiar. For example, the Indian artist Juan Gerson painted 
religious images on indigenous amate-рарет, made of the bark of a specific tree, 
on the vault of the church of Tecamachalco. In the churches in the neighbour­
hood of Tecamachalco, like Acatzingo and Tepeaca, this method of painting was 
probably also applied, considering the many times the cabildo of Tepeaca bought 
paper and paint for the churches. However, only the paintings of Juan Gerson 
have survived." 
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Even stranger to the Spaniards was the technique of feather work, which 
had flourished in prehispanic times. Every pueblo had its own feather workers, 
but the most prestigious objects were still produced in Mexico-Tenochtitlán. 
Thus, in 1550-1559, the cabildo of Tepeaca bought large amounts of expensive 
feathers, but also specially purchased an image of a saint in feather work in the 
city of Mexico. 
In the early colonial period, Indian artists had been trained by indigenous 
masters, and had only received some additional instruction from Spanish artisans. 
For most of their works they depended on instructions by local friars, or on their 
own observation. No wonder, that sometimes Indian influences entered into the 
images in the churches, notwithstanding their clearly Christian examples and 
theme. In Juan Gerson's paintings in Tecamachalco, Indian cosmological signs 
can be recognized in images which have otherwise been strongly inspired by 
Christian motives. In 1550s, in Tepeaca and its neighbourhood, images of saints 
were still made of feathers. In the church of Tepeaca, two feather eagles were 
placed. Eagles were symbols of the Indian worldview par excellence." The 
Franciscans did not hamper the Indians in their expressions of art as long as they 
thought their intentions were good. 
The tolerance of the clergy did not prevent the Spanish population as a 
whole from being deeply suspicious and even frightened of the Indians. The two 
sections of the population did attend Mass together, and the images of saints 
which worked miracles attracted the devotion of both Spaniards and Indians. But 
in general, the Spaniards were a little frightened of the Indians and in the city of 
Puebla, where they were surrounded by many Indians, they clung to the Spanish 
traditions. Soon, Puebla came to be known as the most devout city of New 
Spain." 
The Spaniards' fear of Indian magic is apparent in a case before the 
Inquisition against the Spaniard Francisco de Castillo Maldonado, a labrador and 
a regidor of Atlixco, who had a hacienda on the slopes of the volcano Popocate-
petl. The Indians were seen as a source of witchcraft and of all sorts of frighten-
ing magic. During the sitting, Francisco appeared to be a strange man, who, 
according to the testimonies of several witnesses, in the course of time, had 
repeatedly shown to possess magic powers. Together with friends, he would 
organize strange and wild drinking parties and they said that he could predict a 
day in advance whether it was going to rain or if an earthquake was coming. He 
had put a spell on some cows of the Indian Juan Jiménez, which caused them to 
die, because Jiménez had been unwilling to lend them to him. One day, he had 
scared Francisca de las Nievas, who was staying on a labor near his own. He 
had shown her a piece of wood that superficially had looked like cinnamon and 
had said that he could bewitch every woman he wanted, 'but he did not say to 
what end'. To everyone who wanted to hear it, Francisco de Castillo had 
declared that he had learned everything he knew from an Indian sorcerer from 
the nearby pueblo of Tochimilco, who had held him in a cuescomate (indigenous 
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grain store) for some time and had taught him everything about magic herbs. 
According to witnesses, time and again, he would go and brush up his knowledge 
in the pueblos around Atlixco, where he was involved in all sorts of obscure 
practices and drank creepy drinks, made of peyote (a mushroom with hallucina-
tory qualities).*' 
The Franciscans themselves were not completely free from fear of the old 
gods, or devils, as they preferred to call them. Gabriel de Rojas, who was no 
friend of the Franciscans, wrote in his Relación de Cholula that a number of 
friars had been frightened by the large number of bolts of lightning that had 
struck the old pyramid of Cholula. A cross had been placed on the pyramid, 
which had already been destroyed twice by the lightning. In order to investigate 
whether a 'mystery' was hidden inside the pyramid which attracted the lightning, 
the friars initiated some excavations, during which they dug up many large sea-
shells, which the Indians had formerly used as wind instruments. Of course, 
Rojas said, the excavations were superfluous, because 'who seriously considers 
the nature of the thunderbolts, and [knows] that they occur a lot in this area, will 
find it hardly surprising f.. J that the cross was demolished twice already, as it 
has been placed forty varas higher than the highest buildings in town."" 
Considering how much the Indians were devoted to the ceremonies and how 
much the caciques and principales bad been involved in practising Christianity in 
the right way from early times on, it is most unlikely that the elite of the pueblos 
contributed much to upholding the cult of the ancient gods. In Indian pueblo 
culture, displaying status and grandeur by way of outward show was much more 
important than serving the 'being' of the old gods and following a personal 
conviction, as in twentieth-century Christianity. Even if old ceremonies continued 
to be performed just after the conquest, they contributed little to the status of 
their leaders, at any rate, much less than taking part in, or even leading, new 
Christian rites, or in contributions to the furnishing of the churches. 
The historian Clendinnen has recently reconsidered a famous case of 
idolatry in sixteenth-century Yucatan. According to the accounts of the rigorous 
investigations by the Inquisition, which were carried out under the leadership of 
bishop Diego de Landa, the Indians were even supposed to have continued 
sacrificing men. After rereading the testimonies Clendinnen concludes, however, 
that, under the threat of torture, the Indians probably gave the bishop the answers 
he wanted to hear. Actually this was no exception during investigations by the 
Inquisition."" In one famous case of idolatry in Central Mexico against Andrés 
Mixcoaltl, noble from Texcoco, it appears that his resentments against the 
Christian faith were mainly a result of his anger about the loss of old aristocratic 
values. Andrés Mixcoatl connected this loss with the introduction of Christianity. 
This was a complaint of more Indian nobles. Few of them did come to the same 
extreme conclusion as Andrés Mixcoatl, who hoped to restore the old glory by 
falling back on the old religion, the old rites and practices. On the contrary, most 
of the nobles, hoped that by devoting themselves to the cause of the new religion 
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they would be able to retain as much of their old dignity as possible. In retro-
spect, this last attitude proved to be justified, as Andrés Mixcoatl was condemned 
by the Inquisition, whereas many other nobles acquired status through Christian-
ity.1* 
Conclusion 
Christianity in Central Mexico had many sides and elements, but they were never 
apart from each other, nor from society as a whole. As a result of the Francis-
cans' zeal, the Church soon managed to obtain a firm position in the valley of 
Puebla. The Franciscans involved the Indians in the rites of Christianity by 
joining their own world and giving the caciques and principales a leading role in 
the pueblo churches. Because the Church was able to contribute to the Indian 
desire for ceremonies and thus fulfilled an important part in social structure of 
the pueblos, the Indians were ready to accept the new religion, even though they 
did not renounce all their old customs at once. The clergy took a tolerant attitude 
towards these old customs, as long as they thought they did no harm. In this 
way, Christianity took root in the pueblos and the Indians gradually came to 
become less dependent on the Franciscans. With the formation of the cofradías, 
an important step was set in the direction of the consolidation of the pueblos in 
colonial society, because the cofradías gave a more autonomous financial basis to 
the pueblo organization, which could exist besides the cajas de comunidad. 
The Franciscans remained dependent on the churches in the pueblos, 
because they refused to look for autonomous sources of finance, as the other 
mendicant orders did. As a result of this, and of the stabilization of the place of 
the pueblos in colonial society, Franciscans and caciques in the pueblos estranged 
from each other. At the same time, there was a growing resistance of the secular 
clergy against the power of the Franciscans in the valley of Puebla. They 
particularly attacked the order with their fierce criticism on the success of the 
conversion and by accusing the Indians of idolatry, which they said had subsisted 
under a Christian cover. However, during the conversion, the Franciscans had 
tried to adapt to the Indian traditions, because they thought it might help Christi-
anity to take root. They thought that continuous education would diminish the 
degree of superstition. What the Franciscans regarded as rather harmless supersti-
tion, their adversaries saw as idolatry. The Franciscans could hardly defend 
themselves against these accusations, because it was undeniable that Indian 
Christianity had elements of syncretism. 
This concurrence of local and country-wide political circumstances shook 
the 'Franciscan imperium' and during the seventeenth century, the friars were 
pushed increasingly on the defensive. They only got some support from the 
viceroy, who saw them as an ally against a too powerful archbishop. Yet, when 
the energetic bishop of Puebla, Don Juan de Palafox y Mendoza, removed the 
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Franciscans from their doctrinas in 1640, the viceroy only weakly protested, and 
the pueblos de indios involved were rather indifferent, as well. They did not look 
upon the arrival of the secular clergy as a big change. Even though the Francis-
cans still held some doctrinas in the diocese of Mexico, the secularisation of 1640 
marked the final end of the earthly paradise, which sixteenth-century Franciscan 
authors like Motolinia and Mendieta had wanted so badly to found. 

Chapter 6 
Shifting Powers in the Pueblos 
At the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth centimes, 
Spanish influence in the countryside increased with the tribute reforms and the 
foundation of the haciendas. In chapters 4 and 5, I have argued that this process, 
quite logically, did not take place in a social vacuum, but that particularly the 
interaction with the existing indigenous society was of importance. This was not 
only true of the economy, but also of culture and religion. The result of all these 
intertwined developments was a complex social and economic situation, in which 
Spanish and Indian elements were not opposed to one another, but often merged 
into a new entity, which was neither clearly Spanish nor clearly Indian. Spanish 
innovations were frequently integrated into an existing social framework, 
although they were usually modified during the process. Without profoundly 
changing the initial intentions, there were shifts of accents, due to the way in 
which they were adopted by society. Of course, the introduction of new elements 
could often only be accomplished at the cost of a lot of trouble and pain; outright 
unusable measures were simply resisted, under the well-known adagium of 'I 
obey but do not comply' (obedezco pero no cumplo). 
I have repeatedly remarked that the Spanish political and economic reforms 
created new opportunities and challenges in Spanish-Mexican society. If we 
consider society in New Spain as a whole, there is no denying that the Spaniards 
constituted the upper stratum of society. In the previous chapters, I have 
particularly paid attention to the question in what way Spanish groups reacted to 
the changes. To them they were very significant, because they did not yet have a 
fixed place in the society of New Spain and under the circumstances the fate of 
an entire social group was often decided within the span of one single generation. 
It is obvious that the Indians were also confronted with rapid and radical 
changes, though the social processes often had different implications for 
Spaniards and Indians. Contrary to the Spaniards' situation, the changes implied 
less new opportunities for the indigenous population, but rather pointed out the 
necessity to adjust themselves. 
In these cases, it was already apparent that the caciques, and to a lesser 
degree the principales, as the most powerful people within the villages, used their 
influence to protect and reinforce their own positions by adapting these within the 
social environment of the rapidly developing colonial society. However, the 
macehuales did not remain passive either, although they had far less power and, 
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consequently, fewer possibilities to use changes to ameliorate their position. The 
most powerful means they had was to withdraw from the influence of the pueblos 
and with it from that of the caciques. In such cases, they could hire themselves 
out to Spaniards. It was only one step further, to start wearing mestizo clothes 
and thus leaving tribute duties behind. In the middle of the seventeenth century, 
the Indian officials of both Cholula and Tlaxcala complained about this practice.' 
Because of their important position within the pueblos, the caciques, and 
partly the principales as well, were pre-eminently the Indians who got into 
contact with Spaniards. They held considerable tracts of land and occupied the 
leading positions in the pueblos. It was their responsibility to represent and 
defend the interests of the pueblos as a whole. Under Spanish rule, the pueblos 
were defined as part of the colonial political order, meaning the basic administra-
tive entity of the república de indios, and this especially influenced the Indian 
structures of administration and Herrschaft. The caciques and principales 
protested, because their position was disputed both in society as a whole and 
within the pueblos themselves. In the pueblos, the tribute reforms caused a crisis 
of Herrschaft, which could only be mastered with great difficulties. 
In chapter 1, I have described the intricacy of Indian society before the arrival 
of the Spaniards. After the conquest, a new and uniform administrative division 
was imposed, which does not mean that all internal differences between the 
pueblos were then wiped out. The conflicts which frequently developed in the 
pueblos, were often alike, because they struck at the roots of indigenous social 
organization. However, the Indian reactions varied, depending on the historical 
background and also on the characters of the caciques involved. The Crown's 
objective in founding the pueblos, was to constitute the Indians as a public body. 
This was quite a change for the indigenous population and they often regarded 
the new regulations as strange but in the end unavoidable. 
Even though the comunidad has often been seen as a continuation of the 
altepetl and the lands of the comunidad as a continuation of the landed property 
of the calpulli in prehispanic times, the comunidad was an alien concept for the 
Indians, which they treated as such in writing -comunidad is a much-used loan 
word in sixteenth-century Náhuatl documents and is used besides altepetl. It is 
difficult to make a strict distinction between private law and public law, and 
although both the altepetl and the prehispanic tlahtoani contained many public 
elements, the Indians evidently considered authority to be a personal and often 
patrimonial matter. 
Some examples can illustrate this. Indian witnesses declared about Don Juan 
de Mendoza, one of the early sixteenth-century caciques of Tecamachalco, that 
before the cabildo had been established in the pueblo, a comparable administra-
tive council had gathered in Don Juan's house under his leadership.2 In 1591, in 
Cuautinchan, Don Diego de Rojas and Don Pedro de Luna suggested to hand 
over the tribute lists of the pueblo from the gobernador to the cacique, who had 
held them in his possession in former days, as well. The alcalde mayor, whom 
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the viceroy had commissioned to investigate this matter, considered the proposal 
to be most undesirable, because this would 'make patrimonial what belongs to the 
administration [gobierno, i.e. public domain]'.' 
For the Spaniards, the introduction of the pueblo de indios was first and 
foremost a political decision. For the Indians it involved coping with a number of 
new positions which were not so much based on traditional personal claims and 
privileges, but had to respond to the formal demands of the Spanish authorities. 
Thus, leadership was no longer granted for life, as political positions had to be 
filled every year. Controlling them was therefore much more difficult. However, 
for the Indian nobility, political power constituted just one side of its position. 
Their hold on tribute and land was at least as important to their Herrschaft. 
Above, I have shown how difficult it was to define rights to land within Spanish 
concepts. The problems which such a transitional situation were bound to cause 
in the pueblos, were intensified by the demographic and economic situation that 
became more pressing with the dramatic mortality among the Indians in the 
course of the sixteenth century. Apart from the compulsory payment of tribute to 
the king, the demographic decline made income from tribute increasingly meagre. 
This led to conflicts both between nobles and macehuales and among nobles 
themselves. 
There simply did not remain enough income to accommodate the entire group 
of indigenous nobles, which usually constituted some ten percent of the Indian 
population. Sucher van Bath has exposed that one of the results of a considerable 
decrease in population is that the social scale becomes more simplified. Agricul-
tural surpluses are not sufficient to support the same number of non-producers as 
before the decline, and craftsmen cannot find enough customers to buy their 
products. On the other hand, agricultural producers tend to get a better price for 
their products and agricultural land becomes less scarce. Generally speaking, this 
implicates that in places where agricultural land had been scarce before, a 
decrease in the number of privileged people caused a growth in wealth for the 
poor.4 
These tendencies could also be observed in the pueblos the indios of the late 
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. As a result of the changes in the social 
organization, often long-standing and, at times, most disagreeable conflicts 
between the various nobles of a pueblo would develop. In their struggle for 
power, the Indians used any means at their disposal to weaken the position of 
their rivals and seized any opportunity to strengthen their own. The conflicts 
concerned complex relations of Herrschaft, which had many sides and could 
assume a bewildering variety of forms, in which local backgrounds were often 
more important than new juridical frameworks. For the Spaniards these conflicts 
were difficult to understand. In the light of the persistence and vitality of existing 
organizational social patterns, which I have repeatedly stated above, and because 
of the continuing influence of many caciques and, to a lesser degree, principales, 
the aim of this chapter is to analyse to what degree the old relations of Herrschaft 
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were weakened by the social transformation, to what extent they changed with it, 
and what eventually remained of them. 
Institutional frameworks and practical implementation 
In the early colonial period, the Indian nobility was fitted into the colonial order 
by means of new institutions. The provinces (corregimientos/alcaldías mayores) 
and the pueblos de indios constituted the framework of colonial administration as 
a whole. The institutional framework did not only shape the colonial environ-
ment, but the administrative structure of the pueblos was also changed by the 
tribute reforms. In chapter 2, I have already paid attention to the introduction 
into the pueblos of a large number of institutions and officials with Spanish 
names and titles and often with a Spanish background. A quarter of a century 
after the conquest, local Indian society had caciques, principales, gobernadores, 
alcaldes, regidores, alguaciles, fiscales and mayordomos, who had to come to 
terms with institutions such as the cabildo, the comunidad and the cajas the com-
unidad. These offices and institutions had a clearly defined contents, which called 
for a profound adjustment of the organization of society and Herrschaft, but 
which did not necessarily have a disruptive effect on them. As such, they 
contrasted sharply with the tribute reforms. 
The evaluation of the performances of the local administrators lay in the hands 
of the local Spanish authorities, the corregidor or alcalde mayor. Some of the 
officials were subjected to so-called residencias which took place at the end of 
their term of office, when their acts were checked and witnesses from the pueblos 
were heard. However, most officials were never subjected to a residencia and an 
annual evaluation was only compulsory for the mayordomos of the comunidades 
who were responsible for the administration of the cajas de comunidad. A 
residencia for the other officials had to be applied for.1 Whenever an evaluation 
was carried out, the perspectives of both the Indians and the Spanish authorities 
were taken into account, but during the term of office these usually remained 
separated, as most of the daily actions of the local administrators affected either 
the Indians in their pueblos or the Spanish authorities. As a result, an official's 
behaviour in daily life mattered most and this was, quite understandably, less 
adapted to the letter of the law than to the customs of the pueblo. 
A general survey of the various positions within the pueblos can be derived 
from sixteenth-century ordinances of several cabildos.' The ordinances were not 
always dictated by the Spanish authorities, as is clear from the introduction to the 
Ordenanzas de Tepeaca, in which it is stated that they were the result of a 
request by the town's cabildo. The cabildo consisted of a number of Indian 
caciques and other nobles, who proposed a number of regulations:7 
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'So that the matters and questions which occur in relation with the exercise of 
justice and the administration of [the cabildo] were regulated, they had 
gathered various times in their cabildo and ayuntamiento. They had talked and 
tried to device an order which was convenient to the welfare of the república 
(bien de república). [When] they had considered it well, they had made certain 
rules which they presented to me [viceroy Don Luis de Velasco] and they 
asked me -because what was contained in them was good and beneficial for 
the good governance of the pueblo- to decree to approve and confirm them'. 
It is unknown whether there were specific models for the ordinances of the 
pueblos. In Tlaxcala and Tepeaca the rights and duties of the escribanos and 
alguaciles almost match exactly. Tlaxcala and Tepeaca were neighbouring 
pueblos and in this case, it is possible that the cabildo of Tepeaca adopted in its 
proposal the ordinances of the corregidor of Tlaxcala, which had been decreed 
earlier.' 
The Spanish authorities introduced the administrative reforms as a coherent set 
of measures, with the ultimate objective to make the entire Indian tributary and 
administrative system uniform. At times, the Indians were able to use some of 
the administrative reforms for coping with the effects of the tribute reforms. 
Haskett remarks that although the administrative organization of the pueblos had 
been derived from Spanish examples, many of the new offices came to have 
clearly Indian characteristics.9 This was understandable, because although the 
authorities were quite specific in their instructions for the Indian administrators, 
they did not record more than their formal duties and authorities. 
The number of appointed officials varied per pueblo and especially depended 
on the number of inhabitants. The Spaniards introduced a limited number of 
eligible offices. The elected offices were the most important of the pueblos: the 
gobernador, the alcaldes and the regidores. Together these chosen people 
constituted the cabildo, the meetings of which were exclusively accessible to 
them, some administrative assistants and the Spanish alcalde mayor. Other people 
were only admitted if they had a special license. Per pueblo de indios there was 
only one gobernador; the number of alcaldes varied from two to four. There 
were usually far more regidores elected, but fifteen is the largest number I have 
come across. In Tepeaca, the gobernador and alcaldes were elected by an 
election committee of electores, consisting of four tequitlatos from each of the 
eight parts (parcialidades) in which the pueblo had been divided. In ISSO, in 
Tlaxcala, there were 220 electores from the various parts of the pueblo; 
according to a statement in the Actas de Cabildo, they were the assembled 
principales from Tlaxcala. It is not known how they were split up over the 
various cabeceras and sujetos." 
In all of New Spain, the most important administrators were elected, but the 
elective procedure had not been organized in a uniform way. Perhaps this was the 
result of the differences in prehispanic background and the size of the pueblos. 
However, most of the territorial subdivisions of the pueblo were usually 
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represented in the cabildo. In cases in which a pueblo had more than one 
cabecera, these all had a representative in the cabildo and in other cases the 
various parcialidades or barrios were represented." 
The appointments of the other officials took place without the intervention of 
electores. In Tepeaca, the regidores were elected by the actual cabildo, to 
prevent sitting officials from being re-elected. In Tlaxcala, the appointment of 
regidores was carried out by the incumbent gobernador and the four 'tlahtoque' -
as they were still called by the Indians- of the pueblo." The cabildo also 
appointed lower officials such as alguaciles (who were usually called by their 
Náhuatl name topiles), mayordomos and escribanos. Their number depended on 
local circumstances. By way of this formalization, lower and higher positions in 
the pueblos were organized into a coherent hierarchical system of rights and 
duties. In the new administrative order, these indigenous officials were all civil 
servants of the king. This meant they were no longer expected to demand 
tributes, which had always meant a recognition of their lordship to the Indians. 
The change was symbolised by the establishment (tasación) of the salaries they 
were to receive for the fulfilment of their offices. These officials were to be paid 
out of the tribute income of the pueblos. 
The duties of the officials within the administration of the pueblos were 
described well. The gobernador was supposed to engage exclusively in matters of 
governance (gobernar y mandar, regir)" At first, it was decided in both Tepeaca 
and Tlaxcala that he would serve a two-year term. The reason for this was that if 
he was elected every year:" 
'The year would have passed, before he could have become familiar with the 
matters of the pueblo and could not govern as he should, but if he was elected 
for two years, he would have the opportunity to know and understand the 
matters and [also] how to govern'. 
Apparently, either a two-year term of office was not a very fortunate choice, or 
the ordinances were overruled by the Crown, because in the course of the 
sixteenth century, it was reduced to one year. In Tlaxcala, the cabildo protested 
vehemently, but the authorities did not relent. 
The alcaldes were in charge of the second task of the cabildo, which consisted 
of the treatment of the lawsuits to the extent that they came under the jurisdiction 
of the pueblo. These were usually cases of no great importance. In Tepeaca, 
where the regulations were most clear, the alcaides had to have audience sittings 
twice a day: for two hours in the morning after the High Mass (misa mayor) and 
for three hours in the afternoon after the Evening Mass." 
From the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries not many cases have survived 
which were treated by the alcaldes. They will mostly have involved petty theft, 
drunkenness, small fights and similar offenses. Two somewhat more elaborately 
documented cases are about a girl who got pregnant. In 1565 in Tlaxcala, the girl 
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was of a lower social station than the boy. Her father had thought it a desirable 
match for his daughter. However, the boy denied everything and said he had not 
got her pregnant. The girl was left disenchanted. In 1599 in Quechula, the 
daughter of a local regidor got pregnant. The regidor suspected Pedro del 
Castillo. He was infuriated by his daughter's loss of virtue and had thrown the 
young man into a storeroom in his house. The boy had been there for a while, 
but had kept on denying that he had been involved with the girl. His father asked 
the alcaldes to investigate the matter and the boy was acquitted." 
Other cases involved matters of rights to land and gifts from one principal to 
another. In cases of disputes about land, or of sizeable transactions, cases were 
soon taken to the Spanish court of the alcalde mayor, because, generally, one or 
more nobles were involved in such cases, as a result of which, alcaldes, being 
friends or relatives of the contesting parties, had an interest of some kind in the 
case and were therefore partial, so that they could not decide it. Besides the 
gobernador and the alcaldes, the regidores were the third group of officials who 
were members of the cabildos. Theirs was chiefly an executive task, but they did 
have a vote in the cabildo. Most of their tasks remain unspecified; it is clear 
however, that they had to see to it that the local market was functioning properly. 
The cabildos had a whole range of officials below them, ranging from 
mayordomos, who were responsible for the daily administration of the cajas de 
comunidad, to alguaciles or topiles, who carried out all sorts of police tasks, and 
tequitlatos and macuiltecpanpisque. The latter were also called merinos or 
mandones in Spanish, indicating that they were leaders of groups within the 
pueblos. They took care of the collection of tribute and the distribution of labour 
duties. The alguaciles were led by a head-alguacil (alguacil mayor). 
Besides these civil servants there was also a number of officials who fulfilled 
ecclesiastical duties. Apart from the administrators of the cofradías, this group 
comprised the mayordomo de iglesia or the fiscal, who was the person who had 
the sacristy in custody. Furthermore, there were cantores who sang in the choir 
in masses, and alguaciles or topiles de iglesia, whose main task seems to have 
consisted in assisting the friars and seeing to it that all Indians would attend 
Mass. This last responsibility rested on all indigenous officials, who, on top of 
this, were supposed to set a good example and to be present at all masses of 
some importance, unless they were seriously ill. 
Such was the official division of the offices of the pueblos; it appears from the 
documentation that to a large degree, the ordinances were carried out in practice. 
Of course, most of the decrees were no problem to the Indians, as they did not 
conflict with Indian custom. Filling the positions with people, was the main 
problem. 
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the pueblos usually comprised a large 
number of scattered settlements, divided among two or more 'parts' (parcia-
lidades), and coinciding with the former domains of tlahtoque." In the colonial 
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era, all tlahtoque and tecuhtin had become caciques, which implied that the 
various ranks of the higher indigenous nobility were now all included in the 
category of cacique. As in prehispanic days the domains of the tlahtoque had 
contained several smaller domains of tecuhtin, this meant that the largest 
cacicazgos, those of the size of a parcialidad, mostly contained smaller 
cacicazgos, as well. These divisions soon became rather obscure, as a result of 
the congregations and tribute reforms of the middle of the sixteenth century, in 
combination with the introduction of Spanish institutions into the pueblos besides 
the Indian forms of organization according to the relations of Herrschaft. In the 
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, a sujeto could be identified by the fact 
that its inhabitants fell under the influence of one cacique -or even a lower noble, 
a principal-, or were associated with one sujeto church, rather than because they 
were actually physically concentrated in one village or hamlet. After all, sujetos 
were often very scattered settlements and prehispanic indigenous society had 
known no clear territorial demarcations of jurisdiction within an altepetl. 
It is obvious that factions of Indian nobles (caciques and principales) under the 
leadership of one high-ranked cacique were attracted to the new institutions and 
offices. From the start, the Spaniards understood that the leadership in the 
pueblos had to be distributed among these factions. The Spanish authorities, who 
had formulated the regulations for the administration of the pueblos, were well 
aware of the need of an equilibrium among the forces within the pueblos. 
Otherwise, the pueblos would come to suffer from oppression, turmoil and 
disorder, which was a most undesirable matter, from their point of view. In this 
respect, the Spanish regulations were not much different from the prehispanic 
system of the distribution of power, because the forces from the various factions 
within the altepetl had been kept in balance as well as possible by each newly 
arrived power and the nobles had checked each other. 
Above, I have already mentioned that the electoral colleges for the positions in 
the cabildo consisted of representatives from the various subdivisions of a pueblo. 
It had usually also been laid down that the members of the cabildo were to come 
from different parts of the pueblo. For example, Gibson argued that in sixteenth-
century Tlaxcala, the offices of the cabildo rotated among the four cabeceras, as 
had been prescribed. But in Tepeaca, the distribution of offices was also properly 
regulated. The gobernador was to come from the cabecera, but he should also be 
elected by the representatives of the sujetos. Two out of three alcaldes came 
from the cabecera of Tepeaca and the third had to be elected 'beginning with the 
pueblo of Acatzingo, [then] in turn from the other pueblos of the [...] province of 
Tepeaca'." Three of the regidores of the cabildo of Tepeaca came from Tepeaca 
itself, two from Acatzingo, two from the sujeto of Oztoticpac and another two 
from the remaining sujetos." 
The principle was expressed most clearly in the ordenanzas that were 
compiled for the pueblo of Quechula. Apparently, the powers were not as well 
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balanced here, as they were in neighbouring Tepeaca, and all officials came from 
one parcialidad?1 
'From now on during the elections which are held every year in this pueblo, 
the alcaldes, regidores, mayordomos and other officials have to be elected 
from all parcialidades of this pueblo, in order to banish the dissentions and 
strife which develop when all officials are from one parcialidad. And when 
elections are held for [the office of] gobernador, he also has to come from 
each parcialidad in turn [...]. The gobernador and the alcaldes must not come 
from one [single] parcialidad; from where the gobernador comes, the alcaldes 
should not come and the same is true of the other officials who are chosen 
every year besides the gobernador and the alcaldes [ . . .] ' . 
The problem was, that on the one hand, many pueblos consisted of a large 
number of subdivisions, which all had their own leaders or mandones, but on the 
other hand, there was only a limited number of seats available in the cabildo. For 
example, in ISSO there were 220 caciques, principales and mandones in the 
pueblo of Tlaxcala.21 Obviously, they could not all get a seat in the cabildo. 
Consequently, it were mainly the higher nobility, the most important principales 
and the caciques, who would claim the offices in the cabildo. For the mandones 
on a lower lever only the lower offices remained, like alguacil от fiscal and they 
could, at most, reach the position of regidor or mayordomo. Still, competition 
was important. After all, the pueblo notables derived prestige from an office 
within the administrative structure of a pueblo; moreover, it also gave them some 
political influence and even some extra income. 
The positions within a pueblo rotated annually, at least officially, and it was 
prohibited for officials to have themselves re-elected to the same office within a 
few years. Therefore, a cacique could not consolidate his position by continuous­
ly occupying the office of alcalde or gobernador. If a cacicazgo had come to 
dependent on a cacique occupying these key positions in the administrative 
hierarchy of the pueblo, then, in case of a complaint from an adversary in the 
pueblo before the alcalde mayor or Audiencia on the basis of the official regula­
tions on a limited term of office, a cacique would run the risk of losing not only 
the key position in the administrative hierarchy, but an important part of his 
entire cacicazgo, as well. Thus, the caciques had to find other ways of securing 
their power through the new administration. 
Moreover, both the Indians and the Spanish authorities very well perceived the 
danger of powerful caciques, who would come to dominate the cabildos if they 
occupied the offices of gobernador or alcalde. On account of this danger, in the 
1SS2 Ordenanzas of Tepeaca, the two supreme caciques and 'powerful merí 
(hombres poderozos) of the pueblo, Don Hernando de la Cruz, and Don Luis de 
Guzman were even denied access to the posts of gobernador or alcalde, to 
prevent them from abusing their power and thus causing unrest. The ordenanzas 
stipulated that they could partake in the assemblies of the cabildo, lso that they 
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do not complain that they have no part in public life (república)'." In Tlaxcala, 
the supreme caciques were not supposed to be elected gobernador either, 
although they could join the gobernador in appointing lower officials.™ 
We may doubt whether the regulations against the appointment of such 
'powerful men' were very effective. At any rate, according to Gibson, Don 
Leonardo Xicotencatl -one of the four tlahtoque of Tlaxcala- held the office of 
gobernador in 1S90. In the pueblo of Cuautinchan, it was custom that the 
position of gobernador was taken up by one of the caciques of the pueblo. 
Because all levels of the pueblos were represented in their administration, this 
soon came to play an important role in pueblo life. In most pueblos de indios the 
formal rules usually seem to have been followed. 
As I have remarked above, for the Spanish authorities, the introduction of a 
new administrative system meant that all pueblo administrations were made 
uniform and that pueblo officials could be held responsible for certain established 
duties and positions. Within the pueblos, however, the hierarchic system of 
officials was not just part of the official regulations of the new administrative 
system, but also a way to have local men of power occupy public positions of a 
certain prestige. And the offices did have status. In the ordenanzas of Tepeaca, it 
was decreed that when the alcaldes and alguaciles encountered the gobernador in 
the streets of the pueblo, they had to 'accompany him to where he was going\ 
because the gobernador was a dignitary {justicia) of the king and as such should 
be honoured and respected (honrado y acatado). When the corregidor came to 
the pueblo, all indigenous officials, including the gobernador, had to honour him 
in the same way. After all, he was a civil servant of higher rank." 
Seen in this light, it is obvious that for the factions of the caciques of a pueblo 
it was of utmost importance to take part in the fulfilment of official positions and 
in the cabildo. Therefore, cabildos usually consisted of members of the cacique-
factions of a pueblo only, which all were under the influence of one of the 
caciques. In fact, much of the power embodied in the cabildos was directed by 
the caciques. Yet, it would be a mistake to assume that the offices in the pueblo 
administration were actually hollow, because all local power lay with the 
caciques, which is to say, outside of the public sphere of the cabildos; the 
cabildos did have 'real' power. This is illustrated by the petition of some of the 
principales of the pueblo of Cuautinchan, who, in 1590, requested the Audiencia 
to appoint a gobernador from outside the риеЬІо: 
'As in the said pueblo [of Cuautinchan] there are many unquiet and rebellious 
Indians, who are divided in parties and parcialidades, and some of them are 
supported by the friars and others seek other supporters for their pretensions, 
[but] always that party dominates, which is able to acquire the office of 
gobernador [...]. Then the adverse party is beaten and is persecuted, and all 
this results in great harm to the macehuales and the pueblo [as a whole], and 
royal tribute income is significantly decreasing [as well]'. 
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The distribution of the main offices among the principales within a pueblo 
sometimes implied that a specific office got more weight than it officially had. 
For example, in 1591, the mandón of Santo Tomás Xochtlan in the province of 
Tlaxcala held the office offiscal, which, in principle, was an ecclesiastical office. 
However, in this capacity, he represented the interests of Santo Tomás before the 
Spanish authorities.1* In both Huamantla (Tlaxcala) and Santa Maria Nativitas 
(Tepeaca), the most important mandón held the rank of alguacil. Notwithstanding 
the importance of the offices in the pueblos and the public power they implied, 
their importance should not be exaggerated. Powerful nobles needed to hold a 
high public position to exert their power; so many people were dependent on 
them, that they could control an important part of social life through the informal 
relations of the pueblo.11 
Rivalling pueblos and caciques 
As we have seen the introduction of the cabildos did not mean the end of the 
power of the caciques at all, as Gibson and many others have suggested, though 
in the course of the sixteenth century, the caciques became less prominent actors 
in pueblo politics, but still influenced it by faction politics. This did not mean 
that the power of the caciques was not affected by the changes of colonial 
society. The late sixteenth-century pueblos de indios had a far simpler structure 
than prehispanic society. This was partly a result of the administrative changes, 
but the simplification was not just formal. Above, I have repeatedly remarked 
that the combination of tribute reform and demographic decline put an enormous 
pressure on the pueblos. The tribute reforms, the epidemics and the emigration of 
macehuales resulted in a decrease in the number of Indians who paid tribute to 
the indigenous nobles. Because of this, the nobles' position of Herrschaft came 
under such pressure, that we can speak of a society in crisis. Not just the 
exercise of power was disputed, but also the attitude of pueblos towards one 
other was not clear. Naturally, not all of these conflicts were new; in many 
cases, old enmities affected the relations and what to historians may appear to be 
new conflicts actually were old ones in disguise. Therefore, it is often hard to tell 
whether in these cases, old disputes were now being fought, or whether the 
conflicts just involved questions which had arisen in colonial times. We may also 
wonder whether this made any difference to the Indians; they used any means, 
both to get what they regarded as their right and to incriminate their adversaries. 
In chapter 2, I have already treated some conflicts between pueblos about 
borders, which were important just after the foundation of the pueblos. Such 
conflicts were by no means scarce. According to the Libro de Asientos of the 
early 1550s, merely in the months from March up to and including May of 1551, 
twenty-seven cases of conflicts between caciques of several pueblos of New Spain 
came up before the new viceroy Don Luis de Velasco in the Audiencia of 
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Mexico. Not included here, are those conflicts in which Spaniards were involved, 
or which were decided by regional officials without the interference of the 
Audiencia. The Spaniards tried to adopt and adapt the local traditions as much as 
possible. In many cases, for example, in lawsuits, they asked caciques, whether 
they had inherited their rights to señoría y cacicazgo (lordship and cacique-stúp) 
from their ancestors and whether these ancestors had been 'lawfully married 
according to the rites and customs of their paganism [i.e. before the Spaniards 
came]'." 
A few examples may illustrate the importance of local tradition in the 
settlement of disputes. In a lawsuit of 1SS3 in Cuautinchan, the witnesses of the 
various parties raked up the entire history of the pueblo to indicate whether a 
party did or did not have a right to a piece of land and whether the members of a 
certain calpulli were obliged to pay tribute to a cacique. Tlaxcala and Cholula 
had been enemies of old and were keen on anything that could be explained as an 
intrusion on their authority. In 1549, some Tlaxcaltecs who lived on land that the 
Cholultecs considered theirs, were obliged to pay tribute to Cholula. Apparently, 
Tlaxcala could not prevent this, but took counter measures by prohibiting 
Cholultecs from cutting wood in Tlaxcaltec areas. The province of Cholula did 
not have any woods and depended entirely on Tlaxcala for its supply of wood. As 
a second measure, there was a close check on whether Cholultecs who were 
staying in Tlaxcala -and with the growth of migrations there numbers were 
increasing- had paid tribute in Cholula. If not, they were supposed to pay tribute 
in Tlaxcala. The regulations against the cutting of wood by Cholultecs were not 
sufficient, because in 1560, the cabildo of Tlaxcala complained that there were 
many Cholultecs who cut wood in the southern parts of Tlaxcala. It was 
customary to bum wood in order to obtain lime and for charcoal. The lime was 
cooked with maize, which was necessary to process the maize kernels into the 
dough used for tortillas, the daily bread of the Indians. The Cholultecs sold the 
lime to the macehuales of Tlaxcala, an injustice in the eyes of the Tlaxcaltec 
cabildo, because it held the view that their macehuales had a right to use the 
wood themselves. After all, they paid tribute for this right. The prohibition of the 
Tlaxcaltec cabildo was adopted by the Spanish authorities." 
The Tlaxcaltec wood was not only in demand among the Cholultecs, but also 
among Spaniards like Juan Ochoa, who needed it for his cart company. He was 
exempted from the general prohibition for outsiders, and could cut wood in 
Tlaxcala, but also in Totomehuacan and Tepeaca. He was allowed to use the 
wood for his own enterprise only, which the Audiencia considered to be of great 
benefit to the república, but had to consult the Indian authorities. Maintaining the 
prohibition was not easy and a matter of ongoing concern for the Indian 
administration of Tlaxcala. Apart from the Indians of Cholula, Spaniards also 
continued to cut wood in Tlaxcala. In 1603, the cabildo complained before the 
Audiencia that there were still Spaniards who either cut wood illegally, or bought 
it from Indians, in order to resell it on the market." 
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The sixteenth-century Tlaxcaltec author Muñoz Camargo describes another 
interesting conflict between Tlaxcala and Tepeaca. According to his account, the 
foundation of the pueblo of Nopaluca led to an intricate confusion of claims. 
Nopaluca was founded in the plains of Ozumba, east of the Malinche, by Otomi-
speaking Indians from the estancias of Quauhtelulco and Pachocan, which were 
subordinated to Tepeaca. However, the Otomis had not taken the initiative 
themselves. The area of the plains of Ozumba was semi-arid and had been 
uninhabited in prehispanic times. Alonso de Andrada, an important Spaniard in 
New Spain in the first period after the conquest, had donated an estancia de 
ganado mayor in the plains to his slave, or servant, a black named Juan. This 
Juan had made friends with the Indian Don Domingo, a tequitlato from 
Xilotepec, an area north of the city of Mexico which was predominantly 
inhabited by Otomi-speaking Indians. Together with some of its people, Don 
Domingo moved to the plains of Ozumba. He made friends with the Indians of 
the Tepeacan estancias of Quauhtelulco and Pachocan, mentioned above. With 
'friendship and good treatment', he persuaded them to come from the hills to the 
plains of Ozumba. This led to the foundation of Ozumba. According to Muñoz 
Camargo, the town had as many as one thousand inhabitants who all 'regarded 
the black Juan as their lord and master and obeyed him as such [...] until he 
died [in 1533]'. 
After that time, Gonzalo Carrero from Puebla held Nopaluca in encomienda, 
until it was taken from him by Don Sebastián Ramírez, who was visitador 
general of New Spain in the middle of the 1530s. At that time, it had to be 
decided whether Nopaluca fell under the jurisdiction of the pueblos of Tepeaca or 
of Tlaxcala. Both pueblos claimed the right to tribute from the Indians of 
Nopaluca and went to the Audiencia in Mexico Ίο claim this pueblo and to say 
that it belonged to its territory and to its sujetos'. Tepeaca tried to prove its 
claims by alleging that Tepeacan macehuales (vasallos in Muñoz Camargo's 
terminology), people from Tepeacan territories, were involved. On the other 
hand, Tlaxcala alleged that they had settled on areas which lay under the 
influence of Tlaxcala. Finally, Nopaluca said that it was not subordinate to either 
one of the pueblos. After all, these Indians argued, its inhabitants partly came 
from Xilotepec and they had never been subordinate to either Tlaxcala or to 
Tepeaca. On the contrary, all Nopaluqueños had settled on uninhabited territory, 
without ever having recognized the caciques of Tepeaca as their lords. Therefore, 
they argued, they had a right to autonomy (jurisdicción de por sí). 
Viceroy Antonio de Mendoza was thus confronted with a multiplicity of 
mutually exclusive claims, in which Tlaxcala started from the sphere of influence 
over territories, whereas Tepeaca based itself on personal dependency. Nopaluca 
referred to the Spanish right to populate uninhabited land and said it had never 
felt subordinate to either one of the parties. As a result, the viceroy had to pass a 
judgment of Solomon. He was well aware that if he wanted to keep peace 
between Tepeaca and Tlaxcala, Nopaluca could not be assigned to either one of 
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them. Therefore, he first gave Nopaluca in encomienda to the Spaniard Gonzalo 
Carrasco and later to Diego Muñoz Camargo (the father of the author), an 
important man from Mexico City who, at the time, did not have an encomienda. 
Under viceroy Don Luis de Velasco, however, Nopaluca was taken from the 
encomienda-sysX&m and made liable to pay tribute to the Crown. Tepeaca and 
Tlaxcala accepted the decision." 
Besides a conflict between two old enemies about the authority of territory, 
macehuales and tribute, this was also a case which concerned a sujeto. Sujetos 
usually had their own leaders, who, at times, were caciques themselves, but were 
mainly ambitious principales or mandones. Because the identity of a sujeto used 
to be defined by a lord or a church common to the inhabitants, it was an obvious 
crystallization point of frustrated ambition of lesser nobles, or smouldering 
dissatisfaction among part of the macehuales. Some examples can illustrate this. 
The precise prehispanic situation is not clear, but at least from the time of the 
conquest, Acatzingo had been subordinated to Tepeaca, which had hurt the pride 
of the Acatzinca. Moreover, the caciques who had influence over Acatzingo lived 
in Tepeaca. From the 1560s, there were many lawsuits between the cabecera and 
its sujeto. It is not easy to interpret the causes of these conflicts. The problem 
started in 1568, when Acatzingo complained before the Audiencia about the 
election of the officials of the pueblo, the oficiales de la república. Acatzingo 
maintained that principales were always elected and that macehuales never were, 
and that the principales all lived in Tepeaca. The Indians of Acatzingo were 
involved in a lawsuit with the principales of Tepeaca about the tributes. 
Therefore, Acatzingo alleged, the principales had conceived a hatred for the 
tributarios of Acatzingo, and because the nobles 'had authority in the pueblo', 
they vexed and harassed the Indians of Acatzingo, none of whom was able to 
assume the task of protection or defence. In the light of this complaint, the 
Audiencia decided that the macehuales would be allowed to be elected to half of 
the offices. In practice, this meant that one out of three alcaldes in Tepeaca was 
to be a macehual from Acatzingo. In 1571, it appeared that the cabildo would not 
have this, and chose alcaldes from 'those who are called principales [...] and had 
not approved of electing a macehual or any other official as alcalde'. According 
to the cabildo this conflicted with an old custom and, consequently, it refused to 
comply with the decree of the Audiencia. However, the Audiencia held on to its 
point of view and urged the alcalde mayor of Tepeaca to carry out the order." 
The case was continued when Acatzingo pretended before the court of the king 
to be a cabecera in its own right {cabecera de por sf) and requested to be granted 
the title of 'ciudad' -at the time still granted to Indian comunidades, which later 
could only be pueblos de indios-, which it obtained on the basis of a false account 
(siniestra relación). It thus imitated Tepeaca, which had obtained the title in 
1559. Tepeaca took action against the pretensions of Acatzingo and, in 1573, 
managed to convince the king that Acatzingo was a sujeto." It got a decree from 
the king, which obliged Acatzingo to cooperate in an interrogation by Tepeaca. 
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This happened in 1575, under the leadership of the alcalde mayor. Tepeaca had 
formulated denigrating questions on purpose, in order to make Acatzingo sense 
its inferiority. The interrogated people were selected from among the most 
prominent men of Acatzingo. Although the inquiry {interrogatorio) has not 
survived, it appears that, among other questions, they had to answer the question 
whether Acatzingo had always been a sujeto of Tepeaca and its gobernadores, 
caciques and justicia and had supplied services and tributes to it 'like sujetos are 
obliged to'. Furthermore, it was asked whether or not Acatzingo had always 
fought side by side with Tepeaca in the wars of prehispanic times and if it did not 
consist of just two small barrios, with a very small number of people. The 
representatives of Acatzingo could not deny all this, but each one of them insisted 
that although Acatzingo had always been subject to Tepeaca, it did have 
principales of its own, who actually were served by macehuales and that 
Acatzingo had had its own leaders during wars." 
If we consider the two cases side by side, the problem does not quite seem to 
have been the fact that the macehuales were oppressed, but rather that the 
principales of Acatzingo wanted to liberate their pueblo from its submission to 
Tepeaca, while Tepeaca wanted to degrade the Acatzinca principales to the status 
of macehual. In order to reach their objectives, both groups tried to manipulate 
the Spanish courts, by appealing to principles that were known to the judges. The 
conflict did not end with the two cases, mentioned above. As I have shown, in 
1568-1571, Acatzingo almost succeeded in freeing itself from the influence of 
Tepeaca, by requesting the right to elect its own administrators, while Tepeaca 
managed to prevent this by raising a well-based protest before the viceroy. Of 
course, the representatives of Acatzingo indignantly rejected the attempt to 
degrade all Acatzinca to macehuales on the basis of their subjection. For the time 
being, this submission was continued, but Acatzingo's aspiration to become 
independent had not yet broken. 
In the seventeenth century, this aspiration surged again. In 1613, the traders of 
Acatzingo made an agreement with the cabildo of Tepeaca, that they did not have 
to take part in personal services in exchange for extra payment. The Audiencia 
had approved of this agreement, but apparently it was not sufficiently enforced, 
because in 1620, Acatzingo applied for a confirmation." The conflict became 
more acute when, in 1627, Acatzingo refused to take part in the cabildo elections 
in Tepeaca and organized its own. When, in 1629, Acatzingo did not comply 
with the summons for the elections for the third year in succession, Tepeaca 
called upon the alcalde mayor. Acatzingo resisted in every possible way. First, it 
brought forward that in 1625, viceroy Cernivo had exempted the place from the 
obligation to go to the election, and that for the past three years, Acatzingo had 
organized its own elections. Tepeaca argued against this that the elections had 
always been organized in Tepeaca and that Acatzingo had never submitted an 
exemption. Apparently, these were convincing arguments, as the rebellious 
officials of Acatzingo were put into jail; a normal means of exerting pressure. 
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After that, Acatzingo argued that it was a nuisance to have to travel two miles 
(leguas) to Tepeaca for the elections every year. Moreover, it expressed the view 
that it had a right to autonomy, as it had had a Franciscan monastery of its own 
for eighty years, suggesting that it was practically a cabecera. After some more 
sessions, in the course of which no new facts came to light, although Acatzingo 
did produce the exemption of 1625, the alcalde mayor decided that this was not 
sufficient to invalidate the old claims of Tepeaca, and restored Acatzingo's 
obligation to come to Tepeaca for the elections." 
In the course of the seventeenth century, Acatzingo nevertheless managed to 
separate itself from Tepeaca, like many other sujetos. This was a result of the 
general tendency of a weakening of the bonds between cabeceras and sujetos, and 
the fading importance attached to these bonds. In the period prior to its 
separation, Acatzingo was not just subordinated itself, but had subordinate 
settlements of its own, with which it did not always maintain very good relations 
either. For example, in 1640, the Indians of the barrio of San Salvador 
complained that they had to pay tribute to Acatzingo according to the tribute 
assessment of fifty years earlier, when there had been forty full tributarios. Now, 
no more than four were left, who were 'very sad\ because they did not know 
where to get the tribute of the deceased. Moreover, Acatzingo demanded too 
many services from them. The Audiencia ordered a reassessment to be carried 
out, and charged the alcalde mayor to protect the four remaining tribute families 
of the barrio." 
The dispute between Acatzingo and Tepeaca about the matter of submission, 
provides an example of the time span such conflicts could enclose. It was no 
exception, as many of the problems between cabeceras and sujetos had a long-
standing existence, in which they would be smouldering for some time, and then 
suddenly reappear under another pretext or in reaction to new laws. Another 
example of such a conflict is the cabecera of Tecali, which came into conflict 
with its sujeto Toxtepec. In Toxtepec, a Popoluca-speaking minority lived in a 
pueblo, which was dominated by people who spoke Náhuatl. The ethnic 
difference may have been a source of identification for the inhabitants of the 
sujeto, or perhaps the Popoluca-speakers were simply oppressed by the Náhuatl 
population. Anyhow, in 1545, the unusual situation occurred that Toxtepec and 
some other related barrios and estancias petitioned for a merced for land to 
viceroy Don Antonio de Mendoza, because they said they feared that 'certain 
persons wanted to take the land from them [...], which would greatly harm 
them'.' 
This application was unusual, because it radically went against the Indian 
custom that only caciques held influence over land. It is also remarkable that the 
sujetos used specific Spanish legal terminology. They applied for a merced for 
what they called their comunidad, measuring 2.5-3 caballerías in ejidos for 
cultivation and for grazing their livestock. They thus present one of the earliest 
examples of Indians outside the cacique-group who used the possibilities open to 
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them under Spanish Law. As was to be expected, they soon came into conflict 
with the caciques from the cabecera of Santiago Tecali, who disputed their 
possession of land. At first, the caciques could make few effective objections to 
the claims of the sujetos, which were based on usufruct. Spanish LAW allowed 
many possibilities for ownership of the comunidad, and attached the right of 
decision to the right of usufruct of the comunidad. On the other hand, with the 
Indians the right of decision had always been a prerogative of the nobility." 
The ecological situation of Tecali and its sujetos can clarify the origins of the 
conflict. Tecali itself was -and is- situated on a barren ridge, mainly consisting of 
eroded, highly infertile boulder clay, called tepetate. For agriculture and supplies 
the Indians, including the nobles, of the cabecera depended on the sujetos, which 
were situated in more fertile areas along the river Atoyac. This was no problem 
as long as the caciques could exercise claims to the land in the sujetos. When in 
1599, the juez congregador made a survey of the entire pueblo of Tecali because 
of his plans for congregation, it was established that the macehuales of the 
cabecera cultivated land at a considerable distance from the cabecera, on the 
banks of the riveerAtoyac. Small wonder, the inhabitants of the sujetos saw this 
as an infringement on their rights to land, which they had held since 'time 
immemorial'. It is equally plain that the mercedes made caciques of Tecali fear 
for their positions. In 1547, 1560, 1562 and 1567, they invaded the lands of the 
comunidad of Toxtepec. The most severe were the encroachments of 1562, when 
the caciques set their livestock free on the milpas of the sujeto, which were 
severely damaged as a result of this. 
Notwithstanding the encroachments, at first, the situation was to the advantage 
of the sujetos, and, time and again, they were protected by the Audiencia and the 
viceroy. This changed when in 1587, Don Jusepe de Celi and in 1591, Don 
Diego Melendes Flores, both Spanish civil servants and jueces comisarios of the 
Audiencia, conducted investigations in Tecali. They only paid attention to the 
landownership of the caciques and principales. Especially the cacique Don 
Francisco Flores had many claims to land and he presented many witnesses to 
prove that he and his ancestors had exerted these rights of old. After all, he and 
his family had long exerted Herrschaft {señorío) over the sujetos* 
As little as the caciques and principales of Tecali had been able to object 
effectively to the mercedes of the sujetos, the sujetos were able to put forward 
few convincing objections to the claims of Don Francisco Flores. Still, in 1592, 
they appeared in the Audiencia before Don Luis de Velasco, whom they told that 
they had cultivated land in their sujetos since time immemorial and that they had 
merely disposed of what they designated as the lands of the comunidad. The 
Surrounding area was so dry and infertile',iX that agriculture was impossible. 
Yet, they said, a few years earlier, Don Jusepe de Celi had come, who had 
wanted to take the land from them, only to resell it to the cacique of Tecali 
(which was not true). They said that Don Jusepe had used as an excuse the fact 
that not every single one of the inhabitants of Toxtepec had individual titles to 
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land, but this 'had never been custom' among them. The inhabitants of Toxtepec 
pathetically alleged that they knew 'nothing of lawsuits' and that the land had 
been taken from them of which they 'were the real, miserable and defenceless in-
heritors'. Even though they had 'no one to protect them', they had come to 
dispute the possession the caciques had taken of the land.41 
In the eighteenth century, the long-standing conflict ended in a real revolt of 
the inhabitants of Toxtepec against the caciques of Teeali, in particular against 
Don Francisco Domingo López de Castillo. In fits and starts, the dispute 
continued well into the nineteenth century, but these late colonial developments 
fall outside the scope of this study. In Tecali, the caciques had a dispute with the 
macehuales of a sujeto subject to them. As I have remarked, the sujetos of Tecali 
were exceptional in their application for mercedes. In the sixteenth century, it 
was more common that several families of caciques were opposed to each other. 
Notwithstanding these unusual aspects, even in the case of Toxtepec it were not 
the macehuales themselves, but rather the principales who represented the 
interests of the sujetos involved.45 
The usual sixteenth-century conflicts between caciques, involved the rights to 
land, tribute and macehuales, and the nobles hardly ever shrunk from using any 
means with which they could appropriate the prerogatives of Herrschaft. The first 
example of such a conflict is from Tecamachalco, where Don Juan de Mendoza 
and his son Don Francisco de Mendoza had to litigate more than thirty years 
about their cacicazgo. 
The case started in the 1550s. At the time, Don Juan de Mendoza was already 
an old man. He was the son of Ilquicaxoxoque Acuechetzin (whose name was 
spelled differently by every Spanish clerk), who in his turn came from an old 
noble family which had been prominent in Tecamachalco from time immemorial. 
Initially, Don Juan had been married with Doña María Tozpetlatzin, who had 
died. According to several witnesses, he had grown demented as he got older and 
remarried a Spanish wife, whose name is not mentioned. The witnesses all 
agreed that Don Francisco had been bom from the first marriage. However, the 
principales of the cabildo of Tecamachalco took offence at Don Juan's marriage 
to a Spanish woman and they removed him from his cacicazgo, and put it in the 
name of the comunidad of Tecamachalco. The witnesses did not agree on the 
reason of Don Juan's dismissal. All Spaniards who were interrogated declared 
that the marriage to the Spanish woman was the reason for the 'anger' of the 
principales of the cabildo. However, some elderly Indian witnesses declared that 
the principales rebelled against their cacique and that this was the real reason that 
he lost his land and macehuales. In my opinion, this last version is more likely to 
be correct, not just because the Indian witnesses was more intimately acquainted 
of the situation in Tecamachalco, but also because the actions of the principales 
more or less coincided with the radical congregation and concomitant tribute 
reforms which took place in Tecamachalco and Quechula the ISSOs, and involved 
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many of Tecamachalco's sujetos. Be that as it may, Don Juan took actions 
against what he perceived as unjust behaviour of the principales and an encroach-
ment on his patrimony. He went to the city of Mexico, where he died pending 
the lawsuit. After his death, the suit was decided in his favour, a verdict which 
was afterwards even confirmed by the Council of the Indies in Spain.44 
Don Juan's son Don Francisco was at the time still too young to succeed his 
father as a cacique. Both before and after he had come of age, however, the 
principales refused to return his cacicazgo. Consequently, Don Francisco ended 
up in bitter poverty, which prevented him from engaging in a lawsuit. He did live 
in Tecamachalco, where he was one of the subordinate members of the cabildo. 
One of the witnesses testified that the other principales always chose a 
gobernador among themselves, to prevent Don Francisco from getting enough 
power to demand his rights." No one could make any reasonable objections to 
Don Francisco's claims, as he was bom from an Indian father and mother who 
both came from Tecamachalco. In the meantime, according to all witnesses, the 
principales showed off with the cacicazgo, and they and their families benefited 
from the tribute income. They even had distributed some of the lands of the 
cacicazgo among themselves. With the help of his brother-in-law, the Spaniard 
Francisco Lopez, in 1580, Don Francisco at last managed to bring charges 
against the principales before the Audiencia. The Audiencia declared Don 
Francisco to be in his right and ordered the cabildo of Tecamachalco to return 
his cacicazgo. However, this did not happen until 1591, after renewed 
interventions by the viceroy. Then the transfer was final, because the Mendoza 
family held the cacicazgo until at least well into the seventeenth century.46 
The second example of a conflict between cacique families comes from 
Cuautinchan, which has been mentioned several times above. According to the 
Cuautinchan tradition, the tlahtoani of the entire area belonging to the colonial 
province of Tepeaca, had resided in Cuautinchan. It is difficult to judge how 
much truth this tradition contained, but, at any rate, the alleged empire of this 
tlahtoani had fallen apart long before the Spaniards had arrived and during the 
Invasion, the centre of power had been located in Tepeaca." 
In the first decades after the conquest in Cuautinchan there had been several 
cacique-factions that had claims to the leadership of the pueblo. There were also 
calpultin which were not at all satisfied with the fact that their leaders had been 
degraded to macehuales and which hoped that their former rights of Herrschaß 
would be restored under Spanish rule. They demanded this in a lawsuit they 
waged before the Cholultec Indian judge Don Simón de Buenaventura in 1553. 
Controversies concentrated on parts of the cacicazgo of Don Diego de Rojas, 
who, in due course, was succeeded by his son Don Tomás. It appears that as 
little as his predecessor Don Juan de Osorio, an Indian judge from Huejotzingo, 
Don Simón could solve the problems to the satisfaction of all parties concerned, 
because in 1560, a conflict flared up about land in the cabecera of Amozoc, 
which was subordinated to Cuautinchan. Especially the estancia of Chachapa-
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tzingo was a source of dispute. In prehispanic times, all land in Amozoc had 
been no-man's-land (tierra de guerra) between Cuautinchan and Tlaxcala, but at 
the time of the congregations, between 1SS5 and 1560, macehuales had settled on 
the land, who now cultivated it. Don Diego de Rojas asserted that they had done 
so without his permission and, together with some principales who were subject 
to him, he harassed the macehuales in all possible ways. Of course, they 
complained about this before the Audiencia and the viceroy, on whose authority 
they had settled on the land. 
The Spanish authorities were embarrassed. After all, in carrying out the 
congregation and conducting the accompanying distribution of land, the Cholultec 
judge had acted on their authority. Don Simón returned to try and solve the 
problems, but he did not succeed in bringing the parties together. There were 
more people who tried to find a solution. In 1564, the macehuales protested 
against the solution reached by Fray Diego de Estremerà, the Franciscan 
guardian of Cuautinchan. According to them, the friar had made an agreement 
with Don Diego de Rojas, which would benefit Don Diego only. They said Don 
Diego tried to drive them away from the land and to replace them with 
terrazgueros who were trustees of his. This conflict about land in Amozoc was 
not solved until the various parties involved reached an agreement in 1616, and 
distributed the land among themselves.4* 
the meantime, the pueblo of Cuautinchan was deeply torn apart by disputes 
about land and about the old rights of Herrschaft. In the late sixteenth century, 
there were two contesting cacique-factions, one under the leadership of Don 
Tomás de Rojas, Don Pedro de Luna and Don Joseph Sánchez and the other one 
under the leadership of Don Pedro de Torres and Don Francisco de Moscosso. 
These two factions conceived a deep hatred of each other and used any pretence 
to harass one another, and the faction that managed to obtain the office of 
gobernador in the elections for the cabildo, could tip the scales in its own favour 
for as long as the term of office lasted. 
The authorities did not know very well how to handle the situation in 
Cuautinchan and tried to reach several solutions. The Franciscans had divided the 
pueblo into two parts, most likely to prevent the conflicts from ending up in 
actual armed fights. They were generally in favour of the Rojas faction, 
appointed one Zacarías de San Juan as gobernador. Zacarías was a macehual, 
whom they thought to be humble {manso). But when Zacarías had been 
gobernador and alcalde a few times, the principales came to complain before the 
Spanish authorities that the office had gone to his head. He was 'insolent to a 
degree that it was unbearable. He requested that in all estancias and sujetos 
visited by him, he would be received with trumpets and be given abundant food 
and drink'. He made a habit of drinking wine till he was loaded and would then 
start ill-treating the common Indians.49 It is hard to determine whether the 
grievances were real, or merely slanders of the principales, who thought it was a 
disgrace when macehuales were appointed to such high offices within the pueblo 
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'because to them as principales belonged the use of such offices',* and not to 
what the viceroy once described as the 'estate of the macehuales' (estado de los 
macehuales) -in contrast to 'the estate of the principales' {estado de los 
principales)" Within the disturbed relations of Cuautinchan, the best solution 
was to find a gobernador from outside the pueblo. This would calm down the 
parties and provide some rest to the tormented pueblo. This solution was put into 
practice for some years, especially in 1590-1591, when the crisis reached its 
apogee.9 
As some people of the pueblo had already observed, the conflict situation in 
Cuautinchan made the gobernadores make unbridled abuse of their power once 
they had obtained their office. A party in power oppressed its opponents and the 
macehuales of the pueblo in general. This resulted in a wide variety of problems. 
The caciques of one parcialidad refused to put macehuales at the disposal of the 
repartimiento de trabajo when the other party was in power, or hid macehuales 
in order to bring the administrators into trouble with the Spanish authorities. The 
other faction, in its rum, imposed far too heavy burdens of tribute or service and 
withheld tribute money which was destined for the king or the encomendero. 
Principales who held an office refused to hand over the keys of the caja de 
comunidad when there was a change of oficiales de república at the end of their 
term of office, and they refused to pay the salary of the gobernador who was 
from outside the pueblo." There were also gobernadores who took land from the 
inhabitants of Cuautinchan." The cabildo officials of the enemy parcialidad 
requested the income from the meson (inn) in Amozoc for themselves, even 
though the inhabitants had built it 'out of their own pockets'." Even when in 1580 
the cabildo petitioned to buy lambs from surrounding haciendas for the invalids 
of the pueblo, this turned out to be far less innocent and charitable than it seemed 
to be. Ten years after the petition, in 1590, the macehuales complained before 
the Audiencia that the members of the cabildo regarded it as their acquired right, 
as a 'privilege of their office', to sell meat on the market. To this effect, they 
bought 'sheep on the nearby haciendas, who were ill because they had eaten 
harmful plants or something similar to that', thus inflicting harm upon the 
macehuales who bought the meat. These practices were of course forbidden by 
the Audiencia* 
As has been said before, the problems reached an all-time low in 1590-1591, 
when a genuine flood of mutual denunciations was made before the Audiencia. 
The temporary banishment of some people who were seen as the instigators of 
trouble (Don Tomás de Rojas, Zacarías Velasquez and Zacarías de San Juan) in 
1590, and again of Don Tomás de Rojas in 1591, brought some relief of the 
turmoil, but for a long time, the situation in Cuautinchan remained tumultuous 
and everyone had to struggle to get any right at all. For example, in order to get 
service of two Indians in 1595 -a very normal privilege for a cacique- Don 
Tomás de Rojas had to prove before the alcalde mayor that he was actually a 
cacique. All in all, it is hardly surprising that the congregations of the early 
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seventeenth century in Cuautinchan degenerated into intrigues and into abuse of 
the situation. The problems seem to have abated only in the second decade of the 
seventeenth century, when the land in Chachapatzingo, which had been disputed 
for such a long time, was finally distributed among the contesting parties.17 
Such serious conflicts as the one in Cuautinchan were scarce and dreaded by 
the colonial officials, who tried to solve such feuds in any possible way. Within 
the valley of Puebla, Cuautinchan was the only pueblo de indios where things got 
out of hand to such a degree. In the case of Cuautinchan, the problems started off 
with a conflict about land, but elsewhere the income which the caciques and 
principales received from their macehuales was an important reason for disputes. 
An example of such a case is Topoyango in the province of Tlaxcala. Although 
Tlaxcala had a strongly centralized administration, which seemed to have an 
exceptional control on tributes, even there in the 1580s, the principales of 
Topoyango demanded the right to levy their own tributes and tried to wriggle out 
of the influence of the cacique of the parcialidad of Ocotelulco. These efforts 
failed, but the principales did not give up, and made another attempt in the 
seventeenth century." 
Damaged Herrschaft 
Apart from conflicts between pueblos and caciques and their factions, there were 
also frequent and major crises in the relations between the indigenous nobles and 
the macehuales. In contrast to the conflicts between the nobles, which were often 
based on local circumstances, these were general problems which were not 
confined to the valley of Puebla, but occurred throughout the Central Highlands 
and even throughout New Spain. The reason for the problems were the tribute 
reforms, which undermined the position of the nobles and implied trouble for all 
traditionally privileged groups in the república de indios. The principales and the 
caciques soon became conscious of the erosion of the old standards and values 
and with it, of the loss of status. As early as the 1560s, the cabildo of Tlaxcala 
complained about the macehuales who had made a fortune with the cultivation 
and sale of cochineal. At a 1553 meeting of the cabildo, the Tlaxcaltec officials 
complained that since no one would cultivate anything else but cochineal, all food 
products had become scarce and expensive. In addition, those who cultivated 
cochineal were lazy and bought food, mantles and cacao in abundance from the 
money they earned with the dye. Furthermore, they did not observe Sundays, but 
traded goods and got drunk on pulque, or even on expensive wine from Castile. 
They squandered what they had acquired with God's grace. The members of the 
cabildo accused the cultivators of cochineal of not appreciating what had been 
given to them, but to be drinking chocolate which was too stiff, with lots of 
cacao:" 
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"When they find the chocolate just a little too watery, then it is not to their 
liking and they do not want to drink it. Some pour it on the ground whereby 
whoever has given his very good cacao to someone is affronted, but they 
imagine themselves very grand because of it". 
Those among them who had been a subject before:0 
"No longer respected whoever was his lord and master, because [they are] 
seen to have gold and cacao. That makes them proud and swells them up, 
whereby it is fully evident that they esteem themselves only through wealth". 
According to the cabildo their arrogant behaviour was in marked contrast to 
earlier days, when "not everyone cultivated cochineal, but maize, chilies and 
beans instead". The cabildo officials held the view that this situation ought to be 
restored:41 
"Because if our Lord God should wish that famine come, and if there are in 
people's possessions more money, cacao and cloth, will those things be eaten? 
Will there be salvation through them? It cannot be. Money, cacao and cloth do 
not fill one. But if people have much food, through it they will save 
themselves, since no one will starve; no one will die being wealthy". 
And therefore, in conference with the Spanish authorities, the cabildo decreed 
that the maximum number of cochineal plants per household had to be reduced to 
ten and that women could no longer buy or sell cochineal on the market.0 
At this same time, the cabildo expressed its concern about the crumbling away 
of the landed property of the teccalli, the grand nobility of the province. It 
worried them that many nobles had sold their lands and now started to look more 
like macehuales, rather than nobles. If things continued this way, the cabildo 
officials feared, the teccalli would be ruined within the next decade and "perhaps 
those who are in the lordly houses will become ordinary commoners, and the 
commoners who are buying the fields will be noblemen".0 To prevent this from 
happening, the sale of land in the domains of the teccalli was restricted, but these 
measures had little effect. Later on in the sixteenth century, the Tlaxcaltec author 
Muñoz Camargo said in his history of Tlaxcala, that there were many poor 
nobles in the province, but that they owed their poverty mainly to themselves and 
their 'foolish pride' {locura virtuosa). According to him, as in prehispanic times, 
the sixteenth-century nobles prided themselves on their descent and refused to 
conduct any work with their hands. Even more strongly than previously they felt 
above putting a digging stick into the soil, because 'they said they were nobles 
and they could not dedicate themselves to such dirty business'. This had become 
rather worse than better after the conversion, because the nobles said that now 
they 'were better, because they had been converted and become Christians and 
had submitted to the Emperor Don Carlos, King of Castile7 .** 
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This concern about lost values was by no means confined to Tlaxcala. The 
resentment of the loss of privilege and the stubborn adherence to old aristocratic 
values also pervaded the well-known letter of the cabildo of Huejotzingo, which, 
in the old courteous Náhuatl formulations, supplicated the king of Spain not to 
carry through any tribute reforms. The Huejotzinca nobility had been obliged to 
reach a compromise with regard to their privileges before, when in ISSO the 
Franciscans of the provinces had persuaded the nobles to carry through a limited 
land reform. To this effect, the nobles had written a petition to the king in which 
they stated that they had had all lands since time immemorial. They explained 
that the macehuales had enjoyed the usufruct of the land and had been obliged to 
give them tribute and services, in exchange. These 'tyrannical customs' had been 
handed down by their ancestors, who had not realized that they had been acting 
tyrannically, because they had been pagans {como eran infieles no conocieron 
este ser tiránica cosa). After long consideration, the principales of Huejotzingo 
had decided to give land in property (donación perpetual) to the macehuales. 
Spiteful, the nobles observed that all Indians were now Christians, which implied 
that there was a 'great equality' (muy gran igualdad) among them. Taking this 
into consideration, the principales were ready to moderate the tributes, but not to 
abolish them altogether. The macehuales would still be obliged to work a piece 
of land of 20x20 brazas for the lord of the land (señor de la tierra) for each 
80x20 brazas which was allotted to a macehual, which is to say twenty percent. 
Obviously, the concession of the land reform was intended to prevent loss of 
tribute, but it did not, nor did the letter of supplication of 1560, because 
Huejotzingo was not exempted from the general tribute reform." 
Although the pueblos had known tensions about tribute and land for quite 
some time already, it was especially the implementation of the tribute reforms by 
the royal visitador Valderrama that caused great consternation. Valderrama 
visited New Spain in 1564 and dedicated himself to the introduction of the 
capitation of tribute, which was to be maintained throughout the colonial period. 
In the years following his visita, his work was finished by other officials. In 
1573, Doña Ana Bárbara, cacica of the pueblo of Tepexi, south of the valley of 
Puebla, worded the general feeling of the indigenous nobles when she complained 
before the Audiencia that 'the person who had lately counted and assessed [the] 
pueblo [of Tepexi], had ordered not to give her any [tribute], as a result of which 
she was poor and needy\ She asked the viceroy to 'order that she be supplied 
with the tribute (terrazgo), which [her macehuales] used to give her and that she 
should be given from the tribute income of the pueblo what would be convenient 
for her sustenance',u 
In the late 1560s, there were disputes in the pueblos about tribute rights and 
tribute obligations. On the one hand, it was about which rights the nobles could 
retain and, on the other hand, to whom the macehuales were to pay tribute: to 
the king, the indigenous caciques and principales, or to both parties. From 1567 
to 1571, the caciques and macehuales of Tepeaca were involved in a lawsuit 
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before the Audiencia of Mexico. The case was about the 'land, tribute and 
services' the macehuales owed to the caciques. Through Alvaro Ruiz -their 
procurador (attorney)- the caciques claimed that the macehuales from times 
immemorial supplied their ancestors and themselves with terrazgo and services, 
because they were living on their lands. The procurador of the macehuales -
Agustín Pinto-, on the other hand, pleaded that this had indeed been the case 
before the Spaniards had arrived, but now the caciques had lost the right to 
tribute, because of the conquest. The caciques answered that the land was 
'leased' {arrendado) to the macehuales, who, consequently, had to pay the rent 
(renta; terrazgo), or vacate their lands. The Audiencia decided in favour of the 
caciques in 1568. This judgement was upheld on appeal by the macehuales in 
1571, but even after this date, not all macehuales submitted to the decision and 
the case dragged on for a long time." 
This case was no exception: in 1571, in Tlaxcala, the viceroy ordered the 
indios terrazgueros of some barrios to submit to their terrazgo obligations. The 
'four or five' rebellious Indians (indios revoltosos) were to be thrown out of their 
barrios," Another Tlaxcalan case, lasting from 1570 to 1589, involved the 
terrazgueros of Huamantla (Tlaxcala) and the cabildo of Tlaxcala. It appears 
from the documents that the parties had litigated on the terrazgo duties before. 
Considering the costs of these litigations, the Huamantleca agreed on an 
assessment (tasación) of the terrazgo, because 'they lived on the land of the prin-
cipales of Tlaxcala and Atlihuetzian and worked if'.*" A lengthy disagreement on 
the burden of the terrazgo developed after the assessment by the Audiencia. It 
especially intensified in 1589, when part of the Huamantleca succeeded in 
persuading their principal to reduce the obligations. The other principales refused 
to follow this example and were supported by the Audiencia. The terrazgueros 
who still persisted and did not want to leave the building of the Audiencia were 
sent home on pain of a whipping.10 
A third case from Tlaxcala is the lawsuit of Diego Sánchez and Juan de Paz 
versus some terrazgueros who lived on five dispersed pieces of land in San Pablo 
Quauhtotoatlan sized 400x80 to 400x120 brazas. The terrazgueros asserted they 
had no tribute obligations because the land was theirs. As their witnesses the 
principales called some of their fellow principales from Tepeaca, Cuautinchan, 
Calpan, Puebla, Cholula and from Tlaxcala. Only from one neighbouring pueblo, 
Huejotzingo, there was no representative. Of course, the witnesses all declared 
that Diego Sánchez did have a right to the terrazgo and that the terrazgueros 
unjustly claimed the land. The result of the litigation is unknown to us, as the 
documentation is incomplete. It seems highly unlikely that the nobles from the 
neighbouring pueblos could be considered experts on the intricate situation of 
landownership in Tlaxcala, but their testimonies were used rather to prove the 
privileges of Diego Sánchez and Juan de Paz and the fact that macehuales had no 
land of their own.71 
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In these cases, the tribute reforms had clearly led to a crisis as to the 
legitimacy of the caciques and principales, which the procurador of the 
macehuales worded as follows:72 
'Because the law of peoples permitted [...] legitimate wars, like the one that 
had been conducted [...] in this land [i.e. Mexico] by Don Hernando Cortés 
[...], who reduced it entirely to the service of God our Lord and [that of the 
king of Spain], and because of that, the Indians were vassals [of the king], 
[...] without distinction, whether they were principales or not'. 
For this reason, their lands, like the people, had been submitted to the king, too. 
Such being the case, the other party, which was that of the principales, alleged 
that: 
'They had levied the tributes [which were the subject of the suit] by way of 
terrazgo and were entitled to levy [tribute] from [the macehuales, because they 
were] renteros, had ceased in this present suit, as all of the land was [the 
king's], and the other party [the principales] could not give what was not 
theirs, nor rent it out and the lands were of his party [the macehuales]''. 
Many principales and caciques impoverished in the later sixteenth century. They 
often had only a limited tribute income which they owed to their membership of 
a teccalli. This meant that their position depended entirely on their 'vassalage' to 
the cacique who was the head of the teccalli. Consequently, their position was 
derived from the Herrschaft of the cacique, who had given them rights to tribute 
income in return for their services; this meant that these rights could not continue 
to exist, detached from the context of the teccalli. Therefore, these principales 
could hardly ever show their rights to tribute before a colonial court, and would 
usually lose them. Their situation was pitied by many people in the late sixteenth 
century, among whom the Franciscan authors, who were very influential. Alonso 
de Zorita wrote his Breve relación de las cosas de la Nueva España especially in 
defence of the indigenous nobility. He was mainly inspired by the Franciscans 
Motolinia, Francisco de las Navas and Andrés de Olmos. Zorita said that the 
Indian nobles, or lords as he called them, had to appeal to Spanish courts to be 
exempted from tribute obligations, but:73 
"Since the lords do not know how to appeal, nor to whom an appeal should be 
directed, or before whom it should be made, and since they do not have the 
money needed for litigation, they lose their liberty [of tributes], and their 
mayeques (i.e.personal dependents) and lands as well. For the mayeques rise 
up against their lords and seize their land, declaring that it belonged to their 
forebears and now belongs to them. Since Spanish officials do not understand 
how this land was held, the mayeques have their way". 
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As I have repeatedly remarked, the tribute reforms were not the only blow for 
the principales; the undermining of their positions was especially reinforced by 
the severe depopulation among the Indians. This was not just true for the lower 
but also for the higher ranks of the indigenous nobility, the caciques. The 
remaining macehuales could not take over the tribute burden of the dead. Where 
the burden became too heavy, they emigrated from the pueblos. As one example 
out of many, I can mention the pueblo of Tochimilco, where in 1591, the cacique 
Don Juan de Tovar had the macehuales pay too much tribute. According to the 
account of a number of officials of Tochimilco before the Audiencia, 'for this 
reason many Indians had moved away from the pueblo'.74 
In the pueblo of Huaquechula, the officials used to replace the tributes of 
tributarios who had died, by levying them on their children and widows. These 
practices were forbidden by the Audiencia, because the categories of women and 
children were not liable to pay tribute. Even though this transfer of tribute burden 
from a deceased unto his heirs seems a rather obvious solution, but both 
Spaniards and Indians regarded it as immoral." As such, measures like this could 
also turn against the responsible caciques or cabildo, because Indian moral 
philosophy prescribed that a legitimate exercise of power ought to be honourable 
and just. The adversaries of a particular cacique could easily accuse him of being 
a tyrant, according to the old norms that had been worded most elegantly by the 
informants of Sahagún:76 
"The bad ruler is a wild beast, a demon of the air, a demon, an ocelot, a wolf 
-infamous, deserving of being left alone, avoided, detested as a respecter of 
nothing, savage, revolting. He terrines with his gaze; he makes the earth 
rumble; he implants, he spreads fear. He is wished dead". 
In case of accusations, a cacique had to be able to demonstrate that he was not 
like this. 
For these reasons, the tribute reforms were usually not passed on to the 
macehuales, but rather on to those who had a few, recently acquired privileges. 
These were mainly the traders and artisans, who in prehispanic times had often 
been exempted from supplying products from their land as tribute, if they paid 
tribute with products from their trade. The cases of Indians with such moderate 
privileges caused many problems in the pueblos. At times, they did try to take 
advantage of the Spanish lack of knowledge of the Indian tribute system, by 
demanding the status of principal before the colonial courts. On the other hand, 
there were many macehuales who objected to the fact that large groups of 
macehuales were exempted from tributes and services. This can be illustrated by 
the example of the situation in Cholula, where there was a large and most 
complex conflict about these matters at the end of the sixteenth century. 
As the sixteenth century passed, the position of Cholula declined, as a result 
of the loss of its status as a centre of trade and religion and of the growth of the 
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nearby city of Puebla, which attracted much of Cholula's former trade." The loss 
of its old position was accelerated by the internal troubles of the pueblo. For the 
modem historian these troubles remain somewhat unclear. Few sources about 
Cholula's history exist. It is certain, however, that in the pueblo especially the 
macehuales objected to the exemption of the principales from the labour services 
of the repartimiento. Cholula was one of the provinces where the repartimiento 
de trabajo had been imposed most strictly; after all, it was situated between the 
valley of Atlixco and the city of Puebla, as a result of which it was liable to both 
the agrarian repartimiento and to the labour services in the construction of 
churches and monasteries in the new city. According to the sources, the Indians 
of what the Spaniards called the parcialidad del libro were opposed to those of 
the so-called parcialidad de los ejecutorios.'" It is not clear to what degree this 
was an expression of the divisions in cacique- factions, or if it reflected another 
division, possibly of prehispanic origin. However, it is certain that in the 1590s, 
all principales had to prove their rank as a noble before a committee of 
investigation of the Audiencia. In this investigation the repartimiento obligations 
of Cholula, from which all principales withdrew themselves were at stake." 
A similar case occurred in Tecamachalco, where the leaders of the pueblo 
compelled the principales 'of lineage and blood' {de linage y sangré) to take part 
in the repartimiento in ''which the macehuales used to perform', even while they 
were part of the cabildo. In 1589, the principales asked the Audiencia to order 
the leaders to respect the 'privileges which were connected with their quality 
(calidad)'."1 Some years later, they also requested to exempt the artisans 
(carpenters, masons and other artisans) from the agrarian repartimiento, because 
they left 'other, more useful occupations' when they took part in it. This would 
be beneficial to the república, but also to the artisans, who used to 'make just 
four reales [in the agrarian repartimiento], while they could [make] this in their 
trade every day'." 
The result of the conflicts of the sixteenth century, was a decline both in the 
number of principales and in the number of Indians of modest privilege. In 
general, only the caciques managed to maintain their positions, even if they lost 
many of their old privileges. Caciques who kept a legitimacy of power in this 
crisis where privileges disappeared and many nobles impoverished, stood a fair 
chance of securing the cacicazgos for their children, too. Notwithstanding all 
changes of the late sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries, the old social relations 
of Herrschaft of the Indian world did not give way that easily and the Spaniards 
took few actions to change this. To take one example, in the seventeenth and the 
eighteenth centuries many caciques still had terrazgueros, dependent Indians who 
gave rent and services. In one of the many lawsuits from the pueblo of Tecali 
around the middle of the eighteenth century, the attorney of the cacique Don 
Francisco Domingo declared that his family had not only had the cacicazgo since 
'the time of paganism', but also that in the entire period, the macehuales of the 
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sujeto of Toxtepec -with which they had been litigating since the early sixteenth 
century- had been terrazgueros of the cacicazgo. Neither the Spanish judge nor 
the attorneys dismissed this claim as illegitimate, irrelevant, antiquated or even 
surprising, but considered it to be legal and to be taken seriously. In this, the 
valley of Puebla was no exception: during his research on the valley of Oaxaca, 
Taylor came across many caciques who held large cacicazgos with many 
terrazgueros.*1 
The position of the caciques was chiefly stabilized with the recording of the 
rights to landownership in the 1590s. With this, they received legal titles to land, 
but also to their cacicazgos as a whole. These were sufficient to substantiate their 
claims, and with it, indirectly, to tribute and services as well. Therefore, these 
titles should not just be seen as a definition of the caciques' rights to land in 
Spanish terms, but also as a incorporation of the caciques and the Indian system 
of rights to land into a Spanish colonial framework of institutions. However, this 
was by no means the end of the social development, which I have described as 
being the introduction to the relations of the Territorialverband. 
The Indians had to keep on living within a system of Spanish rights and laws 
and, if necessary, they had to be able to word and defend their positions in 
Spanish legal terms. Therefore, in the course of time, the Spanish idea of 
landownership in the sense of Roman Law, penetrated ever further into the 
pueblos. The pieces of land that the caciques used themselves as farms or rented 
as such, were more often called haciendas or ranchos in the seventeenth century. 
The land serving for the subsistence of the macehuales of the pueblos was more 
often indicated as land of the comunidad. Thus, the old Indian structures of the 
Personenverband, in which the cacicazgos comprised influence over both 
categories of land, gradually gave way to the categories of landownership 
connected with the Territorialverband. Increasingly, the lands belonging to the 
cacicazgos were included in the composiciones, which took place in the late 
seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries. In this way, not just the division of 
landownership between Spaniards and Indians as corporative groups within the 
separate repúblicas, but, in due course, also the division of landownership within 
the pueblos became increasingly clear to the authorities. 
For the time being, however, the caciques retained authority over what the 
Spaniards used to call the tierras de comunidad (community lands). The relations 
which had come into being in the late sixteenth and the early seventeenth century 
remained intact, for as long as the caciques managed to keep their restored -
though reduced- legitimacy and as long as no new conflicts emerged. In general, 
though there were always many exceptions, the legitimate authority of the 
caciques depended on whether or not the inhabitants of a pueblo could subsist. In 
this respect, there were not many structural problems in the first part of the 
seventeenth century. As far as can be inferred from the literature, as the 
population started to grow during the second half of the century and the pressure 
on the land in the pueblos became higher, it became increasingly difficult for 
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caciques to guarantee this, and new problems thus developed. As Garcia 
Martinez, Dehouve, Ouweneel and Wood have shown, towards the end of the 
seventeenth century, these problems initiated a movement in which many sujetos 
separated from the cabeceras. The main cause for this was, that, in this way, 
they could obtain their own tierras de comunidad. This was often at the expense 
of the landownership of the caciques, of the tierras de comunidad of the 
cabecera, or of haciendas, and, quite often, applying for tierras de comunidad 
implied a revolt against a cacique. In these cases, discontented members of the 
local elite were usually the instigators and organizers of these revolts. These late 
seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century developments fall outside the scope of 
this study; nonetheless, they may serve as an indication that the period of relative 
stability which characterized the pueblos in the first part of the seventeenth 
century, was certainly not characteristic for the rest of the colonial period.*3 
Conclusion 
In the late sixteenth century, the pueblos de indios endured a period of crisis. 
Especially the position of the Indian leaders was under severe pressure. The 
reforms of the first phase of the colonial era touched upon all aspects of 
traditional indigenous leadership: political, economic and cultural. To a large 
degree, the cultural aspects have been treated in the previous chapter. In this 
respect, the caciques and principales mostly had to yield to the Spaniards, 
especially in more external aspects. Politically, they saw themselves forced to 
adapt to the institutional framework which the Spanish offered them within the 
pueblos de indios. During the colonial era, important factions remained under the 
leadership of the caciques in the pueblos. Principales were invariably dependent 
on the caciques and even derived their status from close links with them, whereas 
the caciques managed to control many of the new offices in pueblo administration 
through their factions. This made the new political situation largely instrumental 
to the Indian system of factions and pressure groups. As a result, these factions 
did change, but the changes were usually not so radical as to turn the entire 
power structure of the pueblos upside down. 
In a socio-economic respect, the problems were far more fundamental. 
Incorporation of the new tribute system into the traditional indigenous situation 
was in fact impossible and the Spanish ideas about rights to land did not fit in the 
indigenous economic views, either. Forced by the combination of tribute reforms, 
the composición of the 1590s and the severe consequences of the depopulation of 
the pueblos, a rapid change of the social structure was set loose. The result was a 
general impoverishment of the indigenous population, the most important victims 
of which were those with moderate privileges: the principales of lower rank, the 
tradesmen and the artisans. In contrast to many of the caciques, they had no 
opportunity to keep up their old tribute rights in the new situation. These groups 
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had derived from their former status or from the authority of the caciques in days 
gone by, but during the sixteenth century they lost all legitimacy. Spanish Law 
did not recognize traditional exemptions from tribute and these groups sank into 
the mass of macehuales, unless they were able to assume offices in the cabildos 
of the pueblos. These only gave power for a while, as the term of office was 
officially only for the duration of one year. 
Generally the caciques were best able to retain their status. They had the 
support of the Spaniards and were usually able to record both their landownership 
and part of their rights to tribute under the conditions of Spanish Law. Still, the 
caciques were also fiercely attacked. The macehuales, confronted with a doubling 
of the customary tribute demands, challenged the position of the caciques with 
the help of Spanish attorneys; if their burden became too heavy, they emigrated 
from the pueblos to try their luck elsewhere. Others, like the cultivators and 
traders of cochineal, managed to make a fortune by making use of the 
opportunities which the colonial economy offered them and they gained a status 
which was based on money. The caciques resisted the loss of their power in all 
possible ways and protested against the destruction of the old standards and 
values. They had to defend their positions by constant adjustments or by 
regaining it from rivalling cacique-factions or, at times, from principales, who 
used the relations of colonial society to gain power with the support of a number 
of macehuales. Caciques who did not adapt, could be certain that they would 
either be oppressed or set aside after some time. 
At the end of the sixteenth century, the worst crisis in the pueblos had passed. 
The recording of the rights to land and, with it, implicitly, of the rights to 
tribute, implied that the relations among the Indians took shape within the 
structure of the pueblos, which is to say within the framework of the institution 
of the pueblos de indios. For a long time, the caciques and their factions kept 
control of the pueblos. Their power had been reduced considerably and been put 
under formal Spanish control, but within the pueblos, the caciques had regained 
their legitimacy and for the time being, they continued to dominate social life. 
The old tribute rights had been reduced, but did not disappear, and for a long 
time, the caciques kept influence over the land which was known under the 
Spanish name of tierras de comunidad, but which in fact was land that the 
macehuales were entitled to cultivate in exchange for tribute payment, as in 
prehispanic times. After the rum of the century, the situation settled down, but it 
never became static. Caciques who lost their legitimacy, could count on 
resistance to their person from the pueblo, where there were always people ready 
to take the lead in the resistance, in order to take over their position. In the first 
half of the seventeenth century, these conflicts about legitimacy were not very 
pressing, but as authors like García Martinez, Dehouve, Haskett, Taylor, Wood 
and Ouweneel have shown, when in the second half of the seventeenth century, 
population started to grow again and the pressure on pueblo land rose, the 
caciques had increasingly trouble supplying macehuales with land for the tribute 
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they had to pay. At that time, the pueblos became more restless and especially in 
the eighteenth century, the number of conflicts between the caciques and the 
pueblos rose rapidly." 
Conclusion 
In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, Mexico underwent a social 
transformation. During the time of the conquest society -1521 to ca. 1570-, 
Spanish and Indian elements in Mexican society were predominantly separated. In 
the period between 1570 and 1640, a transformation took place these elements 
gradually merged, under the increasing influence of the conditions, that were to 
continue to be determining for many of the social relations of the following 
period. This transformation was induced by two developments with a fundamental 
influence on society. On the one hand, the entire society was affected by the 
dramatic epidemics that decimated the indigenous population, which predominant-
ly lived in the countryside. The depopulation among the Indians had severe 
economic effects, especially because the number of Spaniards was constantly 
growing. They mainly lived in urban centres, most of which they had founded 
themselves. On the other hand, the socio-political changes, initiated by the 
Spanish authorities from the 1540s onwards, made themselves clearly felt during 
this period, affecting all parts of the population, Spaniards and Indians alike, and 
forcing everyone to reconsider his situation and to adapt to the new circum-
stances. In retrospect, it is important to distinguish between these two important 
trends, although in the period under study, they were always inextricably 
intertwined. 
The aftermath of conquest 
Necessarily, indigenous society was the point of departure for the social develop-
ment of New Spain, because, at least partly, Indian society was the warp on 
which all elements introduced after the Conquest were the weft. However, this 
image is only appropriate to a certain extent, because not only were new elements 
introduced into the indigenous society, but in the course of the process, society as 
a whole was transformed, as well. The indigenous social structure existing at the 
time of the Spaniards' arrival was very different from that of colonial society. 
There were two fundamental differences. In the first place, Indian society before 
the coming of the Spaniards had been politically partitioned. Nearly all of an 
individual's life took place within the confinements of the political boundaries of 
the altepetl. 
This had important consequences for the economy, for the different indigenous 
people were usually living in discord or waging outright war, which was perni-
cious for trade. Therefore, prehispanic society had a rather limited system of 
trade, in which long-distance commercial contacts and local markets were of 
importance, but interregional trade was virtually absent. Yet, this was not solely 
the result of the division of the Mexican territories among the altepetl. Transpor-
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tation was rather hampered, because it depended entirely on human bearers, 
except on the lakes in the valley of Mexico where transportation was done by 
canoes. Still, the absence of interregional trade was no major obstacle for the 
functioning of the economy. In most cases, the altepetl could provide their own 
food. Only city of Tenochtitlan in particular, could not live from the supply of 
food from its direct surrounding areas alone. It was provisioned through the 
Aztec tribute system, in which the duties of supply of the altepetl subject to the 
empire were organized. 
The idea that everyone had a place determined by the divine order was 
fundamental to indigenous society. Fulfilling one's task in life was vital to 
maintaining this order. There was a fundamental separation between those who 
were liable to pay tribute and those who had a right to tribute. The macehualtin -
generally peasants* were obliged to supply goods to and perform labour services 
for the nobility in recognition of their lordship. The nobles were to take upon 
themselves the responsibilities which were connected with their position: in 
exchange for tribute, they had to protect their subjects, to encourage their 
spiritual life and to administer justice. Therefore, the position of a tecuhtli or 
teuhctli (teucyott) or tlahtoani (tlahtocayott), was conditional on these three 
duties, at least, in theory. In fact, there was a bond between lord and subject, 
which consisted of mutual duties and rights. Of course, this did not imply that 
injustice or the neglect of duties were precluded. From European history we are 
familiar with similar mutual exchanges based on individual relations, which have 
been characterized as Herrschaft. 
The principles of Herrschaft were not uniform nor were they confined to the 
relations between nobles and macehualtin. Traders and artisans were exempted 
from part of the tribute duties and labour services, and were allowed to supply 
products from their trade, instead. But there was also a relation of Herrschaß 
among nobles themselves, by which, for example, a tlahtoani received services 
from a tecuhtli, in exchange for his protection. Seen from this angle, the tecuhtli 
was a macehualli of the tlahtoani. Thus, the Aztec emperor demanded tribute 
from the altepetl which he had subjected, in recognition of their subordination. In 
the final analysis, the tlahtoque -including the emperor- were macehualtin of the 
gods. In this way, Indian society had many different tributary rights and her-
rschaftliche subordinations. Because these personalized relations were the 
foundation on which the entire social framework had been constructed, it would 
be useful to look upon Indian society as a Personenverband. 
The Spanish Invasion initiated a transformation of this society, although this 
did not take place right after the conquest. In theory, the entire conquered 
territory was united under Spanish rule, but at first this mainly affected the upper 
strata of Indian society. The Aztec emperor was deposed and killed and the 
tlahtoque of the autonomous altepetl were subjected. However, for the time 
being, they retained their power within their own altepetl. Two Spanish groups 
dominated the conquest society which came into being during the first period 
after the Invasion. The first group were the conquistadores, who, as encomende-
ros, were placed above the Indians. The second group were the missionaries 
from the three mendicant orders, of whom the Franciscan order was the most 
important one in the valley of Puebla. 
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These two groups fitted remarkably well into the socio-economic and mental 
framework of Indian society. The encomenderos, in fact, took over the place of 
the indigenous rulers as the King of Spain had taken the position of the Aztec 
emperor. They received tribute and services and with this, they fulfilled a role 
within the hierarchic system to which the Indians had been long accustomed. 
However, they remained outside the Indian world, as they usually lived in 
Mexico City and never exercised actual power within the altepetl. 
The missionaries replaced the old priests, like churches replaced temples. Like 
their predecessors they enjoyed a large cultural influence. They always tried 
embrace the Indian way of living to be able to use their power most effectively. 
To make the conversion as effective as possible, they used the Indian nobles, 
whom they involved in upholding the new religion, in order to effectuate its 
consolidation. Many nobles realized that it would be to their advantage to 
cooperate in the conversion. The fate of the missionaries -especially that of the 
Franciscans in the valley of Puebla- and of the Indian leaders came to be closely 
connected during the first period after the conquest. 
The missionaries became doctrineros within the altepetl, which were turned 
into parishes, called doctrinas in mendicant terminology. They organized these in 
accordance with a Spanish model of central subjected settlements, cabeceras and 
sujetos. At the same time, however, this was a logical adaptation of the prehispa-
nic structure of the altepetl, in which there had been a main temple and subjected 
temples. As the new mediators between the Indians and the supernatural, the mis-
sionaries were the only Spaniards who officially held a position within the 
altepetl. As such, they fitted into the Indian tribute system and were the Span-
iards most closely involved with the Indians. 
Such were the social relations of the conquest society, but these did not 
remain intact for long. From the start, the two dominant groups, the encomende-
ros and missionaries, had not comprised all Spaniards. There had always been 
people without an encomienda of their own, who had been dependent on an en-
comendero, or who had to make a living in some other way. In the course of 
time, their number increased. In 1531, the city of Puebla de los Angeles was 
founded for Spaniards without an encomienda. They were given land, so that they 
could engage in agriculture. However, the foundation of Puebla did not have the 
desired effect, and in the middle of the sixteenth century, there was a widening 
gap between the Spaniards who enjoyed some power within the conquest society 
and those who did not. In the course of the sixteenth century, this last group was 
growing steadily. It could only benefit from a change in society. 
Besides this growing group of Spaniards who, more or less, lived outside the 
conquest society, the Crown had also been very dissatisfied, from the start, with 
the power relations as they had developed in the colony. From their experiences 
with the early colonies of the Caribbean islands, the authorities in Spain had 
learned that it was very difficult to keep encomenderos on the other side of the 
ocean under control. Their encomienda provided them with a source of power 
and income which was independent of the Crown. The Crown held the view that 
too much tribute income only benefited the encomenderos and the indigenous 
nobility. From the very beginning, it had been intent on changing this situation. 
However, to effectuate this, the administration of the new overseas territories as 
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a whole had to be changed. The Indian world had always been very hetero-
geneous and as such, it could hardly be incorporated into a centralized adminis-
tration. There was no ready solution to this combination of problems. Therefore, 
the first measures by the Crown were of an experimental nature and often contra-
dictory. In due course, however, policies were increasingly directed at a more 
centralized control of administration. In Spain, it was decided that only a uniform 
administrative system, based on a hierarchic subdivision of the territory and led 
by a newly created, centrally run machinery of civil servants would offer the best 
prospects for an effective governance. To this effect, the centralizing measures 
that had rather haphazardly been taken before, were codified into the Leyes 
Nuevas in 1542-43. 
The Leyes were thus not so much the conclusion, as the crystallization point 
of earlier measures, from which further reforms could be initiated. They most 
directly hit the encomenderos, who lost nearly all of their influence after ca. ISSO. 
The Leyes reinforced the bureaucracy. The administration of the colony remained 
in the hands of a viceroy. With the administrative reforms the offices of alcalde 
mayor and corregidor had also been introduced at an earlier stage; these officials 
were formally put at the head of provinces. This was the Spanish part of the new 
administrative system, but the viceroy had also been given authority over the 
Indians. In the Leyes Nuevas, the principle became manifest, that the Spaniards 
and Indians were the two most important components of the colonial institutional 
order. Each group constituted a república of its own and accordingly, each had to 
have its own administration. 
Therefore, the Leyes Nuevas were also directed at the administrative reorgan-
ization of the Indian world, which, from an organizational point of view, had 
been kept remarkably intact until then. The implementation of the reform was left 
to the authorities in New Spain; in the Leyes, the Crown confined itself to issuing 
basic laws, and, at times, by intervening when it feared that the situation was 
getting out of control. Even though there had been some wavering attempts at 
reforming some parts of the Indian social framework, the reforms never really 
started until after the Leyes Nuevas. 
They consisted of a complex of measures, which were introduced over a 
longer period of time. The measures had two objectives, which the Spanish a-
uthorities tried to accomplish in one vast operation. The first objective was to 
simplify the Indian administration and to make it uniform. To this effect, the 
república de indios was subdivided into pueblos de indios, which were placed 
under the leadership of Indian officials. The basis of these new administrative 
units consisted of the cabecera-sujeto organization of the missionaries, and with 
it, in most cases, of the structure of the former altepetl, as well. 
The second important objective of the reforms was to simplify the complex 
indigenous tribute system, which was strongly based on personal ties, rights and 
duties. The Crown held the view that in the old system too much tribute income 
had been withheld from it and wanted to change this by establishing a capitation 
of tribute, and which, in addition, was to be equivalent to a specified sum in 
money, although it could be paid in kind. The subdivision into pueblos de indios 
also served this objective: the new administrative units which were based on 
territorial criteria were, consequently, also fiscal units. Of course, such radical 
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changes could not be implemented without any major problems. Apart from this, 
they took up a lot of time, as well. However, the congregations of the 1550s 
were a decisive step in the direction of implementation. Their most important 
result was, that the indigenous population was classified by pueblos de indios. 
Meanwhile, they still belonged to cacicazgos, the indigenous lordships. The 
reform of the tribute system, however, was not accomplished until later; at about 
the middle of the 1570s, the capitation tribute was established, though at that 
time, the conversion from tribute in kind to tribute in money had by no means 
been realized everywhere, yet. On the central highlands, the tributes in maize 
were continued for a long time. 
The administrative and fiscal redivision had several important consequences. 
The official consequences were most obvious for the Indians. With the classifica-
tion of all Indians by pueblos de indios, the status of an Indian had been legally 
defined. Notwithstanding all subsequent racial mixes and social changes, this 
legal definition would remain in force until the end of the colonial era. At a later 
stage, it would sometimes give rise to great confusion, but in these early colonial 
days, the separation between the repúblicas of Indians and Spaniards was still 
clear. With the establishment and the demarcation of the territorial administrative 
units with on the one hand, the Spanish provinces and on the other hand, the 
pueblos de indios, a first milestone had been reached in the introduction of an 
administration on a territorial basis, a Territorialverband. 
The administrative and fiscal reforms put a severe pressure on the social 
relations of the conquest society. Both Spaniards and Indians faced profound 
changes, which were reinforced by the demographic development and the 
economic developments connected to it. The demographic development had two 
contradictory sides. About the middle of the sixteenth century, the number of 
Spaniards which did not remain directly or indirectly dependent on the Indian 
economy, increased. In the valley of Puebla, the centre of the growing number of 
Spaniards was the city of Puebla de los Angeles, which had been attracting 
immigrants from the moment of its foundation. 
The tremendous epidemics which time and again struck the Indians effected a 
drama without equal, in which the Indian population was decimated. Further-
more, a growing number of macehuales migrated from their pueblos de indios as 
a result of the tribute reforms and the increasing tribute burden. Many of them 
tried their luck in the urban areas, just like the Spaniards who had immigrated 
from the Iberian peninsula. Even though the epidemics did not miss out the 
Indians in the city, their number, there, decreased less than in the rural areas. On 
a smaller scale, effects similar to the ones in the city of Puebla will also have 
occurred in the centres of the pueblos de indios, the cabeceras. 
The shift in relations between the number of people in the city and that in the 
rural areas, created a tension on the food market, as the urban demand was 
growing, while the rural supply decreased. This tension was reinforced further by 
the tribute reforms, which replaced the former supplies of goods and services 
with a capitation tax in money. Thus, the institutional reforms and the demo-
graphic and economic changes were not separated developments, but profoundly 
influenced each other. As these forces combined, the socio-economic system of 
the conquest society, largely based on the indigenous social structure, came under 
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such severe pressure, that it rapidly began to give way in the second half of the 
sixteenth century. After about 1570, a process of transformation and, eventually, 
integration started, which was irreversible and soon uncontrollable. Then, the 
authorities in Spain and in Mexico City could do little more than making minor 
corrections, but by that time, the Crown no longer had administrative control or 
an initiating function like it had had in the middle of the sixteenth century. The 
social framework shook on its foundations. 
The real transformation: the genesis of the colony 
The rapidly changing relations of the society of New Spain made it necessary for 
everyone to adapt. If the period until 1570 had been characterized by a gradual 
undermining of the old social relations, the actual transformation of society took 
place between 1570 and 1640, in the valley of Puebla, as well as in many other 
parts of the colony. The transformation consisted of two intertwined elements. 
On the one hand, an economic region was formed with the city of Puebla as its 
centre. On the other hand, the administrative relations of the Territorialverband 
increasingly penetrated into the rural areas, while the influence of the ties of 
Herrschaft that had characterized the Indian Personenverband gradually 
decreased. The changes were especially caused by the increasing participation of 
Spaniards in New Spain's economy. They brought about many problems, 
connected with the introduction of Spanish elements into a society which had 
always been determined by strongly personalized and localized Indian social 
relations. The transformation of society really consisted of the intertwining and 
gradual integration of the old Indian, and new Spanish elements. 
The process started off when the Spanish groups, which until then had not 
been able to play a significant part in society, seized the opportunities which the 
collapse of the conquest society offered them. In the valley of Puebla, they 
started trading companies and at the end of the sixteenth century, they were 
increasingly active in the agrarian sector, especially on haciendas, which in the 
terminology of the time were called labores to indicate wheat or maize farms and 
estancias when they were livestock farms. The labores were mainly founded in 
the fertile areas surrounding the city, making them important centres for food 
production, supplying of the city of Puebla, as transportation to Puebla was easy 
and inexpensive. Livestock breeding was especially carried out on remoter farms, 
where the land was less expensive and transportation less important. With this, 
agricultural production in the valley of Puebla focused on the city of Puebla, 
which, to a large extent, shaped the foundation of Spanish labores and estancias. 
The introduction of the labores caused major problems, because of the differ-
ences between Spanish and Indian ideas about rights to land, rather than in the 
actual use of land for agriculture. The ecological circumstances needed for the 
wheat cultivation and the ploughing oxen of Spanish agriculture were quite 
different from those needed for the Indian milpa techniques. The Spanish system 
flourished best on the wet, flat and well irrigable plains on the banks of the 
rivers, whereas the Indian agriculture throve on the lower slopes of the hills and 
mountains. Before the conquest, the river banks, hardly suited for Indian 
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agriculture, bad been waste no-man's-lands between the different altepetl. There 
was therefore an ecological dichotomy between Spanish and Indian agriculture, 
which made it possible for them to coexist. 
For the Spaniards, rights of ownership were of major importance and 
embedded in Spanish customary law. Anyone who started to cultivate waste land 
could make it his property. Yet, the Indians, most of all the nobles, did not have 
that sort of ownership rights, but were used to thinking in terms of spheres of 
influence, connected with the relations of Herrschaft, which made no distinction 
between economic and political rights. Therefore, what the Spaniards regarded as 
mere cultivation of waste land, the Indian nobility saw as an unlawful violation of 
their prerogatives, which were already under severe pressure as a result of the 
tribute reforms. The Spanish authorities were deeply concerned about the unrest, 
which these social and economic contradictions brought about. They were afraid 
that it would escalate and, on top of this, would harm the already precarious 
economic situation in New Spain. They realized that only a large-scale investiga-
tion on the spot, no matter how costly and time-consuming, and a recording of 
the claims of both Indians and Spaniards would be able to calm down emotions in 
the rural areas. 
These considerations gave rise to the twofold measure of the composición in 
the 1590s, in which the Spanish claims to land were recorded and inquiries were 
held both among the Indians and, of the congregations of the early seventeenth 
century, both having the main objective to record landownership. This policy 
coincided with the Indian nobles' need to start selling useless parts of their land, 
which was born from the impoverishment that had affected most of them in the 
late sixteenth century, due to their decreasing tribute income. As a result of this 
coincidence, many Spaniards bought land from the Indians in the 1590s. At first, 
a rather chaotic situation developed in which everyone was buying land at 
random. In the course of the first decades of the seventeenth century, the rather 
dispersed pieces of Spanish land crystallized into more viable labores. Not until 
ca. 1620 a situation of equilibrium had been reached. 
The changes in landownership were a second crucial step in the direction of 
the transition into a Territorialverband. In the first period of congregations, the 
borders of the pueblos de indios had been demarcated, and now the 
landownership of the pueblos and the claims of the Spaniards were recorded. Part 
of the caciques' claims of Herrschaft were now expressed in Spanish legal 
terminology. This meant an important change to the Indians, but it gave the 
indigenous nobility a new grip on the situation. Seen in the light of the Territo-
rialverband, the recording of the division of landownership meant an important 
change. 
Within the pueblos de indios, however, the effects were rather different from 
those in society at large. Because the rights of the caciques were now recorded 
and, thus, also got official force of law for the Spaniards, it enabled the caciques 
to consolidate their position within the pueblos. For the time being, however, this 
did not imply that the new ownership relations also played a part in the pueblos. 
The Indian pueblos, being comunidades according to Spanish Law, also had a 
right to common landownership, but the caciques still managed to exert their 
rights of Herrschaft to these lands. However, the new landownership relations 
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were the basis from which the rights to land in the pueblos would evolve and as 
such, the recording should be seen as a further implementation of the Spanish 
concept of the pueblo as a comunidad. A separation between cacique land and 
pueblo land now slowly emerged. 
The rapid growth of the Spanish labores was accompanied by a rise in the 
demand for labour. In prehispanic times, labour had been under the control of the 
nobility's Herrschaft and so there had never been even a need for a labour 
market. Even though the conquest society had brought about important changes in 
society, for the time being, the supply of labour could not keep pace with the 
growth in the demand. Reluctantly, the authorities agreed to establish the 
repartimiento de trabajo in order to satisfy this demand for labour. The repar-
timiento was an adaptation of the prehispanic labour services. According to the 
rules of the repartimiento, labradores got a fixed contingent of labourers from 
nearby pueblos de indios. However, formal regulations applied to certain areas 
and to a limited group of people only. Apart from the repartimiento, an informal 
system of labour services soon developed, organized by the caciques. Both the 
repartimiento de trabajo and the informal labour services particularly supplied 
seasonal labour, which was needed on the labores. 
The repartimiento, which was administered by regional Spanish officials, only 
had a limited lifespan. As the labores consolidated towards 1620, the Spanish 
officials gradually withdrew from labour supply, something they had wanted to 
do for a long time. In 1633, the repartimiento de trabajo was formally abolished. 
This did not mean that the supply of seasonal labourers came to an end, but 
rather that it came to depend wholly on the connections between labradores and 
the caciques, who could dispose of the Indians in their pueblos. 
In trade, developments were slightly different. The economy of New Spain 
had more need for interregional trade than Indian society had ever had. The old 
tribute system had disappeared, except within the pueblos themselves. 
Consequently, the system of provisioning the cities by means of the old tribute 
system failed. Spanish means of transportation -carts, mules- were more efficient 
than Indian bearers, but even more important was, that the Spaniards could start 
trading between the altepetl after the old borders had been removed. Many 
indigenous traders were forced to give up their privileged position and return to 
agriculture as a result of the tribute reforms and the depopulation of the pueblos. 
There always remained many people of Indian descent who were active in short-
distance trading, but the large-scale and long-distance trading was almost entirely 
in Spanish hands from the late sixteenth century onwards. 
Local Spanish officials were also an important factor in trade, which mainly 
took place in the repartimiento de comercios. In the valley of Puebla, it predomi-
nantly involved the distribution of livestock, but elsewhere, it also comprised 
purchasing products from the pueblos. The repartimiento was a (non-official) 
prerogative of the alcaldes mayores, who were able to derive a considerable 
income from it. The actual organization in a particular area was nearly always in 
the hands of Spanish tradesmen or producers. The repartimiento provided a 
means for the buying or selling of goods, from or to the Indian population. As 
such, the repartimiento de comercios played an important part in regional and 
local economy. 
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The wealthiest Spaniards lived in Mexico City and, to a lesser degree, in 
Puebla. They had considerable influence over affairs on the regional level, but by 
no means absolute control of life in the rural areas, which was largely hidden 
from their view. Trade in the countryside was conducted by often insignificant 
tradesmen or mule-train drivers. A similar situation was found in the realm of 
administration. The Crown in Spain received information from all possible parties 
in all possible ways, but gradually it perceived that, after all, it could get little 
grip on the situation in the overseas territories. It did interfere in basic political 
matters, but the execution of the administration was largely left to the authorities 
in New Spain. Even though the viceroy in Mexico City and the Audiencia had 
more and more direct means to exercise power, they, too, only had deficient 
lines of communication at their disposal. Furthermore, both the territory which 
they were supposed to be ruling and its population were huge and heterogeneous. 
Out of necessity, most direct political and legal authority was therefore left to the 
provincial officials, the alcaides mayores and corregidores. 
The provincial officials were more closely bound to local life and could react 
more directly to the local situation. But then again, their hands were tied by the 
situation. Not only did they have a limited term of office, but they also had to 
rely on powerful people in their provinces for an effective administration. Except 
for the urban areas, the Spaniards were an insignificant group among thousands 
of Indians. Colonial New Spain had neither a police force nor a standing army 
and rebellions had to be suppressed by a hastily gathered militia consisting of ill-
trained local Spaniards. Spaniards who traded in the countryside, or owned a 
labor, were aware of being surrounded by an overwhelming majority of Indians. 
Some of them might even be in their service, though most Indians were not in a 
subordinate position νύ α vú the Spaniards, except in the strictly legal sense of 
the word, meaning that the Spaniards were thought to be superior to the Indians. 
Most of the Indians with whom the Spaniards came into contact, were traders 
or local caciques, and in most cases it was beyond their power to force these 
people in any way. In this period -and long afterwards- many of the caciques 
were influential figures at a local level, and autonomous in most of their actions. 
All Indians living in a pueblo de indios, which was the most important labour 
reserve in rural areas, fell under their influence. The caciques usually controlled 
a considerable amount of land. Spaniards who wanted to keep their position 
within an area, and who wanted to buy products from the Indians or needed 
labourers on their labores, were well advised to maintain good relations with the 
caciques. This did not mean that there were no Spaniards who ill-treated their 
labourers or who abused the power they had as a Spaniard, but usually the power 
relations of rural society prevented them from conducting in this way. 
Whatever had been left of the relations of the conquest society in 1570, 
received a final blow during this transformation. The most important result did 
not consist in a change of the Indian society itself, but rather in the altered 
relations between the pueblos de indios and the Spanish economy. The changes of 
the period of ca.1570 to 1640 affected all groups in society to a greater or a 
lesser degree. How much survival depended on the ability to adapt to the 
changing circumstances is exemplified by the different fates of the caciques and 
the Franciscans, the two groups, that were the link between the Indian and the 
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Spanish worlds in the conquest society. The caciques were the most important 
link between the pueblos and society at large. They controlled an important part 
of both the production and labour force in the countryside, which made them 
important people in the areas surrounding their pueblos proper. The only 
measures which had radical consequences for the Indian social structure and in 
which the Spanish authorities were directly involved, were the introduction of a 
new tribute system and a uniform administration over the Indians, the two steps 
in the implementation of a Territorialverband, which had chiefly been shaped by 
the two periods of congregations. These brought about a severe crisis in the 
pueblos, which was even strengthened by the depopulation. In general, the 
complex of institutional and socio-economic influences caused an impoverishment 
of the Indians in the pueblos, which especially affected the principales and the 
people with a few privileges, like the tradesmen: most of them lost their preroga-
tives. 
The caciques also lost part of their income. Their position came under severe 
pressure and in many, if not all pueblos, sometimes fierce and long-standing 
conflicts developed. A number of the caciques lost their position during these 
conflicts, but many of them managed to regain at least part of their position by 
adapting to the new situation and seizing the opportunities which the changing 
society offered them. There was an important change in the political position of 
the caciques. As a consequence of the administrative reform, their former, 
usually hereditary, authority of the pueblos was replaced with a system in which 
officials annually rotated. By using their influence on the people in the pueblos, 
the caciques managed to bring this new administrative structure under the control 
of their factions. In the seventeenth century, the crisis caused by the changes of 
the sixteenth century, gradually passed and the situation stabilized. By this time, 
the pueblos had a completely different relation with the world around them. In 
the course of the process of transformation, the caciques had acquired a new 
legitimacy, which was now based on a strong position within the pueblos, as well 
as on a considerable influence on the world without. This did not mean that there 
were no more conflicts among caciques at a later stage, or that their legitimacy 
was now safe for ever. On the contrary, throughout the colonial period, the 
pueblos de indios would be characterized by great internal strife and by feuds 
among the cacique factions. However, the general upheaval which had struck the 
pueblos in the late sixteenth century, was not to return for quite some time. 
The transformation proved fatal to the position of the Franciscans, who, in the 
valley of Puebla, remained as dependent on the pueblos as they had been from 
the early colonial period. As a result of the uncertain situation which had come to 
exist in the period after the conquest, initially the fate of the caciques and the 
Franciscans had been closely tied together, and even continued later on, due to 
the tribute reforms. The Franciscans pleaded with the colonial authorities to keep 
the Indian social structure intact. Support from the influential friars was also 
important for the caciques as a means to preserve their position. 
On the other hand, the Franciscans depended on the pueblos, especially at an 
economic level, as they had been incorporated into the Indian tribute system. As 
the social transformation, and the erosion of the old tribute relations involved, 
proceeded, the Franciscans came to put increasing pressure on the economic base 
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of the pueblos. In this respect, the Franciscans differed from the other mission-
aries, who, in the late sixteenth century, had found sources of income, particular-
ly, in the exploitation of haciendas. The Franciscans, however, refused to give up 
their old way of living based on 'voluntary alms' from the pueblo, which meant 
that they were still dependent on the old tribute relations. Their refusal to adapt 
to the altered circumstances, alienated the friars from the caciques, who increas-
ingly regarded them as a burden, rather than as an ally. Moreover, as the Church 
and Christian religion were incorporated into everyday life of the pueblos, the 
caciques came to depend less on the Franciscans. Due to these two developments, 
in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, the Franciscans lost much of 
the special position they had occupied in the middle of the sixteenth century. 
When in 1640, the bishop of Puebla, Don Juan de Palafox y Mendoza, ended the 
long-standing conflict about the doctrinas between the secular and regular 
branches of the Church, the pueblos hardly resisted his actions. Afterwards, the 
position of the Franciscans in New Spain was finished. 
In the conquest society, the Franciscans had been the main link between two 
separate worlds, that of the Spaniards and that of the Indians. To defend their 
position, and their ideals, they had reacted most vehemently against the radical 
social changes of the late sixteenth century, which I have called social transform-
ation. Their position was eroded and when it came to an end in 1640, it marked 
the stabilization of the altered social relations, in which there was no room left 
for positions based on the relations of the conquest society. 
The introduction in the valley of Puebla of an administrative system based on 
territorial criteria, a Territorialverband, was to determine many of the social 
relations during the entire colonial era; increasingly it penetrated further into the 
institutional and juridical relations, even in the countryside. In the period under 
study, it particularly determined the relations between Indians and Spaniards. For 
the time being, the influence on the pueblos de indios was mainly of an external 
nature. The internal relations of the pueblos de indios were still characterized by 
the old relations of the indigenous social system of Herrschaft, which are to be 
characterized as a Personenverband. 
The demographic developments caused a growing participation of Spaniards in 
the economic activities of the valley of Puebla. They especially took over those 
activities which transcended the regional level and which had been of little 
importance before. Therefore, they controlled the superregional sectors of the 
economy. This was far less the case in the local economy, in which the Indians, 
and especially the caciques, had always played an important part and were able to 
continue to do so, because of their control of vital economic elements, such as 
the supply of labour. 
The process of transformation also manifested itself in a social integration in 
the valley of Puebla, in which Spanish and Indian elements now became increas-
ingly intertwined, especially in the rural areas. Yet, in the seventeenth century, 
Spanish and Indian elements could still be distinguished in this new society. 
However, at this time, there were no longer any real differences between Spanish 
and Indian society at a regional level. Of course, after the Conquest, the Span-
iards had become the dominant party in New Spain as a whole and, naturally, 
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they always remained the most powerful men in colonial society. At the regional 
and local level, however, Spaniards and Indians were less separated from one 
another than at the level of the colony as a whole. Though in the provinces the 
Spaniards officially were the most powerful group even in the provinces, but 
there, many of them were often too dependent on the cooperation of the Indian 
caciques to give this power more than a purely formal content. 
The economic region which came into being in the valley of Puebla, and 
which was focused on the city of Puebla, was a region of the colonial society as 
a whole. The centre was situated in the city, from which a major part of the 
production and trade was controlled. In this way, the Spaniards certainly domi-
nated society, and the regulations of what may be characterized as a Territorial-
verband were their standards. The Indians were part of the region, at least to the 
degree in which their life was dominated by the relations of the Territorialver-
band, which were in fact their relations with the Spaniards. 
At a local level, however, the traditional indigenous way of exercising power 
according to the relations of Herrschaft prevailed and the Indian standards domi-
nated. Spaniards who wanted to gain prestige in this socio-economic environ-
ment, which was so much dominated by Indians, had few other choices besides 
adapting their behaviour to these standards to the best of their ability. For most 
of them, this step was not very big, as Spanish society of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries contained many elements that had been derived from 
comparable European values and standards of Herrschaft. I have argued that the 
social development of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries was not 
characterized by a systematic marginalization of the Indians or by a polarization 
between a Spanish and an Indian world, but, on the contrary, by an entanglement 
of Spanish and Indian elements, in which both played an important part. This is 
in rather sharp contrast with the traditional view on this period, but it presents a 
picture of reality which seems to be a more plausible basis for the colonial 
relations of the eighteenth century as they have been presented in recent litera-
ture. 
This study has predominantly been based on archival material on the valley of 
Puebla, even though I have attempted to make comparisons with other areas, 
whenever possible. Many of the social relations that came into existence, were 
basically the same everywhere, at least where there had been a sizeable prehispa-
nic Indian agricultural population; in my view, the most important differences 
concern the period in which the process occurred. After all, in these areas, the 
same kind of influences interacted, which proved to be crucial for the social 
transformation in the valley of Puebla. Everywhere, the Spaniards realized that 
they had to participate more and more in the economy; thus, economic regions 
came into existence. The pueblos de indios were the necessary institutional and 
economic-administrative basis of all Mexican economic regions; even in places 
where there had been Xnei\bealtepetl nor a large Indian population in prehispanic 
times and which had been populated by Indians or people of mixed descent long 
after the Conquest, pueblos de indios came into being, which played a part 
similar to that of the pueblos de indios in the old centres of population. 
The implementation of the Territorialverband first took place in the most 
densely populated areas, where a close contact between the two repúblicas was 
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inevitable and where the relations had to be settled first. In areas with fewer 
Spaniards, and where they were less engaged in agriculture, it was less important 
to record the division between Spanish and Indian landownership. In those places, 
it was sufficient to only classify the Indians by pueblos de indios, in order to 
effectuate the tribute reforms. Consequently, in remoter parts of New Spain, for 
a long time, only this first step was taken in the realization of the Territorial-
verband and a following step only became necessary with important socio-
economic changes, such as the growth of hacienda agriculture. In those areas, the 
caciques could long continue to operate more autonomously and consequently 
held an even more important position than on the central highlands, even though 
the inadequate infrastructural situation and the poor conditions made their position 
far less enviable. 
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geografica in about 1580 remarked that only the Indians themselves understood which tributarios belonged 
to which pueblo. Relación de Tepeaca, 240-241. 
58. The social experiments of bishop Vasco de Quiroja can been seen in the light of the congregations. Gerhard, 
"Congregaciones", passim; Miranda, "Desplazamientos"; Gibson, Aztecs, 47, 54-56. 
59. "Concierto para la población y paz de los pueblos de Tepeaca y Acacingo. Acatzingo, marzo 30 de 1558", 
CDCT, doc. 73, pp. 243-246; Gibson, Tlaxcala, 136-137; Actas de Tlaxcala, 378-380 (Spanish translation 
of the original Náhuatl text, pp. 180-181, henceforth references to the Spanish text). 
60. Gerhard, 'Congregaciones', 352-353; Relación de Mendoza, 45. Unfortunately Mendoza did not substantiate 
his warnings. 
61. To my knowledge there are no equivalents in either English or Spanish for these German concepts. Of 
course, they are a dichotomy, devised for analytical purposes and in 'real life' things were usually more 
complicated. The idea was first introduced into Latin American history by the Slicher van Bath, in "Spanje 
en de Peruaanse Andes'. Also see my 'Different Way of Thinking* and for an extension of the argument 
Ouwenecl and Hoekstra, 'Tierras concejiles*. 
62. The discussion on sixteenth-century demographic development has not abated altogether. A general critical 
evaluation of Cook and Borah's calculations is to be found in: Zambardino, "Mexico's Population in the 
Sixteenth Century". Despite all criticism the the calculations of Cook and Borah have found their way to 
many general works, of which N.Sánchez Albornoz, "Population of Colonial Spanish America" is a recent 
example. A recent review of the literature and an attempt to build a quantitative model on basis of them 
Whitmore, 'Sixteenth-Century Population Decline'. A general treatment of the 'silent tragedy of the Indians' 
m: Slicher van Bath, "Stille drama van de Indianen". Studies on tbc demographic development of 
seventeenth-century New Spain in general and the valley of Puebla in particular: Slicher van Bath, Bevolking 
en economic; Miranda, "Población indígena', 182-189; Vollmer, "Evolución cuantitativa'; for New Spain in 
general, but not very relevant for my purposes: Cook and Borah, 'Royal Revenues and Indian Population" 
m their Essays. Vol. Ш, pp. 1-128. 
63. Cook and Borah, Essays; Slicher van Bath, 'Calculation'; a recent criticism by Kellogg, 'Households', 
although perhaps she leans too heavily on urban evidence from Mexjco-Tenochtitlán; The reliability of the 
tribute data for Peru are treated in: Cook, "Population Data for Indian Peru". 
64. An example of a tributeregister in the Indian tradition (with Spanish comments of an interpret with the 
glyphs): Matricula. A similar register, but in Náhuatl text written in the Latin alphabet: Padrones de 
Tlaxcala and e.g. the lists in the documenta concerning the congregation of Tecali in AGN-Tierras-Vol. 
2754,exp. 4. 
The Franciscan sources: 
-1570: 'Relación particular y descripción de toda la provincia del Santo Evangelio...' in: Nueva Colección, 
Vol. Π, 1-28. 
-1588: BNM-AF, Caja 89- exp. 1376-f. 1; and Scholea and Adams, Moderación de doctrinas, passim. 
-1623: The Franciscan counts for the Moderación de doctrinas of 1623 in: BNM-AF-Caja 89-exp. 1376. 
The friars report to have used the tribute registers of the pueblos; Scholes and Adams, Moderación de 
doctrinas. 
65. For example Martin, Vagabundos. 
66. Hirschberg, "Alternative to Encomienda'. 
Notes TAI 
67. '[...] En esta ciudad de Mexico hay muchos Indios vagamundos, así naturala de dia como de otras panes 
que ocurren y vienen a esta ciudad, los cuales sin trabajar ni querer servir a nadie se andan holgazanes y 
cometiendo algunos excesos que la ociosidad da ocasión a ellos; y porque al bien de la república conviene 
para que cese lo susodicho y otros inconvenientes que de ello podrían suceder y que estos tales Indios se 
pongan con amos y que haya padre de ellos que tengan [sic] cuidado de los poner con amos', LdA, 14-15, 
repealed on 16 November 1551, IM, 39. 
Abo compare the next decree: *[...] En esla ciudad de Uéáco y Nueva Espana hay muchos españoles, 
mestizos e Indios algunos que sabiendo oficias no quieren trabajar ni asentarse con amos y anden ociosos y 
vagabundos, de que Dios y Su Majestad son deservidos y la república damnificada. Por ende, queriendo 
obviar los inconvenientes que de ello se siguen y pueden seguir, mand[o] que dentro de veinte días primeros 
siguientes, los españoles que saben oficios los usen y los que no los saben asientan con amos y lomen 
honesta manera de vivir, y los mestizos o indios luego usen sus oficios los que los saben y los que no saben 
oficio A asientan con oficiales o con otras personas a quien sirvan, por manera que no anden ociosos ni 
perdidos, so pena los españoles que dentro del dicho término no lo hicieren de caer en la pena de los vaga-
bundos y que se mandaran echar de toda esla Nueva España, y a los mestizos e indios de cada cien azotes y 
que el denunciador se sirve de ellos como de vagabundos y para que venga a noticia de todos se pregone 
públicamente [on the central square of Mexico]*, ÏÀA, 13. 
68. Matrícula, 49-50; Lopez de Velaaco, Geografia, 107. 
69. Indian migration into Tlaxcala: Matrícula, 49-50 and pawim on huidos; Indian migration in general 
Miranda, "Población indígena', 184; in Ine eighteenth century: Slicher van Bath, Bevolking en economie, 
51; Ouweneel, Onderbroken groei, 77-91 and 'Growth, Stagnation and Migration'. 
70. Figure« for Cholula and Huejotzingo: 
Year Cholula Huejotzingo 
1623 6496 4008 
1626 3644 2027 
Sources: Señolea and Adams, Moderación de doctrinas, 47-48; Gerhard, A Guide, 115, 142 and notes 
on p. 426 (Cholula) and 428 (Huejotzingo). 
Spanish version of the quotation: 'Оме de más de siete años a esta parte se han ido a ella muchos indios 
huidos de otras partes que se ausentan de su naturaleza sab por no pagar el tributo que deben a su 
magestad [...] [Atento a que ellos por] no estar enpadronados ni estar de asiento en ninguna parte y me 
pidieron mandase fuesen conpelidos a pagar el tributo como los demás naturales de la dicha ciudad', AGN-
Indios-Vol. 4-exp. 30-ff. 8v-9r. 
71. "[.·•] Algunos indios de Tlaxcala, Guaxoeingo, Teguantepecy otras parles se han venido cada día poblar al 
dicho pueblo de Guajaca [Oaxaca] y tienen en él sus casas, mujeres, hijos y tierras, y {...} aunque gozan de 
ellas no quieren pagar tributos, siendo a ello obligados, de lo cual el pueblo recibe agravio', LdA, 357. 
72. For Europe see among others Hochstadt, 'Migration'; Clark, "Migration'; Clark and Slack, English Towns; 
Jones, Politics and Rural Society; Lucassen, 'Seizoensgebonden trekarbeid*. 
73. Whitmorc presents a model in 'Sixteenth-Century Population decline', which is especially based on the 
figures of Cook and Borah, in which he unfortunately complete neglegts migration. 
74. On the distinction between migration and congregation Garcia Martinez. Pueblos de la Sierra, 156-163. 
75. AGN-Indios-Vol. 5-exps 267-268-f. 141r; exp. 271-f. 142r. 
76. 'Advertimientos de Antonio de Mendoza' in: Virreyes españoles. Vol. I, p. 47. 
77. Relación de Tepeaca, passim; Anales de Tecamaehalco, 36; On the internal colonization of Tlaxcala: 
Trautmann, Kolonialzeilliche Wandel, 24-25 and 76; АЛМ605-&иіа Maria Natività! contra Juan Jimenez 
de Riancho. Further proof of relative overpopulation is the persistent erosion of agricultural land in 
Tlaxcala: Werner, 'Verbreitung, Nutzung und Zerstörung von Böden', especially p. 16. Many migrants 
went to Tlaxcala because this province was exempt of tribute. 
78. AGI-México-leg. 600, passim; Gerhard, Λ Guide, passim; Slicher van Bath, Bevolking en economie, passim. 
79. Simpson, Encomienda, 149, translatai from a letter of Vekuco of 1553. 
80. Relación de Mendoza, 43. 
81. Prem, "Atlixco". 
82. Colección... tributos, 39. 
83. LdA, passim, m later times the pueblos de indios were also obliged to maintain certain roads. For an 
example from Cuauhtitlan in the valley of Mexico which was situated on the road to the sUvermines in the 
North, AGN-Tierras-Vol. 2003-exp. 5 (1599); Vol. 2026-exp. 2 (1644). 
84. LdA, 169. 
85. Garcia Martinez, Pueblos de la Sierra, 137 and Map 5, p. 147. 
86. Prem, Milpa y Hacienda; Trautmann, Kolonialzeilliche Wandel; Garcia Martinez, Pueblos de la Sierra, 143; 
Simpson, Exploitation of Land; Lewis, 'Mexico City's Shadow'; Gibson, Aztecs, 277-279; Konrad, Soma 
Lucía. 
87. Vassberg, Land and Society. 
Chapter 3 
1. Florescnno, 'Abasto y legislación·, 592-593. Cited in English in Frank, Mexican Agriculture, 30. 
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Gibeon, Aztecs, 282-299 u d 403-409; the cumple on pp. 294-295. Prcm abo contribute· to aus picture: 
Milpa у Hacienda, 164-168 and pavón. 
Graph« baaed on documentation from the provine«· Chotula, Терек* and Tbtxcab, coosistmg largely of 
bmdaalet by Indiana to Spaniard», provenuta from notarial archive«, completed by other documenta. 
Documentation on me mercedes comea from the AGN, in which I have uaed the catalogue of the Ramo de 
Mercedes. For the province of Huejotzingo I have uaed the data a· they are presented in Prem'a monograph 
Milpa у Hacienda, completed by mformation from the Registro de Instrumentos Públicos of the AGET. Not 
all province« are equalh/ documented. Moat fully documented are Tbxcala and Huejotzingo. Although the 
number of l«™l—ь» m these province· ia not complete, I ace no reason to assume that the material would 
not be representative. The data for Tbxcala are the moat reliable; for me entire period of 1570 to 1608 they 
come from the notarial archivée of Tkxcab, which are rather complete. Ttaxcala: AGET-RIP-Vob 1-20; 
Cholula: Protocolos de Cholula; Tepeaea: AGNot-Ventai de Tierras de Indios m various paquetea. 
Huejotzingo and Allixco: Prem, Milpa y Hacienda, and for Allixco only also Prem, 'AtlUco', 205-228; 
AGET-RIP. 
The catalogue of the Ramo de Mercedes has not been checked for exactness; for the general approach uaed 
here it ia aufffkienL 
Data on tithes in: Medina Rubio, la iglesia y la producción agrícola 118-124 and cuadro 2, p. 176; abo 
Schwaller, Origins of Church Wealth. 
Fioriscano, 'Abasto y legislación"·, Frank, Mexican Agriculture; Wolf, Sons of the Shaking Earth. 
Number of mercedes in graph 3.2; conflicts on land between Indians and Spaniards are treated in: Hoekstra, 
'Different Way of Thinking'. 
On Indian landuae see chapter 1 above. 
Ouweneel, 'Xampan'; Prem, 'Allixco', fig. 9.3; Hirschberg, 'Alternative to Encomienda', 241-262, 258. 
Abo Ewald, Estudios sobre la hacienda colonial, on the Jesuit hacienda Loa Reyes and the eighteenth-
century map, which shows a marsh on the hacienda. 
The background of Spanish agriculture Vaseberg, Land and Society; for colonial agriculture Ouweneel, 
Onderbroken groei, passim and 'Eighteenth-Century Tbxcalan Agriculture". 
Vassberg, Land and Society, 11 and passim; MacKay, Spain in the Middle Ages, 41-44; abo compare de 
Solano, "Tenencia de berra". 
Vassberg, Land and Society, 85-86. 
These rights are extensively treated in Vassberg, land and Society, 7-8 and passim; there was no basic 
difference in the rights of different kinds of communities to hod, only the size of their entitlement differed. 
For a case containing all these elements see Protocolos de Chotula, from p. 467-515; a juridical study of the 
colonial amparo, Nophal de Parra, 'Amparo colonial*. 
Borah, 'Spanish and Indian Law' and "Status jurídico"; Hoekstra, 'Different Way of Thinking", 
AGN-Tiems-Vol. 2003-exp. 5; Torquemada, Monarquía Indiana, Vol. П, Cap. XXX, p. 478. 
"Relación del Marques de Montesckros', in: Virreyes españoles, оІ.П, pp. 277-283, especially 283. 
Order of viceroy Coruna of 7 January, 1581, AGNot-Tepeaea-Paquete 40/II-exp. 69-ff. 7r-16r; published in 
CDCT, doc 182, pp. 489-495. 
AGN-Tierras-Vol. 25-exp. 1-f. 40r. Excerpt from the ordenanza:'[...]En acuerdo de mi Consejo Real de las 
Indias os doy comisión poder y f acuitad para que reservando ante todas cosas lo que os pareciere necesario 
para platas, ejidos, propios, pastos y baldíos de los lugares y consejos que están poblados, así por lo que 
loca al estado presente como al porvenir y al aumento y execimiento que puede tener cada uno y a los indios 
lo que hubieren menester para hacer sus sementeras y labores y crianzas todo lo demás lo podáis conponer 
y sirviéndome les poseedores de las dichas tierras, chácaras, estancias, cortijos y caballerías con lo que os 
pareciere justo y razonable según la calidad y cantidad de las tierras que tienen y poseen sin justo y legítimo 
titulo se las podáis confirmar y darles nuevo titulo de ellas y para que a les mismo y a estancias con buenos 
títulos quisieren nueba confirmación de ellas se las podáis conceder con las clausulas y firmezas que les 
conviniere sirvándome por ello con lo que fuere justo y con ellos eonsertándose. 
E otra sí, para que las tierras no an sido ocupadas ni repartidas reservando siempre las necesarias para tos 
lugares y consejos poblados y que de nuevo conviniere que se puebla y para los indios las que hubieren 
menester y ¡es faltare para sus sementeras y crianzas todas las demos podáis dar y conceder de nuevo por 
tierras, estancias, chácaras y estancias de molinos a quien los pidieren y querieren mediante la dicha 
composición', AGN-Tierras-Vol. 25-exp. 1-f. 40r, abo see Chevalier, Formación, 326-328 and MacLachlan 
Spain 's Empire. 
Chevalier, Formacion, 327-329. 
*[...] No se aprovecha de ellas por estar eriasas y por romper y [tengo] otras muchas [tierras] en míe [hago 
mis] milpas', e.g. Protocolos de Cholula, 468. 
For example Protocolos de Cholula, doc. 1, p. 1: 'De las quotes [tierras] no se aprovecha por estar en la 
ciénega a donde no se puede labrar por la mucha agua'. 
Excerpt: 'La experiencia lo va mostrando que hay muchas personas que tienen cantidad de tierras y 
estancias sin las dichas justificaciones sino solo cuando otras os pidan se les haga merced de algunas 
demasías en tierras semejantes y que se les han concedido mandamientos acordados por el Virrey y echóse 
diligencias sobre [ellas] con costas y gastos quieren las que las poseen valerse de la Real Cédula 
haciéndoles contradiciones con ella y causándoles pleytos y pretiendo haberles de preferir en la merced 
defraudando con esto el derecho del Real Fiscal', AGN-Tierras-Vol. 25-exp. 1-ff. 40v-41r. 
'Por el presente mando que dentro de seis meses primeros siguientes que corran desde el dia de la fecha de 
esta mandamiento todas y qualcsquier personas de qualquier calidad y condición que sean, que tuvieren y 
poseyen tierras y estancias sin justo y legítimo título ocurren ante mi a conponerse con su magestad con lo 
que pareciere justo y llevar de ellas titulas [...] bastantes según por la dicha Real Cédula se dispone' 
AGN-Tierras-Vol. 25-exp. 1-f. 41r; abo letter of Don Lub de Vebsco in AGI-Mexieo-leg. 23-n* 16. 
Notes 249 
23 AGET-RIP 13-fF 288-291, Protocoles de Chokua, ponan, AOET-RIP 12-13, panni, Trautmann, 
KolonuüzeUIUhe Wandel, Append« 12, pp 390-411, Prall, Mdpa y Hacienda, apéndice 1. 262-284 
Landmarket η used m an »betreet tease here, as of coime there wis no actual market m which land 
transactions took place on the spot 
24 AGN-Tierras-Vol 74-exp 5, AGET-RIP 13-ff 3-6v 
25 AGET-RIP 13-rT 292-294v, AGET-RIP 13-ff 323-326v. AGET-RIP 13-ff 9S-96V 
2«. AGET-RIP 21-ff 298-330v, AGET-RIP 21 ft 235-237v, AGET-RIP 20-ff 497-49»v. Rendon, 
'Mazaquiahuae', 101 
27 Protocolos de ChoUda, 467-515 
28 Caaea taken from Torales, 'Л Note', rcapccbvely 95-98,98-100.100-102 
29 AGN-Tiema-Vol 74-exp 4, 7 October 1605 The consulting of the Indiana about whether or not the land· 
m queation were baldías is called 'Ouaón de los indios por esta particularidad', f Ir 
30 Nickel, Sonai Morphologie. 501 
31 Prem, Milpa y Hacienda, ршші, especially Apéndice 1 
32 The two examples taken from Ewald, Estudios, respectively 54-64,45-48 
33 Compare Nickel'· map with the division of landownership in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries on 
which many haciendas that were formed m the sixteenth century are recognizable, Nickel, Sonale 
Morphologie, 204 and for the area of Tecamachalco/Tccali Schneider, Landwirtschaft Im ValseqiaUo 
34 AGI-Meuco 340. Prem. Múpa y Hacienda, 156-169 
35 Ordonnance of the Crown AGET-Caja 6 1590-exp 2, AGNot-Paquete58/I-exp 108 
36 Diego de Coca alleged that in the escritura de venta the truth is not declared 'lo verdad es que dui por las 
dichas berras einquenta y ocho pesos que es contra la cédula de su Magestad y han de andar en almoneda 
treinta duu eonforme a {lo que] su magestad manda A V M pido y suplico mande dar la esentura por 
ninguna porque lo india fite engañada en muchos pesos que valen mas las dichas turras y anden en 
pregones treinta días y pido justicia Diego de Coca Rendon' After the 30 pregones due the land was sold 
for 160 pesos to Juan Rodriguez Quintero, the highest bidder. Protocolos de Cholula, 499 
37 AGET-Caja 6 1592-exp 9 
38 "Papel del Conde de Monterrey sobre las congregaciones' m Virreyes españoles. Vol Π, pp 156-174, 
especially pp 172-173, Cime, 'Civil Congregations', 354-355 
39 'Conde de Monterrey sobre congregaciones*, 171, intermediate reports on the congregations m AGI-
México-kg 25- η' 7 (1602), η* 48-480 (1594-1599), Méxieo-leg 26- η* 7 (1604). n° 18-19 (1604), η* 45 
(1605). η* 80 (1606), Mexico-leg 27-η* 16 (1607). η' 51Α (1608). η* 57 (1608) The resistance of the 
regular clergy to the congregations • documented m AGI-MexKo-leg 123-n° 68 (1604) (all mendicant 
orders together), Mdxico-leg 26-n*80a (1606) (just Franciscans) 
The general discussion on the congregations are based upon the following literature Cime, 'Civü 
Congregations', Gerhard, A Guide, Debouve, Quand les banquiers étaient des saints, Simpson, 
Congregation, Garcia Martinez, Pueblos de la Sierra, Gibson. Tlaxeala and Aztecs, Traulmann, 
KolomalzeuUche Wandel, Agame, Tlacolepec, Miranda, 'Evolución cuantitativa', Wood, 'Corporate 
Adjustments* For Guatemala see Lovell, 'Indian Migration' and Conquest and Survival 
40 Tochumlco AGN-Tierras Vol 998 exp 6, Huaquechula AGN Congregaciones Vol 1-exp 83, Tlaxeala 
Trautmann, Kolomalzathche Wandel. 24-27, 130-138, 115-129 Tlaxeala. Tepeaca and Tecali see the 
documentation mentioned below On the eastern part of the territories of Tecamachalco and Quechula, 
Licate, Creation 
41 Instruction« for jueces Tlaxeala AGN-Indios-Vol 6 (2a parte)-exps 745 and 1009, AGET-Caja 6 1592-exp 
5, surroundings of the city of Puebla AGN-Indioa- Vol 6 (2a parte)-exp 1021 and vol 6 (2a parte)-exp 
979 (prolongation of the term of appointment) AGN-GdP-Vol 6 exp 705, AGNot-Paquete 40/1 exp 77 
42 This could vary greatly within a province as humidity and temperature m this mountainous area depended on 
the altitude 
43 Santo Tomás AGN-Trerms-Vol 2723-exp 7, published as doc 96 m CDCT, 290-302, Tecali AGN-
Tierras-Vol 27-exp 5 (1599) 
44 AGN-Tierras-Vol 2723-exp 7 
45 The attributes explicitly mentioned 'Homamientos de casullas y frontales misales, músicas de trómpeles 
chirimías y flautas y otros instrumentos con que se sirve el culto divino', AGN-Tierras-Vol 27-exp 5-f 
lOv 
46 Data on the congregation of Tecali are taken from AGN-Tnbulos-Vol 42 exp 2, AGN-Гкгтав Vol 27-
exp 5 and Vol 2754-exp 4 Considering the continuing foliation and subject these bat two Tues initially 
were one 
47 These are called llanlaealh m the Náhuatl tribute hats 
48 AGN-Tributos-Vol 42-exp 2-f 53r 
49 The destruction of houses as an office! sign of desertion was rather usual m New Spam, and less a signal of 
desperate or tyrannical behaviour of the authorities than it would perhaps appear to be 
50 AGN Tributos-Vol 42-exp 2-f 47v 
51 AGN-Tierras-Vol 2782-exp 33, AGNGdP-Exp 705 
52 AONot-PT-Paquete 49/I-exp without number (1607) Sixteenth-century Amozoc and Cuauonchan were m a 
state of continuous turmoil See chapter 6 below 
53 'Como л fuéramos infieles y Chiehimecas', AIP-l60S-Sanlo Maria NaHvuas contra Juan Jimenez de 
Rumeno Chichonees (Náhuatl for barbarians) was the general designation of the Indians in the North of 
Mexico with which the Spaniaids were waging war 
54 From several expedientes it is clear that mere were caciques behind (he congregations, for example AGN-
Indios-Vol 4-exp 960. published in CDCT, docs 264-265, AGNot-Paquete 41/U-exp without number 
(1604). AGI-Méjuco-leg 340 and Martm. Colonial Morelos, 47-52 
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55. Some of these large-scale congregation·: Tehuacan: AGN-Congregaciones-Vol. 1-exp· 11, 34 and 40 
(1603); Tierna-Vol. 2736-exp. 23 (1602); Siem Norte de Puebla: Garcia Martinez. Pueblos de la Sierra, 
135-179. 
56. Garcia Martinez, Pueblos de la Sierra, Chapter 4.2 pp. 163-175. 
57. AGN-Tierraa-Vol. 1721-exp. 5; Lockhart, 'Viewa of Corporate Self". Some example· of the recording of 
kndownenhip: Axochiapa (Cuemavaca) AGN-Tierras-Vol. 1491-exp. 1 (I thank Arij Ouweneel for bringing 
thin document under my attention and allowing me to uae it); Dennis, Inlervillage Conflict in Oaxaea, where 
it appear· the congregation documenta are indeed still in uae today a· a mean· to show me kndrighta of the 
village·. 
58. Cited by Chevalier from AGN-Mercedes Formation, note 16, p. 469; Prem, Milpa y hacienda; Tonka, 'A 
Note". 
59. Ouweneel, Onderbroken groa, paaairn, especially Chapter 6; for a summary also Hoekstra and Ouweneel, 
'Tierras concejiles'. 
Chapter 4 
1. The official name of the regional official of Thucala changed frequently in the sixteenth century; from 1587 
he was lastly called gobernador, here translated as governor in order to prevent confusion with 
gobernadores de indios. See Gibson Tlaxcala, Appendix IV. 214-218. 
2. 'Para conocer civil y criminalmente de todo lo que ofreciere en sus distritos, así entre Españoles, como 
entre Españoles, e Indios, e Indios con Indios', Recopilación, Libro V, Titulo U, Ley Ш, f. 146v. 
3. 'Mondamos a tos gobernadores, corregidores y sus tenientes que traigan en su mano la vara de nuestra 
Real Justicia, y no salgan en público sin ella, pues es la insignia por la qual son conocidos los Jueces, a 
quien han de acudir las partes a pedirla, para que se les administre igualmente, y oigan a todos con benig-
nidad'. Recopilación, Libro V, Titulo П, Ley XI, f. 127v; on the official term of office Recopilación, Libra 
V, Tflulo Π, Ley X, f. 147r. Also compare Gibson, Tlaxcala, Appendix Г , 214-218. 
4. Pietschmann, Estado, 162. He argues that at least m its intentions the Spanish state of the sixteenth century 
was a rational bureaucratic Herrschaft in a Weberian sense, even if practice was more complex and leas 
rationalized, as indeed all contemporary European states. On this last point also: Blockmana, 'Beheersen en 
overtuigen" and for a recent long-term survey of state-formation Tilly. Coercion. 
5. Parry, Sale of Public Officer, Tomas y Valiente, La venta de oficios en Indias, passim; Muro Romero, 'Ы 
'benefìcio' de oficios vendibles*. 
6. García Martínez, Pueblos de la Sierra, 243-244; Parry, Sale of Public Offices, passim. A number of higher 
official posts which were sold anyway: 55-57; Pietschmann, 'Alcaldes Mayores, Corregidores und 
Subdelegados'; Román, "Sobre alcaldías mayores y corregimientos en Indias"; Tomás y Valiente, La venta 
de oficios en Indias, passim, especially Apéndice 11, pp. 173-177; Muro Romero, "Reforma del pacto 
colonial"; Navarro García, "Oficios vendibles". Eighteenth-century saleable and sold offices in the city of 
Puebla, Liehr, Stadtrat und städtische Oberschicht von Puebla, 49-64; 154. About the weak power of the 
state in the late-seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries: Burkholder and Chandler, From Impotence to 
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Glossary 
Altepeü. Lordship. Buie social economic tul political unit of the Nahuatl-speaking people· of Central-Mexico. 
Alcabala. Salci tax. 
Alcalde. Important member of a cabildo. Abo judge of fint instance. 
Alcalde Mayor. Provincial Spanish official with administrative and judicial power·, after the implementation of the 
Leyes Nuevas equivalent to corregidor. Supreme official of an alcaldía mayor. 
Alcaldía Mayor. Spanish province, comprising one or more pueblos de Indios and sometime· a Spanish city (ciudad) 
or town (villa). After the hnplementation of the Leyes Nuevas equivalent to corregimiento. 
Alguacil. Lener member of a cabildo. Constable. Usually under the leadership of an alguacil mayor (chief 
constable). 
Amparo. Legal protection of a specific right, usually to bad. 
Audiencia. Supreme Court, here of New Spain. The Audiencia abo had many administrative power·. Presided by 
viceroy; member· were called oidores. 
Baldíos. Uncultivated and unused land. In Spanish law considered to be property of the Crown (realengos). Also 
designated as fierra baldtat or üerra realenga. 
Barrio. Constituent territorial unit of a pueblo de indios. In a (Spanish) city the Indian ward·. 
Cabecera. Centre and main town of the jurisdictional area of a pueblo de indios. Aa cabecera de doctrina abo centre 
of Indian parish. 
Caballería. Land grant of ca.43 ha. intended for agricultural use. 
Cabildo. Municipal council, governing a comunidad, both Spanish and Indian. 
Cacique (femmme: cacica). Important Indian noble after the conquest. Originally successor of high prehispanic 
nobility. Later also used to indicate those who were newcomers in Indian power. 
Cacicazgo. Hereditary entailed jurisdictions and right· of a cacique, modelled after mayorazgo. 
Caja de comunidad. Treasury of a pueblo de indios. 
Calpulll. Abo calpolli. Organizational unit of indigenous society, part of an altepeü with regionally widely diverging 
meaning. 
Cantor. Indian choir singer. 
Cenlecpanpixqui (pi.ceniecpanpizque). Leader of 20 macehualan. 
Cédula. Official decree. 
denega. Marsh. 
Congregación. Resettlement to achieve greater nucleation. 
Chinampa. Artificial raised plot for intensive agriculture built up in shallow water (Valley of Mexico). In post-
conquest times similar plot· were usually called camellón in Spanish. 
Coa. Digging stick (Náhuatl huiciU). 
Cofrade. Member of a cofradía. 
Cofradía. Sodality. 
Compadrazgo. Compateraity. Spiritual affiliation between a godfather and the parents of a child. 
Composición. Legalization of defacto hndownenhip. 
Comunidad. Legally defined public body and administrative unk m Spanish Law. Entitled to specified rights, among 
which land was one of the most important 
Consejo de Indias. Council of the Indies. Supreme governmental body of the king of Spain, with jurisdiction of the 
Spanish American territories. 
Corregidor. Provincial Spanish official with administrative and judicial powers, after the implementatioo of the Leyes 
Nuevas equivalent to alcalde mayor. Supreme official of an corregimiento. 
Cuescomate. Adobe trough. 
Doctrina. Parish under jurisdiction of regular clergy. 
Don, doña. Spanish title, used for any noble. In the Indian world used for a cacique. 
Encomendero. Holder of an encomienda, a grant of the tribute (and initially labour) of the Indian m a specified 
territory, usually an altepeü or part of iL 
Escribano. Scribe. 
Eslancia. Spanish live-stock farm. Abo used for outlying barrio of a pueblo de indios. 
Fanega. Unit of dry measure, usually 55.5 litres. 
Fiscal. Moat important Indian church-official. (Abo very knportant member of the Audiencia). 
Ganan. Paid, resident, permanent Indian employee, in the service of Spaniard·. 
Gobernador. Governor. President of the cabildo of a pueblo de indios (gobernador de indios). Official title of the 
Thucabn equivalent of the (Spanish) alcalde mayor. 
Gobierno. Rule. 
Hacendado. Owner of a large estate. Seldom used in sixteenth and seventeenth-century document·. 
Hacienda. Usually used in the sense of large estate. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries enterprise of any kind 
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•od size, m this sense abo the word grangena ¡a used. Thus: Real Hacienda (royal treasury); hacienda 
delabor (wheat farm); hacienda de minas (mining enterprise). 
Hemita. Chapel, usually without a formal parrochial function. 
Indio. General Spanish term for all indigenous people. Later those belonging to the república de indios. 
Jacal. Indian house. 
Juez. Judge, any commissioned official with authority in a specific field (hence juet repartidor, juez congregadof) 
Labor. Spanish wheat-farm. 
Labrador. Farmer. 
Legua. Spanish müe, ca.4.2 km. 
Leyes Nuevas. 'New Laws', promulgated in 1542-1543. First codification of the laws concerning me Spanish 
American territories. 
Macehualli (pi. macehualtin). In prehispank urnes vassal m a broad sense, but also commoner in general. In post-
conquest times only this last meaning was retained. After the conquest hispanized to macehual. 
Macuiltecpanpisqui (pi. macuiltecpanpixque). Leader of 100 Indians. 
Mandón. Indian leader, usually low-ranked. 
Maguey. Large agave (Náhuatl metí). 
Merced. Grant (often of land). 
Milpa. Indian agricultural plot 
Monte. Uncultivate land, used for other purposes (pastures, firewood etcetera). 
Náhuatl. Language of the Uto-Aztec family, spoken by the majority of the indigenous people of Central Mexico 
(now often called Nahua) at the time of the Conquest and long after. Lingua franca of Mexico already 
before the coming of the Spaniards. 
New Spain. The large jurisdiction centred on Mexico City, embracing the largest part of present-day Mexico. 
Nopal. Kind of cactus. 
Oidor. Judge of the Audiencia. 
Ordenanza. Ordinance 
Parcialidad. Subdivision of a pueblo de indios, usually the domain of a former tlaloani. 
Pilli (pi. pipiltin). Náhuatl term for noble. 
Pueblo de indios. The basic territorial unit of the república de indios under Spanish rule. Initially nearly always 
successor of an altepetl. Pueblo was also used for any Indian settlement. 
Peso. Basic unit of money in larger transactions, consisting of eight reales. Usually peso de oro, although other 
types of pesos were sometimes used. 
Principal. Indian noble in general; usually lower nobility. 
Pulque. Alcoholic beverage obtained from magueyes. 
Rancho. Farm. Usually smaller than a hacienda. Often used for the landed private property of a cacique. 
Real. A silver coin, worth one eighth of a peso. 
Regidor. Member of a cabildo with executive tasks. 
Rentero. Tenant, also used in the sense of a macehual. 
Repartimiento. Prerogative of monopoly of certain items that were considered to be too crucial to be left to the free 
market. Hence for example repartimiento de comercios (privilege to buy and sell specific kinds of goods, 
e.g. live-stock or tribute-goods); repartimiento de trabajo (privilege to share out labour services). 
República. Commonwealth of a category of people in general. In the Spanish-American territories the basic estates 
of society were the república de Españoles and the república de Indios. 
Residencia. Court or trial held at the end of a term of office. 
Señoría. Lordship. 
Síndico. Agent in financial affairs of a mendicant monastery. 
Sitio. Grant of land intended for pastoral use. Sitio de ganado mayor, ca. 1756 ha; sitio de ganado menor. ca.780 ha. 
Solar. House lot 
Sujeto, (abbreviation of pueblo sujeto) Constituent part of a pueblo de indios, subject to a cabecera. More generally 
any kind of subject. 
Tecuhlli (plural (tejtecuhtin). Lord. 
Teocalli. Temple. After the conquest also used for church. 
Teopixqui. Priest. 
Teotl. (Indigenous) god. Not used for the God of Christianity. 
Teccalli. Lordly house. 
Tecpan. Palace. 
Tepetate. A kind of white boulder clay. 
Tequillalo. Low-ranked indigenous leader. 
Terrazguero. Spanish word for serf used for the Indians residing on the lands of a cacique and paying terrazgo (rent 
in kind, in services, or in money) for il; equivalent with rentero. 
Tianguis (also; tianquiz or tiánguez). Indian market. 
Tlahloani. Prehispanic indigenous ruler. Unofficially the title was also used after the conquest. 
Tlahtocayotl. Rulership, the rights and duties of a tlahloani often used together with teucyotl (lordship). In this study 
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tranahrted ы Herrschaft. 
Tlaqufhual. Seasonal Indian labourer, tributario of • pueblo de indios. 
TequiÜ. Tuk. 
ТІахйасаШ. Cooatitucnt part of the allepeú. Organization of group of maeehuales, ufimlly within a specific territory. 
Tributario. Indiali paying tribute to a pueblo de indios. 
Vara. Unit of measurement, equivalent to ca. 84 cm. 
Visila. (Official) Vkh or tubordinale church, vianed from die mam church. 
Záieale. Kind of rough gran. 
Zeneal. Trough. 
Samenvatting 
Twee samenvloeiende werelden. De transformatie van de samenleving 
in de vallei van Pueblo, 1570-1640. 
De late zestiende en de vroege zeventiende eeuw kenmerkten zich in Mexico door een 
maatschappelijke transformatie. De maatschappelijke ontwikkeling transformeerde de 
conquest society van de eerste decennia na de Spaanse Invasie tot een samenleving 
waarvan de verhoudingen bepalend zouden zijn voor de rest van de koloniale periode in 
Mexico. In die zin kan zij een koloniale samenleving worden genoemd. In de tijd van de 
conquest society, de tijd direct na de verovering door de Spanjaarden, waren de Spaanse 
en de Indiaanse elementen in de Nieuw-Spaanse maatschappij grotendeels gescheiden. In 
de periode van ongeveer 1570 tot 1640 veranderde dat. De koloniale maatschappij kwam 
niet ineens tot stand maar evolueerde uit de conquest society. Uitgangssituatie voor de 
maatschappelijke ontwikkeling in Nieuw-Spanje was de inheemse samenleving. 
De Indiaanse maatschappij voor de komst van de Spanjaarden verschilde sterk van de 
koloniale samenleving. Twee wezenlijke punten waren van groot belang. Ten eerste was 
de inheemse maatschappij politiek en militair sterk verdeeld. Vrijwel het gehele leven 
speelde zich af binnen de beperkingen van de politieke begrenzingen van de altepetl, de 
inheemse koninkrijken van veelal beperkte geografische omvang. Dit had belangrijke 
consequenties voor het economisch leven. De verschillende inheemse volken verkeerden 
met elkaar in onmin of in regelrechte oorlog, wat funest was voor de handel. Ten tweede 
was de inheemse samenleving sterk gestructureerd volgens een stelsel van verticale 
persoonlijke bindingen, waarin er een fundamentele scheiding bestond tussen tribuut-
plichtigen en tribuutgerechtigden. 
De gewone Indianen (macehualtin) -veelal boeren- waren verplicht tribuut in 
goederen te leveren en arbeidsdiensten te verrichten voor de adel als erkenning van hun 
ondergeschiktheid. De edelen moesten de verantwoordelijkheden op zich nemen die aan 
hun positie waren verbonden: het was hun taak in ruil voor het tribuut hun onderdanen te 
beschermen, geestelijk leven mogelijk te maken en recht te spreken. Uitoefening van een 
functie was daarom -althans in theorie- gebonden aan het vervullen van deze drie plichten. 
Er bestond dus in feite een verbinding tussen een heer en een onderdaan, waarbij er een 
wederzijdse ruilverhouding was, waarin plicht tegenover recht stond. Ten overvloede zij 
overigens opgemerkt dat dit niet betekende dat onrecht of verzaking van plichten en 
rechten uitgesloten was. Uit de Europese geschiedenis zijn dit soort op individuele relaties 
gebaseerde wederzijdse ruilverhoudingen bekend geworden als Herrschaft, en het stelsel 
van een maatschappij die wordt gekarakteriseerd door deze verbindingen van Herrschaft 
wordt Personenverband genoemd. 
De Spaanse Invasie (in Mexico voltooid in 1521) bracht grote veranderingen in dit 
inheemse maatschappelijke stelsel, al kwamen die niet meteen met de verovering. Direct 
na de verovering werden vooral de hogere lagen van de inheemse samenleving getroffen. 
De hoogste maatschappelijke posities werden overgenomen door Spanjaarden. De posities 
van de inheemse koningen werden overgenomen door de veroveraars en hun nazaten, de 
religieuze posities door Spaanse geestelijken. Door de vrijwel directe overname van de 
leidende posities pasten deze twee groepen wonderwel binnen het kader van het Indiaanse 
maatschappelijk systeem. Zij opereerden voor het grootste deel aan de marge van de 
inheemse sameleving; het directst bij de Indianen betrokken waren de geestelijken die in 
de eerste tijd na de verovering een bemiddelende rol speelden tussen Spanjaarden en 
Indianen. De conquest society die hiermee ontstond was geen lang leven beschoren. Tegen 
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het midden van de zestiende eeuw begon zij aan alle zijden barsten te vertonen. 
Aan de basis van de afbraak van de verhoudingen van de conquest society lagen twee 
ontwikkelingen die fundamentele invloed hadden op de samenleving. Enerzijds werd de 
gehele maatschappij beïnvloed door de dramatische sterfte onder de inheemse bevolking, 
waarvan de economische effecten diep ingrijpend waren. Daartegenover stond een 
voortdurende groei van het aantal Spanjaarden, die vooral in steden woonden. Door deze 
tweeledige demografische ontwikkeling steeg de vraag naar voedsel in de steden met rasse 
schreden, terwijl het aanbod daalde. Dit werd nog versterkt doordat in deze zelfde tijd een 
aantal sociaal-politieke en bestuurlijke veranderingen hun beslag kregen. Deze veranderin-
gen waren gericht op een uniformering en centralisatie van het bestuur en op een hervor-
ming van het fiscale stelsel, die het beter aan het nieuwe bestuur moest aanpassen. 
Evenals de demografische ontwikkelingen raakten ook zij alle lagen van de bevolking en 
noodzaakten een ieder zich te bezinnen op zijn situatie en zich aan te passen aan de 
nieuwe omstandigheden. 
De invloed vsn de demografische ontwikkelingen deed zich sterk gelden op het 
gebied van een sterk toegenomen deelname van Spanjaarden in de economische activiteiten 
van de vallei van Puebla. Een deel van de op de steden gerichte landbouwproduktie en 
economische activiteiten die boven het lokale niveau uitgingen en die voor de verovering 
van weinig belang waren geweest, werden door Spanjaarden overgenomen. Deze sectoren 
van de economie werden dan ook door hen beheerst. Veel minder gold dit voor de lokale 
economie, waarin de Indianen, en vooral de edelen (na de verovering caciques genaamd), 
van oudsher een belangrijke rol hadden gespeeld, en door de controle over vitale econo-
mische elementen, waaronder een groot deel van de arbeidskrachten, de lokale nijver-
heidsproduktie en ook een groot deel van het landeigendom en konden blijven spelen. 
De doorvoering van de bestuurlijke en sociaal-politieke hervormingen leidde tot een 
ernstige crisis binnen de Indiaanse maatschappij. De inheemse altepetl werden vervangen 
door pueblos de indios waarin voortaan alle Indianen administratief waren ondergebracht. 
Een van de belangrijkste onderdelen van deze verandering was dat zij allen geacht werden 
een hoofdelijke belasting (tribuut) te betalen aan de Spaanse staat, via de pueblo. Doordat 
dit stelsel sterk bouwde op verdeling van het bestuurde gebied in territoriale eenheden, 
wordt het wel een Territorialverband genoemd. Dit doorkruiste de inheemse banden van 
afhankelijkheid die voor een belangrijk deel waren gebaseerd op persoonlijke tribuutge-
rechtigdheid. Met de verplichting tribuut te betalen aan de Spaanse staat verviel een groot 
deel van deze tribuutgerechtigdheden. De inheemse edelen lieten dat niet zomaar gebeuren 
en trachtten hun oude rechten te handhaven; aan de andere kant voelden de macehuales er 
weinig voor dubbele belastingen te betalen zonder dat ze er meer voor terugkregen. Dit 
leidde tot grote interne tegenstellingen binnen de pueblos de indios die nog werden 
versterkt door de afname van het bevolkingsaantal en daarmee van het aantal tribuutbeta-
lende macehuales. Het duurde geruime tijd voor de conflicten binnen de pueblos luwden; 
de Spaanse rechtspraak speelde daarbij vaak een doorslaggevende rol doordat de rechters 
als arbiters optraden in de conflicten. 
De gelederen van het inheemse adeldom werden in de loop van dit proces aanmerke-
lijk uitgedund. Hoewel er door de sterk teruggelopen persoonlijke tribuutinkomsten en de 
daarmee gepaard gaande groei van de gemiddelde lastendruk voor de macehuales en van 
inkomen voor de edelen over de gehele linie een verarming van de Indiaanse bevolking 
optrad, betekende dit niet dat de pueblos veranderden in een grauwe, ongedifferentieerde 
massa van armen. Over het algemeen konden de caciques, dat wil zeggen de hoogste 
edelen, zich ook binnen de pueblos een rol van betekenis toemeten. De macehuales aan de 
andere kant, konden niet onder te extreme economische druk worden gezet, want dan 
onttrokken zij zich aan de invloed van hun pueblo en gingen wonen en werken in de stad 
of op nabijgelegen Spaanse landbouwbedrijven die voortdurend verlegen zaten om 
arbeiders. Aan het eind van de zestiende eeew kwam dit veel voor. De Indianen die het 
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hardst werden getroffen door de veranderingen waren de lagere edelen en anderen met een 
van oudsher licht gepriviligieerde positie, bijvoorbeeld de handelaren. Zij konden in 
rechtszaken hun privileges niet aantonen en bezaten de macht niet om privileges af te 
dwingen. Als het gevolg van deze processen stabiliseerden zich in de eerste decennia van 
de zeventiende eeuw de pueblos de indios, met daarin de caciques als leidende figuren. 
Met de transformatie was in de vallei van Puebla een nieuw maatschappelijk geheel 
ontstaan waarin Spaanse en Indiaanse elementen zich vooral op het platteland vervlochten 
hadden. In de zeventiende eeuw waren hierin zeker nog Spaanse en Indiaanse elementen te 
onderscheiden. Een echte tegenstelling tussen Spanjaarden en Indianen bestond er echter 
op het regionale niveau niet meer. Natuurlijk waren na de verovering de Spanjaarden de 
dominante partij in Nieuw-Spanje als geheel en de machtigste lieden in de koloniale 
samenleving waren uit de aard der zaak altijd Spanjaarden. Regionaal en lokaal gezien 
waren Spaans en Indiaans echter minder gescheiden dan op landelijk niveau. Formeel 
waren daar de Spanjaarden nog altijd het machtigst, maar juist op het lokale niveau waren 
ze te vaak en in te sterke mate afhankelijk van de Indiaanse caciques, om die macht meer 
dan formele inhoud te geven. 
De economische regio die in de vallei van Puebla ontstond en die vooral gericht was 
op de stad Puebla, was een regio binnen de koloniale samenleving als geheel. Het centrum 
was de stad, en een groot deel van de produktie en de handel verliep over de stad. In die 
zin waren de Spanjaarden ook ontegenzeggelijk toonaangevend, en waren de door de 
Spanjaarden geïntroduceerde bepalingen van wat als een Territorialverband kan worden 
gekarakteriseerd, normgevend. De Indianen maakten hiervan ook deel uit, althans voor het 
gedeelte dat hun leven beheerst werd door het Terrüorialverband, en dat was juist in de 
verhouding met de Spanjaarden. Op het lokale niveau echter werden de economische 
verhoudingen slechts zeer ten dele bepaald door zulke Spaanse normen. Daar bleef 
vooralsnog de wijze van machtsuitoefening door persoonsgebonden macht uitoefening, 
gevangen onder de term Herrschaft, prevaleren en voerden de Indiaanse normen de 
boventoon. Spanjaarden die zich in die in overweldigende mate door Indianen beheerste 
sociaal-economische omgeving prestige wilden verwerven, hadden weinig andere keus dan 
zich in hun gedrag aan die normen aan te passen. 
De maatschappelijke ontwikkeling van de late zestiende en de vroege zeventiende 
eeuw in de vallei van Puebla kenmerkte zich niet door een systematische marginalisering 
van de Indianen of door een polarisatie tussen een Spaanse en een Indiaanse wereld, maar 
in tegendeel door een samengaan van Spaanse en Indiaanse elementen, waarbij voor beide 
een belangrijke rol was weggelegd. 
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The late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were crucial for the formation 
of Mexican society, both in the colonial period and thereafter. Neverthe-
less, they remain a neglected period in historical writing concerning 
Mexico. The author criticizes the traditional picture of early colonial 
society, in which the Indians are depicted simply as victims of the forma-
tion of colonization. In joining recent historiography on the late-colonial 
period, this study means to give a new perspective on the transformation 
of society between 1570 and 1640 in the valley of Puebla, one of the three 
main valleys of the Central Mexican highlands. 
The year 1570 found the rural society of the valley of Puebla in a crisis 
which would not be resolved for another half century, leaving it trans-
formed. Many Indians, especially the Indian nobility (the caciques), 
proved remarkably adept at using the institutions and opportunities of the 
evolving colonial society, thereby gaining new positions. At the same 
time, Spaniards who needed to involve themselves in agriculture in an 
overwhelmingly Indian rural environment had to adapt to many indigenous 
social relations to be able to function adequately. The author argues that to 
an important extent the formation of colonial society was determined by 
the ongoing interaction of Spanish and Indian elements, resulting in the 
merger of two previously separate worlds. 
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